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Introduction: A New Era for Translators 

Fifteenth-century Italy has been described as the age of translation par excellence.1 This view 

was also strongly put forward by humanist Antonio Loschi (c. 1368–1441). In the preface to his 

vernacular translation of the pseudo-Quintilian Declamationes (1392), Loschi reflects on the 

cultural promise of his own era, and on the crucial role played by translators: ‘Sì come in cierti 

metalli ongni leggiere tocchamento fa muovere boce così la nostra novissima ethade ciaschuno 

diletto a adoperatione sollecita’ [‘just as some metals produce a sound when touched, our new 

era is turning all kinds of [cultural] delectations into production’].2 In Loschi’s time a broad 

public now had an unprecedented opportunity to learn from the past, thanks to the translation of 

myriad texts into vernacular languages they could understand. Yet this wonderfully productive 

literary age came with a danger, he notes: many of those who read translations of ‘useful and 

beautiful’ Latin texts into the Italian vernaculars are incapable of appreciating their significance: 

spessissimamente gli uomini del nostro tempo libri utilissimi e bellissimi di 
gramaticha ànno tracti in volghare solo per la fama di quegli libri e dietro non 
molti anni non chonosciuto e non saputo chogliere il fructo d’essi, i quali non 
sanza faticha e spesa e gratia avuti in tale lingua o sono serrati in tenebre o per 
fastidio d’ignoranza gienerato gittati come fangho tra vilissimi piedi.3  

[men of our day often translate useful and beautiful texts from Latin into the 
vernacular only because these Latin sources are famous and have been 
neglected or misunderstood for several years. Their translations are the result 
of much labour, sacrifice, and grace. And yet, because these versions are often 
hard to understand or because of sheer ignorance, these texts have been thrown 
around like mud on ordinary feet]. 

1 Hankins, ‘Translation Practice’, p. 162. 
2 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Martelli 4, fol. 1r. On Loschi see Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 
‘Loschi, Antonio’. This translation has been attributed to Loschi by Marchesi, Scritti minori di filologia e 
letteratura, II, pp. 447–72. 
3 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Martelli 4, fol. 1v. 
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Loschi’s words herald a period of intense interaction between Latin and the vernacular, and 

collaboration between translators and readers. A highly successful diplomat who worked for the 

Republic of Venice and the Papacy, and at the courts of Vicenza and Milan, Loschi promises 

wondrous riches, while scorning readers of ‘low condition’, who were ill-equipped to value these 

‘new’ translations.4 Here, as Loschi celebrates the work of contemporary vernacular translators, 

he takes care to distance their work from the rustic and uneven vernacular translations—the 

volgarizzamenti—of the earlier Trecento. The sort of translation Loschi wished to praise was free 

of the ‘odour of vulgarity’ that supposedly clung to the common people, or ‘volgo’.5 Loschi was 

at pains to differentiate the coarse and often anonymous volgarizzamenti of the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries from the ‘new’ vernacular translations, which were not intended for people 

of ‘vile ingegnio e pronta mano et giovane senno’ [‘little intellect, quick hand, and inexpert 

mind’].6 The former were useful but ugly, whereas the latter were both useful and elegant.  

 

Loschi’s praise of this new era of vernacular translations piqued my interest in Quattrocento 

translators. Loschi’s preface described here tells a story that sits incongruously with the long-

held idea that Latin humanists of the first half of the Quattrocento saw the vernacular as 

‘unimportant or even […] as an ignoble competitor’.7 To be sure, humanists such as Guarino 

Guarini (1374–1460) and Lorenzo Valla (1407–57) did reject the vernacular as a literary 

                                                
4 Here is the full passage from Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Martelli 4, fol. 1v: ‘temo che in simile 
modo questo per me volgharezzato non pervengha tra giente non dengna e di vilissima conditione non perché sua 
virtù ne manchi’. 
5 See Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy, p. 4. 
6 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Martelli 4, fol. 1v. 
7 Baker, Italian Renaissance Humanism in the Mirror, p. 27. See also: ‘The ennobling of the vernacular that began 
with Dante was largely ignored in humanist culture and would not gain strength again until the age of Lorenzo the 
Magnificent’ (Baker, Italian Renaissance Humanism in the Mirror, p. 23), and McLaughlin, ‘Latin and Vernacular 
from Dante to the Age of Lorenzo’, II, pp. 612–25: 612: ‘The rivalry between the two languages was to continue for 
two centuries from the death of Dante’.  
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language.8 Strikingly, Loschi makes no clear distinction between Latin and the vernacular: the 

only distinction he draws is between previous generations of volgarizzamenti and the ‘new’ era 

of vernacular and Latin translation. Loschi was connected with the most visible Latin authors 

and translators of his time. He also corresponded with the most influential Latin scholars of his 

day, from Niccolò Niccoli (1365–1437) to Guarini.9 And, most importantly, Loschi translated in 

both directions: he rendered the first novella of Boccaccio’s Decameron into Latin, following in 

the footsteps of Francesco Petrarca.10 Despite this strong Latin profile, Loschi is not apologetic 

or defensive about producing a vernacular translation of the Declamationes. His chief concern 

was his readers; whether they would misunderstand, undervalue, or simply ignore his labours. 

 

The concern of this book is not to verify the literary and cultural value claimed by fifteenth-

century vernacular translators for their work. Instead, the focus is on the translators’ strategies of 

self-fashioning: the textual means they employed to convince readers of the translator’s unique 

role in the dissemination of knowledge—and to publicise the cultural capital represented by 

translation. Translators adopted self-fashioning rhetoric to defend their suitability as cultural 

agents. In this respect, the vernacular translators are no different from the Latin translators. In 

fact, as discussed in Chapter One, and supported in the Appendix of this book, often 

Quattrocento vernacular and Latin translators were the same person. This little considered fact 

                                                
8 See Tavoni, ‘Il Quattrocento’, pp. 65–68. Well into the sixteenth century, several humanists felt the need to justify 
and defend the status of the vernacular as a literary language. 
9 Leonardo Bruni (1370–1444) dedicated to Loschi his Latin versions of Plutarch’s Sertorius (c. 1410), and Plato’s 
Phaedrus (1424). Bartolomeo Facio (c. 1405–57) includes him in his De Viris Illustribus (1456). The figure of 
Loschi features prominently in Poggio Bracciolini’s De varietate fortunae (1448). Loschi was also close to Salutati, 
who famously asked him about his project to translate Homer into Latin (see Salutati, Epistolario di Coluccio 
Salutati, Letters VII, 23 and VIII, 7, written between July and September 1393). 
10 The Latin translation by Loschi is in Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, C 141 inf. This manuscript is described in 
Ferrari and Navoni, Nuove ricerche su codici in scrittura latina dell’Ambrosiana, pp. 155–59. See also Albanese, 
‘La Fabula Zapelleti di Antonio Loschi’, pp. 3–59. On Petrarca’s translation see Bessi, Umanesimo volgare, 
pp. 279–292, and Campbell, ‘Sexual Poetics and the Politics of Translation in the Tale of Griselda’, pp. 192–216. 
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necessitates a recalibration of habitual claims about the relationship between Latin and 

vernacular literary cultures. Loschi—and several Quattrocento scholars after him—made it clear 

that the humanist ambition to rehabilitate ‘classical’ Latin as the language of the humanist 

intelligentsia was perfectly in line with the expectations of a wider circle of readers who were 

receptive to the usefulness and elegance of Latin texts.11 Latinisation and dissemination both 

involved translation: from Greek into Latin, and from Latin into the vernacular; now and then 

also from the vernacular into Latin. The promotion and refinement of ‘classical’ Latin became a 

defining feature of the most elite group of Quattrocento intellectuals, and the humanist 

movement they represented. 

 

To be sure, by the later Trecento, and for most of the Quattrocento, Latin was the leading 

linguistic means of achieving cultural recognition. Patrick Baker recently posited that the work 

of fifteenth-century Italian humanists consisted in ‘producing eloquent Latin literature, helping 

others to do so by teaching, and […] competing with others for distinction in these pursuits’.12 I 

wish to advance a more comprehensive view of Quattrocento scribal culture: a view according to 

which ‘humanism’—a cultural movement that included a charismatic elite of Latin-only literary 

scholars, translators from Greek into Latin, and supporters of the vernacular culture of the 

Trecento—was in constant flux. Notwithstanding traditional interpretations of ‘humanism’, the 

makers of this movement frequently crossed linguistic and cultural boundaries. Baker described 

what six humanists of diverse cachet (Enea Silvio Piccolomini, Biondo Flavio, Bartolomeo 

Facio, Giannozzo Manetti, Paolo Cortesi, and Marco Antonio Sabellico) wrote about themselves 

                                                                                                                                                       
See also Kircher, ‘Alberti in Boccaccio’s Garden’, p. 178; Marcelli, ‘Appunti per l’edizione di un dittico 
umanistico’, pp. 18–41. 
11 For the use of ‘classical’ see Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients, p. 28. 
12 Baker, Italian Renaissance, p. 28. 
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and many other Latinists, such as Loschi, Bruni, and Leon Battista Alberti. Baker’s analysis is 

perceptive, but he ignores the vernacular texts that these same humanists composed.  

 

These vernacular works show a great deal about the writers’ philosophy of culture and the way 

they presented themselves.13 As this book reveals, at least thirty-eight humanists translated from 

Latin into vernacular between 1392 and 1465.14 This number increases to seventy-eight when 

considering also the 1470s and 1480s. While pursuing Latin eloquence, many humanists also 

devoted considerable expertise, time, and energy to vernacular translation, demonstrating how 

Quattrocento culture was not driven first by Latin translation and only later, during the last 

quarter of the century, by vernacular humanism.15 What the evidence reveals is that, across the 

                                                
13 See Giannozzo Manetti’s self-translation of Dialogus de morte Antonini, filii sui, consolatorius (1439), and 
Bartolomeo Facio’s preface to his vernacular translation of Isocrates’s oration Ad Nicoclem (1444–45); I have 
consulted Valencia, Biblioteca d’Humanitats, Universitat de Valencia, ms. 443. On Manetti’s Dialogus see 
Langdale, ‘A Bilingual Work of the Fifteenth Century’, and Manetti, Dialogus Consolatorius, ed. by De Petris. 
14 See Appendix. 
15 This view of a two-phased Quattrocento humanism is widely accepted. The following quotations encapsulate the 
dominant discourses around this dichotomised view of fifteenth-century humanism: ‘Umanesimo, sì, se con la 
parola si indica l’àmbito di una cultura classica e tradizionale, latino e greco insomma; ma anche volgare, un 
umanesimo che non ignora la letteratura viva e moderna che si faceva strada a forza di gomiti nella vita culturale di 
quel momento’ (Bessi, Umanesimo volgare, p xv); ‘Quanto alle traduzioni dal latino, ben si capisce che la pratica 
dei volgarizzamenti sia stata estranea alla cultura umanistica: più esplicitamente, il volgarizzamento di un testo 
classico non era un’operazione umanisticamente giustificabile’ (Formentin, ‘La ‘crisi’ linguistica del Quattrocento’, 
III, p. 169). Maurizio Campanelli’s recent discussion of the literary use of languages in the Italian Renaissance does 
not consider the role played by vernacular translation in the dissemination of humanist propaganda (Campanelli, 
‘Languages’, pp. 139–63). Similarly, Guido Ruggiero’s discussion of the Renaissance understanding that old was 
good, and the humanist’s rejection of everything non ancient, underplays the significance of Quattrocento vernacular 
translation in the circulation of humanist values and ideas (Ruggiero, The Renaissance in Italy, pp. 229–60, 
especially p. 252: ‘Alberti was also not averse to the ultimate sin of humanists from the later disciplinary perspective 
writing in Italian’). Some scholars have, however, suggested new ways to understand ‘humanism’. See, for instance, 
Stephen Milner: ‘The notion that vernacular literacy hindered the development of humanism in Florence can only be 
questioned by redefining humanism itself, looking at it in broader social and terms as the encounter of a public and 
society at large, in all its forms, with precepts and insights concerning civic life translated from a former age. Within 
such an alternative narrative, Latin humanism features as a minority enterprise, relative to the broader reception 
history of vernacular classicism in which the volgare consolidated its position as the communal language during the 
Quattrocento and the medium of pre-modern rhetorical knowledge transfer’ (Milner, ‘“Le sottili cose non si possono 
bene aprire in volgare”’, p. 244). James Hankins and Christopher Celenza have suggested a symbiotic relationship 
between Latin and the vernacular: Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’, pp. 11–29, and Celenza, The Lost Italian 
Renaissance, p. 144. 
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period considered in this study (1392–1480s), at least seventy-eight humanists produced Latin 

and vernacular texts simultaneously, not sequentially. 

 

Loschi’s career shows that the boundaries between Latin and the vernacular could be crossed 

repeatedly. In the preface cited earlier, he legitimises his vernacular work as ‘not without virtue’, 

and deserving of contemporary recognition and appreciation. Prefatory statements in the 

vernacular such as Loschi’s have been generally overlooked, and have never been compared to 

those of his fellow humanists in Latin. Some scholars have thought that humanists were reluctant 

to translate, or even embarrassed for producing a vernacular version of a Latin or Greek source.16 

Vernacular translations, however, were copiously produced from the end of the Trecento and 

through the fifteenth century. This copiousness cannot be explained by assuming that the 

vernacular texts were always produced under duress, or with little creative engagement on the 

translators’ part. Of course, Quattrocento authors and translators generally preferred to be 

recognised as eloquent and distinguished Latin humanists. Yet, the manner in which translators 

presented their vernacular versions betrays their determination to make their eloquence—and the 

eloquence of the ancients—available to a growing population of non-Latinate readers, including 

                                                
16 Matteo Maria Boiardo’s vernacular translations have been at times been interpreted as a task that he was obliged 
to execute to please his Duke Ercole I of Ferrara (see Ponte, ‘Matteo Maria Boiardo dalla traduzione storiografica al 
romanzesco’, pp. 443–59). Recently this view has been refuted by various scholars including Andrea Rizzi (The 
Historia Imperiale by Riccobaldo Ferrarese, ed. by Rizzi), and Tiziano Zanato (in Boiardo, pp. 84–144). For a 
similar interpretation of vernacular translation as a thankless task see Jerry Bentley’s assessment of Facio’s preface 
to his vernacular translation of Isocrates’s Ad Nicoclem (1457): according to Bentley, in his preface (written in 
Latin) Facio expresses his discomfort as a vernacular translator and tries to distance himself from it (Bentley, 
Politics and Culture in Renaissance Naples, p. 69). A closer look at the preface reveals that Facio is subscribing to 
the view widely accepted by humanists that the vernacular could not render the beauty and elegance of Latin and 
Greek; that, nevertheless, his vernacular version is of great value (‘summum precium’, Valencia, Biblioteca 
d’Humanitats, Universitat de Valencia, ms. 443, fol. 3r). 
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those in positions of power.17 This book explores the first person statements made by translators, 

in the vernacular, on their contribution to the literary culture of their time. 

 

Who produced translations in the Quattrocento? When we think of fifteenth-century literary 

culture, we think of the likes of ‘great men’ such as Coluccio Salutati, Bruni, and Lorenzo Valla, 

who worked for leaders or for their fellow patricians and court associates. But, these men were 

surrounded by many other, less distinguished humanists, who disseminated the same values and 

principles that their more prestigious colleagues promoted. Even some of the leading humanists 

(Salutati, Loschi, Bruni, Pier Candido Decembrio, Bartolomeo Facio, and Giovanni Brancati, to 

mention a few) wrote in both Latin and the vernacular. Scholars have, of course, recognised that 

Latin was never a ‘supernatural monolith’, and that the Latin culture of the early Quattrocento 

emancipated vernacular literature from its Christian and ‘vulgar’ origins.18 Throughout the 

Quattrocento, non-literary vernacular texts (merchant letters, zibaldoni, and account books) were 

far more common than literary texts in Latin.19 This book explores a substantial body of scribal 

translations into vernacular produced by humanists throughout the fifteenth century. It questions 

any rigid demarcation between Latin-based and vernacular-based cultures in the Quattrocento. It 

                                                
17 Famously, humanist Angelo Decembrio complained to Leonello d’Este that vernacular translations were produced 
‘because of the whims of certain Princes’. Decembrio understands this need to produce vernacular translations, but 
he takes issue with the fact that these translations of classical texts are made because both the rulers and their 
courtiers have no traning in Latin literature. He then adds that ‘to be content with translation is like being content 
with earthenware and coarse cloth rather than pearls and things of great value’ (De Politia litteraria 1, 6: I quote 
from Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy, p. 178). This negative view on vernacular translation 
resonated with Leonello d’Este, who was a most learned prince with a sophisticated understanding of Latin. But, 
such an opinion did not gain traction among the Quattrocento humanists discussed in this book.  
18 McLaughlin, ‘Humanism and Italian Literature’, pp. 224–45, and pp. 239–40. See also Cornish, Vernacular 
Translation in Dante’s Italy, pp. 158–179. 
19 Tavoni, ‘Il Quattrocento’. 
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also reveals that the revival of classical Latin did not retard the development of Quattrocento 

vernacular literature, but rather transformed it.20  

 

The following two sections of the present chapter introduce the accompanying texts or paratexts 

as the key source for our understanding of how Quattrocento translators attempted to influence 

the reading experience. These sections also introduce translations as beautiful and precious 

scribal objects with the potential to yield symbolic and cultural forms of capital for the intended 

reader.21 As the aim of this study is to illuminate the self-perceived role of fifteenth-century 

translators, the book focuses only on translations where authorship is clearly indicated or argued. 

Anonymous works have, therefore, been generally excluded.22 Chapter One gives an overview of 

the translators, the texts they translated and their motivation. Chapter Two offers a closer contact 

with the self-fashioning statements made by translators in their prefaces by examining a sample 

drawn chiefly from lesser-known scholars working in the context of the court of Naples; this 

illustrates at grass-roots level the ways in which vernacular translators perceived their own 

abilities as agents of praise and blame and framed their work ethos. Chapter Three evaluates the 

arguments of early fifteenth-century humanists concerning the crucial topic of the dignity of the 

vernacular. Chapters Four, Five, Six, and Seven examine four key concepts found in the 

translators’ paratexts: authority, eloquence, collaboration and friendship. The central topic of 

Chapter Four is the translation theories of Bruni and their classical antecedents. Bruni’s influence 

is then studied in the remaining chapters. Chapter Five considers claims made by translators 

                                                
20 McLaughlin, ‘Humanism and Italian Literature’, p. 239. 
21 Predominantly Greek, Latin, and the Italian vernaculars, but Arabic, Hebrew, and other European vernacular were 
not absent. 
22 This proved to be a difficult choice, as in several instances translators made a deliberate choice not to disclose 
their identity to a broader readership. On anonymity in the Renaissance see Rizzi and Griffiths, The Renaissance of 
Anonymity. 
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concerning their balancing act between elegance and comprehensibility; here their scholarly 

authority and reputation were clearly at stake. The paratexts studied in Chapter Six are addressed 

to contemporary leaders and rulers, and they express the hope that the dedicatee will benefit from 

the translation and also actively collaborate in improving it. Chapter Seven concerns gifts of 

vernacular translations to friends and allies. The Conclusion draws out the main lessons of the 

argument: vernacular translation did not cease with the rise of humanism; translations from 

Greek into Latin spurred the concurrent production of ‘new’ vernacular versions; humanists 

challenged themselves to produce creative and authoritative translations both from Greek and 

occasionally from the vernacular into Latin, and from Latin into the vernacular, and they grew 

increasingly self-assertive when taking on these tasks; Latin was not seen as the exclusive 

medium for scholarship; humanists used vernacular translation to expand the influence of Latin-

based culture. 

 

The translators discussed in this study made specific claims about their contribution to the 

transformation of Latin and vernacular texts. Their influence in the production of what have been 

called cultural, symbolic, and economic forms of ‘capital’ in fifteenth-century Italy has not been 

fully acknowledged.23 By examining the prefatory material that often accompanies translations, 

this study can elucidate specific benefits translators promised to their readers and the strategies 

                                                
23 Since Bourdieu’s use of ‘cultural capital’ in his 1979 work, the term has been used in many disciplines. For the 
European Renaissance, cultural capital refers specifically to the non-financial ‘assets’ of knowledge and eloquence. 
Symbolic capital indicates status and social connections, whereas economic capital refers to any financial benefit 
deriving from the production and dissemination of translations. I use here the revised interpretation of ‘capital’ put 
forward in Prieur and Savage, ‘Emerging Forms of Cultural Capital’. On the use of the notion of capital in 
translation studies see Wolf and Fukari ed., Constructing a Sociology of Translation, pp. 17–19, and Lefevere, 
‘Translation Practice(s) and the Circulation of Cultural Capital’, pp. 41–56. The notions of cultural, symbolic or 
social capital are taken from Bourdieu, Distinction. I will return to cultural forms of capital and translation 
throughout the book. 
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used by them to convince their audiences. Four key concepts emerged from their statements: 

authority, eloquence, collaboration, and friendship.  

 

Authority 

The decision on the part of Quattrocento vernacular translators to turn Latin texts into any of the 

several Italian vernaculars—Tuscan, Veneto-based languages, Neapolitan, and other Tuscan-

influenced written vernaculars that were still not normally accorded the authority and prestige of 

Latin and Greek—posed a self-fashioning conundrum. On the one hand the vernacular 

translators presented themselves as agents useful to those readers with limited knowledge of 

Latin; on the other hand they downplayed their task by reminding the reader of their more 

prestigious and learned Latin scholarship. Loschi’s 1392 preface reflects this tension. He 

promotes his contribution as translator, while also recommending that his vernacular work does 

not reach readers of ‘the most abject condition’. This conflict represented a challenge for most 

Quattrocento vernacular translators when defining themselves and their role by way of textual 

address. They wished to be recognised as authoritative and widely respected humanists (as 

indeed several were), and to enjoy the increasing demand from rulers and readers for vernacular 

translations. Many of the translators examined in this study express concern over the troubled 

status of vernacular languages, while also demonstrating a strong willingness to engage 

pragmatically with the growing appeal of vernacular versions of Latin eloquence and wisdom.  

 

The translators’ self-fashioning as authoritative transformed Quattrocento literature. Translators 

engaged with institutional authorities (rulers and governments), and the auctoritas of classical 

texts that had accrued cultural capital, to fashion their own authority and renovate ancient and 
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contemporary texts. They variously attributed themselves the role of reliable, indispensable, and 

competent translators of Greek and Latin authors. Translators’ prefaces illuminate that humanists 

needed to impress, please, and collaborate so as to secure well-paid positions, such as apostolic 

secretaries, teachers of future rulers, court poets, and chancellors, among other roles.24 For 

instance, forty-two percent of apostolic secretaries employed between 1417 and 1487 were 

accomplished in the humanities.25 This percentage indicates that competition was intense. Being 

a reputable humanist did not guarantee access to a prestigious post. Inevitably, dedications of 

translations and other literary endeavours to influential leaders constituted an important means 

for humanists to achieve authority.  

 

Following Stephen Greenblatt’s 1980 study of the self-fashioning of six English authors of the 

sixteenth century, scholars have explored the various strategies employed by early modern artists 

and authors to promote their careers and status.26 This interest was spurred by Jacob 

Burckhardt’s landmark study Die Kultur der Renaissance in Italien (1860), and his conviction 

that the Italian Renaissance had created a free, individual self. Greenblatt challenged 

Burckhardt’s thesis—as have Douglas Biow and John Jeffries Martin, more recently.27 Their 

reading of the early modern self is grounded in an understanding that any expression of 

‘individualism’ is determined by social and cultural forces, and by contemporary literary codes 

and practices. ‘Individualism’, however, is an eighteenth-century term which has been used in 

                                                
24 On the social and economic profiles of humanists see Maxson, The Humanist World of Renaissance Florence, and 
Martines, The Social World of the Florentine Humanists, 1390–1460. 
25 Partner, The Pope’s Men, pp. 15 and 79–80. 
26 Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning; Biow, On the Importance; Biow, In Your Face; Nelson, The Patron’s 
Payoff; Burke, Changing Patrons, and Henderson, ‘Humanist Letter Writing’. 
27 Martin, Myths of Renaissance Individualism; Biow, On the Importance, Introduction and p. 242 
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often conflicting ways: as a pejorative description signalling isolation, or as a positive 

underscoring originality and inventiveness.28  

 

It has been suggested that in Quattrocento Italy ‘identity was not about individuality but rather 

explicitly about the problem of the relation of one’s inner experience to one’s experience in the 

world’.29 The problem with this view is that the individual recedes into the historical 

background, and becomes a very small figure in a bigger scheme. Yet if sought out, individual 

voices and self-views do emerge in most historical and literary documents. In their official 

reports or relazioni, Venetian ambassadors used these written documents to boast of their 

personal qualities and skills, while also exalting the virtues of the Venetian Republic and its 

oligarchy.30 Similarly, the translators examined here promoted their own abilities while also 

considering carefully the interests of their associates: clients, dedicatees, and allies. They found 

the means to assert something of their ‘individuality’, even where the authority of the translated 

author and the demands of their dedicatees and readers seemed to leave little to no room for such 

declarations. Like their fellow Latin scholars, vernacular translators developed a translatorial 

habitus or mindset that mediated between their personal experience and their social environment: 

the court, their profession, and the cultural knowledge, taste, and habits of the community for 

which they wrote. Inevitably, their habitus informed the self-fashioning statements they included 

in their prefaces, and carried the potential to transform translation practices, and how readers 

                                                
28 Caferro, Contesting the Renaissance, pp. 31–33. See also Lukes, Individualism, and Bullen, The Myth of the 
Renaissance in Nineteenth-Century Writing. 
29 Martin, Myths of Renaissance, p. 15 (italics in the original). 
30 De Vivo, ‘How to Read Venetian Relazioni’. I am indebted to Elizabeth Horodowich for directing me to this 
work. 
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perceived their work.31 Because selfhood is a culturally dynamic construct, Quattrocento 

translators variously crafted their identities in their prefaces, within the parameters of the preface 

as a literary form.  

 

The present study contributes to the history of the Renaissance self by examining fifteenth-

century vernacular translators’ self-fashioning statements. The ‘selves’ investigated in this book 

are approached as a dynamic set of connections between what Sigmund Freud called the ‘id’, the 

imperatives of the superego, and the external world.32 Since Greenblatt’s 1980 study, 

Renaissance selves have been understood more and more as fragmented, conditioned by their 

society and by the tropes imposed by the languages and texts through which they expressed 

themselves. Textual fashioning served, in the Renaissance, as a control mechanism in which 

writers mediated and negotiated traditions, beliefs, power, and rules as part of the culture of 

social publication.33  

 

Biow has focussed on the aggressive, cantankerous, and arrogant self-definition of sixteenth-

century Italian professionals, namely male artists, doctors, and authors.34 The self-fashioning 

translators encountered here are also males: I have not found evidence of women vernacular 

translators active in fifteenth-century Italy. The named translators investigated in this book 

cannot however be described as the all-sided men Burckhardt invoked. Nor are they necessarily 

                                                
31 See Inghilleri, ‘The Sociology of Bourdieu and the Construction of the Object’, and Simeoni, ‘The Pivotal Status 
of the Translator’s Habitus’. On how Pierre Bourdieu’s habitus has been adapted by translation studies scholars see 
Chesterman, ‘Bridge Concepts in Translation Sociology’, p. 177.  
32 See Freud, The Ego and the Id, pp. 66–125. 
33 Greenblatt, Renaissance, p. 3. Greenblatt is following here Clifford Geertz’s understanding of culture (The 
Interpretation of Cultures). On the relational nature of self-fashioning and the understanding of early modern 
individualism as ‘a set of practices and discourses geared to articulating and memorialising what are perceived as the 
distinctive physical and moral traits of particular people’ see Cox, A Short History, pp. 112-14 (the quotation is 
taken from p. 114). 
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‘men of power’ or ‘men of great genius’.35 Instead, prefaces by Quattrocento translators betray a 

rich range of self-representational modes reflecting authorial stances: confidence, anxiety, 

modesty, availability, and self-deprecation.  

 

This first large-scale investigation of the socio-professional identity and production of 

Quattrocento vernacular translators reveals that humanists shared very similar cultural and 

educational backgrounds. Several of the translators discussed in this book produced both Latin 

and vernacular translations, and were familiar with contemporaneous Latin versions of Greek, 

Arabic, and Hebrew texts. As much scholarship has argued, no cultural agent is autonomous. 

Every author’s textual identity is the result of a dialectic between ‘a self formed by historically 

determined cultural constraints and […] a self formed in reaction against those powerful cultural 

forces’.36 It follows that Quattrocento vernacular translators yearned to conform to the ‘new’ 

cultural and educational movement, while also distinguishing themselves as vital agents of 

cultural capital in the vernacular. Such translators expressed the dynamics between these 

aspirations in their prefaces, letters of dedication, and marginalia that accompany their 

translations. Once again, Loschi’s preface is suggestive: it describes his era as one in which 

scholars were attending to the restoration, translation, and transmission of ancient sources.37 

Loschi wished to produce a vernacular text that would bring him due recognition from discerning 

readers of his time. In other words, Loschi was legitimising a community of enlightened and 

                                                                                                                                                       
34 Biow, On the Importance, especially Part II. 
35 For a discussion of the still pervasive tendency to periodise the Quattrocento in terms of remarkable male figures 
see Caferro, Contesting the Renaissance, pp. 33–38. 
36 Biow, On the Importance, p. 3. 
37 ‘gli uomini del nostro tempo libri utilissimi e bellissimi di gramaticha ànno tracti in volghare’ (BML, Martelli 4, 
fol. 1v). 
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industrious scholars who worked collectively and collaboratively, and of which he felt part, 

while at the same time promoting himself as an accomplished member of that literary scene. 

 

Vernacular translators were not nearly as conspicuous as Biow’s sixteenth-century professionals. 

They had no profession to claim or promote, since translation was an activity performed by 

teachers, students, scholars, and readers. In the scribal culture of Quattrocento Italy, vernacular 

translation permeated different levels and methods of learning: from the interlinear, literal 

translations practised by students grappling with the lexical and grammatical complexities of 

Latin, to the rhetorical translations of famous humanists such as Bruni.38 Quattrocento vernacular 

translators were often unwilling to claim full credit for their interpretive choices. In fact, they 

often preferred to downplay autonomy and forthright decision-making in their work, an approach 

that often made them inconspicuous. Several of these translators preferred to stand in the shadow 

of the authorship and authority of the source text rather than take open responsibility for their 

exegetical and philological choices. This is consistent with the practice of Trecento vernacular 

translation examined by Alison Cornish.39 Of course, such a self-effacing tendency was not 

shared by all Quattrocento translators. Like Loschi, several promoted themselves as scholars 

working independently, but also openly acknowledged earlier translators, who had produced the 

indispensable versions of the texts being translated afresh. 

 

                                                
38 Giustiniani, Sulle traduzioni latine delle ‘Vite’ di Plutarco nel Quattrocento; Berti, ‘Manuele Crisolora, Plutarco e 
l’avviamento delle traduzioni umanistiche’, and ‘La Traduzione Umanistica’; Costa, ‘Sulle prime traduzioni italiane 
a stampa delle opere di Plutarco (secc. XV–XVI)’. 
39 Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy. 
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Eloquence  

Eloquence—persuasive speech or writing—was part and parcel of the pursuit of both personal 

and cultural excellence in the Quattrocento, and was accorded the power to influence 

contemporaries and future generations.40 In the culture of the early Quattrocento, eloquence was 

promoted in the context of a deep interest in the ‘classical’ Latin language. This interest came 

with a set of values that were generally shared: a strong commitment to the return to the ‘good 

Latin’ of antiquity by means of imitation and translation, and a strong belief in the pedagogical, 

moral, and cultural influence of ancient models. Most Quattrocento authors, translators, and 

learners understood writing—also, ideally, speaking—in eloquent Latin with elegance 

(elegantia) as an essential process of self-discovery. Writers and students also perceived the use 

of style (dignitas) adequate to the content as crucial training for intellectual improvement.41 The 

ability to adapt Greek and Latin eloquence to various audiences and texts signified the social 

status of the writer.  

 

Not everyone, however, including many rulers, merchants, and patrons, could master classical 

Latin. Translation from Greek and Latin into the Italian vernaculars became, therefore, the most 

effective means of making eloquence and erudition available to the broadest possible audience, 

without compromising the literary ambitions and reputations of the translators themselves. With 

the early flourishing of Quattrocento culture, learned men—homines docti as humanists 

described themselves—understood the need to earn their keep and feed their intellectual 

                                                
40 Baker, Italian Renaissance, p. 29. 
41 Ramminger, ‘Neo-Latin: Character and Development’, pp. 21–36, especially pp. 22–23; Rizzo, ‘I latini 
dell’umanesimo’, pp. 51–95. 
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passions.42 As chancellors, diplomats, secretaries, courtiers, and tutors Quattrocento humanists 

articulated their enthusiasm for eloquence to their dedicatees and sympathetic readers, even 

when such audiences could not read or understand Latin. The dawning appreciation of the 

drawbacks of an insistence upon writing in Latin prompted humanists to extend their talents and 

influence beyond their peers, and reach out towards non-Latinate audiences who shared and 

supported learning, culture, and moral excellence. The same appreciation also spurred a strong 

multilingual culture, in which Greek, Latin, and vernacular languages were considered crucial 

media, each with its discrete realm.43 Humanists did not address their work to the ‘ordinary feet’ 

feared by Loschi. They dedicated their vernacular projects to leaders, men of trade, and elite 

women with limited access to Latin education so that these readers too could appreciate, through 

their translation, the splendour and excellence of Latin eloquence. 

 

At the same time, vernacular translation also presented humanists with an opportunity to weigh 

the transferability of Latin eloquence to non-Latinate audiences. ‘Eloquentia imperadrice delle 

cose humane’ [‘Eloquence rules over all human activities’] is a remark made by translator 

Andrea Cambini in his vernacular version of the Vita di Marco Tulio Cicerone et Pomponio 

Actico.44 Several vernacular translators chose to engage in turning Latin eloquence into 

vernacular so that ‘non solo li huomini litterati et dotti ma ancho li indotti et semplici possino il 

suo splendore et excellenzia cognoscere’ [‘not only the Latinate and learned but also unlettered 

and common people [could] appreciate the excellence and splendour [of Latin]’].45 In doing so, 

                                                
42 See for instance Cortesi’s De hominibus doctis (1489–90), or Facio’s use of the homines docti in his De viris 
illustribus (1456), both discussed in Baker, Italian Renaissance, pp. 66–76. 
43 I follow here in the footsteps of Gabriella Albanese, ‘Mehrsprachigkeit und Literaturgeschichte Im 
Renaissancehumanismus’, pp. 23–56. 
44 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXI 72, fol. 85r. 
45 This is the full passage of Friar Lazzaro da Gallineta’s preface to his vernacular version of Bruni’s Laudatio 
inclite urbis Florentiae: ‘a mi parso cosa convenevole et degna alquanto il mio ingegno adoperarvi et transpuorlo 
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these translators opened Greek and Latin eloquence and knowledge to a rapidly expanding 

readership, an audience that did not have an adequate command of Latin or Greek, but longed to 

share in the most recent cultural and linguistic achievements of Quattrocento humanists. The 

reaffirmation of ancient Latin eloquence by Petrarca, Salutati, and Bruni, among others, 

motivated the philological restoration and renovation of ancient texts; it stimulated the 

translation of Greek and Hebrew texts into classical Latin, and the translation of Latin eloquence 

into the vernacular for the sake of both the literate and illiterate.  

 

I argue in this book that all three practices—renovation of texts, translation into Latin, and 

translation into vernacular—took place concurrently, and informed each other. Translation was 

the means through which Quattrocento humanists refined their Latin eloquence and promoted 

their skills to the broadest and most influential audiences. As such, eloquence was an essential 

instrument of power in Quattrocento culture. Famously, it allowed Florence to rise above all 

other cities ‘quasi come fenice’ [‘almost like a phoenix’].46 Hence translating the eloquence of 

wise ancient and contemporary authors into vernacular was described as a ‘noble task’ that 

benefited distinguished men and women. In other words, humanists strove to become most 

eloquent Latin authors and communicators, but they also translated their efforts to cultivate 

eloquence across texts and languages, even when the vernacular was not yet deemed adequate to 

render the elegance of Latin.47 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
nella nostra lingua vulgare acciò non solo li huomini litterati et dotti ma ancho li indotti et semplici possino il suo 
splendore et excellenzia cognoscere’ (Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 705, fol. 32v). 
46 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 705, fol. 33v. 
47 Tito Vespasiano Strozzi prefaces his vernacular version of Petrarca’s De Vita Solitaria, Milan, Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana, H 163, fol. 1v with these words: ‘grandemente debbe essere lodato il tuo nobile proposito di cercare 
cum tanta assiduità di fare tradurre alla comune cognitione le cose dagli eloquenti et savij huomini mandate’. I 
examine Strozzi’s passage in more detail in Chapter Five. 
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Translators’ commitment to vernacularisation points towards their ethos in the production of 

literature.48 In this book I use the term ‘literature’ to denote an ‘artifact of the human 

imagination’ in which the translator fashions the translation project by reinforcing accepted 

standards (for instance, the notion of ‘good Latin’), or by disrupting linguistics and cultural 

paradigms.49 I make no claim to encompass the totality of Quattrocento literature in translation, 

for which there exists today no complete analysis. The materials examined in this book are not 

the translated works themselves, but the texts that traditionally accompanied works of 

translation: that is, predominantly, translators’ prefaces. It is here, before the beginning of 

translated works, that the translators very often self-consciously describe their exertions, and 

where they demonstrate their awareness of the ethical and aesthetic implications of their 

undertaking: what is their duty and role as translators? How can they transfer the Latin eloquence 

into a language that was conventionally considered ill-equipped for the task? This book 

examines ways in which translators addressed such questions in their prefatory remarks. 

Reference to collaborators, and to friendship, were among the key means they used to convince 

their dedicatees and readers of the value and effectiveness of their work. 

 

Collaboration 

Fifteenth-century translators employed several strategies in order to fashion connections between 

themselves and their readers. I examine translators’ first-person statements as part of an interest 

in reconstructing the cultural, economic, and social benefits associated with the production of 

                                                
48 I follow here Tinkler’s discussion of ethos in deliberative rhetoric (and literature) as ‘a strategy of argumentation, 
it constituted a play for the hearer’s trust in the speaker’s authority, and it might thus serve as a way of 
recommending oneself for employment not exclusively on the basis of qualifications or birth, but on the basis of 
personal character and worth’ (Tinkler, ‘Renaissance Humanism and the Genera Eloquentiae’, p. 298). 
49 The quote is from Keilen, Vulgar Eloquence, p. 11. I am grateful to Anne Coldiron for alerting me to this work. 
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Latin and vernacular manuscripts.50 The translators discussed in this book habitually outline their 

connections to a great variety of cultural, social, and economic agents, such as friends, rulers, 

and dedicatees, establishing themselves as part of collaborative networks. Early modern social 

networks offered a ‘generative ecology for the emergence of a quasi-modern, relational 

conception of the self’.51 Along these lines, the statements written down by Quattrocento 

translators tend to reveal complex interrelationships between their work as individuals with 

skills, purpose, and ambition, and the community in which they made their translations. Since 

humanists were often peripatetic, and worked in an extremely competitive environment, their 

ability to muster support and collaboration was paramount to their survival.  

 

Four overlapping types of patronage have been identified in humanist writing of the 

Quattrocento. The first sees rulers and cities employing humanists as chancellors, diplomats, 

secretaries, courtiers, or tutors. The second is the commissioning by governments or rulers of 

specific textual projects, such as translations or histories. The third is the public and ceremonial 

acknowledgment of humanists’ skills and reputation: for instance, the crowning of poets laureate. 

The fourth type relates to the investment of money into resources for the benefit of an entire 

community. These types have been extrapolated from comments made by notable Quattrocento 

humanists (Giannozzo Manetti, Paolo Cortesi, and Bartolomeo Facio, for instance), and 

represent a reliable account of the so-called ‘patronage system’ that was indispensable for any 

who wished to enjoy the protection and support of rulers.52 These types also indicate that 

patronage was not just a matter of personal relationship between a ruler and a writer or artist: 

                                                
50 Martines, Strong Words, pp. 13–23; Griffin, Literary Patronage in England, 1650–1800, pp. 13–44. 
51 McLean, The Art of the Network, p. 3. 
52 Baker, Italian Renaissance, pp. 261–63. On the patronage system see Chartier, Forms and Meanings, pp. 1–3, 34, 
and 36–37. 
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entire communities were involved directly or indirectly in the production and dedication of texts. 

Nonetheless, an almost exclusive relationship between the translator and the literary patron 

(maecenas) was also possible, the literary patron acting as an economic, cultural, and social 

supporter.53 The cultural exchange of translation did not always lead to monetary recompense. 

Other forms of recompense, namely visibility, reputation, network, prestige, and legitimation, 

could benefit all agents involved in the production and reception of translation.54  

 

Quattrocento writers dedicated their texts to a prospective influential reader, in the hope that this 

dedication and the copy of the work it introduced would be positively received. Unlike artists, 

writers were usually expected to adapt their work to the needs and interests of the dedicatee 

before any negotiation about capital could take place. A dedicatee, therefore, effected the 

composition and presentation of a text.55 To be successful in their chosen literary project, 

humanists needed to be aware of the dedicatee’s politics, cultural taste, education, and entourage. 

‘Signaling’ aptly describes the way in which early modern artists strove to promote the status and 

image of the patron, while simultaneously reaching out to a broader audience.56 Similarly, while 

dedicating their work to a ruler or influential member of cities and courts, Quattrocento writers 

addressed a broader readership. It is this wider audience that, to some extent, determined the 

validity of the literary project.  

 

                                                
53 de Beer, The Poetics of Patronage, p. 6. de Beer is following here the work of Cooper, ‘Mecenatismo or 
Clientelismo?’, pp. 19–32, and Kent, Simons, and Eade, Patronage, Art, and Society in Renaissance Italy, p. 2. 
54 See de Beer, Susanna, The Poetics of Patronage, pp. 4–11. On cultural, social, and economic forms of capital see 
Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste. 
55 de Beer, The Poetics of Patronage, p. 8. 
56 Nelson, The Patron’s Payoff, pp. 67–84. Jonathan Nelson borrowed the term ‘signaling’ from economist and 
Nobel Laureate Michael Spence. 
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Evidence from the translators’ prefaces shows that literary patronage was seldom an exclusive 

relationship between a single patron and a single client. Several agents were usually involved in 

the scribal production of texts, including fellow men of letters, miniaturists, intermediaries, 

authors, and readers. As a result, the first-person statements examined in this volume do not fit 

the paradigms most commonly associated with ‘patronage’: flattery and ‘maecenatism’ are only 

partial elements of the patronage systems examined in Italian Renaissance studies.57 The 

translators’ first-person statements discussed here acknowledge or invite the agency of other key 

players in sometimes vast networks of cultural production. To this end, ‘collaboration’ rather 

than patronage is a more helpful way to understand the Quattrocento scribal relationship between 

author, translator, dedicatee, protectors, other intermediaries, and readers. Understanding 

humanist translations in terms of collaboration forces us, as twenty-first century scholars, to 

focus more closely on the translator’s self-fashioning strategies, as well as their strong awareness 

of the importance of influencing and directing the reading experience. If the patron’s intentions 

are ultimately ‘unrecoverable’, the same cannot be said of many of the translators’ ideals, 

concerns, and aspirations.58 Studying scribal translations in terms of collaboration rather than 

patronage places the focus on the myriad transactions underpinning the production and 

presentation of manuscripts.59 Instead of studying how the patron influenced the production of a 

text, examining how translators framed their engagement with dedicatees and readers offers a 

more nuanced understanding of the collaborative nature of translation.  

 

                                                
57 There is a vast literature on Renaissance patronage. For this study I have relied most significantly on Kent, 
Simons, and Eade, Patronage, Art, and Society in Renaissance Italy; Martines, Strong Words; Kent, Cosimo de’ 
Medici and the Florentine Renaissance; Burke, Changing Patrons, and Nelson, The Patron’s Payoff. More 
specifically on the mechanics of art patronage see Haskell, Patrons and Painters, and Hollingsworth, Patronage in 
Renaissance Italy: From 1400 to the Early Sixteenth Century. A sociological analysis of patronage through a study 
of Florentine letters of the Quattrocento can be found in McLean, The Art of the Network. 
58 Kent, Cosimo de’ Medici and the Florentine Renaissance, p. 4. 
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An understanding of the coexistence of collaboration and individualism in the production of 

Quattrocento translations disrupts traditional representations of humanist translation as a solitary 

activity in which the intellectual skills of an individual were developed, tested, and textually 

displayed. True, Bruni’s influential treatise concerned with translation theory, De recta 

interpretatione (1424–26), deliberately eschews any recognition of the collaboration involved in 

the translator’s enterprise. In their written remarks concerning their theories of translation, Bruni 

and fellow humanists were interested to foreground their own skills, and did not always openly 

concede the collaborative nature of their translative work. As this book shows, the first person 

statements that accompany both Latin and vernacular translations invoke the active collaboration 

of dedicatees in order to improve or approve the newly translated text.  

 

Friendship 

Several translators featured in this book address their dedicatees as friends.60 In ancient Rome 

and Quattrocento Italy, ‘friendship’ (amicitia and its vernacular variants) encompassed several 

roles and relationships: it referred to both utilitarian and affective relationships. Friendship was 

conceived as a relationship that behoved all parties to observe a particular behaviour (for 

instance respect, helpfulness, and gratitude), and offer services, favours, or other benefits in 

return. Familiarity distinguished friendship from any other kind of relationship.61 The use of the 

term ‘amicitia’ in prefaces to translations was an attempt on the translators’ part to fashion a 

                                                                                                                                                       
59 See Welch, ‘The Process of Sforza Patronage’. I am grateful to Timothy McCall for alerting me to this reference. 
60 Cambini addresses his translation of Cicero’s De amicitia to his ‘amici’ Antonio and Lorenzo di Bernardo de’ 
Medici. Several vernacular versions of Bruni’s De primo bello Punico are presented as having been translated by 
‘un suo amico’ (see for instance Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.II.69, fol. 28r); Domenico di Cristoforo 
da Brisighella dedicated his vernacular translation of Book IV of Bracciolini’s De varietate fortunae to his ‘friend’ 
Carlo Guasconi. A very different example is Fra’ Lazzaro Gallineta of Padua who dedicated his translation of 
Bruni’s Laudatio inclite urbis Florentiae to the Florentine people, who are described by the translator as ‘amici o 
benefattori’ (Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 705, fol. 32v). 
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collaborative, affectionate, and productive relationship with the dedicatee. When the terms 

‘friend’ and ‘friendship’ were used, no sharp distinction was made between a family member, a 

client, or a disinterested friend (the closest to our modern understanding of friendship).62  

 

As already mentioned, humanists could rarely afford to focus on literary writing without some 

monetary and cultural capital attached, or at least anticipated. Inevitably, they needed to canvass 

support from fellow scholars, readers, and dedicatees. Both collaboration and friendship served a 

protective function, and fostered recognition. Rulers who employed humanists as secretaries, 

courtiers, or tutors expected practical services from them, and distinction or symbolic capital by 

means of eloquence. Further benefits came from the grand-scale expenditure for an endeavour 

such as the promotion of knowledge, and elevation of language. While magnificence is typically 

ascribed to paintings or architecture, codices were considered by Quattrocento humanists such as 

Matteo Palmieri (1406–75) ‘attissime all’universale ornamento della città […] della quale 

seguita grandeza, stima et utile civile’ [‘highly suited to the general embellishment of the city 

[…] from which there results civic grandeur, honour, and good’].63 In the scribal world of 

Quattrocento Italy, the preciousness of Latin and vernacular texts, much like a palazzo or a 

fresco, signalled prestige and distinction for both the translators and the ‘friends’ involved in the 

text’s production. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
61 See de Beer, The Poetics of Patronage, pp. 112–13, and Kent, Friendship, Love, and Trust in Renaissance 
Florence. 
62 Burke, ‘Humanism and Friendship in Sixteenth-Century Europe’, pp. 262–74. I will return to friendship and the 
terms used by translators to address their ‘friends’ in Chapter Seven. 
63 Palmieri, Vita Civile, p. 183. The English translation is from Rubin, Images and Identity in Fifteenth-Century 
Florence, p. 40. On magnificence in Renaissance Florence see Howard, Creating Magnificence in Renaissance 
Florence, and Nelson, The Patron’s Payoff, pp. 69–72. 
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At the same time, Quattrocento translators understood the need to foster connections and 

friendships with both literate and less literate audiences.  In premodern societies ‘the desire and 

ability to impose one culture upon another were less developed and more limited by technologies 

of communication that were less easily monitored and controlled’.64 That is, Quattrocento 

cultural and political elites had not yet focused their creative energies on separating 

communication intended for less literate audiences from the sophisticated means by which they 

maximised their power, prestige, and control. These means were principally the use of classical 

Latin and Greek as literary and discursive languages with strong currency among those who had 

enjoyed some formal education. Scholars and politicians, however, also needed to convey their 

messages in the vernacular, especially if seeking support from illiterate or semi-literate 

audiences. The scribal society imagined in the fourteenth century by Petrarca, in which only a 

select community was privy to knowledge of the classical world, was never realised.  

 

‘Libri utilissimi’  

Approaching the translators’ self-fashioning statements as ‘literary passports’, I examine how 

humanists employed vernacular translation to enhance their career prospects, and the cultural 

currency of their skills, while also advancing the prestige of the classicising culture they were 

endorsing.65 Loschi’s 1392 preface draws attention to the importance of translation in the 

appreciation of antiquity, implying that translation was the prerequisite for the rediscovery of 

ancient culture and language during the Italian Renaissance. He argues further that vernacular 

translations need to be elegantly produced, if they are not to be discarded. Poor translation could 

both impede learning and undermine the translator’s efforts.  

                                                
64 Ruggiero, The Renaissance in Italy, p. 207. 
65 Coldiron, Printers Without Borders, p. 10. 
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Latin translation connected the classical world of Cicero with the aspirations and ideologies of 

early fifteenth-century leading intellectuals. By means of translation, Quattrocento humanists 

were able to understand, interpret, and ultimately surpass their learned forerunners. In De 

Oratore I. XXXIV 155, Cicero affirms that translation from the Greek was the most effective 

way to improve Latin:  

Postea mihi placuit [...] ut summorum oratorum graecas orationes explicarem. 
Quibus lectis hoc assequebar, ut, cum ea, quae legerem graece, latine redderem, 
non solum optimis verbis uterer, et tamen usitatis, sed etiam exprimerem 
quaedam verba imitando, quae nova nostris essent, dummodo essent idonea.66 

[I resolved […] to freely translate Greek speeches of the most eminent orators. 
The result of reading these was that, in rendering into Latin what I had read in 
Greek, I not only found myself using the best words—and yet quite familiar 
ones—but also coining by analogy certain words such as would be new to our 
people, provided only they were appropriate]. 

During the late Roman Republic, ‘culture was always translation and adaptation, even from Latin 

to Latin’.67 The ancient Romans’ need to compare, emulate, and surpass Greek language and 

culture turned translatio studii into translatio imperii. Cicero encouraged Romans like himself to  

ut huius quoque generis laudem iam languenti Graeciae eripiant et transferant 
in hanc urbem, sicut reliquias omnes quae quidem erant expetendae, studio 
atque industria sua maiores nostri transtulerunt. 68 

[wrest superior merit in this department [philosophy] from Greece, now in her 
decline, and to make it the property of our own city, as our ancestors by their 
zeal and industry transferred hither all the other arts that were desirable]. 

Similarly, in his letter to Pammachius (395 CE) Jerome asserts this agonistic and imperialistic 

approach to culture in translation: ‘Neither did he [Hilary the Confessor] bother himself with the 

sleepy letter […], rather, by right of victory, he led away the sense captive into his own 

                                                
66 Both text and translation are from Cicero, De oratore, pp. 106–07. 
67 Moatti, Translation, Migration, and Communication, p. 112. 
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language’.69 Renaissance humanists followed suit. By means of translation, they appropriated 

and refashioned Latin and Greek cultures so as to apply certain ancient mores to their own 

culture, and to shape a shared vision for the future. Ancient Roman intellectuals such as Cicero 

translated from Greek as part of defining their cultural and linguistic identity. By the same token, 

fifteenth-century scholars studied Greek, Latin, and, to a lesser extent, Hebrew and Arabic, to 

forge their new, transhistorical scholarly community, which was given form as the Republic of 

Letters. In his preface, Loschi argues that the crude translations of the Trecento could hardly 

serve these lofty goals.  

 

Loschi notes that the highly beautiful and useful texts (‘libri utilissimi e bellissimi’) and the 

fruits of diligence (‘faticha’) are translators’ essential reasons for reviving ancient cultures. 

Loschi and Bruni thus agreed that it was the translators’ responsibility to ensure the enjoyment 

and usefulness of the translated text. The emphasis placed on their abilities by these translators 

underscores their understanding of themselves as cultural agents: teachers, notaries, political 

figures, intellectuals, as well as translators. They were motivated to explain themselves by 

ambition to appear useful and expert in various practical and theoretical aspects of life: 

philosophy, history, political science, medicine, farriery, and so on.70 In fact, because of the 

humanists’ strong belief in the exemplarity of ancient culture and history, translation of the lives 

and deeds of past rulers was viewed as crucial to the formation of leaders.71 It is no coincidence, 

then, that the words ‘profession’ and ‘task’ feature in Quattrocento prefaces to vernacular 

                                                                                                                                                       
68 Cicero, Tusculan Disputations, p. 196. 
69 Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages, p. 50. 
70 Biow, On the Importance, p. 98. 
71 Translations of histories by Herodotus, Plutarch, Suetonius, and Caesar among others were extremely popular 
among Quattrocento leaders. The bibliography on this topic is too extensive to broach in a footnote. Chapters Five 
and Six discuss some of the key translations of ancient lives and deeds. 
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translations. For instance, Alamanno Donati prefaced his vernacular version of Enea Silvio 

Piccolomini’s Historia de duobus amantibus, dedicated to Lorenzo il Magnifico, by discussing 

how desire for fame should spring from love of virtue. Then Donati examined the ‘professione’ 

of the philosopher, and the ‘officio’ (task) of the translator, as the most apt examples of achieving 

fame through virtue.72  

 

History had much to teach the professions, and could inspire intellectuals and political leaders to 

strive for virtue and fame. One passage from a vernacular translation of Onosander’s Officio del 

Capitano (first century CE) by Lodovico Carbone underscores the usefulness of the translated 

text, in this regard, and the associated value of the translator.73 In the preface to Duke Ercole I, 

Carbone informs the dedicatee the translation will enhance the Duke’s skills as a condottiere, 

enhancement which only his translative skills make possible. Through his translation, Carbone 

further promises that ‘questo presente io ancora vi facio acioché la Sig. V. intenda gli vostri 

ferraresi non essere da meno de gli altri’ [‘I am offering you this gift so that you appreciate that 

your Ferrarese family is as good as the other [rulers]’] and permit the Duke of Ferrara to equal or 

even surpass the army leaders of ancient Rome.74  

 

The Translator and the Paratext 

Most of the evidence that can help us better understand the relationship between Latin and 

vernacular, collaboration, and the self-appointed roles of Quattrocento translators is located in 

the prefatory material that accompanies their translations, as already indicated. There we find 

                                                
72 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 2670, fols 2v–3r. On the origin and use of the expression ‘task of the translator’ 
(‘officium interpretis’ in Latin) see Rener, Interpretatio, pp. 216–17. See also below, Chapter Five. 
73 Carbone used the Latin version of this text by Niccolò Sagundino. See Cracolici, ‘Alberto d’Este e Il Sallustio di 
Ludovico Carbone’. On Carbone see Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Carbone, Lodovico’. 
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numerous self-fashioning statements by translators about themselves, and the value assigned to 

the ‘marketable end-product’—the translation.75 These statements as sources are capable of 

shedding light on the social networks in which the identities of the translators were ‘to a great 

degree based upon a performance of self and a negotiation of self with the groups with which a 

person interacted’.76 These pronouncements also illuminate the scribal culture of the 

Quattrocento as an era in which both Latin and the vernacular coexisted and were 

complementary: this relationship, albeit unequal at least until the third quarter of the century, 

promoted education in and appreciation of eloquence and erudition.  

 

Several recent editions of early modern translations have proved invaluable to the present 

study.77 Nevertheless, I have taken here a different approach. I examined an extensive corpus of 

paratextual material (taken from approximately 100 manuscripts and thirty modern editions) in 

order to explore the ways in which Quattrocento translators presented their texts and their role as 

translators to their dedicatees and to the audience they had in mind. Reading is the final source of 

meaning for a text, and several of the translators who figure in the following pages displayed a 

strong awareness of the importance of influencing and directing the reading experience.78  

 

The translators’ principal means of shaping the experience of reading their translations was the 

paratext. ‘Paratext’ is a collective noun that encompasses a broad range of marginal or 

introductory elements accompanying a manuscript or printed text: title pages, one or more tables 

                                                                                                                                                       
74 Perugia, Biblioteca Comunale Augusta, H. 6, fol. 82v. 
75 Grafton and Jardine, From Humanism to the Humanities, p. xiv. 
76 See Biow, In Your Face, pp. 26–27. The quote is taken from Ruggiero, Machiavelli in Love, p. 112. 
77 See, for instance, Barbato, Il Libro VIII del Plinio napoletano di Giovanni Brancati; Albanesi and Bessi, 
All’origine della Guerra dei Cento Anni; Azzara and Bonnini, La Guerra dei Goti; the Centro di Studi Boiardeschi 
edition of all vernacular translations by Matteo Maria Boiardo, and the Enav project 
(http://www.ilritornodeiclassici.it/enav/). 
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of contents, annotations, rubrics, miniatures, and prefaces. In recent years, scholars of 

Renaissance and early modern literature have begun to pay closer attention to paratextual 

material.79 These studies have focused chiefly on printed texts rather than manuscripts. Whereas 

the print industry created a series of recognisable and predictable conventions for presenting 

paratexts, scribal cultures reveal a more flexible use of such elements. In any manuscript of a 

fifteenth-century translation, the title page, preface, dedicatory letter, and so on were habitually 

written to impart information about the self-image and intentions of the translator or other agents 

involved in the text’s production. This information was presented in accordance with time-

honoured conventions and tropes. In this book I treat the scribal paratext as the most significant 

site for framing the act of translation: the paratext serves to affirm the social, cultural, and 

political context within which the translation was produced and presented. More or (in most 

cases) less explicitly, paratextual material tells the reader why the particular text or collection 

was translated, for whom, and something about the relationship between the author of the source 

text, translator, dedicatee, reader, and the cultural and political context they shared.  

 

The reiteration in the prefaces of terms and concepts such as ‘diligence’ reveals much about 

Quattrocento translative culture. The paratexts examined in this book convey the translators’ 

sense of responsibility towards the authority of the ancient or humanist text, and a comparable 

responsibility to humanist values. But translative approaches varied considerably between 

translators and texts: fifteenth-century translators could also fashion their work as an active 

                                                                                                                                                       
78 Jauss, Toward an Aesthetic of Reception. 
79 See Genette, Paratexts, p. 127; Richardson, Manuscript Culture in Renaissance Italy, pp. 198–216; Paoli, La 
dedica. Storia di una strategia editoriale; Smith and Wilson, Renaissance Paratexts; Regoliosi, ‘Il paratesto dei 
manoscritti’. See also the ambitious Italian project on the census and edition of humanistic and Renaissance 
translations from Greek into Latin (Edizione nazionale delle traduzioni dei testi greci in età umanistica e 
rinascimentale: http://www-3.unipv.it/entg/). 
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displacement of authority from ancient and medieval sources. Scholars of Italian Renaissance 

studies have provided taxonomies of the translative approaches adopted by prominent humanists 

such as Bruni and Poggio Bracciolini.80 Bruni performed thorough-going rewritings of ancient 

histories, while producing very close renderings of philosophical texts.  

 

In line with the medieval fluid understanding of the roles of the author, copyist, commentator, 

and translator, Quattrocento translators used the liminal space of the paratext to explicate their 

self-perceived roles and practices. Humanistic translation from Greek into Latin has attracted 

considerable attention from literary historians, especially during the past two decades, attention 

that has also encompassed the paratext.81 Marianne Pade’s work on prefaces to Latin translations 

of Plutarch over the course of the Quattrocento is exemplary, and has informed much of the 

approach taken in this book. Thanks to scholarship such as Pade’s, more is known about 

humanists’ translative theory and practice. By comparison, the study of Quattrocento vernacular 

translation lags behind. Only a handful of fifteenth-century vernacular translators have received 

sustained attention: Matteo Maria Boiardo, Jacopo Bracciolini, Giovanni Brancati, Landino, and 

Leon Battista Alberti (as a self-translator).82  

 

                                                
80 Giustiniani, ‘Sulle traduzioni’; Chiesa, ‘Ad verbum o ad sensum?’; De Keyser, ‘Solitari ma non soli’, and Berti, 
‘Traduzioni oratorie fedeli’. 
81 The most recent and important studies of humanistic translation from Greek in the Quattrocento are: Pade, The 
Reception of Plutarch’s Lives; Bruni, La perfetta traduzione; Baldassarri, Umanesimo e traduzione; Botley, Latin 
Translation in the Renaissance; Hankins, ‘Translation Practice in the Renaissance’; Tanturli, ‘La cultura fiorentina 
volgare del Quattrocento’. 
82 On Boiardo see The Historia Imperiale by Riccobaldo, ed. by Rizzi, and Fumagalli, ‘Il volgarizzamento di 
Erodoto’. As already mentioned in note @@ of this chapter, the forthcoming editions of Boiardo’s vernacular 
translations by the Centro di Studi Boiardeschi will shed light on Boiardo’s translative theory and practice. On 
Jacopo Bracciolini see Merisalo, ‘Translations and Politics in Fifteenth-Century Florence’, and Albanese and Bessi, 
All’origine della guerra dei cento anni. On Brancati see Aprile, Giovanni Brancati traduttore di Vegezio, and 
Barbato, Il Libro VIII del Plinio Napoletano di Giovanni Brancati. On Landino see Giannantonio, Cristoforo 
Landino e l’Umanesimo volgare; Cardini, La critica del Landino; Santoro, ‘Cristoforo Landino e il volgare’, and 
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Seventy-eight vernacular translators have emerged from a vastly understudied and unpublished 

‘lost library’ of fifteenth-century ‘humanism’.83 With particular reference to this ‘lost library’, 

then, who carried out such translations? How did the translators respond to the requests or needs 

of their implied or named readers? And, most importantly, how did they present themselves to 

their audience? I address these questions in the following chapter as part of illuminating the 

socio-cultural connections and interactions between translator, dedicatee, and reader.  

 

Even when fifteenth-century translators present their work as entirely of their own making, they 

almost invariably acknowledge the support of their dedicatees, while also eulogising the latter’s 

character, and political or cultural programme. Lapo da Castiglionchio dedicated his Latin 

version of Plutarch’s Life of Solon (1435) to Pope Eugenius IV: in the preface to his translation, 

Lapo writes a panegyric, comparing the pope favourably with Solon, the Athenian statesman and 

poet. Such flattery spoke to Eugenius IV’s concerted initiative in favour of Greek and Latin 

scholarship, while presenting Lapo with the opportunity to remind the pope of his need for 

financial support.84 This example illustrates how, in the paratext, the voice of the translator 

making known his requirements, ideas, and aspirations might well be enmeshed with the voice of 

the dedicatee, making it difficult, at times, to distinguish flattery from self-promotion.  

 

Admittedly, paratextual evidence can be specious and needs to be read with caution.85 Shifts 

between self-fashioning statements and claims concerning the challenges of meeting the 

                                                                                                                                                       
Comanducci, ‘Nota sulla versione landiniana della Sforziade’. There is a vast literature on Alberti and his use of the 
vernacular: see, for instance, Passarelli, La lingua della patria. 
83 Celenza, The Lost Italian Renaissance. 
84 Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, I, pp. 277–79. On Lapo da Castiglionchio see Celenza, Parallel Lives. 
85 See for instance McCracken, Paratexts, p. 50. First person statements often claimed translative practices that were 
not in fact adopted in the translation itself. In the words of Massimiliano Morini, ‘whereas the theoretical statements 
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dedicatee’s expectations, while stumbling upon often insurmountable translative hurdles, are 

particularly evident in the case of Battista Guarini (1434–1503). Asked to justify his translative 

choices before the Duke Ercole I of Ferrara, Guarini responded in a letter to the Duke, rejecting 

the accusation that he had translated Plautus’s Aulularia by making radical changes to the text of 

the Latin play. Guarini then adds that he thought it ‘better to translate the aforementioned 

perfumes into the modern lexicon rather than rendering the Latin text word for word, thus 

producing an abstruse and distasteful version’.86 These remarks reveal apparent a tension 

between requests from the dedicatee, the available translative conventions, and the reputation of 

Guarini as a translator faithful to humanist literary and aesthetic values. Unfortunately, this 

translation is now lost, but other prefaces reveal similar contradictions between prefatory 

statements and the actual translation.  

 

Even if specious, self-fashioning statements written by the translators shed light on the aim and 

scope of the translative project. The translators’ prefaces are therefore interpreted here as 

pointing to collaboration and other dynamics intended to benefit all involved. The most recurrent 

paratexts to be found in the production of Quattrocento manuscripts are ‘dedicatory letters’ and 

‘letters of transmission’, both habitually preceding the main text.87 Helpfully, ‘preface’ 

encompasses both of these kinds of paratext, and will therefore be used throughout this study. 

Dedicatory letters were written to accompany presentation copies, which were offered to the 

dedicatee. Very often these letters were copied or translated as part of producing later versions of 

                                                                                                                                                       
contained in the prefaces to sixteenth-century translations are imbued with literalism, in practice the translators 
behaved in a radically different manner, altering, cutting, and adding’ (Morini, Tudor Translation, p. 3). 
86 ‘Ma parevami molto melgiore translatione nominare li ditti odori et ridurre la cosa a la moderna, che volendo 
esprimere de parolla in parolla fare una traslatione obscura et puocho saporita’ (text taken from Uberti, I 
‘Menechini’, p. 60). 
87 Kristeller, ‘Some Original Letters and Autograph Manuscripts of Marsilio Ficino’, pp. 15–16. 
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the same key text. In Lodovico Petroni’s 1456 vernacular version of Bruni’s De bello italico, for 

instance, the manuscript contains the dedicatory letter penned by Petroni and addressed to 

Galeazzo Maria Sforza, Count of Pavia.88 This dedicatory letter defines the scope of the 

translation, and affirms the connection between the translator and the dedicatee. Petroni also 

translated Bruni’s own dedicatory letter to Cardinal Giuliano Cesarini, a leading figure in the 

Council of Florence, and a papal legate chosen to escort an army for a new crusade in the East.89 

As a result, the translation of Bruni’s dedicatory letter follows Petroni’s own dedication.90 Such 

dedicatory letters were often copied over and over again, notably when these contained precious 

details about the author, the translator, and the content of the translated work.  

 

Letters of transmission, instead, contained such occasional and specific references to the 

dedicatee—as are normally found only in gift copies. This is the case of the prefaces that 

accompany Cristoforo Landino’s vernacular translation of Giovanni Simonetta’s Sphortias: the 

dedication copy offered to Ludovico Sforza includes Landino’s own preface addressed to 

Ludovico il Moro, Duke of Milan, followed by a translation by Landino of an oration by poet 

Francesco Puteolano, also dedicated to the Sforza. Finally, Landino translated Simonetta’s own 

preface and the deeds of Francesco Sforza.91 None of these prefatory documents appears in the 

printed editions of Landino’s translation: that is, all of the printed versions contain only a title 

page or a table of contents positioned directly before Book One of Sphortias.92  

 

                                                
88 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chigiano M.VI.133, fol. 1v. 
89 Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 298. 
90 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chigiano M.VI.133. 
91 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, A 271 inf., fols 1r–4v. 
92 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Imprimés, Réseerve, Vélins, 724; London, British Library, G. 7251, and 
Warsaw, Biblioteka Narodorowa, Inc. F. 1347. For details on these texts and a fuller discussion of Landino’s 
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Dedicatory letters and letters of transmission are not always distinguishable from one another. 

The former were sometimes included in further copies of translations. By the same token, letters 

of transmission were copied even if their significance for their new reader might have been 

obscure, at best.93 Such inconsistency of practice in the production or reproduction of prefatory 

features indicates the fluidity with which Quattrocento translations circulated, as well as their 

ubiquitousness. Prefaces reveal the intentions underpinning translation projects, and demonstrate 

the enduring legacy and influence of ancient, medieval, and contemporaneous translators, whose 

names and individual prefaces are inscribed and discussed in successive copies. Bruni’s 

translations, and the vernacular translations that were made from his Latin versions of Greek 

histories, were reproduced consistently throughout the fifteenth century, amplifying his voice and 

influence beyond Florence and the Italian peninsula.94  

 

Translations as Objects  

The examples presented above underscore the significance of letters as examples of prefatory 

material. Often prefatory material provides significant clues about the cultural and material value 

imputed to translation—the first page of the manuscript, with its illuminated initials, its 

decorations, titles, and descriptions of both the translator and dedicatee. The handwriting, the 

binding, and opening statements about the translated text or author cannot but contribute to our 

                                                                                                                                                       
translation see Evans, ‘New Light on the Sforziada Frontispieces of Giovan Pietro Birago’, and Comanducci, ‘Nota 
sulla versione landiniana della Sforziade’. 
93 See Richardson, Manuscript Culture in Renaissance Italy, p. 200. Because of their programmatic and self-
affirmatory nature, sometimes paratexts could be more complex than the texts they introduced. An example from 
Elizabethan England points to the complex nature of paratexts: The English Schoolemaister (1596) contains a 
dialogue between two model students who confess to struggling more with the paratext than the main text: ‘By your 
leave we shall first reade ouer againe all that we haue learned, with the preface, titles of the chapters, and notes in 
the margent of our bookes, which we omitted before, because they were too hard’ (Hackel, Reading Material, p. 90). 
94 Bruni’s translations survive in hundreds of manuscripts. See Hankins, Repertorium Brunianum; Hankins, 
‘Humanism in the Vernacular’, and Maxson, ‘Kings and Tyrants’. 
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appreciation of the cultural and financial investment that underpinned Quattrocento translation.95  

In several instances, Quattrocento translations are luxury objects that, by their lavish appearance 

alone, brought prestige to all involved in their production. This book considers these material 

features of translation in manuscript, as well as the cultural and political connections that are 

referenced in the paratext. Preciously illuminated translations into Latin and vernacular shared 

the same function and effects: they both ‘transmediate’ ancient knowledge from a frail and 

unstable version recently uncovered and restored within an economy of interest in ancient Latin 

and Greek culture. By ‘transmediate’ I mean the transference of textual knowledge from 

surviving copies—in precarious conditions, written in outmoded scripts—to sometimes richly 

illuminated and highly readable dedication copies. The humanist interest in retrieving and 

restoring ancient texts was not confined to the ninth- or tenth-century manuscripts containing 

works by ancient authors, and the personal humanists’ copy-books. Eventually, humanists 

contributed to the production of beautifully illuminated copies commissioned by influential and 

wealthy clients. To be made available and understandable, works by Cicero, Propertius, or 

Polybius needed to be copied, edited, and eventually translated. In this way, philology and 

material culture were indissolubly connected: when it came to producing dedication copies, 

scribes and scholars needed to respond to the taste and cultural habits of the dedicatee who 

wished to enjoy ancient texts as both knowledge and cultural goods.96  

 

Illuminated ornaments and portraits were used in scribal culture to emphasise political and 

cultural claims embedded in the written text. The first folio of several highly precious 

                                                
95 See Littau, ‘Translation and the Materialities of Communication’, and the responses to this article in the same 
journal issue by Anne E. B. Coldiron and Guyda Armstrong. 
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Quattrocento manuscripts is decorated with white vine stem borders (‘bianchi girari’ in Italian) 

[Fig. 1]. This decoration became very fashionable during the Quattrocento and can be found in a 

number of codices produced for fifteenth-century rulers—Federico da Montefeltro, for instance, 

and Ercole I d’Este. Use of this decoration dates back to the Carolingian era, and imitates marble 

reliefs of natural decorations.97 In fifteenth-century Italy, the motif was associated with evoking 

antique manuscripts and their illuminations. The appearance of this decoration in both Latin and 

vernacular translations of ancient texts indicates that the different translations belonged to the 

same programme of revival of Latin and Greek languages and cultures.  

 

The codex of Landino’s translation of Giovanni Simonetta’s Latin Sphortias (1479) exemplifies 

how decorative motifs served to underscore political alliances and prestige. Landino’s dedicatory 

letter to the Duke of Milan establishes that this translation was considered vital for the promotion 

of both Francesco Sforza and his son Galeazzo Maria Sforza. Galeazzo Maria had passed away 

in 1476, leaving the leadership of Milan vacant. The publication of Simonetta’s Latin text in 

1479 was aimed at asserting the legitimacy of the Sforza lineage during the leadership struggle 

between the still young Gian Galeazzo (son of Galeazzo Maria), his mother Bona Sforza, and 

Gian Galeazzo’s uncle Ludovico Maria Sforza, known as ‘il Moro’. Ludovico il Moro decided 

that a Florentine translation of Simonetta’s work would emphasise his blood ties to his father 

Francesco Sforza, while also publicising the legitimacy of his rule. That the translation was made 

by one of the most influential scholars of Florence, under the support of Lorenzo de’ Medici, 

further endorsed Ludovico il Moro’s propaganda. The single manuscript with Landino’s text is 

                                                                                                                                                       
96 On philology see Reynolds, Scribes and Scholars, especially pp. 143–55, which offers a number of examples of 
ways in which humanists such as Bracciolini, Valla, and Poliziano worked on medieval copies of ancient texts, and 
how, in turn, these humanists’ copies were used to produce first editions or dedication copies (pp. 136–46). 
97 Lazzi, Il sorriso della sfinge, p. l. 
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dedicated to Ludovico il Moro and, not surprisingly, the codex is decorated with several 

miniatures in which the figures of Francesco Sforza and Ludovico il Moro are prominent.98 Yet 

the decorative details also include the Medici coat of arms, and one of Lorenzo de Medici’s 

favourite mottos ‘Le tems revient’ (‘the golden age has returned’). Interpreted all together, the 

propagandistic references to both the Medici and Sforza lineages establish the political interests 

of these two leading families: paratextual evidence from Landino’s translation shows that the 

purpose of this translation was the promotion of Ludovico il Moro’s rule, and, simultaneously, 

the promotion of the cause of the Medici and the Florentine language. The translator describes 

the Florentine vernacular as ‘comune non solo a tucte le genti italiche ma per la nobiltà d’alcuni 

scriptori di questa è sparsa per la Gallia et per la Spagna’ [‘common not only amongst all Italians 

but, thanks to the influence of some of its writers, it has spread throughout France and Spain’].99  

 

Prefatory material that includes the dedicatee’s coat of arms can signpost especially complex 

motivations behind a translative project. A codex in the collection of the Biblioteca Riccardiana 

contains Bruni’s Latin Laudatio Florentinae urbis, and a vernacular version by Friar Lazzaro 

Gallineta (written 1475–90).100 The first folio is decorated with the coat of arms of the Tucci 

family, owners of this codex. The Latin text contains Bruni’s preface, while the vernacular 

translation encompasses both the translator’s preface and a translation of Bruni’s preface. Such 

layering of dedications reveals the vernacular translator’s appreciation of his work as a 

continuation of the work began by fellow Latin humanists. Fra’ Gallineta’s preface pays tribute 

to Bruni and shows a non-Florentine translator flattering the ‘Spectabili cittadini et mercadanti 

                                                
98 See Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, A. 271 inf., fol. 6r. See also Comanducci, ‘Nota sulla versione landiniana della 
Sforziade’, p. 315. 
99 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, A. 271 inf., fol. 2v. 
100 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 705. On Gallineta see Refini, ‘“Aristotile in parlare materno’”, p. 330. 
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fi[o]rentini’ [‘distinguished citizens and merchants of Florence’].101 In all, Fra’ Gallineta offered 

his work as one advocating both the city of Florence and the Tucci family.  

 

Sometimes beautifully illuminated manuscripts contain vernacular translations bearing no details 

of the translator’s identity. Anonymity seems to be a deliberate choice to efface the translator’s 

effort while underscoring the prestige of the text and of the dedicatee. A 1459 vernacular 

translation of Bruni’s Cicero Novus, although just as politically expedient, is notable in this 

regard. The identity of the translator is not revealed, whereas the dedicatee is clearly indicated as 

one Nuño de Guzman.102 Visiting Florence during the 1439 Ecumenical Council, Guzman was 

instantly dazzled by the cosmopolitan city and its vibrant and sophisticated cultural milieu. He 

therefore requested a series of translations of influential humanist texts, including this vernacular 

version of Bruni’s Cicero Novus. The vernacular translator preferred to withhold his identity 

from the wider readership, even as he clearly signposted the scope of his effort. He describes the 

work as ‘requested’ (‘a petitione’) by Guzman, suggesting a reluctance on his own part to accept 

any leadership in this project: the translator was asked, and therefore complied with the 

request.103 The foregoing examples offer a taste of the complex and rich system of etiquette 

negotiated by translators in the paratext. While predominantly in the first person, the dedicatory 

or presentation letters can be read as multi-layered texts comprising different voices, including 

the original author, the translator’s self-assertions, and the dedicatee. Various stakeholders are 

directly or indirectly called upon, exposing an intricate web of cultural and political aspirations.  

 

                                                
101 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 705, fol. 32r. 
102 Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, Milan, A C IX 33, fols 1r–2r. On Guzman see The Impact of Humanism on 
Western Europe, pp. 221–28.  
103 Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, Milan, A C IX 33, fols 1r and 45v. 
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Quattrocento translators tended to present their Latin and vernacular works as essential to the 

establishment of the ‘new era’ described by Loschi. The following chapter introduces the identity 

of the Quattrocento vernacular translators. Often they were also Latin authors who shared the 

same cultural values and habits of their more famous peers. Maintaining the focus on a little-

studied but significant cohort of humanist translators allows for a redefinition of the contours of 

‘humanism’ as it is predominantly understood. By this reading, Quattrocento vernacular 

translators are saved from the ‘mud of oblivion’ to which Loschi refers, and their translations are 

restored to their rightful places on the shelves and in the minds of Quattrocento readers and 

rulers. 
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1 

Early Quattrocento Vernacular Translators 

 

In 1444–45, the self-asserted Latin ‘purist’ Bartolomeo Facio translated Isocrates’s oration Ad 

Nicoclem into vernacular from the Latin version by Bernardino Giustinian (c. 1432), and 

dedicated the work to Ferrante Duke of Calabria, son of Alfonso I King of Naples. In his Latin 

preface to this translation, Facio argues that the splendour and dignity of the Latin authors can 

never be retained in vernacular translations.104 This explains his reluctance to write his preface in 

the vernacular. Facio goes on to characterise the years in which he is writing as a period of 

intensity for vernacular translation:  

nec est fere ullus auctor apud nos tam clarus qui non sit in maternam linguam 
traductus et vulgaris factus. Vidi ergo cum essem Florentie non solum omnia 
opera illius eloquentie principis et fontis uberrimi Marci Tullii Ciceronis sed 
etiam T. Livium ceteros hystoricos et quod absurdius multoque inconcinnius 
est poetas multos in quibus illum poetarum ducem Virgilium ac Lucanum.105 

[practically all learned authors of our time are being translated into the mother 
tongue and turned into vernacular. While I was in Florence, I noticed that not 
only Cicero, master and source of eloquence, but also Livy and other historians 
had been translated: what is ever more absurd and ridiculous, there in Florence 
I also found Virgil, master of all poets, and Lucan having been translated]. 

Facio’s Latin preface is informed by two considerations: like many other humanists of his time, 

he wished to be remembered and praised for his Latin works, leading him to belittle his project 

of vernacular translation. Conversely, recognising the value of vernacular translation to his 

dedicatee, Facio describes his era as one in which almost all eloquent authors are being translated 

into vernacular. He declares that, reluctantly, he decided to fall in with the trend, and so 

                                                
104 Valencia, Biblioteca d’Humanitats, Universitat de Valencia, ms. 443, fol. 2r: ‘quod quidem fieri non posse 
intelligo salva auctoris gravitate detrahitur enim verbis dignitas et orationi splendor ut que latine vel grece scripta 
prius enitebant nunc vulgaria facta sordescant’. Facio is described as a purist by Baker, Italian Renaissance, p. 105. 
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translated Isocrates’s oration. He did so roughly at the same time as he composed two Latin 

translations: the tenth novella, day one, of Boccaccio’s Decameron, as well as a philosophical 

treatise on happiness. These various translations must have been received very positively by the 

Aragonese, because by 1446 the humanist was appointed official historian at the Neapolitan 

court.  

 

Facio’s comment about the proliferation of vernacular translations and the ‘absurdity’ of 

translating classical authors such as Virgil and Lucan is salutary. Distinctions should not be 

drawn between languages, texts, and disciplines in Quattrocento Italy. Ever since the nineteenth 

century, literary, social, and cultural historians have attempted to circumscribe or expand the 

timeline, motives, and practices of so-called ‘humanism’: a term that came into existence in that 

century, when coined by a secondary school teacher in Germany.106 To be sure, the word 

‘humanist’ (umanista) did exist in the fifteenth century, and was generally used to describe a 

teacher of the studia humanitatis—grammar, rhetoric, history, poetry, and moral philosophy. But 

rather than joining the debate over the precise nature of ‘humanism’, this study focuses on what 

humanists wrote self-reflexively about themselves and their dedicatees, their readers, and their 

peers in connection with their translation projects that circulated in manuscript form.107 The view 

taken here is that the individuals explored in this volume all shared a commitment to translation. 

All Quattrocento humanists were translators to or from Latin, and translation permeated all levels 

of training and career stages: from translations into the native tongue as comprehension exercises 

                                                                                                                                                       
105  Valencia, Biblioteca d’Humanitats, Universitat de Valencia, ms. 443, fol. 2v. 
106 F. J. Niethammer. See Caferro, Contesting the Renaissance, p. 99. 
107 This debate grew following Georg Voigt’s and Burckhardt’s scholarship of 1859–60. It is impossible to do any 
justice to such debate here. I mention only some of the most incisive and recent contributions: Celenza, The Lost 
Italian Renaissance; Baker and Maxson, After Civic Humanism; Mazzocco ed., Interpretations of Renaissance 
Humanism; Baker, Italian Renaissance; Regoliosi, Bertolini, Coppini, and Marsico, eds. Nel cantiere degli umanisti; 
Maxson, The Humanist World of Renaissance Florence, and Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy. 
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in the classroom, to stylish and authoritative translations, translation was considered a practice 

essential to achieving linguistic proficiency, eloquence, and contemporary repute.108  

 

The humanist approach to translation is complex, not only because Quattrocento translators 

worked in a variety of genres, but also because their education took conflicting approaches to the 

subject, depending on the language. For decades scholars have accepted the notion that 

Quattrocento humanists distinguished themselves from other cultural circles of the period for 

their choice to write in classicising Latin.109 Facio’s presentation of himself as a Latin scholar 

reluctant to undertake vernacular translation was not unusual: his 1444–45 preface reveals much 

about his aspirations both as an author and an orator in Latin. It also sheds light on his creative 

response to mid-fifteenth-century demand, in Naples as well as Florence, for vernacular 

translations. Facio’s preface reflects significant trends in Quattrocento intellectual culture that 

have been obscured by the limited number of texts scrutinised to date by scholars of the Italian 

Renaissance. An integrated understanding of Quattrocento scribal culture entails the study of 

Latin and vernacular texts, as well as the scrutiny of humanists’ accounts of the studia 

humanitatis, and of their writing about their translations and themselves. As revealed by Facio’s 

activity as a translator, even the most staunchly Latin author of the early Quattrocento wrote in or 

translated into the vernacular, and used his translations for self-promotion. Even if Facio 

exaggerated by stating that ‘all learned authors of our time are being translated into the mother 

tongue’, the evidence provided in this chapter indicates that literary translation into the 

vernacular was widespread in the first half of the Quattrocento.  

                                                
108 For the use of translation in the Quattrocento classroom see Black, Humanism and Education in Medieval and 
Renaissance Italy. One of the most comprehensive studies of eloquent and authoritative translations is Botley, Latin 
Translation in the Renaissance. 
109 Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients, pp. 17–30. 
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Exploring the porous boundaries between Latin and the vernacular, and focussing on those 

humanists who regularly translated between Greek, Latin, and vernacular allows us to see that 

these translators were active players in a culture that was more inclusive than previously 

acknowledged. While not all humanists agreed on the role of the vernacular, the cultivation of 

classicising Latin was not necessarily opposed to the dissemination of Latin eloquence in the 

vernacular. The two never existed in isolation, and tended to complement each other in dynamic 

relation throughout the Quattrocento. Sixty years ago, one of the most influential contributors to 

literature on Renaissance ‘humanism’ remarked that Quattrocento Tuscany had produced more 

chronicles, sermons, novelle, diaries, personal letters, miscellaneous texts (zibaldoni), and public 

documents in vernacular than ever before.110 Implicit in Paul Oskar Kristeller’s observation are 

the presumed disparities in style and standing: the Latin texts produced by humanists defined the 

literary culture of Quattrocento Florence, whereas the vernacular occupied daily, devotional, 

personal, and often anonymous realms. These two domains have been described as ‘two 

alternative modes of literary expression’. Kristeller presented his findings on the relationship 

between Latin and vernacular as ‘tentative’, and as an invitation to carry out further research.111 

To a great extent, his encouragement to explore this relationship across the Quattrocento and 

beyond the confines of Florence or individual cities is yet to be fully accepted. The census of 

vernacular translators in this chapter is a first attempt to respond to Kristeller’s suggestion, and to 

begin to formulate a more nuanced appraisal of Quattrocento translators as users and promoters 

of both Latin and vernacular. Concentrating mainly on the period between 1392 and 1465, this 

chapter refines Kristeller’s view about the peaceful coexistence of Latin and vernacular by 

                                                
110 Kristeller, Renaissance Thought and the Arts, pp. 132–33. 
111 Kristeller, Renaissance Thought and the Arts, pp. 124 and 141. 
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identifying and locating vernacular translators, their work, and their social networks, across the 

Italian peninsula.  

 

How Many Vernacular Translators? What Texts Did They Translate? 

In Book Six of his Contra Judaeos et Gentes (1452–58) Giannozzo Manetti presents the 

biographies of Antonio Loschi, Roberto de’ Rossi, and other humanists of his time.112 In the 

course of narrating these lives, Manetti characterises the studia humanitatis as a cultural 

movement in which Latin and vernacular coexisted and imitated the eloquence of the ancients. 

Most of the humanists of his day would have agreed. Manetti expresses the view that vernacular 

chronicler Giovanni Villani’s contribution to the studia humanitatis was no less worthy than 

Loschi’s.113 This account shows how early Quattrocento Latin and vernacular cultures were 

distinguished by a complex interaction of cultural and social practices which engaged a broad 

range of readers and agents. These included ‘superstar’ humanists—those intellectually talented 

humanists who took on prominent political and cultural roles in Quattrocento courts and cities, 

and who exerted a strong influence on fellow humanists. Leonardo Bruni, Lorenzo Valla, and 

Paolo Cortesi are some of the most representative members of this set. There were also 

humanists of lesser prominence, and with lower degrees of proficiency in Greek or Latin. 

Finally, there were also the ‘social humanists’. These were merchants, intellectuals less confident 

in Latin or Greek, or wealthy citizens who devoted little time to the humanities, and yet enjoyed 

listening to, reading, and perhaps collecting humanist texts and ideas.114  

                                                
112 On Manetti’s Contra Judaeos see De Petris, ‘L’Adversus Judaeos et Gentes di Giannozzo Manetti’, and 
Baldassarri, ‘Giannozzo Manetti: Adversus Iudaeos et Gentes VI’. 
113 Baldassarri, ‘Giannozzo Manetti: Adversus Iudaeos et Gentes VI’, p. 54: ‘Ioannes, cognomine Villanus, de nobili 
et generosa Villanorum Florentinorum familia oriundus, quamquam materno sermone utile tamen annalium opus 
composuit’; and ‘Antonius, cognomine Luscus, Vicentinus vir, elegantissimus atque insignis suorum temporum 
orator fuit atque in arte dicendi, ad quam non natus sed potius a Deo factus esse videbatur, plurimum valuit’ (p. 57). 
114 Maxson, The Humanist World of Renaissance Florence, pp. 40–62. 
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For the broader community of social humanists, vernacular translations represented an important 

key to gaining access to the work of their more talented contemporaries. The influential 

humanists in particular engaged in a substantial program of renewal for Latin, yet they also 

helped to create conditions for vernacular languages to permeate more and more forms of 

communication, such as oratory, preaching, political deliberations, and everyday 

communication.115 Importantly, the renewal of Latin and the progressive dignification of 

vernacular languages were enacted through translation. Thus translations from Greek into Latin 

have been focal in research by Renaissance historians and literary scholars. Recent studies of 

medieval literature and language have further advanced our knowledge of translation in the 

Middle Ages and Renaissance as a pedagogical, hermeneutical, and colonising practice.116 The 

past twenty years have also witnessed a growing interest in Quattrocento vernacular 

translations.117 However, few studies have addressed the subject of fifteenth-century translation 

beyond investigating specific ancient authors (Aristotle and Plato, for example), translators 

(Bruni or Giovanni Brancati), or disciplines (histories, philosophy, oratory, and the like).118  

                                                
115 The humanists’ understandings of the relationship between Latin and vernaculars is discussed most perceptively, 
among others, by Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients, pp. 174–229; Celenza, The Lost Italian Renaissance, 
pp. 145–47; Anselmi, Umanisti, storici e traduttori, pp. 77–93; Mazzocco, Linguistic Theories, pp. 30–38; Tavoni, 
Latino, grammatica, volgare; Tanturli, ‘La cultura fiorentina volgare del Quattrocento’, and De Robertis, Tanturli, 
and Zamponi, Coluccio Salutati. 
116 See Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages; Botley, Latin Translation in the 
Renaissance; Rankovic, Modes of Authorship in the Middle Ages, and Ellis, The Medieval Translator. 
117 A small, representative sample is Baldassarri, ‘Amplificazioni retoriche nelle versioni di un best-seller 
umanistico’; Baldassarri, Umanesimo e traduzione; Bausi, ‘Le due redazioni del Dialogus consolatorius di 
Giannozzo Manetti’; Pade, ‘I volgarizzamenti delle Vite di Plutarco in Italiano nel Quattrocento’; Merisalo, 
Translations; Tanturli, ‘Marsilio Ficino e il volgare’; Acocella, L’asino d’oro nel Rinascimento; Aprile, Giovanni 
Brancati traduttore di Vegezio; Bertolini, I volgarizzamenti italiani degli Apocrifi; Bessi, Umanesimo volgare, and 
Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’. Several editions of vernacular translations have appeared in the last ten 
years or so, and the ongoing Studio, Archivio e Lessico dei Volgarizzamenti Italiani (SALVit) project assists with 
the deepening of our understanding of Renaissance translations: see http://www.salvit.org. 
118 With this in mind, research by Alison Cornish on Trecento translators, and Glyn Norton’s appraisal of French 
Renaissance translators are pioneering: Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy, and Norton, The Ideology 
and Language of Translation in Renaissance France. 
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How many vernacular translators existed in fifteenth-century Italy? An exhaustive count would 

most likely prove impossible, but the translators discussed here represent a significant sampling, 

and point to a sizeable total. Even if several of these translators appear to have intentionally 

concealed their identities, and others reveal little about who they were, the number of identifiable 

Quattrocento vernacular translators is considerably higher than previously believed. Bodo 

Guthmüller’s survey of extant translations from Latin into vernacular for the period 1250–1375 

found more than one hundred surviving vernacular texts.119 This number supports the commonly 

accepted view of the Trecento—the so-called ‘buon secolo antico’—as the period during which 

vernacular translation increased, perhaps even to ‘oceanic’ quantities.120 Such exuberant 

vernacular production did not cease at the end of the Trecento: in the fifteenth century both social 

humanists and more learned scholars continued copying and using fourteenth-century vernacular 

translations. Moreover, early Quattrocento translators produced a considerable number of 

vernacular translations before more were intensively commissioned and placed into circulation in 

the last quarter of the fifteenth century.  

 

From the seventy-eight Quattrocento vernacular translators identified here (see Appendix), 

thirty-eight produced translations between 1392 and 1465.121 The earliest vernacular version of a 

text considered in this study is the translation of Aesop’s Fables into the Veneto vernacular made 

by Di Fo (or De Fo), accompanied by Loschi’s vernacular rendering (1392) of Quintilian’s 

Declamationes, which marked, as we have seen, the uninterrupted exchange between Latin and 

                                                
119 This is the approximate figure suggested by Paul Gehl in his analysis of Guthmüller’s 1989 study of vernacular 
translations from the Duecento and Trecento: see Gehl, ‘Preachers, Teachers, and Translators’, p. 291. See also 
Guthmüller, ‘Die Volgarizzamenti’, pp. 201–54, 333–48. 
120 See Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy, p. 1 n. 1. 
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vernacular translation at the crossroads between of fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.122 This 

study examines vernacular translations in manuscripts produced until the the 1480s, by which 

time the growing print industry became a powerful vehicle for the promotion of cultural, 

political, and linguistic identity and competition. Print technology spread quickly across the 

Italian peninsula, reaching Venice in 1469, and Florence in 1471. The first printed vernacular 

translation to appear in the Quattrocento was Wendelin von Speyer’s well-known edition of the 

Bible from the vernacular version by Camaldolese friar Niccolò Malerbi (1 August 1471).123 

Against the backdrop of the unfolding of print culture, however, the production and gifting of 

beautifully illuminated manuscripts containing vernacular translations was, in the second half of 

the Quattrocento, a powerful means for the affirmation of political ties and linguistic dominance.  

 

Such handmade production was a display of pre-print artisanal values, and affirmed the 

exclusiveness of dedication copies. This is the case, for instance, with the Raccolta Aragonese, a 

collection of Tuscan poetry (and poetry strongly influenced by it) dedicated to Federico, King 

Ferrante’s second son, in 1476.124 Although the dedication copy is lost, no doubt such a 

politically and culturally important gift would have been lavishly presented to the court of 

Naples. Another notable demonstration of the influence of scribal production after the 

development of the print industry is Cristoforo Landino’s receipt of a commission from King 

Ferrante of Naples in 1474 to translate into the Florentine language Pliny’s Naturalis Historia. 

                                                                                                                                                       
121 See Appendix for a list of these translators. 
122 Vittore Branca considered this to be a late Trecento manuscript, whereas Giovan Battista Pellegrini, in his 
analysis of the language used by the translators, deemed it to be an early Quattrocento text. See Branca and 
Pellegrini, Esopo Veneto. On Loschi’s translation see the Introduction. 
123 Pierno, ‘Pregiudizi e canone letterario’. 
124 Soranzo, Poetry and Identity in Quattrocento Naples. 
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The two codices containing this work are beautifully decorated and richly bound.125 Apparently 

Landino’s translation did not satisfy the king, who had wished to offer this work as a gift to 

Charles the Bold, to celebrate the betrothal of Charles’s daughter Mary to Federico, Ferrante’s 

second son.126 Ferrante turned to Giovanni Brancati (1440s–81?), a distinguished humanist of his 

court, to obtain another vernacular version of Pliny’s text, this time in Neapolitan.127  

 

The thirty-eight vernacular translators encountered through investigation of the years 1392–1465 

worked in a wide range of cities and regions: Bruges; Camerino; Ferrara; Florence; Lecce and 

the Salento; Milan; Naples; Padua; Perugia, and the Veneto area. Their vernacular translations 

include scientific texts, such as the medical treatise Aggregator simplicium medicinarum—a 

translation into Latin by Simone da Genova of the twelfth century Breviarium medicinae written 

by Serapion the Younger; manuals on farriery (Mascalcia) by Master Bonifacio (1266–85) and 

Lorenzo Russo (1307); theological treatises or sacred texts, such as the twelfth-century 

Disciplina clericalis composed by Petrus Alfonsus. Translations of religious works include a 

version of Genesis translated into Neapolitan in 1463 by Pietro di Napoli, a surgeon practising in 

Cremona; the Pentateuch and Chrisostom’s In Evangelium Marci, Homilia XIII, translated into 

vernacular by Ghinazzone of Siena before 1458, and St Bernard’s Sermones and the Moralia of 

Gregorius Magnus, both translations carried out by Giovanni da San Miniato in the first two or 

three decades of the Quattrocento. Several translators engaged with significant literary works 

from antiquity, such as a vernacular version of Plutarch commissioned by Salutati in the early 

                                                
125 The two manuscripts are described in Antonazzo, Antonino, ‘I codici di dedica del volgarizzamento pliniano’, 
pp. 346–47. The manuscripts are in Madrid, Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de El Escorial, mss. H.1.2 and H.1.3. 
See also Barbato, Il Libro VIII del Plinio napoletano di Giovanni Brancati. 
126 Marcelli, ‘La Naturalis Historia di Plinio’. 
127 On the reception of Landino’s translation at the Neapolitan court and Brancati’s version see Passarelli, Maria 
Antonietta, ‘L’horilogio della Naturalis historia’. 
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fifteenth century.128 In 1456 Aurelio Simmaco Iacobiti translated Homer’s Batracomiomachia 

and Book Six of Virgil’s Aeneid into Neapolitan for Alfonso I king of Naples; in 1431 Antonio da 

Rho translated Suetonius for Filippo Maria Visconti of Milan. Like Antonio da Rho, Pier 

Candido Decembrio also helped to fulfil Visconti’s desire for ancient histories to be turned into 

vernacular—he translated the Corpus Caesarianum (1438), Curtius Rufus’s Historia Alexandri 

Magni, and Polybius’s De primo bello Punico from Bruni’s Latin version. Early Quattrocento 

scholars also translated philosophical treatises: while living in Bruges in the 1430s, Augustinian 

friar Antonio Colombella da Recanati produced a vernacular version of Aristotle’s Ethics for the 

benefit of the Venetian merchant and nobleman Pancrazio Giustiniani [Fig. 2].129 The Dominican 

Lazzaro Gallineta of Padua also offered a vernacular version of the pseudo-Aristotelian treatise 

De virtute to a Venetian patriciate, Niccolò Giustiniani. Pancrazio and Niccolò Giustiniani were 

related, and clearly shared the same interest in philosophy and Latin. Their interest was fostered 

by clerics Colombella and Gallineta, both trained in Paris, and both connected with Italian 

communities of merchants living or working in Bruges and London.130 While based in Modena 

and working for the podestà of that city, Tommaso Cambiatori turned Virgil’s Aeneid into terza 

rima: for this work he was crowned poet by Emperor Sigismond, an event recorded for 6 April 

1432 in Parma. Probably during the 1440s Lorenzo Spirito Gualtieri turned the last five books of 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses into Perugian vernacular.131 

                                                
128 I have consulted Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 36, sin. 7. According to Marianne Pade, there 
are at least fourteen extant copies of this work. See Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, I, p. 83. On vernacular 
translations from Plutarch in the Quattrocento see Pade, ‘Curzio e Plutarco nell’Istoria d’Alexandro Magno’, and 
Pade, ‘I volgarizzamenti delle Vite di Plutarco in Italia nel Quattrocento’. 
129 Refini, ‘Aristotile in parlare materno’, pp. 318–19. 
130 Refini, ‘Aristotile in parlare materno’, p. 330. 
131 See Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Gualtieri, Lorenzo’. To this list of translation can be added the 
Florentine translation of Plutarch made at the turn of the fifteenth century—most likely arranged by Salutati, and 
another, anonymous, vernacular version of pseudo-Demosthenes’s Ad Alexandrum: Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Centrale, Magliab. VIII 956 and Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat Lat., 8199. This version preceded 
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This sampling of pre-1465 translations shows elements of continuity with the culture of 

vernacular translation in Trecento Italy. For example, there is persistence in the choice of some 

texts for translation: the above-mentioned 1392 vernacular translation of pseudo-Quintilian’s 

Declamationes by Loschi is consonant with the strong interest in oratorical and rhetorical 

treatises that characterised the fourteenth century. Pseudo-Cicero’s Rhetorica ad Herennium 

enjoyed particular attention from the 1260s onwards.132 This text was often used by Trecento 

scholars and students in conjunction with Bono Giamboni’s Fiore di retorica and Brunetto 

Latini’s Rettorica, both being adaptations of Cicero’s work. Another indication of the interest in 

oratory in the vernacular is demonstrated by Giovanni Russo da Cupertino’s 1459 translation into 

Salento vernacular of the Tresor.133 Some early Quattrocento translators quite literally continued 

the work of a Trecento counterpart: for instance, in 1415 Giovanni da San Miniato completed 

Zanobi da Strada’s translation of Gregorius Magnus’s Moralia.134 Following the tradition of the 

Trecento volgarizzamenti described by Alison Cornish, Giovanni Cavalcanti’s Trattato politico 

morale from the 1440s adapted and conflated writings by Aristotle and Cicero, untroubled by 

concern with philological accuracy.135  

 

A significant difference between the Trecento volgarizzamenti discussed by Cornish and the 

Quattrocento vernacular translations examined here is that the latter are produced not by notaries 

or illiterati—people not trained in Latin—but by readers and authors trained in the studia 

                                                                                                                                                       
Bartolomeo Fonzio’s translation of the same text in 1468. Betti, ‘Volgarizzamento della epistola di Demostene’. See 
also Sara Berti, ‘L’orazione Pseudo-Demostenica Ad Alexadrum’. 
132 Cox, ‘Ciceronian Rhetorical Theory in the Volgare’. 
133 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 440. See Lubello, ed., Volgarizzare, tradurre, interpretare, p. 9. 
134 See Bessi, Umanesimo volgare, p. 271. 
135 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Ginori Conti App 3, and Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 403. See 
Grendler, The Trattato Politico-Morale of Giovanni Cavalcanti. 
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humanitatis. This is the case of the Florentine Pellegrino Agli (1440–c. 1469), who produced 

Latin poetry and translated pseudo-Herodotus’s Vita Homer from Greek into Latin. In 1465 Agli 

also translated a Latin oration by Enea Silvio Piccolomini into vernacular following a request by 

Giovanni di Iacopo de’ Pigli (1396–1473). A distinguished member of one of the most influential 

and ancient Florentine families, Giovanni de’ Pigli was not trained in Latin, but he certainly 

understood Latin well enough to be able annotate in Latin a copy of Leon Battista Alberti’s Libri 

della famiglia.136 Another distinguished member of Quattrocento nobilty, Tommaso Cambiatori 

of Parma (c. 1365–1444), wrote a Latin poet to Marquis Leonello d’Este and exchanged letters in 

Latin with Coluccio Salutati and Leonardo Bruni, while also composing a terza rima version of 

Virgil’s Aeneid.  

 

Amongst the thirty-eight vernacular translators identified in this study for the period 1392–1465 

we find members of the clergy, such as friars Antonio Colombella da Recanati, Antonio da Bari 

or Barletta, Antonio da Rho, Giovanni da San Miniato, Antonio Dapera, and Lazzaro Gallineta 

da Padova. This group of early Quattrocento vernacular translators comprises also school 

teachers and professors such as the already mentioned Di Fo or De Feo and Lorenzo Lippi (who 

produced a vernacular version of Bruni’s Cicero Novus c. 1456).  

 

There is also a small group of non-humanistically trained translators who, despite their less 

prestigious intellectual careers, dedicated their work to Quattrocento rulers. Take for instance 

Ghinazzone da Siena, who offered his translations of the Pentateuch and John Crysostom’s 

ninety Homilies on the Gospel of St Matthew to King Alfonso I of Naples and Iñigo de Guevara. 

                                                
136 Danzi, ‘Due nuovi codici del III libro della Famiglia’, pp. 95–96. On Pigli see Ricci, ‘Aneddoti di letteratura 
fiorentina’, pp. 37–39. 
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Another example is Venanzo di Bruschino da Camerino, who in 1417 dedicated his vernacular 

translation of Venantius’s Epitoma rei Militaris to condottiere and ruler Braccio da Montone. 

But the majority of the Quattrocento vernacular translators belonged to the same cultural elite 

trained in the studia humanitatis by distinguished teachers such as Guarino Guarini, Francesco 

Zabarella, or Francesco Filelfo: Donato Acciaiuoli, Leon Battista Alberti, Tommaso Benci, Pier 

Candido Decembrio, and Giannozzo Manetti are the most familiar names in this pre-1465 group 

of vernacular translators. As the Appendix of this book shows, all of their vernacular translations 

are presented to influential friends and rulers.  

 

Several Italian vernaculars were used throughout the Quattrocento to make ancient, medieval, 

and contemporary texts available to non-Latinate readers and audiences. A wide range of 

intellectuals continued this ongoing process of vernacularisation that developed in the Trecento 

and continued in fifteenth-century Italy. Notably, the most significant vernacular translators are 

the same Latin humanists who spurred the appreciation of classical Latin: out of the thirty-eight 

pre-1465 vernacular translators identified in this study, thirteen composed texts in Latin as well 

as the vernacular. Some of these translators—Decembrio, Manetti, Lodovico Petroni, Alberti, 

Antonio da Rho, and possibly also Giovanni Aurispa—were also eminent contributors to early 

Quattrocento Latin culture. Early fifteenth-century vernacular translators additionally engaged 

with Latin texts by contemporary humanists, translating the ‘new’ Latin versions of Greek or 

Hebrew texts into vernacular almost immediately, such as Bruni’s De bello gothico, translated by 

Petroni in 1456. Similarly, Latin texts by humanists such as Marsilio Ficino were also translated 

into the vernacular and circulated in scribal form within a year or two. For instance, Tommaso 
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Benci translated Pimander into Florentine vernacular almost immediately after Ficino had 

translated it from Greek into Latin.137  

 

Certainly, it is only in the last third of the Quattrocento that Latin and vernacular become two 

almost equivalent options, such that Angelo Poliziano would choose to write letters in both 

languages.138 Vernacular and Latin translations undoubtedly served different audiences and 

purposes, but both were produced by scholars who, to a significant extent, shared the same 

cultural and aesthetic values. Some translators were more intellectually distinguished and 

successful, others simply enjoyed rubbing shoulders with prominent intellectuals of their time, 

and attempted to follow in their footsteps to the best of their abilities. If several of the best 

known humanists never produced texts in their mother tongue, most did at some point and in 

some form translate their Latin work into the vernacular as part of an attempt to reach a broader 

audience. So as to reach out beyond their relatively small social group, a number of Latin 

humanists accepted vernacular translation as the most effective medium for the dissemination 

and success of their cultural and political programme. Precisely because of vernacular 

translation, Bruni’s versions of works by St Basil or Procopius reached several fifteenth-century 

audiences.139 There is also evidence that Bruni actively encouraged, even sponsored, the 

translation of his De primo bello Punico (1422).140  

 

                                                
137 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 27.9. See Tanturli, ‘Marsilio Ficino e il volgare’. 
138 See Bausi, ‘Appunti sulle lettere volgari di Angelo Poliziano’. 
139 Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’, and Rizzi, ‘Leonardo Bruni and the Shimmering Facets’. 
140 Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’, p. 22 and n. 24. 
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Indeed, early Quattrocento culture grew out of translations from Greek, and the philological 

analysis of Latin texts—which is in itself an act of translation.141 A highly dynamic and 

collaborative exchange of translations existed across Italian courts and city states for the benefit 

of Latinate and semi-Latinate authors and readers.142 This exchange did not begin at the end of 

the Quattrocento, but continued unabated throughout the fifteenth century: ‘new’ Latin 

translations informed the coexisting vernacular versions, while the vernacular texts extended the 

humanist programme of cultural renewal.  

 

Beyond ‘Humanism’ and its Dichotomies 

The aforementioned examples undermine the widely accepted idea that translators in 

Quattrocento Italy predominantly worked individually and as specialists in either Latin or 

vernacular translation. This misunderstanding is underpinned by a view of the Italian 

Quattrocento that privileges intellectual and literary achievements in Latin above those in 

vernacular languages; it is structured by long established binary notions of relationships between 

authors and translators, written and aural production, and Latin and vernacular languages.143 To 

be sure, the dichotomisation of Latin and vernacular languages has been subject to criticism 

during the past decade.144 Historians of material culture, and musicologists in particular, have 

also begun to critique the written–aural binary relationship by investigating synergies between 

textual and verbal performances in street culture, and in ephemeral texts such as songs, 

                                                
141 Becker, Beyond Translation, pp. 24–30. 
142 Maxson, The Humanist World of Renaissance Florence. See also Maxson, ‘“This Sort of Men”, and Rizzi and 
Del Soldato, ‘Latin and Vernacular in Quattrocento Florence’. 
143 I have already discussed the separation between Latin and vernacular humanism in the Introduction. On the aural-
written dichotomy in Italian Renaissance see Burke, The Historical Anthropology, pp. 79–94.  
144 Maxson, The Humanist World of Renaissance Florence. See also Maxson, ‘“This Sort of Men”; Rizzi and Del 
Soldato, ‘Latin and Vernacular in Quattrocento Florence’, and Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’. 
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pamphlets, and gossip.145 The translator–only and author–only paradigms continue to underpin 

current understandings of Renaissance culture. For instance, Gary Ianziti recently discussed 

Bruni’s work as historian in terms that ignore the coexistence of translation and historiography: 

Bruni ‘either’ wrote history, ‘or’ translated Greek histories and philosophy.146 Similarly, Latin 

and vernacular cultures of fifteenth-century Italy are often represented as two separate and hardly 

connected worlds.147 Ronald Witt has claimed that vernacular translations of classical texts made 

during the Trecento—and their unrefined nature—spurred the revival of classical Latin and 

humanist reconsideration of the same Latin texts at the turn of the fifteenth century, implying that 

vernacularisation and Latinisation did not coexist.148 By contrast, the examples in this book 

demonstrate how the production of Latin and vernacular translations coincided throughout the 

Quattrocento, and all kinds of translations were promoted or at least practised by a great variety 

of humanists, including Bruni, Matteo Maria Boiardo, and Bartolomeo Fonzio.  

 

The enduring dichotomisation of Latin and vernacular ‘humanisms’ means that the production of 

vernacular texts by early humanists such as Loschi, Salutati, and Bruni remains fertile ground for 

investigation. The Latin work of Fonzio, for instance, has received scholarly attention, while his 

vernacular translations have been largely ignored.149 Bruni’s vernacular production played a 

crucial role in demonstrating the applicability of Latin scholarship to public rhetoric and civic 

                                                
145 See for instance, Wilson, ‘Dominion of the Ear’; Salzberg, ‘In the Mouths of Charlatans’; Salzberg, Ephemeral 
City, and Horodowich, Language and Statecraft in Early Modern Venice. 
146 Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, pp. 15–19. 
147 Rizzo, ‘Il Latino nell’Umanesimo’, and Rizzo, Ricerche sul latino umanistico; Bessi, Umanesimo volgare, and, 
to some extent, Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients. This issue has been recently taken up by Maxson, The 
Humanist World of Renaissance Florence. 
148 Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients, pp. 453–54. 
149 A notable exception is Mercuri, ‘Per l’edizione delle Rime di Bartolomeo Fonzio’. 
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participation in the vernacular. Thankfully historians have begun to explore Bruni’s active 

engagement with the vernacularisation of Quattrocento Latin scholarship.150  

 

Quattrocento vernacular translators helped to dehistoricise the classical world, opening its texts 

and ideas to the social humanists detailed by Maxson. The learned communities of Quattrocento 

humanists were bilingual—versed in Latin and relying on one or more vernacular languages—

while scholars such as Bruni, Valla, and Giannozzo Manetti were also competent in a third 

language: Greek for the first two, Hebrew for the latter.151 Therefore it is unsurprising that, in 

addition to Bruni, certain humanists are well known to have written in both vernacular and 

Latin—Alberti, Donato Acciaiuoli, Tommaso Benci, Girolamo Benivieni, Alessandro Braccesi, 

and Jacopo di Poggio Bracciolini, to mention a few. On occasion, scholars such as Alberti, 

Andrea Cambini, Antonio Cornazzano, and Ghinazzone of Siena translated their own work, 

suggesting that self-translation was more common than previously imagined for Renaissance 

literature.152 Even if the inherent superiority of Latin was seldom disputed during the first half of 

the fifteenth century, the vernacular was often theorised in passing as an indispensable means of 

reaching a broader community. In his preface to the third book of the Libri della famiglia, Alberti 

acknowledges the elitist nature of the humanistic circle, while recognising the importance of the 

appeal of vernacular language to a wide audience:  

                                                
150 Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’; Celenza, The Lost Italian Renaissance, and Rizzi, ‘Leonardo Bruni and 
the Shimmering Facets’. Bruni wrote in the Florentine vernacular two canzoni (1424), one sonnet, the Difesa del 
popolo di Firenze nella impresa di Lucca (1431), the orations for Niccolò Tolentino (1433) and for the Guelf party, 
three letters to the city of Volterra (1431), Pope Eugene IV (1435) and Francesco Sforza (1439) respectively, the 
Novella di Antioco (1437), the Lives of Dante and Petrarch (1436), and the Risposta agli ambasciadori del Re 
d’Aragona (1443). 
151 On bilingualism in early modern Europe see Bloemendal, Bilingual Europe Latin and Vernacular, pp. 2, 6–8, 
and 26, and Deneire, ‘Neo-Latin and the Vernacular’ for a review of most recent literature and methodologies on the 
study of early modern Neo-Latin and vernacular literatures, languages, and translation.  
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E’ prudenti mi loderanno s’io, scrivendo in modo che ciascuno m’intenda, 
prima cerco giovare a molti che piacere a pochi, ché sai quanto siano 
pochissimi a questi dì e’ litterati […]. Ben confesso quella antiqua latina essere 
copiosa molto e ornatissima, ma non però veggo che in sia la nostra oggi 
toscana tanto d’averla in odio, che in essa qualunque benché ottima cosa scritta 
ci dispiaccia.153 

[Prudent readers will praise me for serving many rather than few by writing in 
a manner that can be understood by everyone. You know that there are very 
few learned men these days. […] I do admit that the Latin language is very 
elegant and rich, but I do not think that our Tuscan language should be sneered 
at and that anything written in this language should displease us]. 

 

Reflecting the same idea about the wide attraction of the vernacular, Poliziano prefaced his lyric 

drama Orfeo by explaining that he had used the volgare so that the text could ‘dagli spettatori 

meglio fusse intesa’ [‘be understood more clearly by the audience’].154 

 

Quattrocento literary culture emerges, therefore, as polyphonic and multidisciplinary. This is 

particularly evident for fifteenth-century Florence, where the rich ‘vernacularity’ of Medici 

Florence coexisted with Latin philology, philosophy, and historiography.155 The facts of such 

coexistence expose the continuing habit among contemporary scholars to construct as 

oppositional the production of vernacular and Latin manuscripts in the Quattrocento:  

Our thinkers’ dual identities as both Latinate and vernacular should be brought 
into relief, because scholarship that has come from separate disciplinary tracks 
has often separated the two strands […]. One sees that the unique nature of our 
source material in the long fifteenth century, Latin and Italian, ‘high’ and ‘low’, 
can be best understood not in the context of separate disciplines foreign to the 

                                                                                                                                                       
152 On self-translation see Santoyo, ‘El siglo XIV: traducciones y reflexiones’, and Mclaughlin, ‘Biography and 
Autobiography in the Italian Renaissance’. See also Santoyo, ‘Blank Spaces in the History of Translation’, pp. 22-
25. 
153 Tavoni, ‘Il Quattocento’, pp. 186–87. 
154 Tissoni Benvenuti, L’Orfeo del Poliziano. 
155 Celenza, The Lost Italian Renaissance, p. 144. 
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Renaissance era itself, but as differently shimmering facets of the same unique 
jewel.156  

The ongoing interaction between Latin and vernacular throughout the Quattrocento variously 

undermines understandings of fifteenth-century textual production as mostly Latin in its early 

stages, and vernacular in the last twenty-five years. While it is true that the revival of classical 

Latin occupied most literary humanists in the first three to four decades of the fifteenth century 

in Italy, as mentioned, at least several of these scholars also wrote original texts and translations 

in the vernacular. There is no hiatus between the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: the 

humanists’ focus on classical Latin prevented neither them, nor less influential translators, from 

maintaining the production or copying of vernacular renderings of ancient knowledge.  

 

More than a few fourteenth-century vernacular translations continued to be copied and rewritten 

throughout the Quattrocento, to the extent that many Trecento versions of ancient and medieval 

Latin texts are available today in their fifteenth-century guise. For instance, the twelfth-century 

Disciplina clericalis by Petrus Alphonsus was translated into Tuscan (among other languages) 

during the first half of the fourteenth century.157 One vernacular translation from 1451 is an 

abbreviated, Florentine version of two fourteenth-century editions. Similarly, the Dominican friar 

Domenico da Cavalca’s vernacular translation of the Dialogi of Gregory the Great was copied 

and owned by Niccolò di Francesco Corsi in 1460.158 Another example is a fourteenth-century 

translation of Aesopic fables from the Latin verse collection identified as Anonymus Neveleti, or 

‘the collection of Walter the Englishman’. The translation is written in a northern Italian 

                                                
156 Celenza, The Lost Italian Renaissance, p. 144. 
157 Bertelli, ‘Un nuovo testimone del volgarizzamento della Disciplina Clericalis’, pp. 47–48. 
158 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Redi 127, fols 14r–74r. See I manoscritti datati del fondo Acquisti 
Doni, pp. 78–79. 
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vernacular—probably Paduan—and was copied in 1449.159 As was common practice, the 

fifteenth-century hand also copied the two-folio preface by the anonymous translator.160 Perhaps 

most notable in numerical terms are the abundant Quattrocento copies of the version of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses known as ‘l’Ovidio moralizzato’ produced by Giovanni di Bonsignori (late 

Trecento) and Giovanni del Virgilio (early Trecento), which circulated widely during the 

fifteenth century, thus confirming that fourteenth-century vernacular translations still enjoyed 

currency within the mercantile and little-Latinate community of students and readers.161 Teachers 

and translators considered translations of Ovid and Aesop well suited to the ‘utilitade et alla 

consolatione delli lezanti et ascoltanti’ [‘utility and consolation of readers and listeners’], and for 

this reason their style and accuracy was secondary to the content.162 Like their Trecento 

forebears, Quattrocento readers used these moralising texts to learn from examples that were 

presented in order of complexity, so that they could understand ‘segondo la soa possibilitade’ 

[‘depending on their intellectual skills’].163 

 

A brief examination of the catalogue of manuscripts held in one of the richest collections of 

Trecento and Quattrocento vernacular translations, the Biblioteca Riccardiana in Florence, 

reveals a sizeable number of fifteenth-century copies of Trecento vernacular translations.164 

Several of these copies are buried in fifteenth-century miscellanies or zibaldoni, which tended to 

be owned by affluent families, and by social humanists interested in both Latin and vernacular 

                                                
159 London, British Library, Additional 38023, fol. 99r: ‘compito de scrivere a dì ulltimo mazo 1449 cioè de 
acopiare’.  
160 London, British Library, Additional 38023, fols 4v–5v. 
161 On the tradition of Giovanni de Bonsignori’s translation and allegorisation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses see 
Ardissino, ed., Giovanni Bonsignori da Città di Castello, pp. xxv–xxxv. 
162 London, British Library, Additional 38023, fol. 5r. 
163 London, British Library, Additional 38023, fol. 5v. 
164 Morpurgo, I manoscritti della Regia Biblioteca Riccardiana. 
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translations.165 One example is Piero di Domenico Pollini and his zibaldone.166 Pollini copied a 

Trecento vernacular version of Seneca’s De providentia, as well as some Latin documents, 

including Pope Nicholas V’s 1453 letter about the fall of Constantinople.167 The codex also 

contains a prayer book, the prayers written in Latin, and the headings and instructions in the 

vernacular: ‘Asperges me domine ysopo et mundabor lavabis me et super [...] Fatevi il segno 

della santa croce et con molta reverenza’ [‘you shall sprinkle me with yssop, my Lord, and I shall 

be cleansed […] make the sign of the cross with much reverence’].168 Another fifteenth-century 

miscellany—put together by Antonio di Tuccio Manetti between 1441 and 1466—includes 

several texts gathered as reference materials for a Florentine household. After the Imago Mundi 

by Honorius of Autun (twelfth century), the codex contains the ‘libro dello Archadreo’ attributed 

to Gherardo of Cremona (early twelfth century).169 The anonymous vernacular translator of this 

composite work explains that this text allows the reader to discover ‘se lla femmina partorirà 

maschio o femmina e di che maniera fa lo seguente figliuolo e sse ttruoverrai il ladro che avrà 

furato e sse ‘l messo che rrecherà le novelle dirà vero o ffalxo’ [‘if the woman will give birth to a 

girl or a boy, and the gender of the next child; if you will find the thief who stole from you; and 

if the messenger will bring you true or false news’].170 This work is followed by some forty 

folios comprising a Trattato delle stelle fisse, before the codex turns to histories: Donato 

Acciaiuoli’s Vita di Charlo Magno copied by Antonio di Tuccio Manetti in 1466;171 Petrarch’s 

letter to the city of Florence (from Familiares 8.10); a letter written by Simone di Marciano 

                                                
165 On the zibaldoni in the Quattrocento see Kaborycha, ‘Copying Culture’. See also Perosa, ed., Giovanni Rucellai 
ed il suo Zibaldone, Chapter 6 in Kent, Cosimo de’ Medici and the Florentine Renaissance, and Gentile and Rizzo, 
‘Per una tipologia delle miscellanee umanistiche’, pp. 401–07. 
166 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. VIII 1282. 
167 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. VIII 1282, fols 44r–49r and 50r. 
168  Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. VIII, 1282, fol. 86r. 
169 This vernacular translation is close to the medieval Liber Archandrini de navitatibus hominum. See Domenico de 
Robertis, ‘Antonio Manetti’, pp. 373–75. 
170 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Conv. Soppr. G II 1501, fol. 23v.  
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Bottinelli from Rome to his brother Giovanni on 16 August 1482; and a vernacular version of 

Filippo Villani’s 1395 lives of famous and illustrious Florentines from his De origine civitatis 

Florentine et de eiusdem civibus illustribus.172 Some of these texts are indeed straightforward 

copies, but some others are rewritings of versions that seemed, to the translator, to be out of date 

or lacking the elegance of ancient authors and the Quattrocento humanists. Such a capacious 

codex of varied contents testifies to the coincidence of diverse practices among translators. The 

synchronous circulation of these texts shows that while new translations of Greek texts were 

turned into Latin, religious, hagiographic, and Christian authors continued to be copied, 

translated, read, and studied in the vernacular. Christian Bec has shown that early Quattrocento 

Florentine personal libraries in early Quattrocento Florence held Bruni’s work next to 

‘bestsellers’ of the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, such as Libro di Troia, Principi 

di filosafi, and Fiore de virtù.173 

 

A comparison between the prefaces of Trecento vernacular translations and early Quattrocento 

Latin versions by leading humanists reveals striking similarities. In the preface to his vernacular 

translation of the ’Pistole di Sancto Paolo apostolo, Domenico Cavalca (c. 1270–1342) presents 

his project as a task commissioned to him by ‘certe divote persone’ [‘some devout people’].174 

Cavalca was asked to turn these sacred texts into ‘a comune volgare’ [‘the common language’], 

and in a lucid manner. The transfer between Latin and vernacular is not a simple one, Cavalca 

explains, and for this reason he determined to ‘muto in certi ma in pochi luoghi l’ordine delle 

parole per meglio e più chiaramente espriemere in volgare e la sententia e lo intendimento di 

                                                                                                                                                       
171 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Conv. Soppr. G II 1501, fols 51r–92r  and 95r–112v. 
172 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Conv. Soppr. G II 1501, fols 117r–121v. 
173 Bec, Les Livres. 
174 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Redi 127, fol. 108v. 
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sancto Lucha e delle parole del decto libro’ [‘alter in some but few places the order of the words 

to better and more clearly express in the vernacular the meanings and concepts of St Luke and 

the words of the said book’].175 The need to express the meaning of the Latin text in the most 

direct and uncomplicated way calls for the translator’s active intervention; reorganising the 

content so that ‘e possa ciaschuno meglio trovare quello che vuole olla distinta per infra scripti 

capitoli’ [‘everyone can find the relevant material more easily by looking at the chapter 

headings’], an approach to vernacular translation comparable with that adopted by the 

Quattrocento humanists discussed in the following chapters.176 

 

Challenging the reductive Latin-vernacular dichotomy requires close examination of the work 

and role of Quattrocento translators from their bilingual perspective. In the paratext translators 

address their readers in the vernacular or Latin, while detailing much about their interest in and 

knowledge of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. Their appreciation for the textual world of antiquity 

reverberates through their translations. From these versions a modern reader can learn about 

what the translators deemed interesting and useful for themselves and their readers—about the 

correspondences they wished to emphasise between ancient and early modern languages and 

cultures. Decembrio is a particularly interesting case of a humanist translating into both Latin 

and vernacular. In his vernacular translation of Quintus Curtius Rufus’s Istoria di Alexandro 

Magno, Decembrio adds a comparatio between Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar. 

Addressing his work to Filippo Maria Visconti, Decembrio explains that he had ‘ordinata col 

giuditio suo’ [‘composed this text based on his own judgement’].177 [Fig. 3] As with other 

examples discussed in this book, the translator here presents translation as a carefully considered 

                                                
175 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Redi 127, fol. 108v. 
176 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Redi 127, fol. 108v.  
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process of selection involving recourse to disparate sources. Such a willingness to undertake 

translation was hardly rare among Quattrocento intellectuals. It was an essential expression of 

their bilingualism, which again underscores the misleading tendency to bifurcate Latin and 

vernacular in studies of Quattrocento culture.  

 

To better understand the self-perceived agency of Quattrocento translators, the following chapter 

examines a significant sample of vernacular translators’ prefaces produced mostly for the court 

of Naples. The analysis in Chapter Three establishes a solid foundation for the reconsideration, 

in Chapters Four and Five, of some of the leading humanists of Quattrocento Italy, their 

influential and far-reaching views on the relationship between Latin and vernacular, and their 

self-presentation as both Latin and vernacular translators. Regardless of how one defines the 

cultural movement they embodied, all humanists translated texts. Translation was an essential 

component of their education and training and, by offering translations to prospective employers 

and supporters, humanists often improved their credentials, and their chances of securing 

prestigious roles at courts and political centres across and beyond the Italian peninsula. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
177 Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, A C 37, fol. 188v. 
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2 

Translators at the Court of Naples 

 

Cultures choose to produce new translations ‘as a major way’ to fill perceived gaps.178 In the 

case of Quattrocento culture, the gap was a growing interest—among the courtly as well as the 

mercantile non-Latinate communities of the Italian peninsula—in humanist texts and ideas. If 

much of the Latin humanist scholarship was dedicated to the rediscovery and recovery of ‘lost’ 

texts, then the vernacular translators of Quattrocento Italy amplified the same rediscovery for the 

benefit of a non-Latinate readership. In the dedication of his vernacular version of Aristea de 

lxxii interpreti (1467–68) to the Marquis of Ferrara Borso d’Este, Bartolomeo Fonzio 

(1446‒1513) claims that his future depends on the support of the Ferrarese ruler.179 This was the 

reason Fonzio offered the Marquis the translation, said to contain so much knowledge and 

wisdom that it will ‘esserti più accepto che se altrettanto oro ti donasse’ [‘without doubt be 

appreciated by you more than if I gave you as much gold’].180 Quattrocento humanists like 

Fonzio sought to secure employment as teachers, secretaries, and other kinds of cultural mediator 

roles across the Italian peninsula and beyond. Competing for such posts, these men of letters 

fashioned themselves as indispensable intermediaries between ancient knowledge and 

contemporary rulers and readers. Their paratexts emphasised this intermediary role, and the 

cultural agency it both presumed and bestowed.  

                                                
178 Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies, p. 27. 
179 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rossiano 407, fol. 1r: ‘gentil signor cortese / Da cui il mie ingegno et 
mia fortuna pende’. On Fonzio see Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Fonzio, Bartolomeo’; Bausi, Umanesimo a 
Firenze nell’età di Lorenzo e Poliziano, Part Two, and Mercuri, ‘Per l’edizione delle rime di Bartolomeo Fonzio’. 
This translation of the letter attributed to the legendary Greek poet Aristeas concerning the translation of the 
Pentateuch has received very little attention. To date, the most useful study on this text is Vaccari, ‘La fortuna della 
lettera d’Aristea in Italia’ (see especially pp. 14–15). I am indebted to the late Simona Mercuri for bringing 
Vaccari’s study to my attention. 
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This chapter examines the different ways in which vernacular translators perceived their own 

abilities as agents of praise and blame, framed their work ethos, and engaged in self-promotion. 

Representative statements are chosen not from those written by ‘superstar’ humanists, but from 

those composed by lesser-known and less successful social humanists in search of success or 

recognition at the court of Naples.181 This rich corpus of texts exists chiefly because the reigns of 

King Alfonso I of Naples (r. 1442‒58) and his illegitimate son Ferrante (r. 1458–94) saw the 

production of a significant number of vernacular translations. Early fifteenth-century examples 

include a copy of a vernacular translation of a Senecan tragedy owned by Giacomo III Appiano 

of Aragon; a pre-1441 vernacular version of Ovid’s Metamorphoses commissioned by Arnaldo 

Sanz (Chancellor of Castel Nuovo in Naples), and donated to Iohan de Buesa, and a vernacular 

version of Caesar’s De bello civili and De bello gallico translated by Pier Candido Decembrio 

between 1449–58.182 Perhaps because of the competition that derived from this notable 

production of vernacular translation, Kings Alfonso I and Ferrante, as well as key members of 

their entourage, received some of the most eloquent self-fashioning statements penned by 

Quattrocento vernacular translators.  

 

Another reason for such strong production of vernacular translation in Naples during the first 

half of the Quattrocento is that the Kingdom of Naples was one of the most multilingual courts in 

                                                                                                                                                       
180 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rossiano 407, fol. 2r–v. 
181 On translation and politics in Aragonese Naples of the fifteenth century see Bentley, Politics and Culture in 
Renaissance Naples; Lubello, ed., Volgarizzare, tradurre, interpretare, pp. 87-–121; De Blasi and Varvaro, ‘Napoli 
e l’Italia Meridionale’, and Ferraù, ‘Proposta storiografica e percorsi esemplaristici’. On Naples as a ‘world city’ in 
the Quattrocento see Bock, ‘Patronage, Standards and Transfert Culturel’. 
182 The Senecan tragedy is in Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 594, fol. 1r: ‘Qui comincia el Sinibaldo 
cioè el tractato suo ritracto de la quarta tragedia di Senecha cioè facti d’Ipolito et de Phedra’; the version of the 
Metamorphoses is in Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 592, and Decembrio’s translation is in Naples, 
Biblioteca Nazionale, XIV D 3. 
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Europe. Alfonso I fostered the appreciation of Latin scholarship, while Catalan, Castilian, and 

southern Italian vernaculars interacted vibrantly in Naples and at the various peripheral courts of 

the Kingdom (Taranto, Lecce, L’Aquila, and Cosenza). In the mid fifteenth century, Naples 

became a haven for humanists of different social and political standing: Poggio Bracciolini, 

Lorenzo Valla, Bartolomeo Fonzio, Enea Silvio Piccolomini, and Giannozzo Manetti—and his 

De dignitate et excellentia hominis (1451‒57), commissioned by Alfonso I—contributed 

enormously to the renewal of classical Latin. This was a period of importance for the enrichment 

of moral and civil integrity at the Neapolitan court. Humanist Giovanni Pontano recounts how 

Alfonso I enjoyed being read deeds of great men from ancient histories.183 Several humanists 

with strong interest in Greek language also worked at the court of Alfonso I in the 1450s: 

Theodor Gaza, Pier Candido Decembrio, Giorgio da Tiferno, George of Trebizond (in Naples 

between 1452‒55), and others left a lasting mark on the Neapolitan courtly culture.  

 

Spanish was the language of choice for Castilian court administrators and scholars. Alfonso I 

himself was fluent in Catalan and had some grasp of Italian vernaculars.184 Several farse and 

rappresentazioni in Neapolitan and Florentine vernaculars were staged during his reign, and 

Masuccio Salernitano’s first four novellas (written in vernacular between 1450–57) circulated 

widely among the nobility of Alfonso’s court before these and more novellas were published. 

Each novella is dedicated to an important member of the Neapolitan court and presented as a gift 

or a token of a fulfilled promise, evincing familiarity between Masuccio and the Aragonese 

                                                
183 Pontano, ‘De Principe’, p. 1034: ‘aliquid ex priscorum annalibus referenti’. 
184 De Blasi and Varvaro, ‘Napoli e l’Italia Meridionale’, pp. 242–43. 
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intelligentsia. The rappresentazioni and Salernitano’s novellas stimulated the development of a 

Neapolitan literature in both written and oral forms.185 

 

Overall, the prefaces to Neapolitan vernacular translations are unusually assertive in their claims 

about the translator’s agency. Celebrated humanists such as the father and son Poggio and 

Jacopo Bracciolini enjoyed strong social and political status and addressed their work and 

recommendations to the kings of Naples. When he composed the Latin version of the 

Cyropaedia (1443), Poggio was working for Pope Eugene IV as apostolic secretary. Similarly, 

Jacopo was well connected with the Platonic Academy in Florence, and respected as a scholar 

and as a continuator of his father’s legacy. Relatively little is known about vernacular translators 

working in southern Italy during the Quattrocento. Giovanni Brancati (active during the second 

half of the Quattrocento) and his vernacular translations of Pliny and Vegetius is the translator 

most familiar to Renaissance scholars.186 However, there are other little-studied but extremely 

prolific translators who forthrightly voiced their translative strategies and cultural values; 

Iacobiti, de Jennaro, and Ghinazzone of Siena (also known as Oriente Senese) take centre stage 

in this chapter, since they wrote some of the longest and most individualised Quattrocento scribal 

prefaces to a vernacular translation. This preface accompanies his vernacular version of John 

Crysostom’s ninety Homilies on the Gospel of St Matthew. Ghinazzone worked at the court of 

Naples during the rule of King Alfonso I, and there he spent the last years of his life.187  

 

                                                
185 On the spreading of Tuscan vernacular as a literary language during King Ferrante’s lifetime see Soranzo, Poetry 
and Identity in Quattrocento Naples, pp. 63–65. 
186 Barbato, Il Libro VIII del Plinio napoletano di Giovanni Brancati; Aprile, Giovanni Brancati traduttore di 
Vegezio, and Pugliese-Carratelli, ‘Due epistole di Giovanni Brancati’. 
187 Cornagliotti, Anna, ‘Il volgarizzamento della Bibbia di Ghinazzone da Siena’. 
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Agents of Praise and Blame  

In both making and dedicating their translations, the translators working in the Neapolitan 

kingdom and associated courts promoted the benefits of translation generally, while also serving 

their own cause and promoting their individual achievements and skills. Erving Goffman’s social 

game theory is particularly useful for interpreting the agency claimed by these vernacular 

translators.188 Instead of describing the Quattrocento translator’s task as that of mediating 

between cultures and languages, it is more accurate to liken their work to that of an agent taking 

multiple roles simultaneously. These roles can be surveyed using Goffman’s terms: ‘nuncio’—a 

messenger interpreting the Latin text for a new audience; ‘procurator’, a term used by Goffman 

to describe an official agent engaged in the promotion of the interests of their dedicatees and 

sponsors, and the self-promoter, the individual taking opportunities to articulate his own cause 

and needs in the context of the translative project.189 Inevitably, these three roles overlapped or 

clashed depending on the source text and the situation in which a translation was produced. 

Flexibly performing these multiple roles, Quattrocento translators extended the influence of 

humanist culture by diffraction: they presented the authority of Latin eloquence within a 

collaborative environment in which the ancient author, the Latin translator, the vernacular 

translator, copyists, and readers were called upon in the paratext to signify the relevance of the 

newly translated text. The translators selected for this chapter made specific lexical choices to 

characterise their multiple roles. 

 

                                                
188 See the application of Erving Goffman’s model to translation studies in Jones, ‘The Poet and the Ambassador’. 
See Goffman, Strategic Interaction. 
189 On translators as mediators between cultures and languages see see Newmark, About Translation, p. 44, and 
Tonkin and Frank, The Translator as Mediator of Cultures, p. viii. The role of self-promoter is neglected by Francis 
Jones in his application of Goffman’s model. 
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Most of the translations presented to King Alfonso I and his most prominent court members 

strove to advance the translator’s reputation and career. In 1456, Aurelio Simmaco Iacobiti 

presented a vernacular version of the pseudo-Homeric Batracomiomachia and book six of 

Virgil’s Aeneid in ottava rima to Iachetto Magliabeto, who was a deputy of Giannantonio Orsini 

del Balzo, Prince of Taranto and Count of Lecce.190 These translations are bound together in a 

manuscript containing that also contains sonnets, canzoni, and an invective with strong political 

undertones. As a whole, the codex appears intended to serve two concomitant purposes: that of 

promoting the career of Magliabeto at the court of Taranto, and that of advancing the reputation 

of Iacobiti himself at the court of Alfonso I, whence these translations were written. Magliabeto 

is praised throughout the text: ‘mio signor prizato Jachecto Maglabeto de gran Gloria […] 

Iachecto sire de valimento’ [‘my revered Lord Iachetto Magliabeto […] magnificent man and 

ruler Iachetto, Lord of valour’].191 Iacobiti also defends his ruler from the attacks of his 

detractors, such as a Pietro Turditano, against whom Iacobiti pens a fiery invective.192 In his 

preface to the translation, Iacobiti does not explain that instead of translating the Greek text of 

the Batracomiomachia he used the two Latin versions by Carlo Marsuppini (made c. 1429).193 At 

the end of his translation of the pseudo-Homeric parody, Iacobiti pretends to join the age-old 

debate concerning its authorship. He disagrees with Plutarch, since the Greek historian expressed 

his judgement out of envy: ‘Plutarcho, invidiando, non concesse a’ re de’ pueti greci e de’ latini 

che tale cosa Homero ficesse perché è opra alta’ [‘Plutarch, envious, did not admit that the king 

of Greek and Latin poets [Homer] would produce such a text, for it is a sublime work’].194 Here 

                                                
190 Marinucci, ed., Batracomiomachia. Another significant translation from this period and court is Pietro da 
Napoli’s translaton in ottava rima of Genesis (1463). 
191 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 1097, fols 13v and 22r. 
192 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 1097, fols 63v–64r. See Coluccia, ‘Lingua e politica’, p. 149. 
193 Marinucci, ed., Batracomiomachia, pp. 25–31. 
194 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 1097, fol. 13v. 
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in fact Iacobiti is translating Marsuppini’s view, as expressed in the latter’s preface to his Latin 

version. This replication of the Latin translator’s opinion is somewhat surprising, since 

Marsuppini’s translation was known at the court of Naples. Yet Iacobiti dramatically underplays 

the expertise of Marsuppini, and the esteem traditionally granted to Plutarch. Determined to 

present himself as a most learned and respectable humanist, Iacobiti describes himself as ‘vates 

Aurelius vicij spretor, virtutis amator’ [‘poet Aurelio, lover of virtue and disdainer of vice’].195  

 

Iacobiti’s  example of a possibly marginal humanist vouching for his skills and character at the 

court of Naples indicates the translator’s need to assert the centrality of his work in the wider 

sphere of political and cultural relations, while also promoting his own role.196 Self-presentation 

appears alongside engagement in local political tensions and machinations, and translation, 

praise, and invective are woven together in Iacobiti’s work to paint a glowing picture of the court 

of Taranto before the Neapolitan court of Alfonso I. Whether by his own initiative or, more 

likely, at his dedicatee’s request, Iacobiti uses his position as translator and aspiring court 

humanist to affirm the cultural sophistication and the political agenda required by the Taranto 

rulers. The self-fashioning imagery adopted by Iacobiti leverages the political dynamics between 

courts, and openly exploits Marsuppini’s Latin scholarship. Iacobiti’s self-fashioning statements 

shift between modesty, blame, and commendation. This is particularly evident in the preface to 

his version of book six of the Aeneid: Iacobiti invokes the Muses so that he might ‘in vulgare 

meta lo sexto de Virgilio poeta’ [‘turn the sixth book of Virgil into the vernacular’].197 The 

translator proceeds to present his credentials: he had already produced several other poems 

before; this time he needs help to sing this story for the enjoyment of revered Lord Iachetto. He 

                                                
195 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 1097, fol. 64r. 
196 Coluccia, ‘Lingua e politica’. 
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then invites ‘tu lectore’ [‘you reader’] to select from the text what necessary.198 Finally, Iacobiti 

blames the translator before him, thus acknowledging that he did not translate the Latin from 

scratch: ‘quillui che Virgilio tradusse / Questo lassò et non so perché fusse’ [‘For he who 

translated Virgil / left this detail out / and I do not know why’].199 Iacobiti disparages this 

unknown translator for omitting much of Virgil’s praiseworthy poem. To avoid any 

misunderstandings, Iacobiti affirms that he is not referring to Dante, but to the previous 

translator: 

Non dico Dante ma quillui che in rima / volse la Eneida tradure in vulgare / 
lassando et dechiarando con so lima / cotale parte non volse toccare / degna de 
magior cura et de più stima.200 

[I am not talking about Dante but the one who chose to turn the Aeneid into 
vernacular, leaving [the rest out], and declaring that he did not want to touch 
this section of the poem with his pen [despite this section being worthy] of 
more notice and praise]. 

This strategy of presenting a new version of a text that—at least according to the latest 

translator—had been translated unsatisfactorily is common practice among Quattrocento 

humanists. Bruni claimed to have embarked upon a new translation of Aristotle’s Politics 

because the poor skills of previous translators had corrupted the elegant style of the Greek 

text.201 Similar remarks are made by Bruni in the prefaces to his translations of Aristotle’s Ethics 

and the Life of Cicero.202 Quattrocento translators often used earlier translations as a springboard 

for new versions, adaptations, or paraphrases. As a result, they produced competing 

translations—such as the Latin versions of the Cyropaedia by Francesco Filelfo and Poggio 

Bracciolini—in an ongoing quest for philological rigour, affirmation or confirmation of political 

                                                                                                                                                       
197  Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 1097, fol. 22r. 
198 ‘or quello che te piace va carpendo del tuo dilecto et lassa stare il resto’ (BNF, Ital. 1097, fol. 22v). 
199  BNF, Ital. 1097, fol. 22v. 
200 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 1097, fol. 22v. 
201 Bruni, La perfetta traduzione, p. 280. 
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power, and for their own career advancement. Significantly, Iacobiti’s 1456 translation can be 

linked with the same praxis, and demonstrates that the use of translation as a cultural and 

political calling card for the benefit of the dedicatee and the translator himself was not confined 

to leading humanists.  

 

Diligent and Industrious 

Another example from the court of Naples introduces the use of ‘diligence’ and ‘effort’ as key 

attributes underscoring fifteenth-century translators’ characterisation of their work. During the 

rule of King Ferrante, the court’s interest in vernacular texts and culture grew stronger, which 

had inevitable consequences on the desire for vernacular translations. King Ferrante was the 

dedicatee of a Neapolitan version of the pseudo-Aristotelian treatise Secretum de Secretis.203 Its 

translator, Cola de Jennaro, was in an extremely dangerous and disadvantaged situation: having 

been a prisoner of the King of Tunis for eighteen years, he decided to produce this translation 

from a Catalan version, to garner support for his release from captivity. On the third folio of this 

manuscript, de Jennaro is portrayed kneeling before the coat of arms of the Aragonese, two sets 

of chains clamping his ankles.204 [Fig. 4]. A speech cloud rises from de Jennaro’s mouth, with a 

plea for rescue: ‘Salvos fac domine servos tuos et erue eos ab ista crudelissima captivitate’ [‘My 

Lord, save us, your slaves, and free us from this cruel captivity’].205 The only other known work 

by de Jennaro—a vernacular translation of the popular Mascalcia (Farriery)—indicates that he 

                                                                                                                                                       
202 See Bruni, La perfetta traduzione, p. 255. 
203 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 447, fol. 81r. On Cola de Jennaro see Montinaro, Un 
volgarizzamento inedito da Giordano Ruffo. On the tradition and transmission of the Secretum in medieval and early 
modern Italy see Rapisarda, ‘Appunti sulla circolazione del Secretum Secretorum in Italia’. On the tradition and 
appeal of this treatise on science and the secrets of nature see Eamon, Science and the Secrets of Nature.  
204 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 447, fol. 3v. 
205 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 447, fol. 3v. 
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was the king’s farrier, which can explain why he sought Ferrante’s support.206 The opening 

portrait of the translator in the manuscript of the Secretum de Secretis is uniquely dramatic: being 

a servant of the ruler, de Jennaro presents himself in the most abject of states, begging for help. 

The painted image is complemented by his written account of himself on the same folio. He 

writes how the coarseness of his prison clothes, and his low social status presage, matches the 

unsteady translative praxis, and his little-refined lexical and syntactical choices.207  

 

In this case the translator is not seeking prestige, but freedom. The translation fluctuates between 

a close rendering of the Catalan text and de Jennaro’s inclusion of entire new sections. 

Considering that his training in the humanities was presumably limited, it is unsurprising that the 

Neapolitan language used in the translation contains several markers of orality. Latinisms and 

Tuscanisms are also present, showing a degree of familiarity with literature in these languages.208 

In the preface, de Jennaro explains to Ferrante that he had found this Catalan version of the 

Secretum ‘amocchiato in potere de uno renegato gran signore […] Et yo lo aio copiato in nostra 

lingua’ [‘hidden in the hands of a renegade lord […] I decided to then copy it into 

Neapolitan’].209 By using ‘copy’ the translator may seem to belittle his own translative efforts, 

effectively demoting the act of translation to the task of transcribing. Instead, in an earlier 

passage de Jennaro emphasised his work ethic, explaining how that as soon as he learned of the 

existence of the Catalan text, ‘appi iudicio del tinore de quisto lo quale con bona deligencia et 

                                                
206 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. Lat. 10001. See Perrone, ‘Il volgarizzamento del Secretum 
Secretorum’, p. 354. 
207 See Dardano, ‘La sintassi mista in un testo di fine Quattrocento’. 
208 Dardano, ‘La sintassi mista in un testo di fine Quattrocento’, pp. 15–32. 
209 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 447, fol. 4v. Italics are mine. 
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ingegnu procuray averlo’ [‘I assessed the quality of this work and used good diligence and effort 

to obtain it’].210  

 

Like de Jennaro, it was not uncommon for Quattrocento translators from across the Italian 

peninsula to use the words ‘diligence’ and ‘effort’ together. This pairing emphasised the multiple 

agency of the translators’ task. For instance, Alessandro da Verrazzano wrote for his friend 

Francesco Girolami a version of the life of San Zenobio (1470s), declaring in the preface that for 

an inferior like himself it was imperative to obey a superior man like Francesco, and to commit 

to any task for him with due ‘diligentia et cura’.211 Accuracy and studiousness could be both the 

virtue and downfall of the Quattrocento humanist. Translators were concerned to be diligent in 

deference to the authority of the source text. Yet, in doing so, they risked being accused of 

following the style of the source text too closely—as was Paolo Cortesi by Angelo Poliziano. 

Cortesi had sent Poliziano a collection of Ciceronian letters, and Poliziano responded by 

informing him that he was returning the letters ‘that, in earnestness, you gathered together’.212 

Cortesi’s close imitation of Cicero’s style did not accord with Poliziano’s view that translation 

and imitation (‘imitatio’) should be used to surpass ancient authors and models. Instead, 

Poliziano advocated that multiple Latin models be used to achieve a mosaic of styles and original 

texts.213 Bruni preferred to apply diligence in translating a specific genre of text—that is, in 

closely following the style of ancient philosophical texts. In 1437 Bruni wrote to Biondo Flavio 

about having translated Aristotle’s Politics: this letter reveals that the translation had taken Bruni 

                                                
210 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 447, fol. 5r. 
211 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. VII 1140, fol. 4v. I discuss this translation in detail in Chapter 
Seven. 
212 ‘Remitto epistolas diligentia tua collectas’. Both Latin text and translation are taken from Celenza, ‘End Game’, 
pp. 201–02. 
213 See McLaughlin, Literary Imitation in the Italian Renaissance, pp. 187–200. 
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three years to complete, and the end result was of utmost diligence and accuracy.214 Diligence 

was also expected of illustrious readers and dedicatees. In sending his Latin version of the 

Psalter to King Alfonso I, Giannozzo Manetti praises the King’s earnestness (‘diligentia’).215 

Likewise, in a letter accompanying his translation of Cicero’s De amicitia, Andrea Cambini 

advises his friend Antonio de’ Medici to ‘questa operetta diligentemente leggierai non mediocre 

voluptà doverrai della tua letione cavare’ [‘read this little work diligently so that you will gain a 

considerable pleasure from it’].216  

 

Returning to de Jennaro, the term ‘diligentia’ in his preface underscores the literary abilities of 

the imprisoned translator. ‘Copiato’ therefore does not downplay the translator’s achievement but 

emphasises the assiduousness applied to the translation, and therefore its reliability. The 

translator could not, after all, take a different stance: until Pico della Mirandola exposed the 

wrong attribution of the Secretum, it was believed that Aristotle had dedicated this ‘how-to’ book 

to Alexander the Great. Who was de Jennaro to meddle with the words and advice of the greatest 

philosopher of antiquity? De Jennaro presents the text to King Ferrante as a ‘book of regimen of 

lordship, also called Secret of Secrets. Written by Aristotle for King Alexander the Great’.217 Like 

several other vernacular translators discussed in the following chapters, de Jennaro apologises 

for lacking the stature and skills of the author of the source text, while stressing the difficulty of 

his particular situation:  

A lu quale [Dio] me tengno per ripreso que tale excelente libro non li aio 
potuto fare quillo ornamentu lo quale si apertene […] ma confidandome tanto 
ne la vostra benignità, zialitate, pietà et virtù me faza scusato a la mia 

                                                
214 ‘itaque incredibili diligentia opus est ad fidelitatem traductionis’ (Hankins, The Chronology, n. 41). 
215 Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, p. 181. 
216 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXI 72, fol. 31v. On Andrea Cambini see Chapter Six. 
217 ‘libro de regemento de’ signoria que innaltra manera è appelato Secreto dil Sicreti. Ordinato per Aristoteli al gran 
Re Alissandro’ (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 447, fol. 4v). 
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ignorantia et inpossibelu è lo locu unde stayo unde certamente pensando yo ne 
le infra vere vertuti supra ditte tutto me so reverdito como la planta apresso de 
l’acqua […] con firma speranza a la tua melodiosa gracia et merce’ que non me 
lassirà morire in questa tanta miseria.218 

[I feel I am accountable to God for not having been able to present this 
excellent work in a style that is appropriate to it […]; however, I hope that your 
kindness, generosity, compassion and virtue will excuse my ignorance. The 
place where I am is impossible and yet, by thinking of the true virtues 
described in the book, I revived like a plant growing next to water […] and I 
have a strong hope that that your sweet grace and mercy will not let me die in 
this miserable state].  

This plea is perhaps the most dramatic act of self-promotion written by a Quattrocento translator. 

It also exemplifies a Quattrocento translator’s use of ‘diligence’ to fashion their work as 

compelling for the dedicatee (on account of the true virtues described in the text). In the 

remarkable case of de Jennaro, such terms are bound up with an urgently self-referential 

purpose—rescue from oblivion. 

 

‘I had worked hard’: Self-translators and Self-promoters 

In the prefaces to his translations, Ghinazzone performs at once the three roles outlined by 

Goffman: messenger or interpreter of the Latin text, agent for the promotion of his dedicatee, and 

self-promoter. He skilfully recommends the cause of the dedicatee while also advancing the 

authority of the source text and his own reputation. Almost nothing is known about him. He 

describes himself as ‘Ghinazzone da Siena’, ‘Oriente’, or ‘Vechio Oriente’, and his son Giovanni 

refers to him as ‘Ghinazone d’Oriente Azoni da Ssiena’, suggesting that ‘Ghinazzone’ is 

probably a nickname created by conflating his first name (Ghino?) with his surname Azzoni.219 

Ghinazzone wrote of his perilous but successful life: 

                                                
218 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 447, fol. 81r. 
219 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXIV 157, fol. 93v. 
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Speravo, doppo a longa peregrinatione et diuturne navigationi et longhi camini, 
doppo le frequenti persecution de’ miei cittadini della contraria seta et doppo le 
molte tribulationi, et dappoi che a li imperadori servendo longo tempo avevo 
affatigato et doppo alla edificatione de le case et lavorio de’ campi et 
piantacione d’arbori et di vignie et innesti, dappo’ a la procretione et allievo 
de’ figliuoli et de la famiglia continua cura et infine dopo molti affanni et 
fatiche, almeno ne la vechieca decrepita un pocho di quiete dovere trovare.220 

[After long peregrinations, navigations, and marches, after the many 
persecutions suffered by my fellow citizens from the other side, after several 
tribulations, and after I had worked hard to serve emperors, after building 
houses, working the land, planting trees and vineyards, after fathering children 
and taking care of my family, at last, after so many labours, I now hope to find, 
at such a decrepit age, some respite].  

The prefaces delineate a hierarchical relationship between Ghinazzone and his dedicatees, who 

were Iñigo of Guevara (seneschal of King Alfonso), and Alfonso I himself.221 The vernacular 

translator addresses these figures seeking their protection, while acknowledging also their 

interest in vernacular texts. Ghinazzone explains to his readers that he has been requested to 

translate the Pentateuch and Chrysostom’s Homilies: ‘tu mi comandi’ [‘you ordered me’].222 He 

proceeds to present himself as a lesser scholar, who obviously reads Latin but who never really 

grasped Latin eloquence [‘la latina eloquentia mai inpresi’], and nor did he learn the literary 

vernacular [‘vulgar conpositione’], apart from what he had absorbed as a child from his mother. 

Ghinazzone reveals that Iñigo of Guevara first asked him to translate St Paul’s letters into Italian 

vernacular, followed by the Pentateuch and Chrysostom’s Homilies.  

 

Prefacing the Pentateuch, Ghinazzone is typically defensive about his vernacular translation. He 

is a ‘little unlettered man’, well aware of having made several errors while translating 

(‘translatar’) this work. But he does not wish to be rebuked for his mistakes, and for this reason 

                                                
220 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. P 82, fols 13v–14r: ‘.  
221 On Iñigo of Guevara see Ryer, The Kingdom of Naples under Alfonso, pp. 47, 56, and 68. 
222 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 82, fol. 1r. 
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he encourages his readers to refer to Jerome’s Latin vulgate of the Bible while reading his 

version. Readers are entitled to believe that while Ghinazzone, the vernacular translator, has 

made several errors, he has followed Jerome very closely, to the extent that ‘si può dire che che ‘l 

riprenditore erri lui, o per odio o per suo non più sapere’ [‘one could say that it is the critic who 

is in the wrong, either because of hatred or ignorance’].223 This excusatio is akin to Bruni’s 

defence of the translator in the preface to his translation of Plutarch’s Vita Marci Anthonii 

(1405‒06), dedicated to Coluccio Salutati: 

 

ad te, Salutate, in hoc libro mittimus, e greco sermone in latinum traductam. 
Nam cum apud Plutarchum, summe auctoritatis hominem, res gestas clarorum 
virorum legeremus […]. Quis enim has conversiones legit, qui non omnia 
preclare dicta primi auctoris putet, omnia vero absurda conversoris vitio facta 
esse arbitretur? Legitur quid luculente aut apte dictum, continuo grecus auctor 
laudatur, qui tanta fuerit facundia, ut ne conversione quidem suam perdiderit 
suavitatem; nec quisquam in benedictis meminit conversoris. Contra autem, si 
quid offendatur aspere aut inepte aut, quod plerumque necesse est, obscure 
dictum, nemo hic primi auctoris meminit, sed omnia interpretis vitio creduntur 
commissa. […] Neque nunc, me hercule, ista disputo pro me, sed pro communi 
translatorum causa.224 

[I dedicate this book, containing a Latin translation of the life of Mark 
Anthony, to you, Salutati. When I read the deeds of these illustrious men 
written by Plutarch, an author of great authority […] I decided to translate all 
the lives by Plutarch into Latin. […] Who, when reading translations, does not 
consider the text of the first author brilliant, and will consider the translation to 
be full of absurdities because of the translator? When the reader finds a 
beautifully and appropriately written sentence, the Greek author will be 
praised, for so immense was his eloquence that not even the translation 
affected its sweetness, and the translator will not be acknowledged. […] And I 
do not speak for myself, for sure, but for the common cause of the translators’]. 

Ghinazzone also defends the translator’s cause, his own cause, and is keen to show utmost care 

and philological mastery in his rendition of the Latin text. His effort is intended to render the 

                                                
223 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 82, fol. 1v. 
224 Bruni, La perfetta traduzione, pp. 239–40.  
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sacred texts more easily comprehensible to the advantage of his dedicatee, and the ‘uomo 

vulgare’. Introducing the Pentateuch, Ghinazzone states that his work is for readers without 

proficiency in Latin (‘li vulgari’), and written ‘al modo del vulgare’ [‘in the manner of the 

vernacular’], so that the ‘learned reader should not be distressed by some seemingly erratic 

spellings’. He then outlines his spelling criteria: ‘sometimes I wrote “giuditio” with the “g” and 

“filosofo” with the “f” and not with the “ph” because it is one thing to write for the non-Latinate 

men and another to write for the learned’ (‘litterati’). Significantly, the only other example I am 

familiar with of a Quattrocento vernacular translator expounding his spelling criteria is 

Cristoforo Landino, in his preface to his version of Pliny’s Historia naturalis (made 1474‒75). 

After Ghinazzone’s defence, two further prefaces precede his actual translation, one in Latin and 

one in vernacular. These inclusions were likely calculated as a means to assert his credentials as 

a Latinate scholar—Ghinazzone is not a ‘verminuco’, some vulgar little vermin, as he describes 

himself to the dedicatee. 

 

As with the Pentateuch, for his version of the Homilies Ghinazzone also first composed a Latin 

preface to his translation, and then self-translated the Latin paratext into vernacular. Why self-

translation? This practice was not unusual in the Quattrocento: for instance, in addition to the 

very well-known cases of Leon Battista Alberti’s De pictura, Uxoria, and Naufragus, Donato 

Acciauoli translated his own Vita di Charlo Magno (1465).225 Lippo Brandolini’s views on the 

usefulness of the vernacular for anyone wishing to improve their knowledge of Latin sheds light 

                                                
225 On Alberti as self-translator see McLaughlin, ‘Alberti traduttore di se stesso’, pp. 77–106. For a history of self-
translation see Hokenson, The Bilingual Text. On the Vita di Charlo Magno see Coluccia and Gualdo, ‘Le 
metamorfosi di Carlo’, pp. 307–38. Between 1463–64, Acciaiuoli also wrote Utrumque bene an male operari sit 
facilius (a discussion with Fra Giovanni da Viterbo on whether it is easier to do good or evil deeds), which he then 
turned in the vernacular (both versions are in Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. VI 162, fols 87r–
94v; 95r–101r). Another copy is in Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.IV.192, and is dated 1464. Other cases 
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on Ghinazzone’s choice. Brandolini’s oration on the art of war (1478–79) was delivered at the 

Aragonese court in Latin first in 1478. It was subsequently translated into the vernacular by 

Brandolini himself. Both versions can be read in a single manuscript.226 The Latin preface 

explains why the humanist decided to offer both the Latin and vernacular versions of the oration 

to King Ferrante:  

Offero itaque tibi rex humanissime orationem scriptam tuo nomine quamquam 
quidem etiam in comunem ac vernaculam linguam converti non quia aut 
vererer ne tu eam latine paucum intellegeres aut putarem te ex vernacula lingua 
plus voluptatis capere posse. Sed ut et qui litteras didicissent suo instituto 
gratularentur.227 

[I am offering this oration to you, generous King, and I have also translated it 
into the vernacular and common language not because I feared that you would 
struggle to understand the Latin version, or because I thought that you would 
find reading the vernacular more enjoyable, but because those who have 
learned the letters by their own initiative are always grateful]. 

The two versions of the oration therefore represent an opportunity for the king to improve his 

knowledge of Latin, and deepen his expertise on the art of war. This opportunity for self-

improvement is also an excuse for Brandolini to rebuke malevolent men who criticise his choice 

to offer a vernacular translation. His work is for the use of everyone—as knowledge in a most 

practical sense: ‘multo plus valere apud me ultra comunionem omnium hominum utilitatem’ [‘so 

take this lucubration of mine knowing that it is not just about reading [works in] Latin and their 

authors, but there are many more things to be learned and applied’].228 Like Ghinazzone, 

Brandolini promotes the authority and wisdom of Latin culture, while also nurturing the interest 

of the dedicatee and his own good reputation. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
of self-translations are from Giannozzo Manetti and Marsilio Ficino: see Manetti, Dialogus Consolatorius; Bausi, 
‘Le due redazioni del Dialogus consolatorius’, and Tanturli, ‘Osservazioni lessicali su opere volgari e bilingui’. 
226 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Lat. 7860. 
227 BNF Lat. 7860, fol. 3v. 
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Brandolini’s statement echoes Antonio Loschi’s preface with which this book opened: the 

vernacular translation is promoted as an inherently useful and elegant product aimed at tutoring 

and edifying a specific audience. At the same time, Brandolini’s Latin preface, and the full 

content of his manuscript set forth a collaborative approach to vernacular translation. His Latin 

and vernacular versions invite the dedicatee to learn from the text, but also compensate for its 

shortcomings. In this sense, vernacular translation reactivated and transformed the humanist 

culture of early Quattrocento. The vernacular translator did his utmost to transfer the Latin or 

Greek knowledge across time and language, but it was only once the reader engaged with the 

translation that the ancient work became useful and enjoyable. Brandolini’s statements 

powerfully elucidate Ghinazzone’s choice to produce two versions of his preface. Ghinazzone 

and Brandolini adopted the same rhetorical strategies: they affirmed the pertinence of their work, 

and the importance of the vernacular to the learning of Latin. Indeed, the vernacular played a 

crucial role in fifteenth-century classrooms, and was certainly used as an aid for the teaching and 

learning of Latin.229 For this reason, Ghinazzone invited his illustrious dedicatees and readers not 

to accuse him of having made mistakes in his translation before checking the Latin text:  

Et inperò carissimamente prego quelli che legeranno l’opera mia che a chi mi 
riprenderà mi schusino et prima che li dieno fede riscontrino el mio vulgare col 
testo che San Jeronimo fecie in latino.230 

[And I ask my readers to forgive me before those who will criticise me: before 
agreeing with these critics, please go and check my vernacular version against 
the Latin text written by St Jerome]. 

 

In the Latin and vernacular prefaces of his vernacular version of Chrysostom’s Homilies, 

Ghinazzone acknowledges the translation from Greek into Latin by George of Trebizond, a 

                                                                                                                                                       
228 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Lat. 7860, fol. 4r. 
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version upon which he relied: ‘Incomincia el xxvio libro del beato Johanni Chrisostomo sopra ‘l 

Vangelio di Santto Matteo: transferito nuovamente de grecho in latino da Georgio Trepeçonda. Et 

vulgariçato da Oriente Senese’ [‘Here begins book 26 of holy Johannes Chrysostom’s 

commentary of the Gospel of St Matthew: this had been newly translated from Greek into Latin 

by George of Trebizond. And translated into the vernacular by Oriente Senese’].231 Ghinazzone 

appears to downplay his own work by using the verb (‘vulgariçare’) that was commonly used in 

the Trecento. But Ghinazzone uses other terms to elucidate his work as translator. In the same 

preface, he adds that he had translated for his dedicatee more than eight hundred folios. In this 

instance, Ghinazzone uses ‘traducendo’. Further on, the translator describes Trebizond’s effort as 

someone who went on to translate (‘interpretrando’) up to the eightieth Book of the Homelies. 

Finally, Ghinazzone translated Trebizond’s own preface to his Latin version. Here we find an 

address to ‘translators and authors’ (‘interpetri et conponitori’).232  

 

By using these rich vocabulary of terms to describe the act of translating, Ghinazzone 

demonstrates familiarity with Cicero’s and Bruni’s use of the Latin words interpres and traductor 

and their derivates. ‘Interpetri’ refers to the literal translator, the grammaticus, who focuses on 

the language of the source text. ‘Componitori’ refers to the author and authoritative user of 

sources, and ‘traducendo’ follows Bruni’s coinage of the verb traducere, used very much in the 

context of oratorial translation, a confident adaptation of the source text. Especially when they 

                                                                                                                                                       
229 Black, Humanism and Education in Medieval and Renaissance Italy, pp. 275–77. 
230 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. P 85, fol. 1r. 
231 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. P 85, fol. 2r. See Monfasani, George of Trebizond, p. 72. Other 
humanists had turned the Greek text into Latin before Trebisond: Francesco Barbaro (before 1448) and, obviously, 
Anianus. See Stinger, The Renaissance in Rome, p. 380 n. 27 and Monfasani, George of Trebizond, pp. 112–13. 
After a hasty departure from the papal court of Nicholas V in the spring of 1452, Trebizond had secured a new 
position at the Neapolitan court of Alfonso I. Therefore, it is highly likely that Ghinazzone was able to study a copy 
of Trebizond’s text obtained directly from the Latin translator in the years 1452–58. 
232 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 82, fols 2r–16v. 
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appear together, these terms point to a vernacular translator’s careful orchestration of the kinds of 

agency in connection with his work of translation. As Ghinazzone demonstrates, there was the 

customary need to acknowledge the authority of the Latin author and ancient text: Ghinazzone 

carefully set forth the authority of humanists such as Trebizond as a serial collaboration between 

St Jerome, Trebizond, and himself as the vernacular translator. The translator is, in this instance, 

the ‘nuncio’ or messenger, carefully relating an authoritative text for the dedicatee. No less 

importantly, the vernacular translator advocates his own role and reputation by stressing his 

active role as ‘procurator’ in the promotion of the dedicatee’s interest by means of textual 

adaptation (‘traducendo’). Finally, the translator presents himself as a humble (‘vulgariçai’) 

agent who, despite his shortcomings, delivered a text that will benefit the dedicatee and the 

translator themselves.233 In the cases examined in this chapter, and in others discussed in Chapter 

Four, the Quattrocento translator presents his service and skill as a conditio sine qua non for the 

dissemination of Latin culture and the advancement of the dedicatee’s causes and his own.  

 

Close reading of paratexts by de Jennaro, Ghinazzone, Brandolini, and others highlights key 

concepts and strategies underscoring the production of vernacular translation at the court of the 

kings of Naples. As mentioned at the outset of this chapter, the choice to devote most of the 

discussion to manuscripts associated with a particular court was motivated by the richness of 

prefatory material presented to the Neapolitan court, and the vibrant coexistence in the same 

kingdom and throughout the Quattrocento of Latin and vernacular translations. The usefulness 

                                                
233 ‘a sottomettermi a questo peso m’alletta questa tua sì grande sollicitudine de le divine Schripture, perché mi son 
persuaso che tu tanto avidamente li santi libri cerchi per poter legere quel che disideri, et in mente mi vengono le 
parole del Salvator dicente: “Chi è di Dio le parole di Dio ode”, et parmi questa tua cupidità da esser meritamente 
aiutata. Ma perché tu sia, o conte, più allegro a legger le sacre lettere, voglo che non ti sia occulto quelli che la Bibia 
legger ànno usato, el più de le volte buoni et fedeli huomini diventare et pii et timenti Dio’ (Paris, Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Ital. 85, fol. 4r). 
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invoked by the translators examined is a quality associated in some way with most of the 

translators considered in this study. The arguments put forward by de Jennaro and Ghinazzone 

when presenting their work are shared by the social and influential humanists of the Italian 

peninsula. The circumstances prompting the translation, the political and cultural context, and 

the financial and career gains derived from dedicating a translation vary from case to case. 

However, as this chapter demonstrates, humanists from a wide range of backgrounds, from the 

farrier to the court poet, employed very similar arguments to convince their dedicatee of the 

importance of their role as translators.  

 

Ghinazzone’s use of a rich lexicon to describe the multiple roles of the translator harks back to 

Cicero’s and Bruni’s statements on the role and practice of translation. It also reveals how 

Bruni’s own prefaces to his Latin translations influenced other Quattrocento translators beyond 

Florence. Chapter Five examines how Bruni and other influential humanists of the first half of 

the Quattrocento offer a framework for understanding the relationship between Latin and 

vernacular, and proposed a set of self-fashioning strategies that proved extremely effective for 

vernacular translators throughout the Quattrocento. It is time now to move beyond Naples and 

examine, in the following Chapter Three, just how pervasive vernacular translation was in the 

first half of the Quattrocento. 
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3 

Early Quattrocento Humanists and the Dignity of the Vernacular 

 

What did early fifteenth-century humanists think about vernacular and translation in their own 

time and place? Some influential humanists did indeed respond to the need to reconcile the self-

promotional (or self-interested) production of cultural capital with the interest or demands of 

their non-Latinate audiences. In the first decade of the Quattrocento, Cino Rinuccini (1350–

1417) had attacked the first generation of Quattrocento Florentine humanists (Coluccio Salutati, 

Niccolò Niccoli, and Leonardo Bruni) for their alleged idleness and disinterest in the political 

upheavals of their time: 

per parere litteratissimi apresso al vulgo, gridano a piaza quanti dittonghi 
avevano gli antichi e perché oggi non se ne usano se non due. […] E in tai 
fantasticherie tutto il loro tempo trapassano.234 

[To sound terribly learned before their populace, humanists blather about how 
many diphthongs the ancients used and why today only two are used. […] That 
is how they spend their time, all absorbed with these flights of fancy]. 

Written first in Latin, Rinuccini’s Invectiva explicitly defended the Florentine vernacular culture 

of the Trecento.235 This attack belongs to a specific period in the history of Florence during 

which the city was at war with Milan (1400–02). That an anonymous translator turned the 

Invectiva into vernacular after 1417 indicates that the accusations directed against Salutati and 

his immediate circle of intellectuals held currency for some years.236 If Rinuccini lacked the 

intellectual stature of Salutati and Bruni, he was not exactly extraneous to their milieu. In the 

wake of an anti-Florentine pamphlet composed by Antonio Loschi (c. 1395), Rinuccini 

                                                
234 Quoted from Lanza, Polemiche, p. 145. 
235 ‘Invettiva contro a certi calunniatori di Dante, Petrarca e Boccaccio’, in BMorF, 313, fols 11v–14r. See also De 
Robertis, Tanturli, and Zamponi, Coluccio Salutati, pp. 108–10. 
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responded by defending the same group he had criticised in his Invectiva, arguing that outside 

Florence, Florentine humanists should be seen as a ‘brigade of marvellous nature’.237 Thus while 

Rinuccini criticised the humanists of his city for failing to participate in the dramatic political 

events involving Florence, he recognised and promoted the same humanists’ knowledge and 

eloquence.  

 

The translation of Rinuccini’s Invectiva into vernacular suggests that debate about the usefulness 

and relevance of humanist discourse concerning language was not confined to the elite circles of 

prominent humanists, but permeated a broader spectrum of citizens. Another attack came from 

Domenico da Prato (1389–c. 1432). In his vernacular preface to the Rime (after 1424), he 

reproaches the humanists of Bruni’s generation for their preconceived hostility towards the 

vernacular. Significantly, da Prato is critical of these humanists having produced mostly 

translations, as opposed to original works; da Prato avers that ‘la fama è delli inventori delle 

opere e non delli traduttori’ [‘fame is reserved to authors of works, not translators’].238 Such an 

indictment goes to the heart of the humanists’ enterprise: da Prato describes humanist translation 

from Greek into Latin as a minor activity yielding only ‘little fame’. Despite this, da Prato adds, 

translators place their own names before those of the ancient authors, a practice never even 

contemplated by their ancient forebears: 

Né truovo per li passati che alcuna stima se ne facesse né per essi che 
anticamente tradussono tante et sì maravigliose opere quante et quasi si 
leggono al presente furono in altri intitulate che solo in quelli ad li quali 
s’appartenevano occultando essi traslatatori li nomi loro. Con ciò sia cosa che 

                                                                                                                                                       
236 Antonio Lanza believes that this translation was made by Giovanni Gherardi. See Lanza, Polemiche, pp. 129–58. 
237 Lanza, Polemiche, p. 144. 
238 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 41.31, fol. 4r. See Lanza, Polemiche, pp. 189-207. 
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tali traductioni facevano caritativamente et non per vanità et pompa, acciò che 
ad li latini fussero noti li exempli et admaestramenti grechi et hebraici.239 

[and I cannot find any example of ancient translators bragging about their 
work. Despite producing the beautiful translations we can still read today, 
ancient translators never bragged about their work, and they did not remove the 
authorship of the translated text, and hide their own names. This is because 
they translated out of charity, not out of vanity, so that the Latin readers could 
appreciate the examples and teachings of the Greeks and the Jews]. 

 

This passage illustrates vividly how the ‘old guard’ and pro-vernacular scholars of the early 

Quattrocento criticised their peers for their ostentation and selfishness, as well as the self-serving 

purpose and limited reach of their translations. Writing in Latin, and therefore producing 

translations understood by few readers, da Prato accused contemporary humanist translators of 

translating merely for their own benefit and that of their learned circle of friends. 

 

The larger issue at stake in such disputation was the breadth and influence of early Quattrocento 

Latin culture beyond the elite and Latinate circles. Ultimately, this Florentine diatribe exposed 

the humanists’ need to align their personal interest in Latin eloquence and oratory with the 

political and cultural needs of their readers and community. The ambiguity of Bruni’s Dialogi ad 

Petrum Paulum Histrum (1401–08)—which both scorns and praises the vernacular culture of the 

Three Crowns, or Dante, Petrarca, and Boccaccio—shows that the polemic spurred by Rinuccini 

and da Prato struck a chord with the first generation of Quattrocento humanists.240  

 

                                                
239 Lanza, ed., Lirici toscani del quattrocento, vol. 1, pp. 511–12. 
240 See Lanza, Polemiche. There is an extensive literature on the Dialogi and Bruni’s apparently different stances 
towards the vernacular evidenced in Books One and Two. See Bruni, Dialogi ad Petrum Paulum Histrum; Trovato, 
‘Dai Dialogi ad Petrum Histrum’; O’Rourke and Holcroft, ‘Latin and the Vernacular’, and Quint, ‘Humanism and 
Modernity’. 
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The relocation of the papal court to Florence in 1435 fuelled another lively and informative 

debate, even if this took place within the confines of the papal court and among assertive elites 

well versed in Latin. Indirectly, Bruni responded to da Prato’s earlier accusations by 

proclaiming, in his 1436 Vite di Dante e di Petrarca, the dignity of the Florentine vernacular. 

Similarly, the famous diatribe between Salutati and Bruni, and between Salutati and Poggio 

Bracciolini—also related to appreciation of the vernacular poetry of Dante and Petrarca—did not 

end when Salutati died in 1406, but continued at least until 1440, when Bracciolini completed his 

dialogue De infelicitate principum.241 Bruni’s work reflects more broadly the discussions about 

the use of languages in the scribal culture of the first half of the fifteenth century. Bruni’s 

influential views on languages and translation are explored more in detail in Chapter Five. The 

focus here instead is on how early vernacular writing permeated Quattrocento literary culture. 

 

Vernacular Writing in the Early Quattrocento  

Plutarch’s Lives were essential reading in the Quattrocento, not only for powerful men who 

strove to emulate ancient leaders, but also for humanists, who exploited their dedicatees’ interest 

in ancient models of leadership so as to promote themselves and advance their careers. The 

dissemination of Plutarch’s Lives in translation also met an intensifying need, among 

polemically-minded and distinguished humanists, to reckon with notions of republicanism and 

imperialism in both Latin and vernacular. In 1392, Salutati requested from Juan Fernandez de 

Heredia (1310–96) a copy of the vernacular translation of thirty-nine of Plutarch’s Lives (c. 

1379).242 This translation was the result of a collaboration between Heredia, the scribe Dimitrio 

Calodiqui of Salonica (who translated the text into demotic Greek), and the translator, 

                                                
241 Lanza, Polemiche, pp. 206–07. 
242 See Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, I, pp. 76–79. 
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Dominican Bishop Nicholas of Drenopolis.243 The last of these, it seems, translated the demotic 

text into a hybrid language: part Catalan and part Aragonese, with strong Italian elements. This 

clearly collaborative translation was carried out in time for Heredia to include most of the 

ancient biographies into his Grant Crónica de Espanya, first circulated in the 1390s, which thus 

completed the translation of the Greek text into Aragonese. Heredia’s version contains minor 

misinterpretations, and is quite monotonous in style.244 It does, however, follow the source 

narrative, and contains some explanatory passages for the sake of the vernacular reader.  

 

Salutati wished to acquire a copy of Heredia’s work so that he or a younger humanist such as 

Bruni could produce a Latin version from the Aragonese. This Latin version was never made, 

and the arrival of Manuel Chrysoloras in Florence in 1397 must have convinced Salutati that a 

new translation from Plutarch’s Greek was imminent. Nevertheless, it seems that Salutati still 

requested, and obtained, a translation of Heredia’s version into Florentine.245 This Tuscan 

version enjoyed wide dissemination, and survives in no fewer than fourteen copies.246 More or 

less accurate copies of the Florentine translation kept being more or less conscientiously made, 

and eventually Greek scholars read Plutarch’s Lives newly translated from Greek into Latin. The 

coexistence in Florence, Naples, Milan, and Ferrara of vernacular and Latin versions of 

                                                
243 This collaboration is explained by the anonymous translator who produced a Florentine version of Heredia’s 
translation of Plutarch’s Lives: Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 36, sin. 7, fol. 1r: ‘cronica di 
Plutarco famoso ystorial greco, la qual fu translata di gramatica greca in volgar greco in Rodi per un philosopho 
greco chiamato Domitritalodiqui, e di greco fu translata in aragonese per un freye predicatore Vispo di 
Ludernopoli[.] per comandamento del molto reverente in Yesu Cristo padre e signore domino Ffray Giovanni 
Ferrande di Heredia’. This codex was probably owned by Leonardo Bruni: see Giachetti, Contributo alla storia del 
volgarizzamento. 
244 Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, I, pp. 76–79. 
245 Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, I, p. 82. See also Tanturli, ‘La cultura fiorentina volgare’, pp. 226–27. 
The Florentine version is contained in four manuscripts described in De Robertis, Tanturli, and Zamponi, Coluccio 
Salutati, pp. 80–84. 
246 De Robertis, Tanturli, and Zamponi, Coluccio Salutati, p. 84—but see Resta, Le epitomi di Plutarco, p. 10. 
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Plutarch’s Lives indicates that the refinement of Latin culture went hand in hand with ongoing 

interest in vernacular versions of Latin and Greek texts.  

 

While the late Trecento vernacular version of Plutarch was copied over and over by early 

Quattrocento Florentine merchants and students with little understanding of Latin, vernacular 

translations of the new versions of Plutarch in humanistic Latin began to circulate throughout the 

Italian peninsula.247 These translations from both Greek and Latin show that Latin made it 

possible for Quattrocento humanists to recontextualise Plutarch’s work politically and 

linguistically, while readers of the vernacular renditions enjoyed the histories for what they were. 

Even if it he did not compose his translation in the first half of the fifteenth-century, it is worth 

mentioning here that in 1481 Giovanni Albino presented his translation of Plutarch’s Sentenze to 

King Ferdinand I of Naples as relaxing (‘per recreacion del animo affatigato’), and containing 

sayings worth remembering for everyday conversation (‘et che ogni dì occoreno nel comon 

parlare’).248 Most significantly, the vernacular tradition of engagement with Plutarch’s work was 

based on collaboration between Greek, Aragonese, and Florentine translators. Likewise, the 

vernacular versions produced outside Florence were made possible by the Latin versions 

                                                
247 Around 1456, Lorenzo Lippi produced a Tuscan rendition of Bruni’s Cicero novus (a highly revised version of 
Plutarch’s account of the life of Cicero). This version is in Barcelona, Biblioteca de Catalunya, ms. 948. See also 
Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, A C IX 33, which was dedicated to Nuño Guzman in 1458–59. The 
attribution of the Barcelona version to Lippi is by Paolella, ed., Volgarizzamento meridionale anonimo, pp. xxii–
xxiii. Previously, in 1438, Pier Candido Decembrio translated sections from the Life of Alexander the Great into the 
vernacular, to compensate for the lacunae in Quintus Curtius Rufus’s account of the life of Alexander (a copy of 
Decembrio’s text is in Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Conv. Soppr. 165). Alessandro Iaconello da Rieti 
translated the Life of Alexander the Great from Guarino of Verona’s Latin version, as stated by the translator himself 
in his preface (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Conv. Soppr. 165, fols 191r–276v). In 1479, Albino 
presented King Ferrante of Naples with a bilingual edition of a selection of Plutarch’s Sentenze, and Ludovico 
Sandeo offered to the Duke of Ferrara Ercole I a vernacular version of the Life of Alexander the Great (Florence, 
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689 and Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. W. 6. 32). Sandeo’s vernacular 
translation was probably made from Decembrio’s Latin version. 
248 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fols 1v-2r. 
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produced at a growing pace by Quattrocento humanists such as Pier Candido Decembrio and 

Guarino Guarini.  

 

Several Florence-based humanists of the first half of the fifteenth-century wrote in the 

vernacular. Salutati composed vernacular sonnets, which accompanied some of his Latin works 

(such as the De nobilitate legum et medicine), or summarised some of his Latin treatises (for 

instance in the De seculo et religione and the sonnet Quid tibi prodest, se per tutti il mondo).249 

Salutati’s vernacular poetry contains references to Seneca, Horace, and Cicero.250 In these 

sonnets, Salutati translated his humanistic knowledge and world view into a highly Latinised 

Florentine language. Other humanists such as Giovanni Pontano, Giovanni Pico, and Alessandro 

Cortesi corresponded with fellow humanists and rulers in the vernacular. In most cases, the 

choice of language was inevitable, for several addressees were not versed in Latin and preferred 

to be receive letters and accompanying textual gifts in the vernacular, including Lucrezia 

Tornabuoni, Lorenzo de’ Medici’s mother, and Clarice Orsini, his wife.  

 

With reference to the choice of language, Francesco Filelfo’s views neatly reveal the relationship 

between Latin and vernacular as articulated during the second half of the Quattrocento. Filelfo is 

known for having recommended in 1453 and 1458 that the vernacular be used for texts that do 

not need to be copied and preserved.251 In 1477, however, Filelfo described Etruscan (‘Ethrusca 

lingua’), or noble Tuscan, as an illustrious therefore legitimate language for humanist use. Filelfo 

                                                
249 Tanturli, ‘Umanesimo civile, umanesimo volgare’, p. 338. 
250 Tanturli, ‘Umanesimo civile, umanesimo volgare’, pp. 366–67. See also De Robertis, Tanturli, and Zamponi, 
Coluccio Salutati, pp. 207–12. 
251 ‘Non ve meravigliate se alle volte ve scrivo in volgare, perché le cose che non voglio sieno copiate, le scrivo 
sempre alla grossolana’ (letter written to Cicco Simonetta, quoted in Tateo, ‘Francesco Filelfo tra latino e volgare’, 
p. 62). 
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distinguished between the common and local language of the populace (‘sermonem 

vernaculum’) and the Etruscan language understood and used across most of the Italian 

peninsula.252 Perhaps more than any other humanist of his time, Filelfo articulated the 

complementarity of Latin and vernacular: literary and eloquent the first; useful and practical the 

second. The use of colloquialisms in his commentary to Petrarca’s Canzoniere exemplifies 

Filelfo’s understanding of the expressive and communicative power of the Tuscan vernacular. In 

his view, such power made it the most appropriate language to underscore his anti-allegorical 

interpretation of Petrarca’s Canzoniere as well as Ovid’s Metamorphoses.253  

 

Looking beyond localised studies of Quattrocento translation, it becomes apparent that a 

substantial number of Quattrocento humanists produced original texts in both Latin and 

vernacular.254 For instance, Umbrian humanist Francesco Maturanzio (1443‒1518) produced 

several Latin orations, poems, commentaries on classical authors, and a vernacular Cronaca 

della città di Perugia. Perhaps the most influential vernacular translator and Latin humanist of 

the Italian Quattrocento is Pier Candido Decembrio. Even if he did not wish to be remembered 

for his vernacular production, his translations enjoyed wide reception across Italian courts.255 I 

have already mentioned Tommaso Cambiatori (c. 1365–1444), who exchanged letters in Latin 

with Bruni and Guarini, and was crowned with a laurel wreath by Emperor Sigismond in 1432 

for his vernacular translation of Virgil’s Aeneid.256 Franciscan scholar Antonio da Rho (c. 1398–

                                                
252 Tateo, ‘Francesco Filelfo tra latino e volgare’, p. 63. 
253 Verrelli, ‘Filelfo volgare’. 
254 See Appendix in this volume. 
255 Decembrio’s sarcophagus has a list of Latin works for which the humanist wished to be remembered. His 
vernacular works are excluded from the list (‘vulgaribus exceptis’). See Zaccaria, ‘Sulle opere di Pier Candido 
Decembrio’, p. 13. The inscription is quoted in the Conclusion below. 
256 See p. @@. On Cambiatori see Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Cambiatori, Tommaso’. On Cambiatori’s 
epistolary exchanges with Bruni and Guarini see Hankins, Plato in the Italian Renaissance, I, p. 62, and Guarini, 
Epistolario, II, p. 76. 
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c. 1450) was a strong supporter of the vernacular, as he made very clear in his Apologia adversus 

archidiaconum. He also produced a vernacular version of the Vite degli imperatori (drawn from 

Suetonius and the Historia Augusta) for Filippo Maria Visconti, Duke of Milan. The translation 

covers only the first twelve emperors, after which da Rho included a further fifty-eight lives 

taken from Orosius, Eutropius, and Aurelius Victor.257   

 

Bruni is another early Quattrocento humanist who wrote in the vernacular. From the 1420s, he 

wrote a small but significant corpus of vernacular works: orations, poetry, the Vite di Dante e di 

Petrarca and the Novella of Antioco. Bruni deliberately reached out to non-Latinate audiences, 

and effectively turned the Florentine language into a powerful political tool. This encouraged 

him to support the vernacular translation of at least some of his Latin renditions of Greek 

histories.258 Evidence of this is the vernacular translation of Bruni’s Latin version of the history 

of the first Punic War. Approximately 120 copies of this work are still extant. One manuscript 

alone contains three copies of the vernacular version.259 The first translation included in this 

Florentine manuscript contains only the history’s third book. Here we read that the Latin version 

was ‘composto da llui et poi traslatato in volgare per un suo amico’ [‘written by him [Bruni] and 

then translated into vernacular by a friend of his’].260 In the third version of this vernacular 

translation, the commissioning of the work is explained: 

Finisce il libro terzo del primo bello punicho composto da messer Lionardo in 
latino e poi vulgharizzato deo gratias. Questo libro fu copiato per me Michele 

                                                
257 See Resta, Le epitomi di Plutarco, pp. 45–46, and Zaggia, ‘Appunti sulla cultura letteraria’, pp. 195–96. On 
Antonio da Rho see Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Antonio da Rho’, and Rutherford, A Finding List of 
Antonio da Rho’s Works. There are three copies of this work, as noted by Zaggia: Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Ital. 131; Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Urb. Lat. 437; Bologna, Biblioteca dell’Archiginnasio, 
A. 2921. The first is the dedication copy, where, on fol. 85v, one finds the name of the copyist, Angelo Decembrio, 
and the date 30 March 1431. 
258 Rizzi, ‘Leonardo Bruni and the Shimmering Facets’, and Hankins, Humanism in the Vernacular, p. 141. 
259 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.II.69. 
260 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.II.69, fol. 28r. 
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d’Andrea Signorini dalla propria origine che fece vulgharizare detto messer 
Lionardo coè questa è la chopia di libro che fu chopiato dalla propria origine di 
quello di messer Lionardo ed è corretto. Anno domini xv di settembre.261 

[This is the end of book three of the first Punic war written in Latin by messer 
Leonardo and subsequently translated into vernacular, deo gratias. This book 
was copied by me, Michele di Andrea Signorini, from its source, the text that 
messer Leonardo himself turned into vernacular: that is, this is the copy of a 
book that was copied directly from the [vernacular] version [commissioned by] 
messer Leonardo and it is correct. 15 September 1468].  

A manuscript held in the National Library of Portugal contains the earliest vernacular version of 

Bruni’s Latin text, and the most accurate information about the friend who was asked to produce 

the translation.262 The preface reveals that the text was ‘scritto per me Charlo di Nicchola di 

messer Veri de Medici nell’anno mccccxxxiii’ [‘written by me, Carlo di Nicola di Vieri de’ 

Medici in the year 1433’].263 ‘Scritto’ here refers to enarratio, which is an important stage in 

ancient Roman translative practice: from exercitatio, or lexical command, to enarratio—close 

rendering of the source text.264 Other copies of this vernacular version mention a friend of Bruni 

as the translator charged with the task of turning the Latin into Florentine.265 The Florentine and 

Lisbon manuscripts confirm that Nicola or his son Carlo Vieri de’ Medici translated Bruni’s 

Latin version into vernacular under Bruni’s supervision. In 1468, the vernacular text was copied 

by Michele Signorini. 

 

At least in this case, Bruni supported the use of the vernacular to ‘spread the teachings of Latin 

humanism’, and to promote his work beyond the confines of local circles of Latin readers.266 

Bruni is therefore a key figure for understanding the complementary and dynamic relationship 

                                                
261 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.II.69, fol. 215v. 
262 Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Iluminados 41. 
263 Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Iluminados 41, fol. 72r. 
264 Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation, p. 32. 
265 Hankins, Repertorium Brunianum, indexes. 
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between Latin and vernacular throughout fifteenth-century Italy. More specifically, Bruni’s own 

corpus demonstrates a view of the volgare as crucial for the dissemination of ideas to a broad and 

non-Latinate audience. Hence the choice to focus in Chapter Five on Bruni’s views concerning 

Latin and vernacular. Before turning to Bruni, it is helpful at this point to examine some 

paratextual material accompanying early Quattrocento vernacular translations by Decembrio, 

Filelfo, and social humanists. The picture emerging from this analysis is that, thanks to 

vernacular translation, fifteenth-century Latin culture became closer to the ‘lived experience of 

Renaissance men’.267  

 

Vernacular Translation and ‘Following the Times’ 

If a variety of early Quattrocento humanists readily composed their own works in the vernacular, 

a comparable number were quick to recognise that vernacular translation had the advantage of 

asserting their authority as Latin scholars. These humanists realised that by translating into 

vernacular they could meet their readers’ explicit or presumed wish to acquire vernacular texts, 

or texts in Latin that were previously unavailable. 

 

Before plans for Milanese territorial expansion were curbed by the battle of Anghiari (1440), 

Duke Filippo Maria Visconti promoted a culture aimed at competing against Florentine political 

and cultural supremacy in the vernacular.268 The Visconti’s ambition for his duchy to excel in the 

production of vernacular literature in the third and fourth decades of the Quattrocento 

encouraged humanists to translate histories into the vernacular. I have already mentioned 

Antonio da Rho’s vernacular translation of Suetonius and the Historia Augusta for the Duke of 

                                                                                                                                                       
266 Hankins, Humanism in the Vernacular, p. 139. 
267 Hankins, Humanism in the Vernacular, p. 142. 
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Milan.269 Decembrio’s career as a translator is a further illustration of the demand for vernacular 

translation of histories from Northern Italian rulers. Decembrio composed a sizeable corpus of 

vernacular translations which are yet to receive sustained attention.270 He well understood the 

appeal and currency of vernacular histories as a conduit for political power at the courts of Milan 

and Naples. In particular, his association with Filippo Maria Visconti and d’Avalos prompted him 

to produce vernacular texts for both the Milanese and Aragonese courts.271 In Milan, Decembrio 

developed an influential connection with the Aragonese general Iñigo d’Avalos (c. 1456–59). 

D’Avalos lived in Milan between 1435 and 1440. He had been captured following the Aragonese 

defeat by Milan at the battle of Ponza; immediately afterwards the conflict between the 

Aragonese and Visconti became an alliance. As a result, d’Avalos was welcomed in Milan as an 

illustrious guest, and soon became camerario to the Milanese Duke. D’Avalos owned several 

vernacular translations of ancient histories, including Decembrio’s.272 Decembrio’s later years at 

the court of Ferrara helped the dissemination of his vernacular versions of Greek histories which 

would prove very dear to Duke Ercole I of Ferrara. 

 

Humanists’ appreciation of the role of the vernacular in appeasing rulers’ ambitions, while also 

making possible significant self-advancement, did not deter translators from complaining to 

peers about being ‘obliged’ to write in the vernacular. On 28 December 1443, Francesco Filelfo 

                                                                                                                                                       
268 See Zaggia, ‘Appunti sulla cultura letteraria in volgare a Milano’, pp. 189–208. 
269 See p. @@. 
270 Notable exceptions are Hankins, Plato in the Italian Renaissance, I, pp. 117–24. See also Zaggia, ‘Appunti sulla 
cultura letteraria’, pp. 202–03 and Ponzù, ‘Il Bellum Alexandrinum e Bellum Africum’. 
271 On Iñigo d’Avalos in Milan (during the years 1435–40), and his connection with Decembrio see Zaggia, 
‘Appunti sulla cultura letteraria’, pp. 180–82. On the interest in vernacular texts at the Spanish court of Naples see 
Lawrance, ‘On Fifteenth-Century Spanish Vernacular Humanism’. 
272 See for instance Turin, Biblioteca Reale, Varia 131 (before 1440), containing Decembrio’s vernacular translation 
of Curtius Rufus’s Historia Alexandri with the Avalos’s coat of arms on the title page. 
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wrote to his friend Giovanni Toscanella expressing his anguish at having been requested to write 

in Tuscan for Filippo Maria Visconti: 

unum mini modo molestum est, quod Ethrusco potius delectatur sermone, 
quam litterario. Itaque necesse est ea scribam, quae iubet.273 

[only one thing bothers me here in Milan: the Duke prefers the Tuscan 
language to Latin, and it is therefore necessary for me to write texts he can 
enjoy]. 

In a similar vein, in 1440 Decembrio had written to the ducal secretary in Milan, Simonino 

Ghilini, lamenting the success of his vernacular translations: 

Fateor me levius admodum consulere rebus meis si ea opera repeterem aut 
magnifacerem, quae in vulgus emanarunt et quae a nobis in maternam linguam 
traducta sunt: quae quamquam a multis commendata sint, et in lucem edita, 
minus tamen auctoritatis apud me semper habuere.274 

[If I were to return or make a big issue out of these texts that have been 
disseminated among the non-Latinate, and that I have translated into 
vernacular, I have to say that I consider my things in a great measure trivial; 
even if these texts have been praised and studied by many, these works will 
always be less important to me]. 

These are the words of a distinguished scholar keen to impress an influential member of the 

Milanese court, while making a public statement about his intellectual ambitions.275 Decembrio’s 

letter to Ghilini can also be read as reminder to the Visconti court of his excellence in Latin 

eloquence. For this reason, and like Loschi in his 1392 preface to the Declamationes, Decembrio 

sneers at the ‘tawdry taste of the populace’, while also referring to the wide dissemination and 

appreciation of his vernacular translations.  

 

                                                
273 The Latin text is from Bessi, Umanesimo volgare, p. 23. See also Tateo, ‘Francesco Filelfo tra latino e volgare’, 
and Verrelli, ‘Filelfo volgare’, p. 2. 
274 Zaccaria, ‘Sulle opere di Pier Candido Decembrio’, p. 27. 
275 On the use of letters as a public forum see Kristeller, Renaissance Thought, pp. 234–40. On Ghilini see 
Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Ghilini, Simone’. 
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Clearly early Quattrocento scholars such as Decembrio and Filelfo wished to be lauded and 

remembered for their Latin and Greek scholarship rather than for their use of the vernacular, 

which was often presupposed to be an unstable and localised language. Yet they also underscored 

the contribution that their projects in the vernacular made to social and intellectual forms of 

capital. In the same 1440 document, Decembrio thanks Ghilini and Jacopo d’Abbiate for 

agreeing to present his vernacular version of Curtius Rufus to the Duke of Milan; he expresses 

the hope that his work is worthy of the Duke’s excellence.276  

 

The rhetorical mix of self-promotion (as Latin scholar) and the task of diffusing Latin culture for 

the benefit of the non-Latinate ruler takes a turn in favour of the vernacular in another letter by 

Decembrio, written 1438: the humanist replies to the Archbishop of Milan, Francesco 

Pizolpasso, who worried that his friend was not devoting enough time to ‘studia digniora’ 

[‘worthier studies’].277 Pizolpasso knew that Decembrio had just been asked by the Duke of 

Milan to turn three ancient histories into vernacular versions. Decembrio’s letter explains that he 

is indeed very busy translating these works, and does not describe his vernacular work as 

demeaning: 

Condoluisti de studio meo pluries in vertendis latinis libris in maternam 
linguam, mandato Principis mei, ut ex nuntiis tuis sensi. Velles enim ut ad 
meliora studium curamque converterem. Bene augeris profecto, sed tempori 
parendum est, et quia nosse cupis quae opera potissimum transtulerim, scito 
omnes libros Quinti Curcii, dein Commentarios Iulii Caesaris, postremum 
Polibii De bello punico a me in maternum sermonem redactum esse.278 

                                                
276 ‘Demum si principi gratum fuerit, reisduum dato tempore conficiam. Unum rogo, ut prefato principi librum 
offerendo me etiam reddatis recommissum, nam opus est, ni fallor, sua dignum celsitudine’ (from Zaggia, ‘Appunti 
sulla cultura letteraria in volgare a Milano’, p. 321). 
277 This letter is quoted in Fubini, ‘Tra Umanesimo e concili’, pp. 361–62. See also Ponzù, ‘Il Bellum 
Alexandrinum e Bellum Africum’, pp. 97–98. 
278 Ponzù, ‘Il Bellum Alexandrinum e Bellum Africum’, p. 99. 
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[I gathered from your messengers that you have expressed concern about the 
fact I am translating several books into the vernacular, as requested by my 
Duke. You would be happier if I turned my attention to better things. You are 
indeed right, but one needs to follow the times. Given that you are keen to 
know which works in particular I have translated, by request I have turned into 
the vernacular all books by Quintus Curtius, Julius Caesar’s Commentaries, 
and Polybius’s Punic Wars]. 

Decembrio had been requested by Filippo Maria Visconti to produce these vernacular 

translations. His phrase ‘one needs to follow the times’ expresses awareness of the importance of 

adapting to his era, and recognise his role as a scholar working in a court ruled by a duke who 

was eager to listen to ancient histories in the vernacular.279 For this reason the humanist invested 

a substantial amount of time and effort in philologically restoring and translating these ancient 

texts. Moreover, he mentions turning Caesar’s Commentarii into the vernacular so as to make the 

content relevant to the dedicatee, as he reveals in the second part of the work, which is dedicated 

to d’Avalos. Decembrio connects Caesar’s deeds with the ‘imprese’ of the father of d’Avalos, 

Ruy Lopez d’Avalos.280 This translation skilfully serves two masters: in the first preface 

addressed to Filippo Maria Visconti, Decembrio emphasises the utility of history, and stimulates 

the Duke’s passion for ancient histories.281 He does so by translating closely key passages from 

the Somnium Scipionis and Disticha Catonis so as to reinforce the pedagogical and political roles 

played by history. In the parts of the work addressed to d’Avalos, the vernacular translator 

includes the short epic of the d’Avalos family, which is then directly connected to episodes of 

Caesar’s life.282 Such an endeavour to connect the past with the present and with different 

literary and historical sources shows unequivocally that Decembrio did not produce this work 

                                                
279 See Zaggia, ‘Appunti sulla cultura letteraria in volgare a Milano’, p. 175. 
280 Ponzù, ‘Il Bellum Alexandrinum e Bellum Africum’, pp. 112–13. 
281 See Decembrio’s comment in his Vita Philippi Mariae: ‘historias etiam ab antiquis editas vulgari eloquio, aut a 
doctis traductas e latino, continentes gesta clarorum virorum, cupidissime audivit’ [he listened with much pleasure to 
the ancient histories in vernacular or the ones humanists translated from Latin’], in Decembrio, Opuscula historica, 
ed. by Butti, Fossati, and Petraglione, p. 333. 
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hurriedly and mechanically, but engaged the vernacular so as to make the historical material 

resonant for his contemporary audience. 

 

In another example from Decembrio’s oeuvre, he presents his translations from Greek into Latin 

and from Latin into vernacular as stages of the same process of restoration and amplification of 

the source text. In the letter dedicating to Ercole I of Ferrara his vernacular translation of 

Appian’s Delle bataglie civili romane (1467‒71), Decembrio describes his approach to 

translating the Greek text and then his own Latin version.283 The letter relates that when the 

humanist had first translated the Greek text into Latin he made the style more succinct and 

elegant (‘hole reducte in stilo più breve et più elegante’).284 Ercole I also learns that a first Latin 

translation (dedicated to Pope Nicholas V) contained only twenty-five lives, because the fourth 

book had not been finished: in the version that followed, which was presented to Alfonso I King 

of Naples, the Latin translation was finally completed. Lastly, this Latin version was turned by 

Decembrio into the vernacular, and offered to the Duke of Ferrara with the life of Mark Anthony 

added (‘gionta’) to Appian’s fifth book.285 Such a detailed first-person account of the complex 

translative stages underscores the prestige of the translator’s work in both Latin and the 

vernacular. Decembrio had developed these versions of the same text for key rulers of the Italian 

peninsula who actively promoted the translation of Greek histories into Latin. The versions were 

then refashioned into vernacular for the Ferrarese ruler, who preferred vernacular renderings of 

ancient histories. More to the point, every presentation copy was updated and refashioned to suit 

the presumed taste of the dedicatee, seeking to guarantee the exclusiveness and currency of the 

                                                                                                                                                       
282 Ponzù, ‘‘Il Bellum Alexandrinum e Bellum Africum’, pp. 109–11. 
283 Zaggia, ‘Appunti sulla cultura letteraria’, p. 205 and Resta, Le epitomi di Plutarco, p. 131. 
284 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha.K. 3. 18, fol. 3r. 
285 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. K. 3. 18, fol. 306r. 
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gift, and evidencing for the benefit of the new dedicatee the translation’s intellectual and 

symbolic value. Decembrio’s vernacular translation of Greek histories in the first half of the 

fifteenth century is hardly an isolated case. During this period, other humanists such as Bruni, da 

Rho, and Filelfo applied themselves to addressing both Latin and vernacular writings to rulers 

and communities by subscribing to comparable translative approaches.  

 

There are also cases of early Quattrocento vernacular translators working mostly for their own 

enjoyment, or to delight their close friends and family. Several volgarizzamenti from the 

Trecento were copied or retranslated by social humanists or semi-Latinate men and women. The 

vernacularisation of culture that characterised the Italian Trecento turned, for the first part of the 

Quattrocento, into a familial engagement with earlier vernacular translations which were copied 

and annotated in zibaldoni—that is, in miscellaneous collections of works destined for domestic 

consumption.286 In 1429, Ambrogio Traversari reportedly struggled to purchase vernacular books 

in Florence as requested by Leonardo Giustinian because they were too expensive. This anecdote 

has been interpreted as evidence of the progressive marginalisation of vernacular production 

during the first half of the Quattrocento.287 Yet there is reason to interpret the episode as proof of 

the temporary internalisation of the vernacular culture: while the production of prestigious 

manuscripts in the vernacular was being outshone by production of Latin translations, various 

books for personal use (zibaldoni and similar miscellanies) were being assembled within 

domestic walls.  

 

                                                
286 On the zibaldoni see note @@ in Chapter One. 
287 See Migliorini, Storia della lingua, p. 230. 
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Social humanists mostly copied or rewrote materials in vernacular for themselves, their friends 

and family. In most instances, the voices of the social humanists are silent, since the zibaldoni 

and miscellanies containing these copies are seldom prefaced by dedications or explanatory 

notes. When they are, the paratexts tend to be the same prefaces written by the Trecento 

vernacular translators. The vernacular translation of Petrarca’s Itinerarium breve de Ianua usque 

ad Ierusalem et Terram Sanctam is a well documented example. This work of ‘armchair travel’ 

to the Holy Land was of much interest to several Italian rulers who enjoyed the idea of travelling 

to Jerusalem, or who simply kept a copy for devotional and literary purposes. The work was also 

interesting to social humanists and vernacular readers. Two vernacular versions of the Latin text 

are known today: one in Neapolitan, and the other in Tuscan. Each has been transmitted in a 

number of different copies. Several different versions of the Neapolitan vernacular translation 

exist.288 Donato Albanzani turned the Latin text into Tuscan towards the end of the fourteenth 

century, and his work was copied more than a few times, mostly in the fifteenth century.289 A 

more domestic example of Quattrocento translation of Trecento volgarizzamenti is Antonio di 

Tuccio Marabottino Manetti’s 1441 copy of Gerardus Cremonensis’s Arcadreo from the 

Mathematica Alandrei.290 Manetti added to the manuscript a statement of ownership: ‘Questo 

libro è di Marabottino di Tuccio Manetti scripto di sua mano, chi llo achatta lo renda’ [‘This 

book is Marabottino of Tuccio Manetti’s, and written in his own hand. Whoever takes it has to 

return it to him’].291 Copies of Trecento vernacular translations by Quattrocento men and women 

                                                
288 Paolella, ed., Volgarizzamento meridionale anonimo, pp. xix-xxiii. 
289 A copy of this version is in Barcelona, Biblioteca de Catalunya, 948. Significantly, this codex also contains 
vernacular translations of Bruni’s Vita di Cicero made by Lorenzo Lippi (c. 1459), and Vita Sertorii. The codex was 
assembled for a member of the Aragonese family and is lavishly illuminated (fol. 1r). There is no preface by the 
vernacular translator. 
290 Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Manetti, Antonio’. The codex is in Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 
Conv. Soppr. G. II. 1501. 
291 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Conv. Soppr. G. II. 1501, fol. 2r. 
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are little studied, yet they reveal something of the complex interaction between Latin and 

vernacular cultures and languages between the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 

 

Arguably the literary culture of the Quattrocento took its distinguishing shape from the 

humanists’ choice to engage with vernacular languages—or not—within the scope of their 

creative work. And Bruni, the quintessential humanist of his time, chose to engage with both 

Latin and vernacular.292 The following chapter examines how Bruni’s views on languages 

influenced the ‘new’ Latin and vernacular translation of the Quattrocento. 

 

                                                
292 Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’, p. 12: ‘If Bruni is not a typical Quattrocento humanist, nobody is’. 
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4 

Bruni and the ‘New’ Quattrocento Translator  

 

As quoted in Chapter Four, in the early fifteenth century, Cino Rinuccini and Domenico da Prato 

accused the Florentine humanists of Leonardo Bruni’s generation and circle of producing 

beautiful Latin texts out of vanity and self-interest. Bruni responded indirectly to the accusations 

by putting forward the view that Latin and the Florentine vernacular occupied specific and yet 

compatible cultural domains, each befitting its audiences and users. Both Latin and vernacular 

translation served specific functions, and Bruni considered each language capable of 

compensating for the other’s limitations. Bruni’s recognition of the strengths and weaknesses 

characteristic of Latin and the vernacular represents a radical departure from the notion of the 

vernacular as a vehicle for the dissemination of neo-Latin texts and ideals. Bruni encouraged the 

mutual enrichment of two clearly different traditions within public communication in early 

Renaissance Italy: Latin for supraregional, epideictic, and demonstrative oratory, as well as 

official written exchange; vernacular for localised, deliberative, and forensic exchange.  

 

Given the tremendous success of his Latin translations and rewritings of classical texts, and the 

vernacular versions of his work that followed, Bruni is an excellent figure through which to 

study the intellectual ideas about the relationship between Latin and vernacular in early 

Quattrocento Italy. Bruni contributed significantly to a heated debate about the nature of the 

languages used in ancient Rome. The discussion was initiated by Pope Eugene IV in March 

1435, while the papal court was taking refuge in Florence. Several prominent and Latinate 

humanists participated in this debate: together with Bruni, Antonio Loschi, Poggio Bracciolini, 
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Cencio de’ Rustici, Andrea Fiocchi, and Biondo Flavio exchanged their views and thoughts. This 

debate was crucial to contemporary humanist culture because it weighted the vaunted supremacy 

and perfection of the Latin language against the instability and presumed corruption of the 

vernaculars.293 Based on the exchange between Flavio and Bruni, two clear differences emerge. 

For Bruni Latin and vernacular were, in ancient Rome, two separate linguistic trajectories that 

never met. In his view, Latin was artificially constructed, and therefore the only language 

appropriate for oratory, poetry, and literature in general, while the vernacular was best confined 

to the more popular, oral, less formal, and unofficial levels of communication. Both humanists 

agreed on the superiority of Latin, although Biondo implicitly accepted the possibility that the 

vernacular would eventually compete with Latin in his own day.  

 

‘Each thing is most completely perfect’ 

When examining more closely Bruni’s perceptions of the vernacular and its potential, two 

distinct views emerge from his Laudatio Florentinae Urbis (1404), Dialogi ad Petrum Paulum 

Histrum (1406), and his letter to Biondo (1435).294 On the one hand, Bruni praises Florentine as 

the perfect language, while also confining it to a non-grammatical and spoken realm. On the 

other hand, he recognises the inadequacy of spoken Latin as a verbal medium since it can only 

reach the scholarly community. Less than a year after replying to Biondo’s essay, Bruni wrote 

the Vite di Dante e di Petrarca (1436). Here we find an encomium of the Three Crowns of 

Tuscan language, and a lucid statement about the dignity of vernacular. Bruni claims that the 

vernacular should be considered as perfect as Greek and Latin: 

                                                
293 On this debate see Rizzi, ‘Leonardo Bruni and the Shimmering Facets’, pp. 244–46. 
294 Several Renaissance scholars have discussed the dating of this work. Stefano Baldassarri’s recent suggestion is 
accepted here as given in Bruni, Dialogi, pp. 7–12 and 61–64. See also Fubini, L’umanesimo italiano; Hankins, 
Plato, I , pp. 371–78, and Quint, ‘Humanism and Modernity’. 
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Or questa è la verità certa e assoluta del nome e dell’effetto de’ poeti. Lo 
scrivere in istile litterato o vulgare non ha a fare al fatto, né altra differenza è se 
non come scrivere in greco od in latino. Ciascuna lingua ha la sua perfezione e 
suo suono e suo parlare limato e scientifico; pur, chi mi domandasse, per che 
cagione Dante piuttosto elesse scrivere in vulgare che in latino e litterato stile, 
risponderei quello, che è la verità, cioè: che Dante conosceva sé medesimo 
molto più atto a questo stile volgare ed in rima che a quello latino e litterato.295 

[Writing in literary or vernacular style has nothing to do with the case, any 
more than the difference between writing in Greek or in Latin. Each language 
has its own perfection and its own sound, and its polished and learned diction. 
Yet, if someone should ask me why Dante chose to write in the vernacular 
rather than in Latin and the literate style, I would reply that the truth is right 
here, that is to say, that Dante knew himself to be much better adapted to his 
vernacular style in rhyme than to the Latin and literate style]. 

Bruni indicates here that the vernacular possessed rhetorical and stylistic value, even if such 

language is grammatically unstable. Bruni was conceivably recalling here Cino Rinuccini’s 

defence of Dante’s use of the vernacular: by paraphrasing Convivio I, ix, 4, Rinuccini explains 

that Dante’s use of the vernacular allowed the poet’s work to be more useful to his fellow 

countrymen.296 Bruni takes a different passage from the Convivio (IV, xvi, 4‒8) in which Dante 

discusses and quotes from Aristotle’s Physics; Bruni’s choice of passage allows him to refer to 

the usefulness of the vernacular—while also stressing its value:  

Ciascuna cosa è massimamente perfetta quando tocca e aggiugne la sua virtude 
propria’. […] E così manifestamente vedere si può che generalmente questo 
vocabulo, cioè nobilitade, dice in tutte cose perfezione di loro natura.297 

[Each thing is most completely perfect when it reaches and attains its own 
proper virtue’. […] And so we can clearly see that the term ‘nobility’ expresses 
the perfection of all things]. 

Each language has its own perfection and nature. In other words, every idiom has its own 

apposite realm and conventions, but only Latin and Greek are grammatical in the sense of a 

                                                
295 Quoted from Tavoni, Latino, grammatica, volgare, p. 30. The English translation is taken from Gilson, Dante, 
p. 120. 
296 See Mazzocco, Linguistic Theories in Dante and the Humanists, pp. 87–88. 
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stable and systematic language.298 Here Bruni carries forward the position he stated a year earlier 

when writing to Biondo: vernacular languages are non-grammatical, but they can encompass all 

fields of knowledge (another meaning of ‘scientifico’).299 When Bruni expresses his linguistic 

views on Latin he makes a clear distinction between the Latin ‘lingua’ and the vernacular 

‘sermo’—as spoken language.300 Further, in the same passage of the Vite di Dante e di Petrarca 

Bruni refers to the ‘scrivere in istile litterato o vulgare’, which should be interpreted as litterate 

scribere (writing grammatically) as opposed to writing and speaking non-grammatically. As 

such, Bruni recognises the stylistic and lexical potential of the Florentine vernacular, but rejects 

the possibility that the volgare might become a grammatical language.301  

 

Bruni’s outline of the lexical and stylistic value of the vernacular shows his recognition of the 

vernacular tradition of Ciceronian rhetoric that stretched back to the mid-thirteenth century.302 

Bruni’s assessement of Dante’s defective knowledge and use of Latin is a criticism of the 

scholastic tradition of Latin teaching and learning, as evidenced in the following passage: 

ma in versi latini o in prosa [Dante] non aggiugne appena a quelli che 
mezzanamente hanno scritto. La cagione di questo è che il secolo suo era dato 
a dire [express] in rima; e di gentilezza di dire in prosa o in versi latini niente 
intesero gli uomini di quel secolo, ma furono rozzi e grossi e senza perizia di 
lettere, dotti, niente di meno, in queste discipline al modo fratesco scolastico.303 

                                                                                                                                                       
297 ‘Text and translation are from Princeton Dante Project Online, 
http://etcweb.princeton.edu/dante/pdp/convivio.html (accessed 12 May 2014). 
298 Enea Silvio Piccolomini wrote: ‘Altre volte ho già pensato che si potesse per il parlar politicamente intender il 
parlar comune e non scientifico né artifizioso, e per il parlar retoricamente, per il contrario, il parlar scientifico o ver 
artifizioso’—see Battaglia, Grande dizionario, under the entry for ‘scientifico’). Hankins translated Bruni’s ‘suo 
parlare limato e scientifico’ as ‘polished and learned diction’: see Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’, p. 14. 
299 On the meaning of ‘scientifico’ see Mazzocco, Linguistic Theories in Dante, p. 216. 
300 Tavoni, Latino, grammatica, volgare, p. 50. 
301 It is worth remembering here that the Latin language was often described as grammatica, as opposed to the 
vernacular. 
302 See Cox and Ward, The Rhetoric of Cicero. 
303 Bruni, Le vite di Dante e del Petrarca, pp. 49–50. The English translation is by Gilson, Dante, pp. 120–21. 
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[but in Latin verse, or in prose, [Dante] barely comes up to the average. The 
reason for this is that his century was given to rhymed speaking; the men of 
that time understood nothing of speaking in prose, or in Latin verse, for they 
were coarse and heavy and unskilled in letters, even if nonetheless learned in 
these disciplines according to the monkish scholastic manner]. 

Indeed, such a reference to the poor proficiency in Latin attributed to medieval scholars and 

authors was a standard topos used by fifteenth-century humanists. However, the alleged lack of 

competence in Latin shown by medieval writers does not preclude a perfect knowledge of the 

vernacular, for the two languages and cultures were, according to Bruni, unrelated. 

 

Given the superiority of the Latin language over vernacular, where can the volgare excel? In his 

Dialogi ad Petrum Paulum Histrum, Bruni made a subtle point about the domain in which 

Dante’s vernacular could excel and prove to be useful. In the first of these dialogues, the 

interlocutor Niccolò Niccoli criticises the Three Crowns—Dante, Petrarca, and Boccaccio.304 As 

expected, the most vehement attack is directed towards Dante’s inadequate knowledge of Latin:  

De his loquamur que ad studia nostra pertinent: que quidem ab isto ita 
plerumque ignorata video […]. Denique, ut alia omnia sibi affluissent, certe 
latinitas defuit.305 

[Let us talk now about the topics closest to our studies. I see that these have 
been largely ignored by Dante. […] Finally, even if Dante possessed every 
other skill, he certainly did not have a good knowledge of Latin]. 

In the closing remarks of his invective, Niccoli describes Dante as a poet who spoke (‘locutus 

est’) in a way that made him seem familiar to woolmakers, bakers, and other members of the 

                                                
304 There is an extensive debate on Niccoli’s attack and defense of the Three Crowns in the two books of the 
Dialogues. See Bruni, Dialogi, and Quint, Humanism, for a summary. The view taken in this book is that, even if 
Niccoli’s discussion is clearly a rhetorical exercise, some of Bruni’s opinions on vernacular and Latin percolate 
through the text and are, to some extent, reliable. 
305 Bruni, Opere letterarie, p. 110. 
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artisanal class.306 In the second book of the Dialogi, when Niccoli is asked to defend the same 

Florentine authors he criticised in the first book, he praises Dante’s imagination, knowledge, and 

elegance of speech (‘oris elegantiam’). Does ‘oris’ refer to the transposition of the oral realm of 

communication? If so, why is Dante referred to in this context? The expression ‘oris elegantiam’ 

echoes Quintilian’s ‘sermonis elegantia’. There is, however, a stronger connection with a 

passage in Macrobius’s Saturnalia (fifth century CE), where Macrobius apologises to his readers 

if his discourse is found lacking in the elegance of the Roman tongue (that is, elegance of 

speech): 

Quod ab his, si tamen quibusdam forte nonnumquam tempus voluntasque erit 
ista cognoscere, petitum impetratumque volumus ut aequi bonique consulant, si 
in nostro sermone nativa Romani oris elegantia desideretur.307 

[And if others chance at some point to have the time and desire to make this 
work’s acquaintance, I hope that they will, as I request, be fair and righteous 
judges, should my discourse lack the native elegance of the Roman tongue]. 

The Saturnalia by Macrobius takes the form of a dialogue. Therefore, when Macrobius offers an 

apology for his use of the language he is transposing the fictional oral context into written Latin. 

Similarly, for Niccoli and Bruni, Dante’s written vernacular mirrored the spoken Florentine of 

his time. After all, Guarino Guarini in 1449 and Francesco Filelfo in 1473 also argued that, had 

there been a vernacular in ancient Rome, documents in that language would have survived. This 

argument had a basis in the fact that the vernacular writings of ‘duobus Guidonibus florentinis’, 

Dante, Petrarca, Boccaccio, and Cecco of Ascoli have indeed survived.308 Similarly, through 

                                                
306 ‘Sic enim locutus est ut videatur voluisse huic generi hominum esse familiaris [lanariis, pistoribus atque eiusmodi 
turbe]’ (Bruni, Opere letterarie, p. 112). Compare this sentence with what Bruni writes in the letter to Biondo: 
‘Itaque non ad pistores tantum et lanistas, sed multo magis ad eos qui in reipublicae gubernatione versabantur […] 
orator loquebat’. 
307 Macrobius, The Saturnalia, p. 9. Compare Guarino Guarini’s quote from Quintilian: ‘Tanta in eo vist est 
[Caesar], id acumen, ea concitatio, ut illum eodme animo dixisse quo bellavit appareat. Exornat tamen haec omnia 
mira sermonis, cuius proprie studiosus fuit, elegantia’ (from Garin, ed., Prosatori latini, p. 345). 
308 See Tavoni, Latino, grammatica, volgare, p. 281. 
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Niccoli’s praise of Dante’s vernacular, Bruni implies that the vernacular used by the Three 

Crowns is non-grammatical and is therefore essentially oral. In sum, in this passage of the 

Dialogi Bruni indicates that Dante’s vernacular is expressive and efficacious for the civic oratory 

of his time, but does not have the grammaticality and stability required from written language. 

This point presages the differentiation Bruni makes in the 1435 letter to Biondo that the 

vernacular is sermo, not lingua. In this light, the passage from the life of Dante in which Bruni 

asserts the perfection of the vernacular for its own style is further explained by the statement that 

the vernacular language suited Dante more than Latin.309 This sentence leaves no doubt that the 

humanist is making a clear distinction between the non-grammatical ‘stile volgare, in rima’ on 

the one hand and written, grammatical Latin on the other. In the words given to Niccoli, Dante’s 

vernacular has an elegance of speech that makes it perfect in its own realm. In the second 

dialogue, Niccoli goes on to say that Dante’s ‘facundia’ and rhetorical skills delight (‘delectet’) 

Florence as a whole (‘universam civitatem’).310  

 

If the Florentine oratory is praiseworthy, prose in the vernacular is not. In the Vite di Dante e di 

Petrarca, for instance, Bruni voiced his misgivings about using Florentine to write about poetics:  

Et perché della qualità de’ poeti abbiam detto, diremo ora del nome, per lo 
quale ancora si comprenderà la sustanzia: con tutto che queste sono cose che 
mal si possono dire in vulgare idioma, pure m’ingegnerò darle ad intendere, 
perché, al parer mio, questi nostri moderni poeti non hanno bene intese; né è 
maraviglia, essendo ignari della lingua greca.311 

                                                
309 ‘Dante conosceva sé medesimo molto più atto a questo stile volgare ed in rima che a quello latino e litterato’. 
‘Stilo vulgari’ is how Petrarca describes the vernacular. See Rizzo, Ricerche, p. 62. 
310 Bruni, Opere, p. 130. ‘Volgare’ and ‘rima’ recall Petrarca’s use of rhytmus and vulgaris to describe the 
vernacular poetry of ancient Rome. Petrarca affirmed the existence of this poetry (in Familiares 1,1) in order to 
present his Rerum vulgarium fragmenta and Triumphi as a legacy from the ancient literature. See Rizzo, Ricerche, 
pp. 54–57. 
311 Bruni, Opere, p. 549. The English translation is taken from Griffiths, Hankins, and Thompson, The Humanism, 
p. 92. 
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[Since we have spoken of the qualities of poets, now we shall speak of the 
name, by which one will also understand the substance; even though these 
things can only be said poorly in the vulgar tongue, yet I shall exert myself to 
offer them to be understood, because in my opinion these modern poets of ours 
have not understood it well—but that is not surprising since they are ignorant 
of Greek]. 

Bruni’s subtle acceptance of the importance and usefulness of Dante’s vernacular within a oral 

context can be considered a realistic acceptance of the difficulty faced by humanists when 

applying their rhetorical skills to effective secular public speaking. In the second book of the 

Dialogi, Bruni had voiced his concerns about the effectiveness of Latin in public speaking 

through the words of Niccoli: ‘In summo poeta tria esse oportere: fingendi artem, oris 

elegantiam, multarumque rerum scientiam’ [‘I think that an eloquent poet should have the 

following skills: art of imagination, elegance of expression, and wide-ranging knowledge’].312 

 

Bruni’s high estimation of the Florentine spoken volgare, or vernacular oratory, is couched in a 

tradition that developed in the early Trecento, and became an essential part of civic life. This 

discussion of the elegance and perfection of the spoken vernacular used by Dante shows that 

Bruni was deeply aware of the power of the vernacular in the mouths of civic orators. In other 

words, Bruni stresses Dante’s fundamental contribution to vernacular oratory and the importance 

for public speaking of the Florentine vernacular forged by Dante. Dante’s Commedia was known 

by both the literate and illiterate communities of Florence more through oral performance than as 

a text for private or even semi-private reading. It was sung, read in public, and performed. Only 

the highly literate would have owned a copy of the poem.313 In the Dialogi, Bruni upheld the 

conventional critical reception of Dante’s poem among Quattrocento Latin scholars: the written 

vernacular is suitable to the lower classes and cannot belong to the loftier world of Latin poetry. 
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Here Bruni echoed Petrarca’s comment that Dante’s poetry was acclaimed by ‘dyers, drapers, 

shopkeepers, thugs and their ilk’ by having Niccoli say that he would take Dante out of ‘the 

ranks of the learned and leave him with the fullers and millers’.314 Following the 1435 language 

debate, and Matteo Palmieri and Filelfo’s interpretations of the life and works of Dante, Bruni 

qualified his view on Dante’s vernacular by declaring the Florentine vernacular perfect in its own 

realm: ‘Each language has its own perfection and its own sound, and its polished and learned 

diction’.315 

 

Communication and Persuasion through Vernacular Translation  

Bruni recognised the power and importance of the Florentine vernacular in the political and 

cultural practices of everyday Florence. In his Dialogi, Bruni evokes the crisis he perceived 

within the early Quattrocento Latin-speaking culture; a crisis that undermined the humanists’ 

ability to adopt Latin in the political and cultural life of the city. The crisis had arisen not 

because the humanists’ Latin was inadequate, but because, in the Florentine civic context, the 

local vernacular was a more broadly accessible and effective language. Bruni expresses an 

anxiety concerning the inadequacy of Latin, especially given the already strong tradition of 

Ciceronian oratory in the vernacular. This anxiety exposes a critical issue within the studia 

humanitatis: the confinement of Latin culture and literature to the realm of the written word, 

which limited its reach within the broadening community of non-Latin readers and listeners who 

                                                                                                                                                       
312 Text and translation from Griffiths, Hankins, and Thompson, The Humanism, pp. 128–29. 
313 See Ahern, ‘Singing the Book’, p. 215. 
314 Petrarca, Familiares, XXI.15, and Bruni, Dialogi, pp. 255–56. The English translation of these passages is from 
Ahern, ‘Singing the Book’, p. 215. Refer also Gilson, Dante, pp. 83–88. This coincidence was noted by Tanturli, ‘Il 
disprezzo per Dante’. 
315 Gilson, Dante, pp. 97–123. The passage quoted here in on p. 120. 
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had little or no proficiency in Latin. Evidently, Bruni held the view that, in his contemporary 

Florence, the vernacular was an unavoidable means of communication and persuasion.316 

 

Bruni’s recognition of the effectiveness of the vernacular oratorical tradition was also an 

acknowledgement of the narrowing space for the spoken Latin in the civic space of early 

fifteenth-century Florence. At the same time, Bruni understood that the written and oral 

dimensions of Latin and vernacular interacted constantly. Indeed, the boundary between oral and 

written communication had been blurred for centuries.317 In the fourteenth century, public 

speaking entailed reading letters or documents aloud and publicly, and often it was necessary to 

translate these from Latin into vernacular.318 Bruni’s work represents the earliest admission, 

among Quattrocento humanists, that contemporary communication in Latin was mostly written; 

only in some cases was the written material turned into public addresses, or vice versa.319 Public 

speaking in the vernacular took precedence over Latin oratory to the extent that Latin eloquence 

became almost exclusively written. 

 

Such acceptance, in practice if not also in principle, of vernacular oratory as the most effective 

means for public communication became even stronger toward the end of Bruni’s life. The 

Dialogi reflect on the relationship between the ancients and the moderns, and seek to 

demonstrate the superiority of the former and the weakness of the latter. Thirty years later, 

Bruni’s Vite di Dante e di Petrarca abandons the comparatio in order to look closely at the 

                                                
316 See Tateo, ‘Francesco Filelfo’, p. 77 on Filelfo’s belief in the ‘funzione, sia pure circoscritta, della lingua 
volgare, ma soprattutto credeva alla forza di persuasione, in senso didattico non eloquente, e nella efficacia della 
lingua materna’. 
317 In his De institutione oratoria (c. 95 CE) Quintilian makes it clear that speaking, writing, and reading are all 
intimately connected and necessary to gain oratorical power (see Murphy, Latin Rhetoric, p. 164).  
318 See Milner, ‘Communication, Consensus and Conflict’. 
319 Quattrocento humanists tended to focus mostly on written texts. See Baker, Italian Renaissance, p. 172. 
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merits of the Three Crowns, and their legacy in Quattrocento Florence.320 In this work, Bruni 

evinced the potential of prose in the vernacular by using the Florentine language. He provided a 

‘practical demonstration of how such difficulties [of writing in the vernacular] can be overcome’, 

and recognised the power of the vernacular in the realm of prose.321 This experiment confirmed 

Bruni’s appreciation of the importance of the Florentine vernacular in the political and cultural 

practices of everyday Florence. It is no coincidence that Bruni wrote the Vite di Dante e di 

Petrarca during the tumultuous period following Cosimo de’ Medici’s return from exile (1434), 

which also saw the exile of several of Bruni’s close friends.322 In the Vite di Dante e di Petrarca 

Bruni scrutinises and demystifies the writers’ lives by making them relevant to current affairs, 

which were mostly discussed and resolved in the vernacular. Lessons are drawn from the recent 

past of Dante and Petrarca, so as to teach a broader and non-Latinate audience how to survive the 

troubled times that Bruni and fellow Florentines were experiencing. Even if the cultural space 

given by Bruni to the written vernacular remains limited and tentative, the Florentine tongue is 

seen in Bruni’s own writing and thinking as a ubiquitous means for communication and 

persuasion stretching beyond the written word of literature and into the realm of orality.  

 

The Traductor as a Model for Vernacular Translators 

In light of Bruni’s views discussed so far, the recent suggestion that, ultimately, ‘being a 

humanist consisted rather in producing eloquent Latin literature’ may be calibrated by 

recollecting the breadth of humanist ‘production’.323 Quattrocento humanists did not produce 

Latin texts only, but also vernacular translations, vernacular speeches, and vernacular treatises 

                                                
320 Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 41. 
321 Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 176. 
322 On Cosimo’s exile see Bornstein, Najemy, and Peterson, Florence and Beyond, pp. 355–82. 
323 Baker, Italian Renaissance, p. 28. 
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for which there was an interested readership. As a prolific translator from Greek into Latin, and 

an articulate supporter of vernacular translation, Bruni illustrates powerfully the centrality of 

translation in the exchange between Latin and vernacular. Latin translation of the early 

Quattrocento offered a model for vernacular translation, and Bruni’s self-conception as translator 

left an indelible mark on the self-presentational habits of at least several vernacular translators 

throughout the fifteenth century. Bruni created conceptual conditions for a paradigm for 

authoritative translation that was adopted by a number of the Quattrocento humanists who 

produced either Latin or vernacular translations.  

 

Having coined the neologism ‘traducere’, as discussed below in this chapter, Bruni left various 

prefatory statements about his work as both scriptor and traductor.324 In these, he demonstrably 

followed Cicero’s pronouncements. Bruni represents the ‘new generation’s talent for a more 

classicising style and of the new locutionary energy that it provided’.325 Bruni’s translations from 

Greek to Latin were some of the most copied and studied works in fifteenth-century Italy. His 

Latin versions of Greek histories paved the way for the reception of ancient Greek literature in 

the Italian vernaculars throughout the Quattrocento. Evidence of this are the five different 

vernacular versions of his work of history, the De primo bello Punico—surviving in 120 

manuscripts—and thirty manuscript copies of a vernacular version of his De bello gothico.326 

Bruni’s cultural project to demonstrate the superiority of Latin over Greek—as did Cicero before 

him—fostered a wide vernacular reception of Greek texts through the Latin versions. The 

translations of Plutarch’s Lives mentioned above are clear evidence of the proliferation of Greek 

                                                
324 On Bruni’s coinage of the verb traducere see Folena, Volgarizzare e tradurre, and Bruni, La perfetta traduzione.  
325 Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients, p. 404. 
326 Witt, In the Footsteps of the Ancients, p. 26. 
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literature in both Latin and vernacular. In order to understand Bruni’s first-person statements on 

his role as translator, a little excursus on ancient theories of translation is necessary. 

 

In ancient Rome, the verb exprimere denoted a close rendering of a text in a second language.327 

The most common Latin verbs for describing a freer translation were vertere or convertere. 

Jerome, in his famous letter to Pammachius, describes Cicero as approach as follows:  

Quanta in illis praetermiserit, quanta addiderit, quanta mutaverit, ut proprietates 
alterius linguae, suis proprietatibus explicaret, non est hujus temporis dicere.328 
 
[There is not enough time here to recall how much Cicero omitted, added, 
altered in order to adapt the peculiarities of the foreign tongue to his own]. 
  

 

In the preface to his version of Plutarch’s Vita Ciceronis dedicated to Niccolò Niccoli 

(1413), Bruni makes the following points: 

 
So I began to salvage the text from the deformities of the Latin language and, 
as soon as I obtained the Greek text, I began to translate the whole work into 
Latin. As I progressed, examining every single aspect of the text diligently and 
thoroughly, I realised that Plutarch’s text did not please me. [...] As a result, I 
put it and its Latin translation aside and gathered information on Cicero from 
various Greek and Latin authors, and wrote Cicero’s life not as the 
‘interpretes’, but following my judgment and will.329 

The importance of this passage for an appreciation of Quattrocento translation and the self-

presentation of the translator cannot be underestimated. Here Bruni is making a strong statement 

about the ‘new’ Quattrocento and humanist translator who is not merely an interpres but also a 

scriptor. In later prefaces to his Latin renderings of Greek histories Bruni would refine this first 

and significant outline of his method for translating a historical narrative. It has rightly been 

                                                
327 I follow here Traina, ‘Le traduzioni’. 
328 Migne, Patrologia Latina, XXII, col. 571.  
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noted that Bruni’s assertion in the 1413 preface marks a turning point in his career, for it 

heralded a change in the approach to fifteenth-century history writing.330 Bruni’s statement also 

announces a shift in early modern theory and practice of Latin and vernacular translation: it 

harks back to antiquity in order to promote an approach to translation that blurred the boundaries 

between independent creativity and deference to the source text: in Bruni’s hands, history writing 

and translation became a single practice.  

 

To understand Bruni’s view of textual translation within the genre of history writing it is helpful 

to examine more closely the use of the term interpres—a word with wide currency throughout 

the fifteenth century and beyond, when it normally denoted, quite simply, ‘translator’.331 

Detailed analysis of the source and context of Bruni’s phrase (non ut interpretes) establishes that 

he wished to distance himself from a certain type of translation. In De officiis, Cicero states that 

he took the material for discussion ‘not as an interpreter, but, as was customary, from the 

sources I deemed useful’.332 Also in his De inventione, Cicero comments on his translations of 

texts by Demosthenes and Aeschines: ‘And I did not translate them as an interpreter, but as an 

orator, keeping the same ideas and the forms, or as one might say, the “figures” of thought, but 

in language which conforms to our usage’.333 From such evidence of Cicero’s own approach to 

translation, it becomes clear that Bruni’s views on translation rely heavily on Cicero, and also on 

                                                                                                                                                       
329 Bruni, La perfetta traduzione, p. 249; the translation and italics are mine. See also Ianziti, ‘A Life in Politics’, 
and Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, pp. 44–60.  
330 Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 15. 
331 For a history of the terms ‘translator’ and ‘translation’ see Folena, Volgarizzare e tradurre, pp. 69–83. The use of 
the words ‘interpres’ and ‘traductor’ in Quattrocento Florence is discussed by Baldassarri, Umanesimo e traduzione, 
pp. 24–25. See also Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance. 
332 Cicero, De officiis, trans. by Miller, I.2.6: ‘non ut interpretes, sed, ut solemus, e fontibus eorum iudicio 
arbitrioque nostro’. 
333 Cicero, De inventione, trans. by Hubbell, 5.14–15: ‘Ne converti ut interpres, sed ut orator, sententiis isdem et 
earum formis tamquam figuris, verbis ad nostram consuetudinem aptis. In quibus non verbum pro verbo necesse 
habui reddere, sed genus omne verborum vimque servavi’. The italics are mine. 
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Quintilian to some extent.334 This is hardly surprising given that some of Cicero’s most 

influential works were discovered while Bruni was engaged in his translation projects. 

Furthermore, a complete version of Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria was copied and sent to Bruni 

by Poggio Bracciolini soon after it was unearthed in 1416. Another strong influence for Bruni 

were the teachings of Greek humanist Manuel Chrysoloras (d. 1415), who arrived in Florence in 

1397 and taught Bruni Greek. Chrysoloras also followed Cicero’s and Quintilian’s formulations 

on translation closely. 

 

Returning to Bruni’s statement of 1413, he does not identify with the work of an interpres—and 

by implication actively associates with that of the scriptor. What does ‘interpres’ mean in this 

context, and indeed in its reference to Cicero’s work? Renaissance scholars have understood the 

word as a reference to translators.335 A closer examination of the source and context of Bruni’s 

phrase (non ut interpretes) reveals, however, that Bruni is not establishing an opposition between 

translation and history writing, but rather distancing himself from a certain type of translation. 

For Cicero, Quintilian, and Chrysoloras there was no contradiction between translation and 

original composition. Instead, these activities related to different and graduated stages of 

learning, stages that involved imitation, translation, and displacement of the source culture and 

text. Translation did not preclude creative composition, and vice versa. Furthermore, Cicero, 

                                                
334 On Cicero I have followed closely the works of Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle 
Ages, and Cox and Ward, The Rhetoric of Cicero. On Quintilian and the tradition of his Institutio see M. Fabii 
Quintiliani institutionis oratoriae: liber I, ed. by Colson. The key works that have informed the present discussion 
on Bruni are Baron, Leonardo Bruni Aretino; Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance; Bruni, Opere letterarie 
e politiche; Bruni, La perfetta traduzione; Hankins, ‘Translation Practice in the Renaissance’; Hankins, Plato in the 
Italian Renaissance; Hankins, ed., Leonardo Bruni; Hankins, ‘Humanism in the Vernacular’; Ianziti, Writing 
History in Renaissance Italy; O’Rourke and Holcroft, ‘Latin and the Vernacular: The Silence at the Beginning of 
Bruni’s “Dialogi Ad Petrum Paulum Histrum”’. 
335 For a history of the terms ‘translator’ and ‘translation’ see Folena, Volgarizzare e tradurre. For the use of the 
word ‘interpres’ in Quattrocento Florence see Giannozzo Manetti’s preface to his Apologia, Book V in Manetti, 
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Horace, and Quintilian did not consider literal and free translations as equivalent options. Rather, 

they agreed that the educational and rhetorical use of translation were separate stages and 

practices.336 The freedom that these ancient Roman authors bestowed upon the translator is 

bewildering from the perspective of the twenty-first century, where authorship and translatorship 

are usually assumed to be two mutually exclusive practices.337 This kind of separation did not 

hold in ancient and early modern Europe. As has long been recognised, relevant statements and 

ideas about translation expressed by Cicero, Horace, Quintilian, and Chrysoloras explain the 

inseparable connection between translation and authorship.  

 

Bruni’s first-person statemements on translation invite a reconsideration of the history of 

translation in Europe. Twentieth-century histories of translation tend to sweep through theories 

of translation associated with the classical and medieval periods with little attention to the 

contexts and practices that shaped the textual sources of such theories.338 This coarse approach to 

the history of translation has led to misunderstandings. For instance, Horace does call for the 

                                                                                                                                                       
Apologeticus. See also Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance; Baldassarri, Umanesimo e traduzione, and 
Rizzi, ‘Leonardo Bruni and the Shimmering Facets’. 
336 Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages, and Copeland, ‘The Fortunes of “Non 
Verbum Pro Verbo”’, pp. 15–35; Chiesa, ‘Ad verbum o ad sensum?’; Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, 
and Hankins, ‘Translation Practice in the Renaissance’. 
337 See Venuti, The Translator’s Invisibility. 
338 See for instance, France, ed., The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation, pp. 15–16: ‘For Ancient 
Rome, translation was strict, slavish literalism […]. Thus in his Ars Poetica […] Horace encourages the poet not to 
be like “the faithful translator” who sticks too closely to the original’. In Robinson, Western Translation Theory, 
approximately fifty from 264 pages are devoted to ancient and medieval translators. In Munday, Introducing 
Translation Studies, pre-twentieth century history is narrowed to the word-for-word and sense-for-sense paradigm 
(and is dealt with in ten pages). A notable exception is Lefevere, Translation–History, Culture. There are also 
several excellent studies focusing on medieval and Renaissance translation practices and theory. Here is a selection 
of the studies that are most significant to this book: Amos, Early Theories of Translation; Segre, Volgarizzamenti 
del Due e Trecento; Russell, Traducciones y traductores; Blumenfeld-Kosinki, von Flotow, and Russell, ed., The 
Politics of Translation; Celenza, ‘Parallel Lives’; Rener, Interpretatio; Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and 
Translation in the Middle Ages; Beer and Lloyd-Jones, ed., Translation and the Transmission; Beer, ed., Translation 
Theory and Practice; Baldassarri, Umanesimo e traduzione; Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance; Cornish, 
Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy; Federici and Tessicini, ed., Translators, Interpreters, and Cultural 
Negotiators, and, most recently, Tylus and Newman, eds., Early Modern Cultures of Translation; On translation 
history see Bastin and Bandia, ed., Charting the Future of Translation History; Bistué, Collaborative Translation.  
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abandonment of slavish imitation (‘a debased form of imitation’) when composing poetry, but 

this does not imply that literal translation was common practice in ancient Rome.339 There is 

little evidence that ancient Roman authors translated any work literally. The only known 

example of word-for-word translation from Greek to Latin is Attius Labeo’s rendering of one 

verse of Homer’s Iliad (first century CE).340 Thus it can be said that Horace advised a poet to 

discern between imitation and paraphrase, where the latter is a first step towards understanding 

the source text (through paraphrase as grammatical exercise), and the former is the technique 

used to displace the Greek text.341 Cicero refers to imitation when, in the De officiis, he draws the 

material for discussion ‘not as an interpreter, but, as was customary, from the sources he deemed 

useful’.342 In the framework of an elite classical education, paraphrase, rewording, and imitation 

were sequential and necessary stages of the exegesis and rhetorical production of texts. As 

Quintilian (first century CE) explains,  

Their pupils should learn to paraphrase Aesop’s fables, the natural successors 
of the fairy stories of the nursery, in simple and restrained language, and 
subsequently to set down this paraphrase in writing with the same simplicity of 
style: they should begin by analysing each verse, then give its meaning in a 
different language, and finally proceed to a freer paraphrase in which they will 
be permitted now to abridge and now to embellish the original, so far as this 
may be done without losing the poet’s meaning.343 

Pupils were asked to turn verses into prose texts (versus solvere), to paraphrase the text by using 

different wording (interpretari), and finally to translate freely (paraphrasi audacius vertere). 

                                                
339 Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages, pp. 28–29. 
340 Dominik and Wehrle, Roman Verse Satire, p. 157. 
341 See Rener, Interpretatio, pp. 306–17; McLaughlin, Literary Imitation in the Italian Renaissance, and Mack, A 
History of Renaissance Rhetoric. 
342 ‘non ut interpretes, sed, ut solemus, e fontibus eorum iudicio arbitrioque nostro’. I follow here the text and 
discussion in Rener, Interpretatio, pp. 90–91. 
343 ‘Igitur Aesopi fabellas, quae fabulis nutricularum proxime succedunt, narrare sermone puro et nihil se supra 
modum extollente, deinde eandem gracilitatem stilo exigere condiscant; versus primo solvere, mox mutatis verbis 
interpretari, tum paraphrasi audacius vertere, qua et breviare quaedam et exornare salvo modo poetae sensu 
permittitur (Institutio oratoria, I.9.2): the Latin text and English translation are from Copeland, Rhetoric, 
Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages, p. 23. 
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Quintilian’s recommendations entail the intersection of grammar and rhetoric, since both 

paraphrase and translation are functional to the learning of grammar, while they also resemble 

the rhetorical exercises of abbreviatio and amplificatio. Quintilian suggests that translation 

should yield two distinct outcomes: firstly, it should give pupils the necessary knowledge and 

understanding of the lexical, semantic, and morphological characteristics of the texts under 

examination (grammatical skills); secondly, translation should prepare students for the 

development of the rhetorical tools needed for oratory and writing. 

 

Ultimately, both Horace and Cicero appear to have considered the third stage in rhetorical 

translation as an active displacement of Greek cultural prestige. This process of literary 

translation has been described as a crucial means, in medieval Europe, of ‘contesting and 

displacing the source […]: it forges no synthetic links with its source. Thus in terms of an 

interior anatomy, translation can be distinguished from imitation’.344 These are the terms in 

which Cicero’s statement about his now lost translations of Demosthenes’s and Aeschines’s 

Greek speeches are most fruitfully framed: 

And I did not translate them as an interpreter, but as an orator, keeping the 
same ideas and the forms, or as one might say, the ‘figures’ of thought, but in 
language which conforms to our usage.345 

                                                
344 Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages, p. 30. 
345 ‘Ne converti ut interpres, sed ut orator, sententiis isdem et earum formis tamquam figuris, verbis ad nostram 
consuetudinem aptis. In quibus non verbum pro verbo necesse habui reddere, sed genus omne verborum vimque 
servavi’: Cicero, De inventione, ed. by Hubbell, 5.14–15. The De optimo genere oratore, from which this passage is 
taken, is now believed to be spurious, but Bruni and his fellow humanists considered it to be Cicero’s. Paul Botley 
(in Latin Translation in the Renaissance, p. 20) believes that possibly by 1412, and certainly before the Cicero 
novus was finished, Bruni knew this work, which is an important detail for the discussion that follows. A similar 
statement is in Cicero, De officiis, I, 2.6, where the topic is ethics and duties: ‘Sequimur igitur hoc quidem tempore 
et hac in quaestione potissimum Stoicos non ut interpres, sed, ut solemus, e fontibus eorum iudicio arbitrioque 
nostro, quantum quoque modo videbitur, hauriemus’ (I shall, therefore, at this time and in this investigation follow 
chiefly the Stoics, not as an interpreter, but, as is my custom, I shall at my own option and discretion draw from 
those sources in such measure and in such manner as shall suit my purpose). Both the text and the translation are 
from Cicero, De officiis, trans. by Miller, p. 9. 
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Cicero’s cultural programme was to create a Latin model for oratory that built upon and 

surpassed the Greek authorities. The emphasis was on the rhetorical function of translation, not 

the reception and understanding of the Greek text. When compared with Quintilian’s three-stage 

translative process, Cicero’s statement becomes even clearer. Quintilian explains that there are at 

least two stages in the interpretation of the source text. The first is the grammatical paraphrase, 

which requires a thorough understanding of the text and its lexical and syntactical features. This 

is the process Cicero refers to when stating that he is not translating as an interpreter. In the 

second stage, translation becomes an active process of displacement of the Greek source in 

which ‘the language of the original is expected to inform, to shape the target language’.346 

Cicero’s supposed critique of the ad verbum and verbum de verbo translations should not be seen 

as proof that this kind of translation was commonly practised, for it is most likely that Cicero is 

exaggerating the tendency during his time to produce close renderings of Greek plays. Here 

Cicero is comparing his interpretations of Greek philosophical works, ‘which were neither 

translations nor adaptations’, with close renderings of Greek works for theatre.347 

 

Examined through the rhetoric of Quintilian’s instructions on exegesis and production of oratory, 

Cicero’s preference for an oratorical translation does not exclude the necessity for a first, literal 

translation that fosters a thorough understanding of the translated text. The exegetical and 

heuristic functions of translation are therefore two different moments in the ancient Roman 

cultural programme of learning and cultural appropriation. This hermeneutical process of 

learning and refinement of language competence is Cicero’s concern in the passage quoted 

above. He does not wish to be a grammaticus in the sense of an expert of language, but a creative 

                                                
346 Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages, p. 34. 
347 Powell, ‘Cicero’s Translations from Greek’, p. 277. 
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and eloquent interpreter of Greek sources.348 He sought to displace, surpass, and appropriate the 

translated culture, and had little interest in interpretation and criticism for their own sakes. 

Cicero’s statement affirms the classical understanding of grammar as a passive acquisition of 

knowledge as opposed to the active practice and production of eloquence. More to the point, 

Cicero is accentuating the boundary between classical grammar and rhetoric: grammar is 

restricted in its competences, rhetoric is not. The latter can interpret the text creatively and 

colonise the source culture, whereas the former extols the stylistic virtues of the target text, and 

trains the pupil to learn and apply those qualities. 

 

Bruni Defending his Translative Practice 

Thirteen hundred years after Quintilian, Chrysoloras imparted some useful suggestions to his 

students, including Bruni. In 1416 or so Cencio de’ Rustici described them in a letter addressed 

to Bartolomeo Aragazzi.349 From this document it emerges that Chrysoloras considered 

translation ad verbum to be ridiculous, and stressed the importance of the target culture and the 

active role of the translator: 

Manuel used to say about translation that to translate ad verbum into Latin was 
wholly ineffective. It was not only absurd, he averred, but even, sometimes, 
perverted the sense of the Greek. One must translate according to the sense, he 
said; those who took pains with matters of this sort would in this way make it a 
rule for themselves not to alter in any way the propriety of Greek usage. For if 
anyone alter some [part] of Greek propriety with the object of speaking more 
clearly and brilliantly to his own people [i.e. to those who spoke his own 

                                                
348 In his Vita Senecae, Giannozzo Manetti is scathing about the trivial linguistic controversies of the grammatici 
(see Baker, Italian Renaissance, p. 132 n. 43). Quite different is Angelo Poliziano’s view of the grammaticus, 
described positively as a ‘true philosopher in his Lamia (1492); compare Celenza, Angelo Poliziano’s ‘Lamia’: 
pp. 39–40. Poliziano clearly distinguished the grammaticus (which Celenza translates as ‘philologist’) from 
grammatista (‘language teacher or learner’). See also Scaglione, ‘The Humanist as a Scholar’. 
349 On Chrysoloras’s theory of translation see Berti, ‘La traduzione umanistica’. 
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language], he is playing the part of a commentator rather than of an 
interpreter.350  

From this passage it is clear that Chrysoloras followed Cicero’s statements on his versions of 

speeches by Demosthenes and Aeschines: the translator who embellishes and challenges the 

propriety of the source text is not an interpres but, Chrysoloras tells us, a commentator. 

Chrysoloras’s advice provides a further clue to Cicero’s meaning in the passages from De optimo 

and De officis. The work of the interpres is the one of the grammarian who needs to explain and 

highlight the linguistic and stylistic features of the text, and the lexical treasury (proprietas) of 

the translated language.351 It is technical and, in the case of literary writing, preparatory work 

before the translated text can be turned into a Latin or a vernacular version. Thus 

pronouncements by both Chrysoloras and Cicero point towards the distinction between the 

learning and the creative phases of translation. Chrysoloras’s teaching makes another important 

connection with Cicero, who in one passage from the De finibus criticises what he calls the 

‘ineloquent interpreters’.352 Why is Cicero so harsh on these interpreters? It has been suggested 

that Cicero’s the adjective ‘indisertus’ reveals that the target is the grammaticus or student who 

did not go beyond the second stage of ancient Roman education. This stage, called the schola 

grammatici, entailed hours and hours of work on the grammar and ‘line-by-line and word-by-

                                                
350 ‘Ferebat Manuel conversionem in latinum ad verbum minime valere, nam non modo absurdam esse asseverabat, 
verum etiam interdum graecam sententiam omnino pervertere. Sed ad sententiam transferre opus esse aiebat hoc 
pacto ut ii qui huiusmodi rebus operam darent, legem sibi ipsis indicerent, ut nullo modo proprietas greca 
immutaretur; nam si quispiam, quo luculentius apertiusque suis hominibus loquatur, aliquid grece proprietatis 
immutarit, eum non interpretis sed exponentis officio uti’. Both the Latin text and translation are from Hankins, 
Plato, I, pp. 44–45. I have modified Hankins’s translation of the word ‘intepretis’ from ‘translator’ to ‘interpreter’ 
for reasons explained below. 
351 See Chiesa, ‘Ad verbum o ad sensum?’. On the meaning of proprietas see Rener, Interpretatio, pp. 38–41. 
352 De finibus, 3.15.10: ‘nec tamen exprimi verbum e verbo necesse erit, ut interpretes indiserti solent, cum sit 
verbum, quod idem declaret, magis usitatum. equidem soleo etiam quod uno Graeci, si aliter non possum, idem 
pluribus verbis exponere’ (‘Nor is it necessary to render word for word, as ineloquent interpreters usually do, when 
there is a more familiar word which signifies the same thing. Indeed, I usually use many words to expose what is 
expressed by one word of Greek if I am unable to do anything else’). Both text and translation are from McElduff, 
‘Living at the Level of the Word’, p. 138. 
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word progress through the text’.353 Chrysoloras, and Bruni, criticise the word-for-word 

translation which in ancient Rome was merely a pedagogical tool and became a dominant 

translative practice only with the dissemination of Christian texts.354 Chrysoloras’s formulations 

reject the word-for-word translation of late antiquity and the early Middle Ages and call for the 

teaching and learning of Greek in which the focus is on accurate study of the qualities of the 

source language (interpres), and on the rhetorical translation of the source text (the work of the 

commentator and translator).355  

 

Bruni took on board the adherences of both Cicero and Chrysoloras. The aspiration to distance 

his translations from a strictly grammatical or scholastic production induced Bruni to seek out 

different ways to describe exactly what he was doing. In a letter to Niccoli, Bruni reveals that in 

his translations he does not wish to chase syllables and tropes. Instead, he prefers to adhere to the 

Greek text by offering Niccoli ‘great pleasure without annoyance’ (‘summa voluptate sine 

molestia’), and ‘follow Plato closely, and pretend that he knows Latin so he can decide for 

himself; and I will call him as a witness to his own translation; and I translate (traduco) the way 

he would appreciate the most’.356 Traduco is a neologism aimed at capturing Bruni’s own work 

as a translator of Greek texts. Following from Cicero, Quintilian, and Chrysoloras, Bruni’s 

prefaces to his translations reveal the function behind these works: sometimes they constitute 

mere exercises, and at other times they are creative renderings of the source texts. Paratextual 

                                                
353 McElduff, ‘Living at the Level of the Word’, p. 139. 
354 There is no room here to dwell on Jerome’s ambiguous interpretation of Cicero’s theory of translation, and the 
development of the literal versus free translation paradigm—this see Copeland, ‘The Fortunes of Non Verbum Pro 
Verbo’. 
355 Chiesa, ‘Ad verbum o ad sensum?’ provides a compelling history of the development of the literal translation 
between I–XII CE. 
356 Hankins, ed., Leonardo Bruni, I, VIII. The letter was probably written on 5 September 1404. Here is the Latin 
text: ‘ego autem Platoni adhaereo, quem ego ipse michi effinxi, & quidem latine scientem, ut judicare possit, 
testemque eum adhibebo traductioni suae, atque ita traduco, ut illi maxime placere intelligo’. 
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material from some of Bruni’s early translations describes his efforts as conversio or 

interpretatio.357 Instead, when engaging with historical texts that, in his view, demanded 

modernisation and substantial changes, Bruni calls upon Cicero’s statements about the interpres 

and orator, or Chrysoloras, to impress upon the reader that these works are active improvements 

of the translated texts. This is precisely his claim for the three historical works he translated from 

Plutarch and Polybius. As soon as he realises that the content of the source text needs 

modification, Bruni declares emphatically, and in the manner of Cicero, that this time he is not 

going to translate as would a student or grammarian; rather, he will actively displace the Greek 

text by bringing in other sources. In Bruni’s view such rewriting of the source text remains a 

translation, as much as it was for Cicero. Bruni literally repeats Cicero’s ‘not as interpreters’ 

adage; this allows him to distinguish his work from the source-based translations of medieval 

scholars such as Grosseteste, and to claim his own right to embellish the content of the source 

text in order to fit the new culture and context. Therefore the grammarian becomes at the same 

time translator, author, and commentator.358  

 

Prefacing his rendering of Polybius’s De bello Punico (1418‒22), Bruni elaborates on his 

approach to translating the Greek text: 

Quantum solerti lectione Polybii ceterorumque Graecorum consequi potui, 
commentaria huius belli pro communi utilitate suffeci, illa moderatione 
adhibita, ut nihil, quod non probatum a superioribus esset, huic operi 
insererem, et tamen non ab uno sumere, ut interpres.359 

[As a result, I followed—as much as I could—the narrative of Polybius and 
other Greek authors, and offered as a substitute a commentary of this war for 

                                                
357 See the prefaces to Bruni’s Phaedon and Gorgias, in Bruni, La perfetta traduzione, pp. 237 and 247). 
358 The distinction made by Chrysoloras between the interpres and expositor recalls that made by John Scotus (815–
77 CE), in his preface to the Corpus: ‘see me as an interpreter of the text, not commentator’ (‘videat me interpretem 
huius operis esse, non expositorem’). See Chiesa, ‘Ad verbum o ad sensum?’, pp. 36–37. 
359 Baron, Leonardo Bruni Aretino, p. 123. 
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the public interest, with the rule that I would not add anything to the narrative 
that was not confirmed by these sources, and yet I related the History not by 
using only one source, as an interpreter, but several, based on my own 
judgment].  

The Vita Marci Anthonii, Cicero novus, De primo bello Punico and the De bello Italico are 

textual montages and rewritings of the Greek sources.360 For instance, for the De primo bello 

Punico Bruni mostly uses Polybius but also quotes from Thucydides and Strabo.361 In these texts, 

Bruni does not wish to be seen as a ‘mere’ interpres. It is no coincidence that in the Cicero novus 

and the De primo bello Punico Bruni explicitly refers to Cicero’s repeated statements about not 

being an interpres—statements found in De finibus 3.15, which Bruni knew before 1412; 

possibly he also knew the De optimo genere oratorum.362 Bruni’s knowledge of Cicero’s 

criticism against the indiserti interpretes and grammatical translation suggests that his purpose 

here was to reinstate the Ciceronian and classical translative practice of rhetorical translation, 

and to situate the scholastic and learning-based translation where it should belong: in the 

classroom.363 Interestingly, when more concerned with the language, style, and rhythm of the 

Greek prose, Bruni is at ease with describing himself as interpres and his work as interpretatus 

sum. This is the case in the preface to Demosthenes’s Pro Ctesiphonte, where the text is 

presented to Francesco Pizolpalsso as a ‘close rendering’ (fideliter interpretatus sum), or his 

version of Xenophon’s Hiero whose task he describes as useful ‘to train my ability’.364 Such 

examples show that Bruni, like most of his fellow humanists, used translation as a rhetorical and 

                                                
360 Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 15. 
361 See Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, p. 30. 
362 Bruni certainly knew Cicero’s De finibus, since he sent for a copy before translating Artistotle’s Ethics (1412). 
See Epistolarum libri, IV, xiii. It is also likely that Bruni was also familiar with Cicero’s De optimo genere 
oratorum, which spurred several humanists to practice their language skills on Demosthenes’s masterpiece (see 
Monfasani, George of Trebizond, pp. 61–62, and McLaughlin, Literary Imitation in the Italian Renaissance, p. 86). 
363 Bruni is probably concurring with Coluccio Salutati’s 1390s criticism of medieval translation, which was 
considered unattractive and unrefined. See Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, p. 7. 
364 Bruni’s passage is taken from Bruni, La perfetta traduzione, p. 242. The phrase ‘ingenii excercendi gratia’ is 
from Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, p. 9. 
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grammatical practice, and therefore performed it as an interpres before taking the step further 

and becoming a free translator; that is, at once a translator and author. 

 

Towards the end of his career, Bruni tried to convince his readership that the De bello Italico of 

1441 was his own and original work.365 However, following intense criticism from Biondo 

Flavio, who publicly exposed the work as a close translation from Procopius, Bruni retraced his 

steps and reiterated his ‘non ut intepretes’ position. This confirms Bruni’s eagerness to convince 

readers and his fellow humanists of the power and superiority of his rhetorical, not grammatical, 

translation. The translator is not just the grammaticus or student giving voice to the author of the 

source text but a translator with the freedom to change, restructure, and improve the text as he 

considers fit.  

 

                                                
365 Ianziti’s study includes material from Bruni’s correspondence during the years 1442 to 1444 to this effect. On the 
De bello Italico see Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, pp. 278–300 and Botley, Latin Translation in the 
Renaissance, pp. 33–41. See Bruni’s letter to Ciriaco d’Ancona (31 August 1444) regarding his version of 
Procopius’s De bello Italico: ‘Est autem haec non translatio, sed opus a me compositum, quemadmodum Livius a 
Valerio Antiate, vel a Polybio Megalopolitano sumpsit, et arbitratu suo disposuit’ (‘This is, however, not a 
translation but a work composed by myself, in the same way Livy drew upon Valerius Antias, or Polybius, and then 
arranged the material according to his judgment’). Again, in 1442 Bruni wrote to Giovanni Tortelli repeating the 
same concept: ‘Scripsi vero illos non ut interpres, sed ut genitor, & auctor: quemadmodum enim, si de praesenti 
bello scriberem, noticia quidem rerum gestarum ex auditu foret, ordo vero, ac dispositio, & verba mea essent, ac 
meo arbitratu excogitata, & posita; eodem item modo ipse noticiam tantum rerum gestarum de illo sumens, in ceteris 
omnibus ab eo recessi’ (‘I wrote it not as an interpreter, but as an author and father; in the same way as if I were 
writing about a present war, the news would arrive from hearsay, the order, structure and words would be mine and 
the words thought of and put on paper following my own decision; similarly, while I took several facts of this war 
from him, I also departed from his work in several cases’). Finally, in a letter written to Francesco Barbaro on 23 
August 1443 Bruni admits that the work is Procopius's and returns to the same position he asserted with his versions 
of Polybius and Plutarch: ‘Scripsit enim hanc historiam, ut te non ignorare puto, Procopius Cesariensis grecus 
scriptor, sed admodum ineptus et eloquentie hostis ut apparet maxime in contionibus suis, quamquam Thucydidem 
imitari vult. [...] Ab hoc ego scriptore sumpsi non ut interpres, sed ita ut notitiam rerum ab illo susceptam meo 
arbitratu disponerem meisque verbis non illius referrem’ (‘I am sure that you know that the Greek author Procopius 
of Caesarea wrote this History. However, his style is lacking and inelegant, even if he tries to follow Thucydides. 
[...] I sourced material from this author not as an interpreter, but, following my judgement, I rearranged the narrative 
of the historical events and wrote it with my own words, not his’). All of these texts and translations are from Ianziti, 
Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 279. 
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Bruni’s adherences regarding translation are confirmed in his De recta interpretatione of 

1424.366 The translator needs to understand and know intimately the style and lexis of the author, 

which is the work of the grammarian, before the translator can adopt and adapt this style. In sum, 

the translator needs to be an extraordinary person, and most importantly an inspired author who 

‘can take liberties with the text’.367 These are the qualities Cicero and Chrysoloras demand of 

translators once the latter have learned the style and propriety of the Greek author through the 

process of rhetorical practice and analysis described by Quintilian. In other words, the interpres 

is merely the interpreter of the Greek author, whereas the translator Bruni, like Cicero before 

him, wishes to be recognised equally as an author, commentator, and parent of the new Latin 

texts. There is no conflict between these roles, beacuse all share the same purpose: that of 

appropriating and transforming the translated text for the sensibilities of the culture of fifteenth-

century Italy. 

 

Bruni set the standard for humanistic prose writing of early Quattrocento, and his authority 

exceeded the confines of the history and politics of Florence. It is somewhat paradoxical that 

Bruni’s cultural project to demonstrate the superiority of Latin over Greeks supported a wide 

vernacular reception of Greek texts through their Latin versions. Chapters Five, Six, and Seven 

trace Bruni’s tremendous influence on fellow Latin and vernacular translators. Bruni’s 

authoritative approach to translation and his strong message of the power and importance of the 

Florentine vernacular reverberated across a wide range of humanists and cultural centres on the 

Italian peninsula. It is not possible to capture all the manifestations of Bruni’s promotion of 

authoritative translation. Chapter Five offers, then, a sampling of evidence for the self-conscious 

                                                
366 See Bruni, La Perfetta Traduzione. There is also an excellent Italian translation in Baldassarri, Umanesimo e 
traduzione, pp. 193–218. 
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stance vernacular translators took in their negotiation between Latin eloquence and vernacular 

intelligibility. Their quest for eloquence in the vernacular was aimed at convincing their readers 

of their role as intermediaries between ancient knowledge and contemporary rulers and readers. 

                                                                                                                                                       
367 Botley, Latin Translation in the Renaissance, p. 53. 
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5 

Between Elegance and Intelligibility  

 

non erro se bene l’huomo meno litterato et privo de intendere a pieno la 
gentileza et la suavità del stilo terso et limato il che a non negare il vero pur è 
cosa delectevole molto et molto gratiosa non resta però che la lectione de li 
libri vulgari cum chiaro et cum ornato parlare traducti non porgia consolatione 
insieme et fructo a qualunche vorà attendere ad epsa.368 

[I am not mistaken in believing that the less Latinate reader cannot fully 
appreciate the sweetness and elegance of the clear and refined [Latin] style: 
undeniably, [Latin] is extremely enjoyable and gracious. The only option left 
[for non Latinate readers] is to refer to the vernacular translations penned in a 
clear and ornate style, which offer both consolation and benefits to anyone who 
will consider them].  

In the preface to his vernacular translation of Petrarca’s Libro de la vita solitaria (c. 1470), the 

esteemed Latin poet Tito Vespasiano Strozzi (1425‒1505) addressed his brother Lorenzo with 

these words. Strozzi’s preface underscores vernacular translation as a significant means for the 

enjoyment of humanist cultural and symbolic capital by elite non-Latinate readers like his 

brother and the Marquis of Ferrara Borso d’Este. Vernacular translations allow them to ‘legere et 

per intendere ciò che li passati scriptori hanno detto e ciò che scrivono quilli che al presente 

sono’ [‘read and understand what ancient authors have said and what contemporary authors have 

written’].369 In Strozzi’s words, vernacular translation is no less than a ‘worthy resolve’ (‘nobile 

proposito’), and his brother Lorenzo is to be praised for encouraging the production of 

vernacular translations that can ‘dilectare et amaestrare colloro che meno sanno et parte per 

confirmare li docti et li savij nelle loro laudabile sententie’ [‘delight and teach readers who know 

                                                
368 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, H.163, inf., fol. 2r. 
369 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, H.163, inf., fol. 2r. On Strozzi’s Latin poetry see Benvenuti, ‘Prime indagini’.  
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less, while confirming the teachings of the learned and wise authors’].370 The reward for the less 

Latinate reader is centred around the translators’ self-described ability to turn Latin elegance into 

vernacular: the vernacular will never be as elegant and eloquent as the Latin version, yet it will 

provide cultural benefits to the dedicatee and other readers.  

 

By ‘elegance’ Quattrocento humanists tended to mean that which Cicero explains in De 

oratore—together with language correctness, clarity of ideas, syntax, and lexicon, elegance was 

a virtue that Cicero directly associated with proper Latin style, and thus with knowledge. In the 

same dialogue, Cicero adds that the skill of writing and speaking elegantly allows the orator or 

author to be considered as ‘a god among men’.371 Elegance therefore conjured several important 

values and virtues that were crucial for the reputation of the translator, and the learning of the 

reader: usefulness of the translated text, reliability of the agent of communication, and 

accessibility of the Latin wisdom.  

 

The ability to convey something of the elegance of the source text, or to compensate for the 

presumed inelegance of the vernacular language were most significant claims among those 

conventionally made by Quattrocento translators when writing about their work in the first 

person. In his treatise on education (c. 1402), Pier Paolo Vergerio explains that any text written 

without elegance ‘carries no conviction and cannot long survive’.372 Vergerio asserts that for an 

eloquent speech or writing to convince the minds of the audience the writer needs to demonstrate 

authority and elegance of speech. Sometimes, however, the Latin eloquence is untranslatable, 

which leaves the humanist translator with no choice but to focus on the intelligibility of the 

                                                
370 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, H.163, inf., fols 1v–2r. 
371 Cicero, De oratore, I, 32, 144 and III, 14, 53. 
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content. Writing on painting in 1435, Leon Battista Alberti famously makes his choice clear to 

the reader:  

Da noi forse perché sono sanza eloquenza scritte, si leggeranno con fastidio. 
Ma priego mi perdonino, se dove io prima volli essere inteso, ebbi riguardo a 
fare il nostro dire chiaro molto più che ornato.373    

[Indeed, since the same things have been presented by us very briefly, devoid 
of any rhetoric, perhaps they are read not without discomfort. But I would wish 
that one be indulgent towards us if by desiring to be, above all, understood, I 
have proceeded in such a way as to have our exposition clear rather than 
elegant and richly ornate].  

This statement anticipates Strozzi’s pronouncement about a vernacular translation needing to be 

at ‘least clear and ornate’ for the Latin wisdom to be accessible and enjoyable.  

 

This chapter explores how Quattrocento translators negotiated the choice between elegance and 

unpolished intelligibility. They often explained their choice through strong self-presentational 

statements. Significantly, as translators, these humanists claimed a degree of authority and 

autonomy that was rarely expressed prior to the fifteenth century.374 With reference to self-

fashioning, they understood their work as a complex process of paraphrasing, rewording and, 

where necessary, displacement of the Greek or Latin source for contemporary purposes. In this 

context, any distinction between Latin and vernacular translators proves misleading, for most 

Quattrocento vernacular translators received the same training as those who translated into Latin.  

 

                                                                                                                                                       
372 King, ed. Renaissance Humanism: p. 25. 
373 Alberti, Opere Volgari, III, p. 42. The translation is from Alberti, On Painting, I.22. 
374 On vernacular translation in the fourteenth century see Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy; on 
scholastic translation and its critical appraisal by humanists, see Norton, The Ideology and Language of Translation, 
p. 43, and Amos, ‘New Learning, Old Theology’. 
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The Quest for Elegance 

The most common first-person statement made by Quattrocento translators concerns the inherent 

difficulty of the task of translation. This is unsurprising, because such a claim was an established 

trope, used, for example, by Cicero and Lucretius among other ancient authors.375 In his treatise 

on translation, the De recta interpretatione, Leonardo Bruni explains that a ‘perfect’ translation 

requires a refinement of the humanist’s linguistic and cultural skills.376 The humanist translator 

needed to appreciate and do justice to ‘the beauty of words and the startling splendour of ideas’, 

and to try to preserve the elegance of the first author’s language.377 This approach informed both 

Quattrocento Latin and vernacular translations: in their paratexts, translators almost invariably 

claimed to have tried to preserve the eloquence of the Latin or Greek language, and the majesty 

of the arguments. Expressing a simultaneous concern for both words and ideas, in his preface to 

the translation of Pliny’s Panegirico di Caio Plinio Secondo in laude di Traiano (c. 1478), Lippo 

Aurelio Brandolini (1454–97) wrote to Ferrante I King of Naples apologising for having tried, 

with all his skills and diligence, to retain Pliny’s elegance and dignity of language.378 Whenever 

translating, dignity and elegance are lost, Brandolini informs the king.379 Brandolini’s assertion 

here is important, for as a  translator he is emphasising the complexities of translation—

translation is always a loss—regardless of the source or target language. In this preface, 

Brandolini fashions himself as a philologist dedicated to the restoration of the Latin text: he 

informs readers that his copy of Pliny’s oration contains several passages that are ‘mendosi e 

                                                
375 See McElduff, Roman Theories of Translation, p. 227. 
376 Bruni, La perfetta traduzione. 
377 Bruni, La perfetta traduzione, pp. 71 and 75: ‘verborum […] delicie et sententiarum mirabilis splendor’ and 
‘conati certe sumus illam [elegantiamque primi auctoris] sumus illa servare’. 
378 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129, fol. 7v: ‘con ogni mia industria et diligentia quella oratione 
tradutta, nella quale traductione non ho potuto sì la elegantia sì la dignità de la pliniana lingua ritenere’. On 
Brandolini see Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Brandolini, Lippo Aurelio’; Benvenuti, ‘La ricezione delle 
Silvae di Stazio’, pp. 1283–1324, and Mayer, Un umanista italiano alla corte di Mattia Corvino. 
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depravati’ [‘corrupted and wrong’].380 Brandolini notes that he managed to overcome the 

inevitable difficulties associated with his task of translating into the vernacular. The translation 

meant losing some of the eloquence and dignity of the Latin language, but offered an opportunity 

to restore the Latin text to its original perfection.  

 

Following from Bruni’s De recta interpretatione, humanists of all ranks were prompted to claim 

humility and carefulness in their approach to translating Latin texts.381 This led some translators 

to emphasise a collaborative connection with other humanists, or with the translated author. For 

instance, the silk merchant and social humanist Piero di Marco Parenti (1450–1519) wrote to 

Leonardo di Benedetto Strozzi an extensive prefatory letter accompanying his vernacular version 

of Alberti’s Canis.382 Parenti describes how, while studying Greek, he cast his eyes over Alberti’s 

text and recollected its richness, elegance, and good teachings.383 Parenti expresses the wish that 

he were capable of translating the skills, intelligence, gravitas, and elegance of style shown by 

Alberti, in order to avoid feeling embarrassed before the ancient Latin authors.384 The rhetoric 

concerning an inequality of skills is, at one level, an acknowledgement of a collaborative 

relationship between humanists. Parenti recognised the authority and skill of a more senior 

humanist as a way of seeking intellectual traction.  

 

                                                                                                                                                       
379 ‘come chi d’un buono vulgar sonecto volesse o uno epygramma in latino o in qualche altra lingua verso o prosa 
fare’ (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129 fol. 10v). 
380 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129 fol. 11r. 
381 ‘Sed non sumus transgressi modum iudicio nostro, sed quamvis indignantes modestiam tamen humanitatemque 
servavimus’ [‘in my opinion I did not exaggerate: despite being outraged, I kept my composure and respect’] (Bruni, 
La perfetta traduzione, p. 76). Note also, at p. 86, ‘In exornationibus quoque ceteris conservandis summa diligentia 
erit adhibenda’ [‘Also, the translator needs to be extremely careful to retain the style of the original text’]. 
382 See Musacchio, Art, Marriage, p. 2; Phillips, The Memoir of Marco Parenti; Parenti, Storia fiorentina, pp. ix-
xiii. 
383 Florence, Biblioteca Moreniana, Frullani 25, fol. 35v: ‘tanta copia et elegantia et tanti buoni precepti’.  
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Bartolomeo Fonzio (1446–1513) fashioned his struggle to render the elegance of the ancients 

slightly differently. Fonzio’s career was turbulent, which led him to seek work in several 

European centres, from Florence to Rome, Ferrara, and Buda.385 This forced him to try to make 

his translations especially appealing to prospective readers or employers. Fonzio translated the 

second-century BCE letter of Aristea de LXXII interpreti (from Bruni’s Latin), and dedicated it to 

Borso d’Este (1467‒68). In the preface to his translation, Fonzio states that he does not wish his 

work to appear as a rough and inelegant exercise in which the source is translated literally.386 

Nevertheless, he insists, he tried as hard as he could (‘con summo studio’) to translate accurately, 

while also retaining the elegance of the source text.387 The use of ‘elegance’ by Fonzio 

underscores the linguistic and cultural Latin model to which all humanists writing in the 

vernacular aspired. Whether this model came from ancient Roman authors or early Quattrocento 

humanists such as Alberti, vernacular translators set their work against the much vaunted 

elegance of Latin. Even when this quality was difficult or impossible to attain (because of the 

instability or lack of prestige of a vernacular language), translators often professed great concern 

about conveying the elegance of the ancients, and of their humanist counterparts.  

 

A different stance is documented by the Count of Scandiano, Matteo Maria Boiardo (1441–94), 

who was a courtier close to Duke Ercole I of Ferrara. Boiardo made a vernacular version of a 

text attributed to early fourteenth-century chronicler Riccobaldo of Ferrara, the Historia 

imperiale (1471–73), and offered this to the Duke of Ferrara. In his preface, Boiardo seeks to 

                                                                                                                                                       
384 ‘Dover disiderei d’essere di tale ingegnio ch’ella degnia et gravità dell’auctore con quella copia et elegantia che 
lui proprio ha usata in questa linghua ti potessi exprimere’ (Florence, Biblioteca Moreniana, Frullani 25, fol. 36r). 
385 Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Della Fonte, Bartolomeo’; Bianca, Bartolomeo Fonzio, and Daneloni, ‘Un 
Secondo elenco delle opere’. 
386 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rossiano 407, fol. 7r: ‘La traductione che in questa opera ho usata non è 
come d’alchuni che parola per parola exprimendo obscuri et roçi diuentano’.  
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articulate why vernacular translations remain necessary, even when elegance is unattainable. 

Riccobaldo, explains Boiardo, had lived in a ‘ria stagione’ [‘adverse era’] during which there was 

no elegance of speech.388 Nevertheless, the translator describes his work as essential for the 

restoration and preservation of the elegance of the ancients. He elaborates this through a 

metaphor: the ancient knowledge is badly damaged, like the ancient statues by Praxiteles and 

Pheidias, but is now being restored back to life, and divulged ‘sanza altro ornamento’ [‘without 

any embellishment’].389 In other words, Boiardo managed to claim that a lack of elegance in the 

translated text still permitted the reader to appreciate the eloquence of the ancient or humanist 

Latin.  

 

These statements, selected from paratexs by vernacular and Latin translators working in 

Florence, Naples, and Ferrara respectively, show a common attitude towards translation: they 

document a conviction that Quattrocento readers and rulers could gain much from availing 

themselves of vernacular translations of ancient texts or humanistic texts steeped in ancient 

knowledge and eloquence. Readers were also alerted to the difficulty of the task faced by every 

translator, from the most distinguished and skilled humanist versed in Greek and Latin to the 

social humanist with a less than steady grasp of Latin.  

 

The Vernacular Traductor  

In addition to justifying their choice of language, humanists writing in the vernacular frequently 

felt compelled to contextualise their work. A typical attitude expressed by Quattrocento 

                                                                                                                                                       
387 ‘a la fidata traductione quanto per me s’è potuto la elegantia de lo scriuere ho congiunto’ (Vatican, Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana, Rossiano 407, fol. 7v). 
388 See Rizzi, ed. The Historia Imperiale by Riccobaldo Ferrarese, p. 4: ‘fu aliena del tutto da la elegantia del 
parlare’. 
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vernacular translators in their paratexts is anxiety, indicating a wish to be known for their Latin 

production, while downplaying their contribution to vernacular culture. They also expressed 

anxiety about the linguistic instability of the vernacular language, and the challenges of ‘dressing 

down’ Latin and Greek knowledge with ‘vulgar clothes’.390 At the same time, vernacular 

translators habitually pointed out the important advantages offered by vernacular translation—

and these were not confined to the transmission of beneficial words and ideas from humanistic 

texts and ancient histories. Vernacular translation also presented translators with an unparalleled 

opportunity for linguistic experimentation and freedom. Indeed, several vernacular translators 

adopted the authoritative stance taken by Latin traductores such as Bruni. A further model was 

offered in Bracciolini’s preface to his Latin version of Lucian’s Cynicus sive de fato (c. 1443–

44). Here Bracciolini describes himself to the future Pope Nicholas V as ‘not only a traductor of 

words, but also an interpres of sentences’.391 He then adds, 

Nam ubi linguae latinae dignitas permisit, verba transtuli; ubi vero durius id 
atque asperi fieri videbatur, more meo locutus sum, ita ut sensus integer 
salvaretur.392 

[When the nobility of the Latin language allowed it, I translated word for word. 
But when the [Greek] language seemed more unwieldy and hard, I reverted to 
my own style, so as to convey the meaning of the passage].  

In this statement, Bracciolini claims to have followed two distinct yet compatible strategies for 

his translation: a close lexical rendering—when Latin elegance permitted it—and an adaptable 

approach to the style of the source text. He describes himself as both traductor and interpres, 

                                                                                                                                                       
389 Rizzi, ed. The Historia Imperiale by Riccobaldo Ferrarese, p. 4. 
390 See Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy, p. 16. 
391 Bracciolini, Opera omnia, IV, p. 673: ‘Converti autem non solum ut traductor verborum, sed etiam sententiarum 
interpres’. 
392 Bracciolini, Opera omnia, IV, p. 673. This passage recalls Poggio’s naturalisation of the Latin language in his 
Facetiae, where he experimented ‘whether one can say in a suitable way many things that were considered difficult 
to express in Latin’ (Fubini, Humanism and Secularization, p. 35. See also Rizzo, ‘I latini dell’umanesimo’, pp. 60–
62). 
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thus closely following the self-fashioning statements of Cicero and Bruni, as discussed in 

Chapter Four. 

 

Bracciolini further explains his approach to translation where he prefaces his Latin version of 

Xenophon’s Cyropaedia.393 Addressing himself to King Alfonso I of Naples, the dedicatee, the 

humanist expounds on the active and relatively free approach he took to the translation of this 

Greek history: 

Quapropter gratior videri omnibus debet hic noster labor, qui eam est historiam 
complexus, quae omnium principum, ad quorum mores formantur et reliqui, 
communem vivendi continet utilitatem. Non autem verba singula, non 
sententiolas omnes, non collucutiones, quae quidem frequentius inseruntur, 
expressi, quippe qui sciam multa graece haud infacunde dici quae apud nos non 
absque fastidio legi a doctis possent; sed historiam sum secutus, ea quandoque 
omittens, quae neque veritati rerum detraherent et concinne dici latine vix 
posse viderentur. Hoc est a priscis illis eloquentissimis viris et a Cicerone 
factitatum legimus, qui tum multis in locis, ubi graeca transfert, tum maxime in 
oratione Cyri morientis, quam in fine Maioris Catonis inserit, acceptam 
sententiam suo more traducit, tum addens, tum mutans quaedam, tum vero 
omittens, quo disertior fiat oratio [...]. Quod autem Xenophontes octo libris 
absolvit, ego in sex, quae distributio visa est commodior, sum partitus.394 

[So that my work will appear more pleasant, and given that this translation 
encompasses a history regarding the public life of all leaders and their good 
and bad habits, I did not render [expressi] every word or short sentence or 
dialogue, which tend to be inserted more frequently [in Greek texts]. This is 
because I know that several Greek expressions which are in no way ineloquent 
can sometimes be considered fastidious by our learned readers. Thus I followed 
the narrative, sometimes omitting details that do not alter the account and that 
can be narrated in Latin in a more succinct fashion. This is, after all, what our 
eloquent ancients did, and we know that Cicero did so as well. In several of his 
translations from Greek, and especially the oration of the dying Cyrus, which 
Cicero inserted at the end of his Cato maior, he translates [traducit] the 
passage in his own style, sometimes adding and sometimes changing or 
omitting, so that it would read more clearly [...]. Xenophon divided his work 
into eight books, I organised it in six, for this new structure is more practical]. 

                                                
393 The preface to this translation was written in 1447, and the translation was completed the year before. 
394 Bracciolini, Opera omnia, IV, pp. 676–77. 
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Bracciolini’s concern is lack of elegance and eloquence, which would make his translation 

‘fastidious’ to his fellow humanists and dedicatee. Two years later, in 1449, in the preface to his 

Latin version of Diodorus Siculus’s Bibliotheca historica for Nicholas V, Bracciolini elaborated 

his translative strategy. The Latin version did not have to be slavishly close to the Greek, he 

averred: 

traducendi munus te instante suscepi, haud ignarus rem satis difficilem me 
subire, et multorum suppositam obtrectationi. Quae, licet parvi bonis pendenda, 
tamen cum priscos illos summa auctoritate viros aliquando lacesseverit, quid 
de nobis extimandum est, quos non auctoritas, non dignitas tuetur? Sed tuo, 
quod est exquisitissimum, doctorumque iudicio fretus, hoc opus absolvi, eam 
mihi transferendi legem instituens, quae a me in Xenophontis proemio 
praescripta est, ut omissa verborum, qua multi Graecorum utuntur, ambage, 
sententiis haerens, nostrum dicendi morem fuerim salva rerum fide secutus.395 

[At your request, I took on this translation [traducendi], knowing very well that 
it would be a difficult task subjected to the malevolence of many. Given that 
[this text] is not highly regarded by the better men, and that it sometimes upset 
ancient scholars of note, how will this work be received by our own people, 
who are not sustained by any authority or dignity? With the support and 
judgement of you and my teachers, I imposed upon myself the rule I described 
in the preface to my translation of Xenophon, that is to avoid the obscurity the 
Greeks, to adhere to the sentences, and to follow our own style while also 
remaining faithful to the content].  

From Bracciolini’s perspective, the translator’s role is to refashion the ancient text. Faithfulness 

to the content does not preclude a substantial reorganisation of the material, which, as Bracciolini 

reveals, entails reducing the number of books from eight to six. Here, the main obligation 

articulated by the translator is that of preserving the dignity of both the Greek original and the 

Latin version. In a letter to Francesco Aretino, Bracciolini returns to his translation of Xenophon 

and adds, 

                                                
395 Bracciolini, Opera omnia, IV, p. 682. 
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Certe servata rerum gravitate effugi verbositatem, qua Graeci utplurimum 
referti sunt, et quoad potui, haesi orationi nostrae non ut interpres verborum, 
sed veluti historiae scriptor.396 

[I eschewed any verbosity, with which Greeks filled their works, while at the 
same time preserving the solemnity of the material, and whenever I could I 
followed our language, not as an interpreter [interpres] of words, but as a 
historian [historiae scriptor]. 

This last point is important, for it underscores the autonomy and authority advocated by the 

humanist translator for himself in this role. Bracciolini felt free to alter the Greek source quite 

radically so as to make the Latin version accessible, enjoyable, and as prestigious as its source. 

Bracciolini unabashedly claims the right to refashion a given Greek source, which, in his view, is 

often marred by inelegance. His goal was to make the Greek text linguistically accessible to his 

powerful dedicatee, and also, wherever he judged necessary, to improve it. The translator thus 

presents himself as a historian who simultaneously emulated and competed with the Greek 

author. Bracciolini explicitly rejected the terms interpres and expressi which were commonly 

used in ancient Rome to describe translators and their work. He did so in favour of the verb 

traducere, coined by Bruni forty years earlier, and the noun ‘historian’ (scriptor). Indeed, 

Bracciolini’s adoption of these terms can be taken as evidence of Bruni’s enduring influence 

upon Quattrocento translators.  

 

True, not all humanists took their lead from Bruni and Bracciolini. Francesco Filelfo’s critique of 

Bruni’s Cicero novus (1415) is well known.397 In this famous text Filelfo is diametrically 

opposed to Bruni: Filelfo’s self-defined role is that of interpres rather than traductor. His Latin 

                                                
396 Bracciolini, Opera omnia, III, p. 375. The Italics are mine. 
397 Filelfo criticised Bruni for this work. See Filelfo, Epistolarum familiarium p. 229v, and Fiaschi, ‘Filelfo e i diritti 
del traduttore’. Filelfo also criticised Poggio Bracciolini’s Latin version of the Cyropaedia: ‘Poggio in great part 
ruined the Cyropaedia’ (1467 letter to Alberto Parisi, in Filelfo, Epistolarum familiarium, p. 194v). Filelfo’s own 
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translations of Greek texts were intended to convey the thought and content of the source culture 

by upholding linguistic accuracy rather than authoritatively refashioning the original. For Bruni 

and Bracciolini, Greek texts needed to be made eloquent and clear, whereas for Filelfo linguistic 

and philological appreciation were paramount. These humanists chose to focus on different 

stages of the translation process. Filelfo was interested in grammatical understanding of the 

sources, which was the first and most important step in the study of ancient texts, whereas Bruni 

and Bracciolini were interested to compete with the elegance and eloquence of the Greek. As 

outlined in Chapter Four, Quintilian argued that translation gives pupils knowledge and 

understanding of the lexical, semantic, and morphological characteristics of a given text, while 

equipping them with the rhetorical tools they needed for oratory and writing. Some thirteen 

hundred years later, Filelfo became interested in the grammatical aspects of interpreting Greek 

texts, while Bruni and Bracciolini emphasised the rhetorical and creative appropriation of their 

sources. Filelfo censured the translations made by Bruni, Bracciolini, Pier Candido Decembrio, 

and Ambrogio Traversari as a form of self-promotion.398 Bruni and Bracciolini were more 

interested in enhancing those aspects of a text that they considered most relevant to their 

intended readers.  

 

What claims did the Quattrocento vernacular translators tend to articulate? With reference to the 

influential humanists of the fifteenth century it appears that Bruni’s approach was preferred. 

Returning to Bartolomeo Fonzio’s Aristea de lxxii interpreti, the translator rejects a close 

rendering of the source in the interests of elegance. Fonzio calls upon Cicero to justify his 

choice: 

                                                                                                                                                       
translation of the same text is presented in its preface as a project very different from that carried out by Bracciolini. 
See Resta, ‘Francesco Filelfo tra Bisanzio e Roma’. 
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Ma ‘sendomi in questa traductione tutte l’altre chose sommamente piaciute una 
sola m’ha alquanto turbato che alchuni luoghi intra se contrarii sitruovono. 
Come è il preço de giudei ricompensati che in un luogho quattrocento talenti in 
uno altro più che secento sessanta migliaia ve pone. Dove mi stimo l’errore da’ 
transcriptori esser venuto. [...] La traductione che in questa opera ho usata non 
è come d’alchuni che parola per parola exprimendo obscuri et roçi diventano. 
Ma dal vero senso non mi partirò il medesimo effecto [the same hand added in 
the margin: ‘Qual sia luficio de lo interprete’] ho sempre con quelle s’io potevo 
se non con altre parole più aptamente narrato. Il che io ho veduto farsi dagli 
eloquentissimi de’ tempi nostri et Marco Tullio Cicerone doversi fare 
tacitamente in un suo proemio lo dimostra.399 

[I enjoyed translating this text very much, but there is one thing that worried 
me: I found some contradictions. In one passage the recompense for the work 
of the Jews is four hundred talents, in another more than six hundred and sixty 
thousand. I believe that this is the mistake of the copyists. […] I did not 
translate this work word for word, as some prefer to do even if they then 
become uncouth and inelegant. Rather, I followed the true content. I did my 
utmost to follow the style with similar or, where necessary, more suitable 
words. This is what I see our most eloquent writers do and what, in a preface, 
albeit implicitly, Marcus Tullius Cicero recommended]. 

This statement confirms the currency of the Ciceronian approach to translation, which was 

promoted by Bruni in the prefaces to his Latin translations, and in his treatise on translation. 

 

Another influential humanist of Bruni’s time, George of Trebizond (1396–1472), made 

translations from Greek, and expressed views on translation similar to Bruni’s.400 Prefacing his 

Latin version of Demosthenes’s De corona—dedicated to Alfonso I King of Naples—Trebizond 

distinguishes between different translative practices. Even so, all of these ultimately lead to 

authoritative and adaptive rendering of the source: 

Non enim unus modus in traducendo est, sed pro rerum subiectarum varietate 
varius atque diversus. Qui ardua, sensu intellectuque difficilia, et plerumque 
vel apud ipsos auctores suos ambigua in aliam linguam, vertit, is verba magis 
exprimat quam sensum. […] Qui historicum alique, vertit, is de verbis nihil 
laboret, sed cum rem totam perceperit, latius strictiusve, dum historico genere 

                                                                                                                                                       
398 See Resta, Le epitomi di Plutarco, and De Keyser, ‘Solitari ma non soli’. 
399 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rossiano 407, fols 6v–7v. 
400 Monfasani, George of Trebizond and Monfasani, ed., Collectanea Trapezuntiana. 
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dicendi utatur, eam more suo in Latinum vertat licebit. Qui autem oratoris 
alicuius Greci orationem Latinam facere cupit, is ignorare non debet non verba, 
non sensum illius solum sibi sequendum, sed multo magis orationis genus et 
dicendi varietatem Latine, quantum facere potest esse experimendum, quod 
maxime in Demosthene faciundum est.401 

[There is no single way of translating, but different modes depending on the 
variety of the subject. The translator who deals with challenging texts that are 
hard to understand even for their authors themselves should more closely 
follow the words rather than the meaning. […] The translator who translates an 
historian should not sweat over words. Once the gist is clear, he should 
translate the text into Latin following his own style, by either expanding or 
contracting the source while following the historical genre. He who wishes to 
translate a Greek oration should not neglect the lexicon nor the content, and 
should try as much as possible to render the style of the oration and the 
different expressions in Latin. This is what it is necessary when translating 
Demosthenes]. 

This understanding that translation needs to be authoritative when the genre of the translated text 

allows it was also expressed by Bruni. In a letter to Biondo Flavio, Bruni commented on his own 

translation of Aristotle’s Politics: 

Ego super triennium in horum librorum traductione laboravi conterens singula 
verba, atque sententias. Non enim haec est narratio, aut historia, in qua nichil 
sit praeter significationem rei gestae; sed est disciplina magna, et accurata, in 
qua si paululum modo aberraveris, omnia paene confundantur. Itaque 
incredibili diligentia opus est ad fidelitatem traductionis.402 

[I have spent more than three years working hard translating these books and 
slaving over words and concepts. This work is not history or story in which 
nothing is more important than the explanation of events; this discipline instead 
[i.e. Philosophy] is extremely vast and precise: if one departs even slightly 
from a concept or word, almost everything becomes muddled. This is why 
accuracy and diligence are paramount when translating this kind of text].  

At stake in these statements is the authority and reputation of the translator. ‘Heavyweight’ 

humanists had no qualms about presenting themselves as reliable and elegant, and no hesitation 

                                                
401 Monfasani, ed., Collectanea Trapezuntiana. p. 94. See also Hankins, Humanism and Platonism, I, p. 185 and 
Berti, La traduzione umanistica, p. 8. 
402 Hankins, ed., Leonardo Bruni, Epistolarum, II, p. 181. 
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in impressing upon their distinguished dedicatees their crucial role in the rediscovery, restoration, 

and dissemination of ancient and medieval knowledge.  

 

After Bruni, Giannozzo Manetti (1396–1459) offered humanists of his time perhaps the most 

detailed guidance on how to translate history and literature. Born into a wealthy Florentine 

family of bankers and merchants, Manetti began his literary studies at the advanced age of 

twenty-five.403 Within a few years, he learnt to master Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, for which he 

became a successful administrator for the Republic of Florence, and envoy to several Italian 

cities. In 1451 he became apostolic secretary for Pope Nicholas V. ‘To translate and write’ were 

his key tasks, as his biographer Vespasiano da Bisticci informs us.404 Following the death of 

Pope Nicholas V, Manetti moved to the court of Alfonso I King of Naples. At the Neapolitan 

court Manetti wrote the Apologeticus (1454–56), a five-book defence of his translation of the 

Psalms from Hebrew into Latin. In the fifth book of his Apologeticus, Manetti outlines his 

theories of translation. Here is his summary of his views: 

Nullam ad verbum factam traductionem laudabilem ac perfectam esse posse 
quibusdam rationibus plurimisque etiam praestantissimorum virorum 
auctoritatibus plane et aperte superius probasse atque confirmasse meminimus, 
ac magnam quoque inter poetarum, oratorum ac historicorum traductores et 
inter philosophorum ac theologorum interpretes diversitatem esse fierique 
oportere manifestissime demonstravimus. Nam illis primis sive poetarum sive 
oratorum sive historicorum, ut ita dixerim, conversoribus non numquam 
elegantie et ornatus gratia arida ieiunaque et exilia amplificare, et obscura 
pretermittere, et interdum pro sua voluntate dilucidius interpretari licet. Fidi 
vero philosophorum theologorumque interpretes non ita pro suo arbitrio vagi ac 
liberi, quasi per latos et apertos campos hinc inde discurrere et pervagari 
debent, sed arctioribus quibusdam interpretandi legibus pressi et quasi certis 
cancellis astricti; modestius graviusque iuxta severam quandam professionis 
suae normam incedere progredique coguntur.405 

                                                
403 Baldassarri, Umanesimo e traduzione, pp. 105–10. 
404 Baldassarri, Umanesimo e traduzione, p. 111. 
405 Text and translation from Manetti, A Translator’s Defense, pp. 262–63. The italics are mine.  
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[Recall that I proved and confirmed clearly and openly above, using the 
formidable reasoning and the authority of the most illustrious men, that no 
translation made word for word can be praiseworthy and complete, and I 
demonstrated very clearly that there is and ought to be a great difference 
between the translators of poets, orators, and historians [on the one hand], and 
the translators of philosophers and theologians [on the other]. For it is 
permitted to the first group of adapters [conversoribus], so to speak, of poets 
or orators or historians sometimes to expand on dry, jejune, and meager 
material in the interest of elegance and decoration, to omit obscure points, and 
occasionally to translate more clearly according to their inclination. But 
faithful translators of philosophers and theologians are not free to wander at 
will, as though obliged  to run hither and thither and wander over wide and 
open fields, but are found to be bound by the stricter laws of translating; and as 
it were restrained behind fixed bars, they are compelled to walk and proceed 
with greater reserve and sobriety, according to the exacting standard of their 
profession].  

Manetti reinforces Bruni’s differentiation between the interpres and the traductor: the interpres 

translates in order to learn or elucidate sacred or scientific texts, whereas the traductor or 

conversor has the authority to improve the style of translated text as necessary. Humanists 

clearly set the greatest store by fashioning their translations as elegant and reliable.  

 

Not all Latin translators agreed with the traductor’s quest for elegance when translating history 

or literature. Antonio Beccaria (1400?–74) belongs to this group. Beccaria famously ‘forgot’ to 

return a copy of Plutarch’s Vitae to its owner, Filelfo, which Beccaria allegedly then sold to 

someone else.406 In the preface to his Latin translation of the lives of Alcibiades and Corolianus 

(before 1456), dedicated to Mattiolo Mattioli, Beccaria expresses his intention to provide a close 

and faithful rendering of the Greek text: ‘Me uero certo scias haec omnia longe fidelius 

interpretari studuisse quam ornatius’ [‘Please be aware that I have striven to render the texts 

more faithfully than elegantly’].407 In this case the Latin translator presents his work as less 

                                                
406 Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, I, pp. 325–26. 
407 Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, II, p. 42. Mattioli was a Perugian professor of medicine and close friend 
of the Bishop of Verona and humanist Ermolao Barbaro. 
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autonomous and authoritative, no doubt in order to preempt any criticism from the reader and 

dedicatee.  

 

‘We have improved the text’ 

Returning to humanists engaging with the vernacular, translators often expressed anxiety over 

the instability of vernacular languages. Vernaculars were considered volatile, thus requiring 

humanists to either Latinise the local tongue so as to stabilise spelling, syntax, and lexicon, or to 

experiment with hybridisation of different vernaculars. For instance, an anonymous fifteenth-

century vernacular translator prefaces his translation of Sallust’s Bellum Iugurthinum and Bellum 

Catilinae by explaining how to overcome the deficiencies of the vernacular: 

Et l’uno et l’altro [Catilina e Iugurtina] et questi libri è scripto per lettera molto 
sottilmente siché gli uomini volgari non ne possono trare utilità né avere 
diletto. Overo io sopra ciò pregato sì mmi brigerò di recarlo a volgare benché 
chon malagevole mente far si possa per la gravezza del libro et perché le parole 
el modo volgare non risponde in tutto alla lettera. Anche conviene spesse fiate 
d’una parola per letera dirne più in volgare et non saranno però chosì proprie. 
Anche alle fiate si conviene uscire alcquanto delle parole per isponere la 
sententia e per potere parlare più chiaro et aperto.408 

[Both books by Sallust are written in a very eloquent Latin, which makes it 
hard for vernacular readers to grasp anything useful or enjoyable. For this 
reason, I have been asked and agreed to turn these works into vernacular, even 
if the task is made difficult by the gravitas of the content and because the 
vernacular cannot render adequately the Latin language. Often, one needs to 
use several words to express by approximation only one Latin word. 
Sometimes it is necessary to change the lexicon substantially in order to make 
the sentence and the exposition clearer and more accessible]. 

Here the translator takes on the role of the traductor by claiming the need to change the source 

text substantially. Battista Alessandro Iaconelli da Rieti took an even more authoritative stance 

by subverting the humanistic paradigm advocated by Bruni and Bracciolini. In his vernacular 

                                                
408 London, British Library, Additional 27427, fols 6r–v. 
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translation of Plutarch’s Lives from the Latin version by Guarino Guarini (written 1460s?, and 

printed 1485), Iaconelli promotes the same translative strategies advocated by Bruni and 

Bracciolini as suitable only to vernacular translations: 

Et perché el nostro fine circha tal cosa è far note ad genti indocte queste vite 
[…] cognosco in nel translatare havere trangressa la legge delo interprete, però 
che non ho atteso ad explicare parola per parola secondo la proprietà del latino, 
el che haveria inducta una inconcinna prolissità et fastidiosa: ma non 
discostandome per quanto ho inteso da le vere sententie ho lassata indietro 
quella legge, quale non ad translatori de latino in volgare, ma ad conversori da 
greco in latino circha observantia de y termini se sol requedere assai 
severamente.409 

[Because the aim of this translation is to make these lives known to non-
Latinate people […] I admit that I have transgressed the rules of the interpreter, 
for I did not deploy the text word for word by following closely the Latin’s 
eloquence, which would have resulted in the text being too verbose and 
fastidious. I did not follow the lexicon, a rule which applies to translators from 
Greek to Latin and not to translators of Latin texts into vernacular]. 

It would seem that Iaconelli effectively assimilated the Latin humanistic ideas about translation 

advocated by Bruni and Bracciolini, but came to consider these ideas applicable only to 

vernacular translation. Translations into Latin were for Iaconelli a pedagogical exercise aimed at 

learning the Latin language: the interprete is here the learner or grammarian (as Quintilian and 

Bruni understood this term), who needs to understand all subtleties of the ancient language. 

Instead, the vernacular translator has by Iaconelli’s time made a habit of claiming authority and 

autonomy.  

 

It is notable that such a strong assertion of the authority of the vernacular translator should have 

been published in a marginal cultural centre, L’Aquila. This city had enjoyed a strong tradition of 

vernacular culture, thanks to influential vernacular preaching by Giovanni da Capistrano (1430s–
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70), local historiography, a local version (begun in 1418) of the Bolognese Armannino’s Fiorita, 

a summa of chivalric texts, and Girolamo Forti’s Innamoramento di Rinaldo—a poem that 

attracted much interest in Naples and whose author was praised by Latin humanist Pontano in the 

forty first elegy of the Eridanus.410 Iaconelli held important political roles for the city of 

L’Aquila and must have been well connected with members of the Neapolitan court, to the extent 

that he would have been familiar with the growing production of vernacular translations of 

histories and treatises dedicated to Alfonso I and Ferrante I. In 1481, Giovanni Albino—librarian, 

diplomat, and scholar at the Neapolitan court of the Aragonese—offered a bilingual edition of 

selected sentences from Plutarch’s lives dedicated to King Ferrante.411 Thus Iaconelli had an 

illustrious example to follow and, thanks to the printing technology, a more effective medium 

through which to promote his vernacular version and his dedicatee. His vernacular translation 

was reprinted several times during the sixteenth century, and we know of at least one manuscript 

copy made in Tuscany towards the end of the fifteenth century.412 

 

As with the Aragonese court and kingdom that included L’Aquila, other centres encouraged the 

production of vernacular translations in which translators took pains to present themselves and 

their work as authoritative. In his version of Erodoto Alicarnasso storico (Herodotus’s Histories) 

[Fig. 5], Boiardo opens with a reference to the fundamental task of erudite men (‘gli homini 

excellenti’) to divulge the knowledge they have discovered (‘cose che ritrovate havessero’) either 

through writing or translation. Translation is therefore presented as a vital means of ‘discovery’. 

                                                                                                                                                       
409 Costa, ‘Sulle prime traduzioni italiane’, p. 87. The vernacular translation was published in 1482, but at least some 
of the lives translated by Iaconelli circulated independently in miscellanies: see, for instance, Florence, Biblioteca 
Medicea Laurenziana, Conv. Soppr. 165. 
410 Francesco d’Angeluccio composed a chronicle in the local vernacular about local events for the years 1436–
1485. See Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Angelucci, Francesco’. See De Blasi and Varvaro, Napoli e l’Italia 
Meridionale, p. 287. 
411 Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Albino, Giovanni’. See also Ferraù, Il tessitore di Antequera, pp. 175–202. 
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In fact, Boiardo makes clear in his preface that his aim is to ‘porgiere dilettevole utilitate agli 

ascoltanti’ [‘present this delightfully useful work to the listeners’].413 ‘Porgiere’ is an elusive way 

to describe the production of this vernacular translation. This is how Boiardo represents his task: 

Difficile cosa è veramente el seguitare lo idioma overo lenguagio come se dice 
de altrui cum parole diverse: et el servar insieme lo ornamento e propietate de’ 
vocabuli cum la fede del subietto, per la quale cagione non se maraviglierà la 
celsitudine vostra Illustrissimo Principe se Herodotto tra gli greci raputato 
eloquentissimo poi che italico è divenuto parlerà rociamente cum la lingua 
mia’. 414 

[It is truly difficult to follow a foreign idiom or language with one’s own 
words. By the same token, it is also difficult to preserve the elegance and 
signification of words together with the narrative. For this reason, my noble 
and illustrious Prince, do not be surprised if the most eloquent Greek historian 
Herodotus will sound, once dressed in my words, crude]. 

Here the vernacular translator downplays the Ferrarese vernacular and his own work, while 

affirming the need for the translator to change the style and lexicon so as to preserve the meaning 

of the source. Like at least several other translators before him, Boiardo calls upon the authority 

of Cicero and his translations of Xenophon and Plato. Yet Boiardo immediately adds that Cicero 

did not translate these works with ‘the elegance that characterised his own work’.415 Evidently, if 

translating was challenging for Cicero (and as Bruni presented translation in his treatise), it 

would be arduous also for Quattrocento vernacular translators. Nevertheless, Boiardo claims that 

he did not abandon the task at hand because of the inherent value of Herodotus’s text. Boiardo 

describes how Herodotus’s ‘antiquity’ (‘antiquitate’) inspires majesty and reverence. Translation 

of ancient histories offers an invaluable repository of codes of conduct for the leader (speculum 

                                                                                                                                                       
412 Costa, ‘Sulle prime traduzioni italiane’, p. 88. The Tuscan copy is in BML, Conv. Soppr. 165, fols 190v–266v. 
413 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. H. 3. 22, fol. 3v. 
414 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. H. 3. 22, fol. 2r. 
415 ‘cum quella gratia che le propie inventione solia conponere’ (BEM, alpha. H. 3. 22, fol. 2r). 
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principis). Translation is also a crucial means through which useful foreign texts can be made 

available.416  

 

The usefulness of history and translation is underscored also in Boiardo’s Historia imperiale 

(from Riccobaldo of Ferrara) and the Pedìa de Cyro (from Poggio Bracciolini’s Latin translation 

of Xenophon). In his vernacular translation of the Vita Cyrii, Boiardo explains to his ruler that he 

chose Bracciolini’s version as the most accurate, and for this reason he will ‘explain’ (‘exporrò’) 

this Latin rendering in the vernacular.417 ‘Exponere’ refers here to the act of translation, and is a 

direct reference to Cicero’s De finibus, where the ancient Roman translator explains that he 

cannot translate word for word but he uses ‘many words to expound what is expressed by one 

word of Greek if I am unable to do anything else’.418 This use of the verb ‘exponere’ is also akin 

to Cencio de’ Rustici’s exposition of Chrysoloras’s teaching, as discussed in the previous 

chapter: a serviceable version of an earlier text requires the translator to be more like a 

commentator rather than an interpreter.419 The use of ‘exporrò’ in the Pedìa de Cyro explicates 

the meaning of ‘porgiere’ in Boiardo’s version of Herodotus. ‘Porgiere’ signals the 

transformation of the Latin text into its vernacular version. ‘Esponere’ is also used by the 

Dominican friar Bartolomeo da San Concordio (late thirteenth century) in one of the earliest 

documented reflections concerning Italian vernacular translation:  

conviene spesse fiate d’una parola per lettera dirne più in volgare, e non 
saranno però così propie; anche a le fiate si conviene uscire alquanto dele 
parole per isponere la sentenzia e per potere parlare più chiaro et aperto.420 

                                                
416 ‘forno de quelli ancora che le scripture externe e le cose forestiere per interpretatione a la soa patria palesarno’ 
(Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. H. 3. 22, fol. 2r). See Fumagalli, Boiardo egittologo, and Looney, ‘Fragil Arte’. 
417 Boiardo, La pedìa de Cyro, p. 131. 
418 See p. @@, n. 
419 See p. @@, n. 
420 Both text and translation are taken from Witt, In the Footsteps, pp. 187–88.  
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[often it is fitting to put several words in the vernacular for one word in Latin. 
And even then, they will not be really exact. Also, sometimes it is appropriate 
to depart somewhat from the words, in order to express the thought and to be 
able to speak more clearly and without subtlety]. 

The use of ‘exponere’ and its vernacular derivates by Cicero, friar Bartolomeo, and Boiardo 

signals a complex process of adaptation and refashioning of the Latin source text, and in 

particular Boiardo’s practice of altering the translated texts to befit the taste and interest of the 

Duke of Ferrara and his court.421 By simultaneously underscoring the difficulty and the 

importance of the translator’s work, Boiardo aligns himself with the self-fashioning statements 

on translation written by Cicero, and by leading Quattrocento humanists such as Bruni and 

Bracciolini.  

 

Perhaps the most authoritative stance towards translation into vernacular is found in Alessandro 

Braccesi’s version of Enea Silvio Piccolomini’s Historia de duobus amantibus (1478–79). Here 

the vernacular translator unites the roles of author and translator: 

perché la historia è di qualità che a’ lectori secondo el mio giudicio darà molto 
dilecto, abondando di cose assai piacevole, vero è che io non ho usato l’uficio 
del buono et fedele traductore, ma per industria ho lasciato molte parte indietro 
le quali mi sono parute pocho accomodate al dilectare et in luogho di quelle ho 
inserito contraria materia per continuare tutto il processo della historia con 
dilectose et piacevoli chose in modo che la maggior parte dell’opera è tutta 
nuova mia invention.422 

[this history is of a sort that, I believe, will provide much enjoyment, for it 
contains several delightful elements. I must admit that I did not perform the 
task of the good and faithful translator, as I left out several sections that were 
not very enjoyable. I replaced these parts with different material so that the 

                                                
421 Fumagalli, Boiardo egittologo, Boiardo, La pedìa de Cyro, and Rizzi, ed., The Historia Imperiale by Riccobaldo 
Ferrarese. 
422 I quote from Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 2094, fol. 2r. This codex was owned by ‘S. Alessandro de’ 
Medici’. For a description of the manuscript and a comparison between it and the printed edition of Braccesi’s 
translation see Viti, ‘I volgarizzamenti di Braccesi’. On Piccolomini’s Historia and its numerous translations see 
Nevola, ‘Lost in Translation’, and Tonelli, L’Historia di due amanti. For Braccesi’s life and works see Dizionario 
Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Braccesi, Alessandro’, and Agnoletti, Alessandro Braccesi. 
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narrative would flow delectably and pleasantly, to the extent that most of the 
work is my own creation]. 

Braccesi transformed the Latin text in order to provide the reader with a much needed respite 

from the raging plague of 1478. The work is presented to the dedicatee as ‘traductione et 

compositione’ [‘a translation and creative composition’].423 By 1478, Braccesi was a respected 

author of Latin letters and poetry. He had composed an Amorum libellus, dedicated to Francesco 

Sassetti, and a Secundus libellus elegiarum ad amicos and a Epigrammatum libellus dedicated to 

Lorenzo de’ Medici. His Latin works won the praise of a fellow Florentine humanist, Niccolò 

Michelozzi. Braccesi’s decision to revise Piccolomini’s story is therefore consonant with his 

position as an esteemed scholar. Like Bruni and Bracciolini, Braccesi expressed the belief that 

making the text more enjoyable to his readership warranted the interpolation of entirely new 

material as part of the act of translation. 

 

Another vernacular version of Piccolomini’s Historia was produced by Alamanno Donati, and 

dedicated to Lorenzo il Magnifico.424 It has been suggested that this version was made in 

deliberate opposition to Braccesi’s work.425 At first sight, Donati’s preface seems to be at odds 

with Braccesi’s notion of the good translator: ‘In this work we believe we have performed the 

task of the faithful translator (interprete)’. Yet the following sentence indicates that his method 

was effectively the same as that outlined by Braccesi: 

Nella quale al parere nostro habiamo usato rectamente l’uficio del fedelissimo 
interprete non di meno in alcuno luogo secondo le facultà del nostro debile 
ingegno ampliandola non però mai pervertendo, ma sempre conservando 
integro el senso dello auctore perché sarebbe sacrilegio fare el contrario. 

                                                
423 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 2094, fol. 1r. 
424 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 2670, fols 1r–90v: fols 91r–92v contains a defense of Donati by his friend 
Marsilio Ficino, published in Ficino, Opera omnia, vol. I, p. 848. On Donati see Dizionario Biografico degli 
Italiani, ‘Donati, Alamanno’. 
425 Viti, ‘I volgarizzamenti di Braccesi’. 
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Preterea l’abbiamo in molti luoghi emendata dove per negligentia degli 
impressori era scorrecta.426 

[In my translation I believe I have followed the task of the reliable translator. 
Nevertheless, we have amplified some passages of the text, following our own 
modest judgement, but taking care not to corrupt the meaning of the author, for 
this would be sacrilegious. Further, we have improved the text in several 
passages which had been corrupted by the editors]. 

Like his Latin-oriented counterpart, the vernacular translator relies on his own expertise to 

improve the source and outperform the author of the source text. When writing his preface, 

Braccesi (and Donati after him) may have been thinking of Jerome’s Letter to Pammachius (De 

optimo genere interpretandi), where the expression ‘task of the translator’ occurs for the first 

time, and where Horace’s ‘fidus interpres’ is employed.427 It also seems likely that Braccesi knew 

Bruni’s De interpretatione recta, which mentions Jerome, and at least some of the letters in 

which Bruni discusses the faithfulness (fidelitas) of a translation.428  

 

Unlike Braccesi, Donati did not translate Piccolomini’s preface to his Historia de duobus 

amantibus, which was addressed to Kaspar Schlick and Mariano Sozzini. By omitting the 

preface, Donati emphasised the importance of his own vernacular version of the history, which 

was effectively meant to supplant Piccolomini’s: in the preface addressed to Lorenzo de’ Medici, 

Donati calls upon his master Giorgio Antonio Vespucci (‘eruditissimo preceptore nostro’) and 

                                                
426 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 2670, fol. 3r-v. 
427 ‘Si ad verbum interpretor, absurde resonant: si ob necessitatem aliquid in ordine, vel in sermone mutavero, ab 
interpretis videbor officio recessisse’ (If I render word by word, the result will sound absurd. If, forced by necessity, 
I modify any of the wording, I will seem to have departed from the task of a translator). Jerome’s text is quoted from 
Migne, Patrologia Latina, vol. XXII, p. 572. See also Horace, Epistles, Book II, ed. by Rudd, vv. 133–34. 
428 Bruni, perfetta traduzione, pp. 122–23. The very title of Bruni’s work echoes Jerome’s De optimo genere 
interpretandi, Letter 57. Hankins, ed., Leonardo Bruni. Epistolarum, IV, 1; IV, 22; VII, 4; X, 24; and X, 26. 
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Lorenzo himself to confirm the value of this work (‘stimamo te di questa nostra traductione 

potere dare recto giudicio’).429 

 

Not all vernacular translators followed this authoritative approach. For instance, in his comments 

to Landino’s vernacular translation of Pliny’s Natural History (dedicated to King Ferrante of 

Naples), Giovanni Brancati berates the freedom of Landino’s translation (interpretandi 

facultatem liberam). Further, he denies that any vernacular can match—let alone surpass—the 

Latin language. Brancati considered vernacular translations useful, but only to ‘people of the 

lower classes’.430 Brancati’s staunchly anti-vernacular stance was in keeping with his preference 

for the sobriquet ‘Latino’. Nevertheless, he produced vernacular translations of Vegetius’s 

Mulomedicina, Aesop’s Fables, and part of Pliny’s Natural History. Given his stated aversion to 

the vernacular, is not surprising that he presented his vernacular translations to the King of 

Naples as having been ‘imposed upon me’ (‘imposto’, ‘imposta’, ‘me imponiste’).431 In the 

context of the present study, Brancati’s elitist view of contemporary Neapolitan culture can be 

considered anachronistic. Clearly, both Filelfo and Brancati refused to accept that Latin and the 

vernacular could be placed on the same cultural and linguistic level, whereas the other humanists 

discussed here and in the following chapters believed it was possible, practicable, even 

advantageous to appropriate ancient culture and recast it in the vernacular. 

 

From close reading and comparison of their paratexts, it can be said that the translators 

considered here agreed on the importance of linguistic elegance. Whether in Latin or in the 

                                                
429 Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 2670, fols 3r and 4r. 
430 See Barbato, Il Libro VIII del Plinio napoletano, pp. 6–7. For Brancati see also Aprile, Giovanni Brancati, and 
Pugliese-Carratelli, ‘Due epistole di Giovanni Brancati. 
431 See Barbato, Il Libro VIII del Plinio napoletano, p. 17. 
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vernacular, elegance helped to unlock ancient wisdom; it made the translator’s task difficult, but 

the results useful to the dedicatee and other readers. Translators’ concern with the power of the 

word was supported by their understanding that only elegant and eloquent texts could ultimately 

serve the purpose of benefitting the reader. The translators’ stated faith in elegance, and their 

self-perceived role as conveyers of wisdom through eloquence, was inseparable from their 

claims to being authoritative agents of topical communication.  

 

The majority of Quattrocento vernacular translators discussed in this chapter show that, by and 

large, most humanists believed in elegance as an essential means for them to be seen by Latin 

and vernacular readers as authoritative contributors to cultural capital. Returning to Strozzi’s 

preface with which this chapter opened, the expert vernacular translator used the ‘ornate’ 

vernacular to close the linguistic and cultural gap between Latin and the vernacular. It was a 

difficult task, but not impossible.  

The following chapter focuses on translators’ self-described agency in the more specific context 

of vernacular versions of histories for the benefit of Quattrocento rulers. While acknowledging 

the strictly hierarchical relationship with their powerful dedicatees, translators promised positive 

cultural, political, and moral transformation for their dedicatees.  
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6 

Collaborative Transformations 

 

In the year 1417, in Perugia, Venanzo di Bruschino da Camerino presented his vernacular 

version of Renatus Vegetius’s Epitoma rei militaris to condottiere and Lord of Perugia Braccio 

di Fortebraccio da Montone (1368–1424).432 In his preface, Venanzo introduces the translated 

text as ‘così difficile come bello et necessario alla tua transformacione’ [‘difficult, beautiful, and 

necessary for your transformation’].433 Difficulty and beauty refer to the elegance (style) and 

eloquence (persuasiveness) of the Latin work: once translated reliably, the vernacular version 

will unlock the wisdom of the Latin content. But the meaning of ‘transformation’ is less 

straightforward. 

 

Venanzo’s claim that his translation has the potential to transform the dedicatee is arguably the 

most far-reaching made by a Quattrocento vernacular translator for the results of his diligence. 

At the same time, this assertion is frustratingly vague for us today, as probably it was for the 

Quattrocento dedicatee. What kinds of transformation is the translator referring to? In broadest 

terms, ‘transformation’ can be understood as a reference to beneficial change. Given the 

dedicatee was a condottiere it is likely that Venanzo was promising military know-how and 

inspiration in preparation for Fortebraccio’s mid-1417 campaign against Rome.434 However, the 

use of the word ‘transformation’ in this example evokes more than the promise of ‘professional 

                                                
432 I have consulted Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, N.A. 291. Very little known about the Latin author. 
Vegetius’s book on military art enjoyed a remarkable success during the Trecento and Quattrocento. On the work of 
Vegetius see Allmand, The ‘De Re Militari of Vegetius’. In his Amorosa Visione, Boccaccio puts Vegetius among 
the most illustrious classical authors such as Sallust and Claudian. See Vaccaro, ‘Tradizione e fortuna dei 
volgarizzamenti’. 
433 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, N.A. 291, fol. 7r. 
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development’ for the dedicatee. In its imprecision and brevity, Venanzo’s statement acquires a 

vast scope, suggesting cultural, educational, and even personal improvement for Fortebraccio—

changes that could also imply transformations in social and economic standing for the translator 

himself. Venanzo describes his translation as an essential pathway to the ruler’s success and 

development of knowledge, while promoting himself as mediator between ancient military 

learning and Fortebraccio’s political and cultural aspirations.435  

 

Transformation appears in another guise in the explanations given by vernacular translators for 

their textual transformation of ancient histories and philosophical treatises for their rulers. Like 

Venanzo’s promise of positive change, other vernacular translators invoked similar promises for 

the dedicatee and the translator’s own career. The stance taken by the translators depended on a 

number of variables: these could include the education and intellectual interests of the ruler, the 

projected cultural value assigned by the translator to the translation, and the financial investment 

in the production of the translation. In Venanzo’s case, the translator wished to be received as an 

authoritative intellectual (‘maestro’) with an influential political role (he was Chancellor of 

Perugia). Venanzo leveraged his educational and political roles with a view to reifying the 

translation into cultural capital for the dedicatee, and financial capital or other forms of 

recognition for himself. The practical nature of the translated text— a manual on soldier 

                                                                                                                                                       
434 On Braccio da Montone see Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Fortebracci, Andrea’. 
435 To some extent, Venanzo’s preface evokes Pier Candido Decembrio’s account of the thaumaturgic power the 
reading of ancient histories in the vernacular had on Ercole I d’Este. Decembrio’s own De laude Herculis Estensis 
narrates that, while recovering from sickness in Naples, Ercole relished listening to sections of Curtius Rufus’s 
History translated into the vernacular, and narrated by Decembrio himself in the presence of d’Avalos. 
Miraculously, Decembrio’s reading cured the ailing prince almost immediately. While this anecdote obviously 
serves the purpose of self-promotion on the part of Decembrio, other humanists also vaunted the restorative powers 
of their scholarship. For instance, in his De dictis et factis Alfonsi regis, Antonio Panormita, also called Beccadelli, 
tells an almost identical story in which the health of King Alfonso I of Naples was restored by the scholar reading 
aloud to him. Thaumaturgic claims aside, both stories of communal reading from a contemporary manuscript are 
very likely true. See Resta, Le Epitomi di Plutarco, p. 57, and Zaggia, ‘Appunti sulla cultura letteraria’, p. 218. 
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recruitment and military strategy and tactics—was complemented by the preciousness of the 

product, and the moral and political teachings derived from owning and studying this text.  

 

Chapter Two focussed on the ways in which vernacular translators working for the court of 

Naples articulated their self-described agency. Their use of a rich lexicon to explain their agency 

owed much to Bruni’s own first statements on the ‘new’ Quattrocento translator. This chapter 

closely examines paratexts of vernacular histories in which the dedicatee is a contemporary 

political leader or ruler. In order to understand the transformative promise of the translated texts, 

three notable themes in the translators’ self-fashioning rhetoric recur in the selected sources. 

Firstly, the translators contend that their work will transform the dedicatees by making them 

more educated and informed. Linked to this contention is the second theme: the idea that 

vernacular translation of historical or philosophical texts will also allow a broader number of 

Quattrocento dedicatees to mirror ancient rulers through the emulation of their deeds, thereby 

elevating reputation and skill of both translator and dedicatee. Rulers could read translations as 

they might contemplate a medal, where the flattering portrait of the ruler on one folio was 

matched by an impresa on the other.436 Thirdly, the translator invoked active participation or 

collaboration on the part of the ruler, a strategy intended to make the translation fully beneficial 

to both the ruler and translator. As we shall see, these themes were often concomitant: in several 

instances the educational function of a freshly translated work was declared to enhance the 

prestige of the gift and the reputation of the recipient. 

 

                                                
5 Martin, The Renaissance World, p. 463. 
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Transforming the Ruler  

As mentioned, Venanzo presented his translation of the manual on the art of war as an 

indispensable, beautiful, and difficult text for a condottiere such as Fortebraccio. Indeed, 

studying a fourth-century CE Latin manual on warfare would have been an extremely taxing task 

for a condottiere whose education in the studia humanitatis was limited. The preface 

accompanying the translation is an opportunity for Venanzo to underscore his own role as an 

important agent for Fortebraccio’s personal improvement.  

 

Like Venanzo, Quattrocento vernacular translators Pier Candido Decembrio and Matteo Maria 

Boiardo, among others, explained their work to contemporary leaders as crucial sources of 

knowledge and enjoyment. Whether working for the Milanese, Ferrarese, Neapolitan, or 

Perugian courts, vernacular renditions were dedicated to rulers who were becoming increasingly 

less versed in Latin or Greek, and who therefore welcomed accessible versions of classical 

sources. Most of these texts were works of history, or treatises on warfare, which offered their 

recipients (often princes) ancient paradigms of leadership and moral conduct.437 Works by or 

attributed to Herodotus, Cornelius Nepos, Suetonius, Xenophon, and Plutarch, for instance, 

represented an important corpus of salutary models for the conduct of a ruler (regimen principis). 

In several cases, vernacular translations elaborated on the Latin humanist scholarship which 

turned Greek histories into Latin. Lorenzo Valla translated Herodotus into Latin, while Poggio 

Bracciolini and Francesco Filelfo provided two different Latin renderings of Xenophon’s 

Cyropaedia: these were subsequently translated into vernacular by humanists such as Jacopo 

Bracciolini and Boiardo.  
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Vernacular translators did not simply follow the Latin texts that had already been produced or 

restored by their humanist contemporaries. As discussed in the preceding chapters, they also 

followed the self-fashioning strategies employed by their Latin peers: both Latin and vernacular 

translators tended to present themselves as agents making moral and leadership know-how 

available to their rulers. In the year 1454, Francesco Filelfo addressed his Latin translation of 

Plutarch’s lives of Galba and Otho to Malatesta Novello, condottiere and Lord of Cesena. In the 

dedication letter, Filelfo praises the ruler’s strong inclination towards ancient histories and the 

importance of learning from the mistakes of past rulers.438 In 1437, Lapo da Castiglionchio 

presented himself to his dedicatee Cardinal Giuliano Cesarini as a translator who had just 

completed a Latin version of Aratus (from Plutarch): he then confesses having struggled to find a 

prince suited to receiving his modest literary offering. Castiglionchio provides a short list of 

virtues pertaining to his ideal dedicatee: ‘understanding, prudence, greatness, integrity, [and] 

constancy in terms of the deeds of war and military glory’.439 Eventually he chose Cesarini, 

Castiglionchio writes, because his dedicatee had ‘zealously engaged […] in better activities from 

the time of […] youth’.440 Castiglionchio’s assertive presentation of his work is conspicuous in 

this Latin preface, as are the ‘psychological buttons’ that his statements seek to ‘press’, so as to 

influence the ruler’s receptivity to the content of his translation as a necessary means for self 

improvement.  

 

Several vernacular translators framed their translations in a comparable manner. Boiardo, who 

was arguably the most prolific vernacular translator within Quattrocento scribal culture, wrote 

                                                                                                                                                       
437 See Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, pp. 117–27. 
438 Pade, The Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, II, pp. 171–72. 
439 ‘consilio, prudentia. animi magnitudine, integritate, constantia tum bellicis rebus et gloria militari’ (Pade, The 
Reception of Plutarch’s Lives, II, p. 165). The English translation is from Celenza, Parallel Lives, p. 135. 
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four vernacular translations for Duke Ercole I d’Este, Duke of Ferrara and condottiere. In his 

version of Riccobaldo’s Historia imperiale (1471–73), Boiardo effectively rewrote aspects of 

late medieval European history to generate a most favourable account of the Este dynasty, and to 

reinforce the legitimacy of Ercole I’s rule.441 The content of this translation reveals much about 

the duke’s ancestors, and for this reason the Duke of Ferrara, his court, and court community are 

the only conceivable readers: 

ho deliberato tradure a la vulgar gente de lingua Latina aciò che il cognoscere 
de le passate cose, il quale è utilitade comune, più comunamente sia posseduta 
[…] bona parte del libro è repiena de’ magnanimi gesti e prudentissimi governi 
de li antiqui vostri passati […] può piacere a chi la lege.442 

[I determined to translate [this work] from Latin for the common people so that 
the memory of past events, which is useful for everyone, can be accessed more 
broadly […] this book contains the magnanimous deeds and prudent 
leaderships of your ancestors]. 

Mention of enjoyment for a discerning and interested audience is the strategy Boiardo uses to 

entice a broader readership, while inviting his dedicatee to project his own image onto the deeds 

of fictionally construed characters such as Rinaldo. In the Historia imperiale, the history of the 

Crusades is imaginatively elaborated to suit the dedicatee’s political agenda and personal taste. 

Riccobaldo’s late medieval history was vigorously refashioned by Boiardo into a colourful 

narrative of battles and chivalric culture.443 In this case, the ‘psychological button’ pressed by the 

translator was intended to invite Duke Ercole I to recognise the translation as a powerful 

expression of political propaganda and self-image. 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
440 Celenza, Parallel Lives, p. 136. 
441 See Rizzi, ed., The Historia Imperiale by Riccobaldo Ferrarese. 
442 Ravenna, Biblioteca Classense, ms. 424, fol. 2r–v. 
443 See Rizzi, ed., The Historia Imperiale by Riccobaldo Ferrarese, and Zanato, Boiardo, pp. 105–18. 
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Introducing another translation, Boiardo alludes to having transformed classical sources into 

vernacular for the benefit of the ruler and general reader. Yet again the translator invokes 

‘usefulness’ to underscore the topicality of ancient history for the ruler. Prefacing his version of 

Herodotus’s Historie (c. 1475)—from the Latin translation by Lorenzo Valla—Boiardo remarks 

that it is an ancient custom for illustrious men to share with the broader community information 

that has just been unearthed either through one’s research (‘o per suo ingegno’), or by the work 

of others (‘o per la dimostratione de altrui’). Translation, adds Boiardo, is an important means 

through which knowledge can be transferred and made accessible to the ‘public’ community. 

This is no simple task: Boiardo mentions Cicero’s Latin translations from Xenophon, Aratus, and 

Plato as well-known examples of how even the most distinguished ancient author did not 

succeed in producing a polished and eloquent translation. Translating is difficult, Boiardo 

declares, especially when it comes to imitating the eloquence of an illustrious historian such as 

Herodotus.444 Nevertheless, translation, Boiardo writes, provides ‘enjoyment and usefulness to 

its listeners’.445 As rendered into the vernacular, the important lessons and entertaining qualities 

of Herodotus’s history can be reactivated and put into service by rulers and their court 

communities.  

 

Another example from Ferrara in the 1470s shows the vernacular translator framing his work as 

essential for a discerning ruler wishing to perfect his expertise in arms and to enjoy history. 

Battista Panetti (c. 1439–97), Prior of the Carmelite monastery of St Paul in Ferrara, and secret 

councillor of Ercole I, translated a vernacular version of Josephus Flavius’s Antiquitates 

                                                
444 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha H. 3. 22., fol. 2r–v: ‘a me di certo saria stato impossible et a molti altrui forse 
difficillimo el seguire non che l’imitare la eloquentia di questo auctore’. On the trope of translation as a difficult task 
see Chapter Five. 
445 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. H. 3. 22., fol. 2v. 
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Iudaicae (a text dating to the first century CE).446 Panetti’s preface praises the Duke of Ferrara 

for his interest in histories: ‘non è donche se non laudabile lo tuo desiderio excellentissimo 

principe che hai circa le historie le quale sì de greco come de latino fai in lingua materna 

interpretare: a ziò che come homo più presto ne le arme che negli studii exercitato le possi 

intendere senza obscuritade alcuna’ [‘your wish to have Greek and Latin histories translated into 

your mother tongue can only be praised, for [you], a man expert in arms as in the humanities, can 

now understand them without impediment’].447  

 

A more substantial project of transforming ancient history for the benefit of the dedicatee is 

Andrea Cambini’s vernacular translation of Biondo Flavio’s Decades. Also at the court of 

Ercole I, in 1489 Manfredo de’ Manfredi wrote to the Duke of Ferrara to announce that 

Cambini’s vernacular translation of Biondo Flavio’s Decades was in his hands and ready to be 

dispatched. In the letter Manfredi adds: 

Son certo che ne piglierà piacere leggendolo, perché, com’egli mi ha detto, vi 
si contengono molte cose degne di memoria de la sua Ill. Casa da Este.448 

[I am certain that you, Ercole, will enjoy it, because Cambini has told me that 
his work contains several notable accounts of your family]. 

The genealogy of the Este family was very dear to Ercole I. Cambini therefore presented the 

duke with an important account of the Este power and politics in the early fifteenth-century. 

Cambini had been asked to produce this translation while he was working in Ferrara during the 

years 1482‒83. The request was prompted by Ercole I’s strong interest in the history of Italy, and 

by the fact that Flavio’s text was circulating widely across the Italian peninsula; by 1483 it was 

                                                
446 See Andreasi, La biblioteca di frate Giovanni Battista Panetti, and Bertoni, La biblioteca estense, pp. 128–29. 
447 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. O. 3. 4., fol. 2r–v. 
448 Cappelli, ‘Lettere di Lorenzo de’ Medici’, p. 320.  
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published in Venice.449 Cambini was a distinguished member of the Medicean party, and well 

connected with the Florentine ruling elite and intellectual network. He engaged in several 

epistolary exchanges with Lorenzo de’ Medici’s personal secretary Niccolò Melozzi, and with 

Lorenzo himself.450 Cambini’s mission in Ferrara was a delicate affair, as it coincided with the 

most decisive stage of the war between Venice and Ferrara before its peaceful resolution on 7 

August 1484.  

 

By 1491, Cambini’s translation was ready to be sent to the Duke of Ferrara.451 However, the text 

that was presented to the court of Ferrara was a substantially modified version of Flavio’s text. 

As Cambini himself outlines in the preface, he added three entirely new sections. The first 

appears between the second and third Decades: this new material covers important events from 

the years 1402‒18 (from the death of Gian Galeazzo Visconti to the early years of the papacy of 

Martin V). The other two sections follow from the third Decas, and extend Flavio’s narrative 

from the year 1440 to 22 March 1450—the day on which Francesco Sforza entered Milan with 

his wife Bianca Maria Visconti and their son Galeazzo Maria.452 At this point Flavio’s narrative 

ends abruptly after the first chapter of the fourth Decas, warranting Cambini’s insertion of new 

material. Cambini’s first and second additions are introduced by means of prefaces. In the second 

of these prefaces the translator presents Book Four as his own work, although at least half of this 

                                                
449 Printed by ‘Octavianum Scotum Modoetiensem’. See Guerrieri, ‘Fra storia e letteratura’, p. 394. 
450 Guerrieri, ‘Fra storia e letteratura’. 
451 The transmission of Cambini’s work is complex: the codex Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ashburn. 
541 contains the translation of the first Decas, while Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II. III. 59 has the 
translation of books 8–10 of the second Decas, an ‘added book’ (‘libro adgiunto’, fol. 101r), the third Decas, and two 
more added books with a preface. There are also two further versions of the translation in two manuscripts held in 
Toledo, Archivio y Biblioteca Capitulares. See Guerrieri, ‘Fra storia e letteratura’, pp. 394–95. 
452 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II. III. 59., fol. 284r: ‘ci è paruto essendo esseno rimaste imperfette per 
la morte sua di seguitarle almeno (havendo egli lasciato di fermare lo anno millequattrocenquaranta) infino allo anno 
millequattrocentoquarantanove, nel qual tempo il conte Francesco Sforza si insignorì in Lonbardia dello stato de’ 
Visconti’. 
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material is lifted from Flavio’s work. Having translated three Decades, Cambini must have 

realised that Flavio’s abrupt ending could be improved. Cambini’s aim was to make the work 

‘perfect’ (‘et l’opera sua fosse perfetta’), and for this reason he did not shy away from adding 

more narrative detail also in the opening section of the third Decas.453 Cambini explains: 

mi accorsi, leggendo il principio di essa terza deca, et egli vi mancava la 
narrazione delle cose massimamente importanti seguite dallo anno mille 
quattrocento due et morì Giovan Galeazzo primo duca di Milano infino allo 
anno millequattrocendiciassette.454 

[while reading the opening of the third Decas, I realised that several important 
details on the events immediately after the death of Gian Galeazzo, first Duke 
of Milan (1402) and the year 1417 were missing]. 

The vernacular translator notes that Flavio had omitted crucial events for the history of the 

Sforza, and the names and lives of four popes (from Boniface IX to Martin V). Flavio had also 

left out the great schisms that plagued the greater part of Quattrocento Italy, including the news 

of the Council of Constance (1414–18).455 Such obvious exclusions prompted the translator to 

turn to other sources for that period and create a montage from Flavio’s text, bringing the 

narrative closer to present.456 Yet Cambini’s claim to have added substantial sections to the 

source text is in several cases untenable.457 Nonetheless, Cambini presents himself as a historian, 

updating and reorganising the narrative while also striving for textual coherence and accessibility 

(‘buona narratione’). Cambini claims to have improved the Latin text, which lacked significant 

historical details (‘egli vi mancava […] cose massimamente importanti’). In this light, whether 

Cambini did or did not make such changes to Biondo’s text is irrelevant: the translator invites the 

                                                
453 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II. III. 59., fol. 284v. 
454 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II. III. 59., fol. 284r. 
455 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II. III. 59., fol. 284r–v. 
456 ‘ricercando gli scritti che di que’ tempi si trovano’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II. III. 59., 
fol. 284v). 
457 Guerrieri, ‘I “libri adgiunti” di Andrea Cambini’, pp. xxxiv–xxxvii. See also Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 
‘Biondo, Flavio’. 
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Duke of Ferrara to believe that he is being offered a more accurate and topical version of the 

Latin text. Implied in Cambini’s work is the notion that an improved historical narrative will help 

rulers improve their leadership skills.  

 

In at least one case, the promised transformation of texts and rulers involved collaboration 

between two generations of translators. In 1476, Jacopo di Poggio Bracciolini (1442‒78) 

completed his vernacular translation of Xenophon’s Cyropaedia. The text comprises both his 

father’s preface, addressed to the King Alfonso I of Naples, followed by new preface written by 

Jacopo Bracciolini to the same ruler. Here Jacopo describes himself as ‘herede di mio padre alla 

tua Maestà’ [‘inheritor of my father before your Majesty’].458 In Jacopo’s preface, King 

Ferrante I, son of Alfonso, is represented as the fitting heir to his father, which establishes a 

parallel between the ruler and the translator, both being the legacy of the forebears, and the 

righteous agents of useful knowledge.459 The foregrounding of father-son relationships 

underscores the beneficial power of translation: as father Bracciolini indicated that his Latin 

translation was useful for and worthy of King Alfonso I, the son Bracciolini declares to the 

king’s son that by reading his translation he will understand ‘come debba esser fatto un degnio et 

perfecto signore et quali opere sieno mezo ad fare lui immmortale et li populi sottoposti al suo 

governo felicissimi’ [‘how a worthy and perfect lord should be and what deeds are necessary to 

make him immortal and his subjects happy’].460 Jacopo Bracciolini’s preface collapses antiquity 

and the contemporary history of Naples ruled by kings Alfonso and Ferrante. Presented in the 

vernacular, the skills of Cyrus became akin to those of King Ferrante I, in the same way that the 

Latin Cyrus by Poggio fitted the image of King Alfonso I. The son Bracciolini built on his 

                                                
458 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXIII 60, fol. 1v. 
459 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXIII 60, fol. 1v. 
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father’s authority as a Latin scholar and translator to renew the fame of the Aragonese dynasty. 

As Poggio explains in his preface to his Latin version of the Cyropaedia: 

Cum plures qui graeca ad latinos hac aetate transtulissent magnam essent 
laudem suae industriae et ingenii consecuti, et ipse quoque experiundum duxi 
an aliquid excudere possim quod mihi honori et dignitati foret.461 

[Many men of our time acquired considerable fame for their skills and work by 
translating any work from Greek into Latin. As a result, I decided to see 
whether I could also gain dignity and honour by undertaking a similar task]. 

The older Bracciolini proposed that Latin translation could result in authority and prestige for the 

humanist. And, by translating his father’s Latin version into vernacular, Jacopo Bracciolini 

adopted the same authoritative stance: both kings, like the father and son humanists, can learn 

from their translations.  

 

To support their promise of beneficial transformation for their rulers and readers, translators 

needed to affirm the authority of their work, and point out the topicality of the text they had 

chosen to translate. Once again, Bruni stands as an exemplar for the promotion of the translator’s 

authoritative role. In his Latin translation from Polybius’s work known as De primo bello punico 

(1422), Leonardo Bruni describes how his passion for ancient histories drove him to scour the 

work of auctores and scriptores who narrated the first war between Carthaginians and 

Romans.462 Bruni states that he had examined the work of Polybius and other historians so as to 

produce a ‘fuller account’ (‘pleniora notitia’) of the war. These historians are Fabius Pictor, an 

ancient writer of great authority (‘precipue tamen auctoritatis Fabius Pictor vetustus sane 

auctore’); Philinus of Acragas, who explicated the history in Greek (‘Phylinus carthaginensis 

                                                                                                                                                       
460 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXIII 60, fol. 2v. 
461 Bracciolini, Opera omnia, IV, p. 675. 
462 ‘incunabulis scriptores eius auctoresque recensebo’ (Reynolds, ‘Bruni and Perotti Present a Greek Historian’, p. 
109). 
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graecis litteris idem bellum explicuit’); Polybius, compiler of the Annals (‘annalium conditor’), 

and Livy, the father of Roman history (‘Livius patavinus romanae historiae pater’). Following 

the late medieval format of the accessus, in which the ancient authors’ names and intentions are 

revealed, Bruni exalts the authority of ancient authors such as Polybius and Livy, and their texts, 

as transcendent and immutable.463 In late medieval and scribal cultures, auctores, or authors, 

were ‘texts, not people’.464 In this preface, Bruni creates a clear hierarchy, in which Livy, 

Polybius, and Fabius are authors, while other ancient writers such as Philinus are compilers or 

commentators (‘scriptores’). When presenting himself, Bruni collapses the roles of reader and 

commentator: in the same preface, he confesses to searching texts on the great deeds and 

histories of the ancients incessantly—by means of reading—and describes his own work based 

on these ancient texts as ‘commentary’ (‘commentaria’).465 At first it seems that Bruni is placing 

himself at the same level of the commentators (‘scriptores’) whose work affirms the authority of 

ancient authors (Polybius and Livy). This is consistent with the tradition of medieval prefaces to 

texts with an all-important authorial lineage; the same tradition was also invoked in Trecento 

volgarizzamenti. For instance, in one vernacular version of the Rhetorica ad Herennium, the 

translator introduces the ‘new rhetoric’ which was written, the translator explains, by Cicero who 

is the author (‘che esso è l’autore’), whereas the translator is copyist (‘scriptore’) or the manual 

worker (‘manovale operatore’).466 

 

                                                
463 There is vast literature on accessus. See at least Minnis, Medieval Theory of Authorship, and Copeland, Rhetoric, 
Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages. 
464 Carruthers, The Book of Memory, p. 190. See also Ascoli, Dante and the Making of a Modern Author, pp. 21–44. 
465 ‘mente et cogitatione libens complector, resque ab illis gestas, in quibus huius soli decus et gloria continetur 
omnibus esse cognitas quam maxime opto […] haec ipsa commentaria scribenda’. On the difference between 
commentaria and history see Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 67. 
466 I quote from Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II I 68, fol. 7r. I will return to this passage in the 
Conclusion. 
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On further reading of Bruni’s 1422 preface, however, it becomes clear that he was fashioning 

himself not only as reader and commentator, but as the new author of the De primo bello Punico: 

Bruni asserts his license to freely reinterpret (‘meo arbitrio’) the sources in order to produce a 

new authoritative account of the war. By doing so, Bruni effectively transformed Polybius’s 

history into narrative focussed on Rome, or a Romanised version of the Greek text. 

Consequently, Bruni shifted some of the authority from the shoulders of the ancient Greek and 

Roman historians onto his own, with reference to his efforts as reader, translator, and author. 

Bruni’s strategy, which became dominant in Quattrocento translation, was to express respect for 

the authority of ancient authors while transfiguring the auctoritas of the translated text, and 

collapsing the medieval categories associated with the rhetoric of authority: auctor, scriptor, 

compilator, and commentator are all assumed into the newly coined term traductor, as discussed 

in Chapter Four. 

 

A very similar condensation of categories as part of claiming authority was soon widespread in 

the paratexts of Quattrocento translators. In his vernacular translation of Caesar’s Commentarii 

de bello Gallico (1438), dedicated to Filippo Maria Visconti, Pier Candido Decembrio stated that 

he translated (‘traducto’) the Latin text, resolved the disputed attribution of the work, and 

transformed its structure by assigning the first seven books to Caesar and the seven further books 

to Aulus Hirtius.467 The translator imparts such detail about his conscientious engagement with 

the Latin source text to substantiate his claim of having restored the text to its rightful author, 

and disproved the ‘many’ who had attributed this work to ‘other Latin authors’ such as Suetonius 

                                                
467 See Zaggia, Appunti, pp. 322–26, and Morel-Fatio, ‘La traduction des Commentaires’. For this translation I 
consulted Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chig. M.VII.156. 
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or Julius Celsus.468 At last the Latin text is returned to its author, and the vernacular translation 

can finally ‘describe’ those events narrated by Caesar. In this preface, Decembrio uses 

‘descripto’ and ‘descripti’ (‘described’) to explain both Caesar’s writing and his own translation, 

conflating the roles of author and translator.469  

 

Mirroring the Ruler 

After translating the seven books of Caesar’s Commentarii, Decembrio dedicated the following 

seven books—attributed to Aulus Hirtius—to Iñigo d’Avalos, who was in 1435‒40 at the 

Milanese court of the Visconti. Decembrio encourages this influential member of the Neapolitan 

court—temporarily based in Milan as a highly respected prisoner of war—to read his translation 

‘sì come un spechio ae preposto in cui adorni el tuo ingegno aciò che a la memoria de la paterna 

fama el nome tuo si coniunga’ [‘as a mirror through which you will adorn your intelligence so 

that your reputation will entwine with the fame of your father’].470 The mirror is a significant 

metaphor used by Quattrocento translators to encourage rulers and readers through flattery to 

reflect the authority and cultural capital of ancient histories onto their own image.  

 

Among Quattrocento rulers and humanists, comparison (comparatio) was a particularly 

successful rhetorical device. In his preface to a vernacular version of Panegirico di Caio Plinio 

Secondo in laude di Traiano (c. 1478), Lippo Brandolini presents himself to King Ferrante I of 

                                                
468 ‘Molti sonno già statti Serenissimo principo [Filippo Maria Visconti] li quali o per pocha noticia degli storie 
antique o per diffecto de litteratura hanno creduto che questi libri che di presente è traducto in volgare alla vostra 
Excelllentia non da Gaio Jullio Cesare ma d’alchuno altro licterato autore al suo nome descripti fussero’ (Vatican, 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chig. M.VII.156, fol. 1r). 
469 ‘quelli degl’istorie non bene eruditi s’intenderano el proprio vero alla vostra Excellentia da mi essere descripto 
[…] Per tanto non si maravgliano li diti libri essere descripti da Cesare’ (Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 
Chig. M.VII.156, fol. 1r). 
470 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chig. M.VII.156, fol. 124v. 
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Naples as a most faithful and committed servant.471 Brandolini expresses awareness that the king 

is surrounded by wealthier, more powerful, and wiser courtiers than he: however, the translator 

has no hesitation in pronouncing himself more loyal and loving than them all.472 Moreover, he 

refers to himself as the most apt and skilled servant among the Neapolitan courtiers. Brandolini 

exploits his reputation as intellectual and writer to rank himself above these competitors. His 

declared faithfulness towards his ruler is also a means to affirm the reputation and authority of 

the king. The translator establishes that he translated the Latin source and, in doing so, compared 

the account of Trajan’s qualities to notable qualities of the King Ferrante I. By reading the 

virtues and deeds of the emperor Trajan in ‘nostra commune et vulgare lingua traducere’ [‘our 

common and vulgar language’], King Ferrante will better appreciate his own qualities: ‘sì perché 

legendo le virtù di Traiano le sue medesime come in un lucedissimo specchio contemple et 

riconosca’ [‘so that by reading the virtues of Trajan you will recognise your own as if you were 

looking at your reflection on a clear mirror’].473 Brandolini makes it clear that his work both 

promotes the life of his dedicatee, and provides access to knowledge of past leadership that 

would otherwise be inaccessible, or at least inscrutable: ‘sì perché Vostra Maiestà per mio mezo 

habbia d’uno excellentissimo principe maggior et più perfecta notitia’ [‘through my work you 

will acquire a more accurate and exhaustive knowledge of the life of an excellent prince’].474 

Glorification of the contemporary sovereign is inextricably linked with the translator’s self-

promoting phrase concerning his skills; Brandolini goes on to explain that the vernacular 

                                                
471 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129, fol. 2r: ‘se non potentissimo pure fidelissimo servidore’. 
472 ‘ma più fidele o piu amante di me [...] so che non ne ha nessuno’ (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 
129, fol. 2r). 
473 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129, fol. 10r. 
474 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129, fol. 10r. 
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language used for his work could not match the elegance and dignity of Latin.475 Even so, the 

translator hastens to add that the instability of the vernacular did not preclude him from 

improving the source text and freeing it from lacunae and factual mistakes. In this preface the 

translator asserts his role as a cultural agent who actively reviews and improves the translated 

text for the benefit of the intended reader: 

Oltr’a cquesto [the fact that the vernacular is not as illustrious and elegant as 
Latin] ho trovato in quella oratione molti luoghi li quali erano sì per l’antichità 
de tempi sì per la negligentia dei passati sì per la incorreptione de testi tanto 
mendosi et depravati che ne ho con grandissima difficultà potuto trahere buona 
et perfecta sententia. Have pure tutte queste difficultà vinte et superate la 
incredibile mia inverso di Vostra Maestà benivolentia et ho con più diligentia 
et fede che ho potuto tradutta finalmente la oration di Plinio.476 

[Further, in this oration I found several passages to be corrupt and fallacious: 
this is because of mistakes made by ancient copyists and the poor state of the 
tradition of this text. Because of these problems it proved to be extremely 
difficult to produce an accurate and elegant version. Fortunately, my 
unfaltering affection towards you, your majesty, allowed me to overcome these 
difficulties: so I finally managed to translate Pliny’s oration with utmost 
diligence and devotion].  

 

In the final section of this preface the trope of the faithful servant is tied to the translator’s 

exegetical work on Pliny’s text: Brandolini employed the greatest diligence and responsibility 

(‘diligentia et fede’) in restoring the original text, philologically, to its ‘good and perfect 

meaning’ (‘buona et perfecta sententia’), and to cleanse it from the corruption and decay of time. 

As such, the translator presents himself as a scholar, no less, who brought closer the virtues and 

deeds of the ancient and contemporary leaders through accurate philological work.  

 

                                                
475 ‘così noi volendo di latino alcuna cosa in vulgare lingua traducere le parole et le sententie traducemo quella 
Romana elegantia quell’ornato quella gintileza non solamente traducere ma ancora con lingua significare et 
exprimere non potemo’ (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129, fols 10v–11r). 
476 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ital. 129, fol. 11r. 
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An ongoing concern expressed by Quattrocento vernacular translators is that of the ruler’s 

inability to read Latin, and his lack of time to devote to the study of eloquence. Lodovico 

Carbone’s vernacular version of Sallust’s Catilinae coniuratio (1470s) is dedicated to the 

stepbrother of Ercole I, Alberto d’Este. This is how the translator discloses his dedicatee’s 

unsteady mastery of Latin: 

per che, siando voi dati alli exercitij signorili, non havite havuto il tempo a 
poter imparare il senso litterale et noi che per vostri beneficij havemo 
acquistata la scientia delle lettere semo obbligati a dovervene fare participi.477 

[As you are occupied with your leadership duties, you had no time to study 
texts so that I am bound by your support and my expertise to share my 
knowledge with you]. 

Carbone recommends his skills and work in terms of usefulness: this translation makes a 

valuable ancient history linguistically accessible to his ‘signore’. Yet he also uses this project as 

a means to seek the favour of Alberto’s more powerful brother: ‘Però non vi scorde signor mio 

confirmarme ne l’amor del nostro gratiosissimo DUCA che una volta intenda et congnosca il mio 

nobile ingegno’ [‘I beg you not to forget, my lord, to recommend me to our most gracious Duke 

who will hopefully appreciate and understand my noble talent’].478  

 

Trained in Greek by Theodore Gaza, and in Latin by Guarino Guarini, Carbone fostered the Este 

rulers’ strong interest in history and warfare while enhancing the reputation of Ferrara’s studio 

by producing Latin orations and poetry to impress distinguished guests and audiences—such as 

Emperor Frederick III in 1469, and Pope Pius II in 1459.479 Both Latin and vernacular served in 

the rhetorical project of immortalising the reputation of the Este dynasty, and rehabilitating 

                                                
477 London, British Library, Additional 22337, fols 4v–5r. On this work see Gundersheimer, Ferrara, pp. 297–300). 
478  London, British Library, Additional 22337, fol. 5v. 
479 On Italian universities in the Quattrocento see Grendler, The Universities, pp. 99–106.  
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ancient texts. In his translation of Sallust’s narrative, Carbone fashions his role as vernacular 

translator and promoter of the ruler’s leadership accordingly:  

[H]avendo per certi et manifesti signi compriso quanto cara e grata ve sia stata 
quella mia volgare traductione del Catilinario de Salustio gravissimo et 
dignissimo historiographo mi è cresciuto l’animo a deverevi ancora vulgarizare 
il Iugurtino acioché più integramente habiati tucto quello si trova de questo 
nobilissimo autore et remanga eterna memoria del soavissimo nome vostro il 
quale ac tucta mia possanza mi sforzarò de inmortalizarlo.480 
 
[Having learned from clear and explicit signs that you had enjoyed my 
vernacular version of Sallust’s Catilinarium, I decided to vernacularise also the 
Iugurtinum, so that you can have a more complete collection of what can be 
found by this honourable author. I will also translate with all of my skills to 
immortalise your glorious reputation].  

 

The prefaces by Brandolini and Carbone show us a humanist vernacular translator explicitly 

placing his Latin scholarship at the service of his rulers. It is the scholar’s duty to reveal the 

beauty and usefulness of classical sources (‘simo obligati’), and the only way the non-Latinate 

readers can appreciate these texts is through vernacular translation. Most of the vernacular 

translators working for the Este family were well esteemed and well established Latin humanists 

such as Decembrio, Boiardo, and Niccolò Leoniceno (1428–1524): their authority, expertise, and 

willingness to translate into the vernacular made them indispensable collaborators in fashioning 

the prince’s self-image.  

 

Unsurprisingly, very often vernacular and Latin translators presented themselves to their rulers 

as ‘servants’, and ‘subjects’. Decembrio, whose life was spent between the courts of Milan, 

Ferrara, and Naples, closes his vernacular translation of Tito Livio Frulovisi’s Vita Henrici 

Quinti (1463) by presenting himself to Francesco Sforza as ‘P. Candido suo servo e subdito’ 

                                                
480 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, N. A. 472, fol. 33r. 
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(‘your servant and subject’).481 Decembrio’s statement of submission is immediately followed by 

a variation on the theme of the inherent difficulty of translation, hence part of the rhetoric of 

faithfulness and devotion, as well as the assertion of skills apposite to the task.482 Each text in 

vernacular translation could mirror and even magnify the high reputation and deeds of the 

ruler—while shining a direct light on the translators’ hard work, skills, and significant role as 

agent of knowledge transmission and political propaganda.  

 

‘Your lordship, make up my inaccuracies’ 

On occasion, humanists offered their vernacular translations to their illustrious dedicatees as 

imperfect or incomplete. They tended to attribute the imperfections to the instability of the 

vernacular language, or to their own failing talents. The scene was easily set, then, for mention of 

collaboration: with reference to the dedicatee’s intellectual skills, the translator invited the 

dedicatee’s assistance to improve or complete his work.  

 

Giovanni Albino offers an elaborate account of collaboration between translator and dedicatee 

aimed at ‘improving’ the translation. In 1481, Albino presented his vernacular translation of a 

selection from Plutarch’s Lives as indispensable for Ferrante I King of Naples.483 The translator 

identifies Plutarch’s text as the most important repository of knowledge and military ‘know-how’ 

for a prince:  

                                                
481 Vienna, Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, ms. 2610, fol. 58r. 
482 I quote from Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Urb. Lat. 922, fol. 1r, the slightly later version of the 
translation produced for Borso around 1466: ‘mi sono confortato grandemente consyderando che come questa 
traductione a la Signoria vostra serà piacevole a legere cossì a mi potrà essere grave in transferire’. The first version 
of this vernacular rendition of Frulovisi’s work is in the Vienna manuscript, dated 1463. See Zaggia, Appunti, 
pp. 341–42. 
483 On Albino see Dall’Oco, ‘Il principe, la storia e la retorica’, and Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Albino, 
Giovanni’. See also pp. @@. 
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de tucti scriptori greci et latini, invictissimo signor mio, nesciuno è dal quale la 
nostra vita magior doctrina et cognition de diverse cose possa haver che da 
Plutarcho, la quale diffusamente scrive [...] disciplina militare, optima 
administration de republice, summa eloquencia.484 

[among the Greek and Latin authors, my invincible Lord, no one better than 
Plutarch can offer a better knowledge and understanding of the art of war, 
governance, and eloquence. Plutarch writes much about these topics]. 

Albino recognises the king’s particular interest in the lives of ancient leaders. This, Albino adds, 

‘che è officio de optimo principe’ [‘is also the duty of a good prince’].485 Hence the task of the 

translator: to assist the ruler by making history more linguistically accessible for his princely 

purposes. Albino affirms that he has fulfilled this task by means of a thorough process of 

selection of passages from Plutarch’s text, and by translating from Latin into everyday language:  

ho electo da dui amplissimi volumi de Plutarcho quelle sentencie mi sono parse 
degne de memoria et che ogni di occorreno nel comon parlare.486 

[from the two sizeable volumes by Plutarch, I have chosen those sentences that 
I thought would be worth remembering and that would be useful in the 
everyday communication]. 

In this manuscript, the fashioning of the translation as an accessible ‘mirror of princes’, and the 

high value of the translator’s task in foregrounding the connection between ancient and 

contemporary deeds, are conveyed in a preciously illuminated frieze. This was painted by 

Cristoforo Maiorana, and includes the inscription and elegant handwriting of Giovan Rinaldo 

Mennio di Sorrento.487 The cultural value claimed for the translation is reflected in the material 

worth of the volume. The section of Albino’s text that most strongly invokes the dedicatee’s 

involvement in refining the translation is a postface. Here Albino reveals to Ferrante I that, had 

he published these lives before presenting this manuscript to his prince, he would have deserved 

                                                
484 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fol. 1r. 
485 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fol. 1v. 
486 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fol. 1v). 
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punishment.488 Albino goes on to preempt his reader’s disappointment arising from any 

inaccurate word or fact that the text might contain. The translator calls on his king’s influence 

and judgment to improve the text, insisting upon a vertical relationship between dedicatee and 

translator: ‘remetto ogne emendation di quelle dico sì ineptamente le havesse in la materna 

lingua traducte o vero malamente interpretate’ [‘I apologise for any of the corrections [that might 

be needed] if I have translated (‘traducte’) or rendered badly (‘malamente intepretate’) [Latin 

passages] in the vernacular’].489 By Albino’s own account recognition of the ruler’s discernment 

and influence empowered him in his work as translator: the verbs ‘interpretare’ and ‘tradurre’ are 

used, echoing Bruni, to refer to the different but related approaches of close rendering and active 

rewriting of the translated text. This explains why Albino points out that even the best of minds 

trip on a flat-surfaced road, and so his inept and rough mind will happily accept any correction, 

especially if it comes from ‘his Majesty’.490  

 

While obviously involving recourse to flattery, this postface can be summarised as an appeal for 

active collaboration. The translator fashions his collaboration with the ruler as an exclusive, 

almost surreptitiously private, exchange: the richly decorated dedication copy of this text is for 

the eyes of King Ferrante I only; it is only after the dedicatee has read, enjoyed, and improved 

the text that the work may finally be published widely, as Albino indicates in his paratext. King 

Ferrante I already owned at least two Latin versions of Plutarch’s Vitae, both with beautifully 

                                                                                                                                                       
487 See De Marinis, La biblioteca napoletana, II, p. 9. 
488 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fol. 56r–v.  
489 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fol. 56v. 
490 ‘considerato che spesse volte li grandi ingegni sogliono in lochi piani cespitare quanto più el mio rude et inepto 
pur volentieri patisce ogni emendation de qualsevoglia persona che habia giodicio molto magiormente il saldo et 
prudente parer de to Maestà’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fol. 56v). 
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illuminated and decorated title pages, and written in elegant cursive handwriting.491 Thus 

Albino’s vernacular and abridged version would have resonated with these Latin translations, 

and from a practical point of view must have expanded the reach and accessibility of Plutarch’s 

work within the Neapolitan court and beyond. At the same time, this vernacular translation was 

an opportunity for Albino to fashion himself as a reliable and influential historian: in his preface, 

he refers to a forthcoming history of the deeds of King Ferrante I and his son Alfonso—in this 

work Albino will be serving as ‘vero historico sensa admixtione alchuna de’ poetici figmenti’ [‘a 

true historian, without [including in the text] any addition of poetic figments’].492 The vernacular 

translator champions himself as a trustworthy historian in order to praise his reader more 

effectively. In this paratext, Albino aimed to raise his profile and reputation while promising his 

dedicatee a moral teaching from ancient history and an immortal reputation by means of history. 

 

In another earlier case, the translator even more insistently invokes the expertise of the dedicatee 

and ruler. In his 1456 vernacular translation of Bruni’s De bello gothico (1441), the Sienese 

humanist Lodovico Petroni (1409–78) downplays his own skills, and invites Galeazzo Maria 

Sforza to assist in improving the vernacular version: 

supplico ad quella [traductione] per te molto da esser notata quale esso miser 
Leonardo confessa haver lassata imperfetta per non hauer trovata chiara notitia 
cioè della morte di Totila […] et più non mi extenderò che in questo in altro 
sequirò tucto l’ordine di misser lionardo et la tua illustrissima signoria poterà 
iustamenti fare supplire alle mie imperitie et non limato parlare alla quale ex 
corde humili mi recomando.493 

                                                
491 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Lat. 5827 is a translation made c. 1473 by Filelfo with miniatures by 
Cola Rapicano and Gioacchino de Gigantibus; Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Lat. 5831 is a translation by 
Leonardo Giustiniani, also copied in 1473 and illuminated by Cola Rapicano. At the Neapolitan court there was also 
a Latin version of Plutarch’s lives of Fabius Maximus by Lapo Birago (first half of Quattrocento), dedicated to King 
Alfonso I. 
492 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Pal. 689, fol. 2r. The work Albino refers to here is most likely his De 
gestis regum Neapolitanorum. 
493 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chig. M.VI.133, fol. 1v. 
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[I beseech you to consider this translation of mine. [Its Latin source] had been 
left unfinished by Leonardo [Bruni], as Bruni himself confesses, because he 
could not find reliable information on the death of Totila […]. I will not say 
more except to mention that I will follow Leonardo’s narrative closely, and 
your lordship will be able to make up my inaccuracies and lack of style. I offer 
myself to you, with all of my heart]. 

 

Of course Quattrocento translators also used the paratext to invite collaboration from others who 

were not their rulers. Humanists often collaborated with one another, or invoked the assistance of 

established intellectuals to gain attention from their more powerful dedicatees. Petroni was 

closely associated with a number of prominent humanists such as Filelfo, Decembrio, and 

Lodrisio Crivelli.494 The Genoese humanist Bartolomeo Facio played a crucial role in a very well 

documented case of collaborative translation. Towards the end of his life, Alfonso I asked Facio 

to rework Pier Paolo Vergerio’s Latin translation of the second century CE Vita Alexandri by 

Arrian of Nicomedia. Vergerio had presented his translation to Holy Roman Emperor Sigismund. 

The emperor’s lack of proficiency in Latin explains the simplicity of Vergerio’s style, for which 

he was subsequently criticised.495 When, in 1454, a copy of Vergerio’s translation reached 

Naples, Facio set out to improve it. During the three years it took him to complete the task, Facio 

consulted also a Greek copy of the text and, in person, two distinguished Greek scholars, 

Theodore Gaza and Niccolò Sagundino.496  

 

                                                
494 Turrini, Ludovico Petroni, pp. 48–49. 
495 Bentley, Politics and Culture in Renaissance Naples, p. 107. As Joan Maria Cinico wrote about Vergerio’s and 
Facio’s versions of Arrian: ‘fu de lingua grecha in ydioma latino da Paulo Vergerio a Sigismondo Imperatore 
traducto, el quale non aveva doctrina né alcuna eloquentia. Ma Bartholomeo Facio, homo doctissimo et 
famosissimo, vedendo el divino re Alfonso de Sicilia sempre invicto essere non solamente docto ma eloquentissimo, 
lo elimò, et correcto et terso lo intitulò a la sua immortale celsitudine, accioché ad ipso fussero comuni et 
manifestamente noti li gesti di colui’—see Corfiati and Sciancalepore, ‘“Et non se trova in libraria”’, p. 112. 
496 Corfiati and Sciancalepore, ‘“Et non se trova in libraria”’, p. 107. 
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The vernacular translators examined in this chapter framed their versions of Greek and Latin 

histories as essential tools for the intellectual improvement and enjoyment of their rulers. The 

translators’ ability to persuade the dedicatees of the utility and pleasure of their translations 

hinged on the presentation, in their prefaces, of the transformation power of the source texts, and 

on extending to the ruler an invitation to ‘perfect’ the work. As Petroni’s statement quoted above 

shows, Quattrocento translators also carefully spelled out their relationship with their rulers and, 

more generally, to their readers. Recurrent words such as ‘servant’ and ‘yours’, also helped to 

express beneficial connections with their dedicatees, and to convey the nature and aim of their 

translative efforts. It is to the more personal aspects of these connections, or to paratextual 

expressions of more equal and deeply personal relationship that the following chapter turns.  
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7 

Friends Gifting Vernacular Translations 

 

In the fifteenth-century, masculine friendship—‘amicitia’ and its vernacular variants—was 

understood to encompass several kinds of relationships; it was recognised as both utilitarian and 

affective in nature, and required all parties to observe particular behaviours, including respect, 

helpfulness, and gratitude. Friends offered and received in return services, favours, or similar 

benefits.497 The well-known novella about Manetto ‘the fat woodcarver’ shows powerfully how 

Quattrocento male friendship hinged on the appreciation of skills, and on mutual respect. In the 

version written by Antonio di Tuccio Manetti in the 1480s, the woodcarver fails to join his 

friends for a dinner. His absence is interpreted as a snub to his friends, who were all of higher 

rank. For this reason he is punished with a cruel trick, or beffa.498 

 

To avoid disgrace, friends in fifteenth-century Italy nurtured utilitarian and affective 

relationships with others of higher social status. In 1476, Andrea Cambini (c. 1445‒1528), for 

instance, dedicated his vernacular translations of Cicero’s De senectute and De amicitia, Bruni’s 

Cicero, and Cornelius Nepos’s De vita Pomponii Attici to Antonio and Lorenzo di Bernardo 

Medici as a sign of friendship with them.499 These two Medici brothers belonged to the highest 

echelon of the Florentine ruling class. In 1479, Antonio would be sent by Lorenzo il Magnifico 

to Constantinople to return to Florence with Bernardo Bandini, who had murdered Giuliano 

Medici in the Pazzi conspiracy. Lorenzo di Bernardo Medici became commissioner of Borgo San 

                                                
497 See de Beer, The Poetics of Patronage, pp. 112–13, and Kent, Friendship, Love, and Trust. 
498 Ruggiero, Machiavelli in Love, pp. 88–96. 
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Sepolcro in 1490. In the preface to his translation, Cambini emphasises his connection with the 

dedicatees: they shared stately and private affairs, so it was appropriate for him to show them 

some of his ‘studii’.500 Cambini also reminds his friends that he is related to them by blood: ‘as 

you are close to me by blood and [intellectual] affinity, and because we have been friends for a 

long time’.501 By the time Cambini dedicated these works to the Medici brothers, he had already 

offered them a vernacular version of Marsilio Ficino’s Epistolae.502 The translator’s strong 

assertion of his connection to the Medici family may appear overstated, considering that Cambini 

and his family had always been close to the Florentine bankers.503 The vernacular translator is, 

however, addressing an audience larger than the two Medici brothers: he claims that these 

translations are universally useful (‘universalmente a ciaschuno non inutile’), and extremely 

enjoyable (‘giocondissima’).504 Further, the translator promises benefits for all agents involved in 

the translation: he offers his ‘exercises’ to his dedicatees as part of seeking symbolic capital for 

himself—that is, prestige, recognition, and a more visible connection with the Medici. In turn, 

the translator assures the dedicatees that they will gain cultural capital from the gift, which 

includes insight, in the vernacular, into Cicero’s views on friendship and old age.505 In what has 

been described as the ‘gift culture of humanist friendship’, cultural and symbolic forms of capital 

                                                                                                                                                       
499 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXI 72. On the two Medici see Grassellini and Fracassini, 
Profili, pp. 41, 149–50, and 206. 
500 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXI 72, fol. 1v: ‘diliberai […] ’sendo tra noi tutte l’altre cose et 
publiche et private comuni etiamdio con voi qualche parte degli studii mia chomunicassi’. 
501 Here is the full passage: ‘Et certamente a chi dovevo io più tosto adriçare le mie vigilie et exercitationi che a 
coloro e’ quali ’sendomi per affinità et coniunctione di sangue coniuncti et co’ quali ’sendo con somma copula 
d’amicizia continuamente vixuto, in tutte le cose prospere et adverse mi sono suti sempre unicho riceptaculo et 
rifugio’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXI 72, fol. 1v). Cambini’s paternal grandmother was 
Antonio and Lorenzo’s aunt. See Guerrieri, Fra storia, p. 384. 
502 Rome, Biblioteca Casanatese, ms. 1297. This copy is dated 1476. See Kristeller, Iter Italicum, II, p. 101, and VI 
p. 162. 
503 Between the early 1470s and the end of the century, Cambini took on several important diplomatic and political 
roles in the Medici service. See Guerrieri, Fra storia, pp. 413–16. 
504 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXI 72, fol. 1v. 
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often overlapped; hence the production of a beautifully illuminated manuscript that contained 

ancient wisdom and practical advice was a potential source of prestige and intellectual 

betterment for the translators as well as the dedicatees and readers.506  

 

The example of Cambini’s 1476 dedication illustrates the dynamics of gifting vernacular 

translations to friends and close allies in Quattrocento Italy. A context for such expression of 

friendship was the culture of active collaboration between translators, dedicatees, and readers. 

The wording of Cambini’s dedication shows how the use of the term ‘amico’, or the Latin word 

amicitia, was intended to convey more than a personal familiarity. For Aristotle, a city could not 

exist without citizens who shared the same values and goals. He considered political friendship 

(Philia politike) essential in a virtuous community.507 Friendship, solidarity, and shared values 

were the conditio sine qua non. Expressions of friendship also signified endearment and the 

search for mutual benefit. The amicitia discussed by Cicero in De amicitia and De officiis was a 

relationship that encompassed an exchange of attentions, services, or goods. Only ‘virtuous men’ 

could experience a truly perfect friendship, in which virtue was both the precondition and goal of 

the relationship. Cicero’s notion of friendship is more personal than Aristotle’s: in the De 

                                                                                                                                                       
505 ‘il perché giudicando la cognitione di quelle cose che in esso si contengono doverti essere non inutile, similmente 
parendomi la materia accomodata et della nostra familiarità degna’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. 
XXI 72, fol. 31v). 
506 ‘Culture creates social structures and is shaped by existing ones’: Neidhardt, ‘Kultur und Gesellschaft’, p. 15. I 
have used the translation of this passage into English from Wolf and Fukari, Constructing a Sociology of 
Translation, p. 5. On the use of symbolic, cultural, and economic capital in translation studies see Lefevere, 
‘Translation Practice(s) and the Circulation of Cultural Capital’. 
507 See Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, IX, 116b: ‘Concord appears therefore to mean friendship between citizens, 
which indeed is the ordinary use of the term; for it refers to the interests and concerns of life’. 
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amicitia affection (caritas) and benevolence (benevolentia) are described as indispensable for 

true friendship.508  

 

There is a tension, however, in Cicero’s discussion of friendship: on the one hand, friendship 

should not be driven by need and weakness; on the other hand, friendship is essentially based on 

a ‘mutual interchange’.509 One should aspire to perfectly disinterested friendship, while knowing 

that any kind of friendship entails an exchange of sorts. Defining the nature of the exchange, and 

what each friend will receive from it, is a feature of many fifteenth-century translators’ prefaces 

addressed to ‘friends’. To some extent, the explication of the exchange was even more important 

than the affirmation of friendship.  

 

Cicero’s dialogue on friendship was widely known to Quattrocento vernacular writers and 

readers. Dante had made substantial use of Cicero (and Aristotle) when writing on friendship in 

Convivio and Commedia.510 Direct references to Cicero can be found also in the poems 

composed and performed in Florence, on 22 October 1441, for the Certame coronario, a 

competition for the best vernacular poem on the theme of friendship.511 These poems were 

copied several times and were in high demand from leaders and readers throughout Quattrocento 

                                                
508 Cicero, On Old Age. On Friendship. On Divination, pp. 130–31: ‘Est enim amicitia nihil aliud nisi omnium 
divinarum humanarumque rerum cum benevolentia et caritate consensio’ (‘For friendship is nothing else than an 
accord in all things, human and divine, conjoined with mutual goodwill and affection’). 
509 Cicero, On Old Age. On Friendship. On Divination, pp. 136–39: ‘Saepissime igitur mihi de amicitia cogitanti 
maxime illud considerandum videri solet, utrum propter imbecillitatem atque inopiam desiderata sit amicitia, ut 
dandis recipiendisque meritis, quod quisque minus per se ipse posset, id acciperet ab alio vicissimque redderet, an 
esset hoc quidem proprium amicitiae, sed antiquior et pulchrior et magis a natura ipsa profecta alia causa’ (‘The 
oftener, therefore, I reflect on friendship, the more it seems to me that consideration should be given to the question, 
whether the longing for friendship is felt on account of weakness and want, so that by the giving and receiving of 
favours one may get from another and in turn repay what he is unable to procure of himself; or, although this mutual 
interchange is really inseparable from friendship, whether there is not another cause, older, more beautiful, and 
emanating more directly from Nature herself’). 
510 Modesto, Dante’s Idea of Friendship, pp. 43–57. 
511 Bertolini, ‘Agon Stephanites’; Kent, Friendship, Love, and Trust, pp. 17–25. 
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Italy. One poem states that a friend who wishes to contract a friendship ‘for his own ends / is a 

travesty of a friend’.512 Another poem declares that the only true friendship is with God, and ‘all 

the rest is partisanship’.513 These verses underscore two key points: friendship is about achieving 

the good for both partners, and, apart from the perfect love for God, all friendships aspire to 

perfection but are, to different degrees, imperfect. It is in this light that Francesco d’Altobianco 

degli Alberti, in his contribution to the Certame coronario, praised utilitarian friendship: as Dale 

Kent has noted, in early Quattrocento Florence ‘the profitable element of friendship is praised, 

welcomed, and happily enjoyed’.514 

 

Cambini’s preface of 1476 emphasises the importance of exchange in his relationship with the 

Medici brothers. In effect, he outlines this friendship as a collaborative exchange of economic, 

cultural, and social forms of capital to the advantage of all involved. The quality of mutuality 

ascribed to friendship distinguishes the translations presented in this chapter, which explores 

how Quattrocento vernacular translators invoked the theme of friendship to fashion their 

collaboration with their dedicatees and readers. Translators used the language of friendship as a 

rhetorical means—adopted by ancient poets such as Martial and Ovid—to elicit mutual 

benefit.515 The affirmations in the translators’ paratexts did not necessarily reflect ‘real’ 

relationships. It is useful to recollect here that manuscripts such as Cambini’s were published by 

circulation: in such a situation of ‘user publication’ the text was offered to the dedicatee within a 

                                                
512 The translation is from Kent, Friendship, Love, and Trust, p. 23. 
513 Kent, Friendship, Love, and Trust, p. 24. 
514 Kent, Friendship, Love, and Trust, p. 31. 
515 de Beer, The Poetics of Patronage, pp. 111–19. See also Nauta, The Poetry for Patrons, and Mews and 
Chiavaroli, ‘The Latin West’, pp. 95–110. 
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strong culture of sharing books, quires, and letters.516 Translators’ statements are interpreted in 

the context of this scribal milieu of receiving and gifting manuscripts. 

 

Open Expressions of Friendship 

For Aristotle, usefulness was something to be shared between friends.517 His treatise, known as 

Nichomachean Ethics, does not define friendship, but discusses the various types of friendship: 

perfect—driven by virtue and practised by good people; accidental—where usefulness and 

enjoyment play a crucial part, and unequal—when friends are not on the same social, age, or 

cultural level. Friends, Aristotle remarks, are such because each wants the best for the other: 

reciprocity informs and shapes friendship even when disparity is a factor, for instance, in the 

relationship between a prince and his advisers. Friendship, Aristotle adds, needs to be 

demonstrated openly.518 

 

As such, open display of friendship is a prominent theme in Quattrocento translators’ paratexts 

and can be read in words of respect and allegiance. The translators refer to friendship to 

strengthen links between the personal, public, and political realms that underpinned the 

production of texts, and more particularly to point out links between social and leading 

humanists. When later copies of these translations were made for new readers, the dedicatory 

letters were often included, reproducing the original indications of the social network and 

motives underscoring the translator’s project. For instance, a composite, early sixteenth-century 

manuscript in the Laurentian Library contains a brief message by Jacopo Bracciolini to his friend 

                                                
516 The expression ‘user publication’ is from Love, The Culture and Commerce of Texts, pp. 79–83. See also 
Richardson, Manuscript Culture in Renaissance Italy, pp. 34–38. 
517 Price, Love and Friendship, pp. 131–61. 
518 Ceron, L’amicizia civile e gli amici del Principe, pp. 16–17. 
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Girolamo di Carlo Strozzi (c. 1441‒c. 1482). This paragraph was copied by an unknown 

sixteenth-century hand, to introduce a vernacular version of Poggio Bracciolini’s first invective 

against Francesco Filelfo.519 In this excerpt, Jacopo Bracciolini agrees to his friend’s request to 

turn Chapter LXXXV of Sallust’s Bellum Iugurthinum—containing Gaius Marius’s oration 

against the Roman nobility—into the Florentine vernacular.520 It has been suggested that 

Marius’s oration would have represented, in the eyes of Bracciolini and his friend Strozzi, a 

strong criticism of the Medici. Bracciolini’s translation served most likely as a bold political 

message, and an implicit invitation to act against the Medicean family, which could be said to 

have culminated with the Pazzi conspiracy and Bracciolini’s death.521  

 

Indeed, Bracciolini’s promise in the preface that his friend will learn ‘new things’ does suggest 

that this vernacular version of Marius’s oration was to be read as a criticism of the authoritarian 

rule of Lorenzo de’ Medici.522 Bracciolini’s translation leverages the literary authority of Poggio, 

his father, to turn ancient Greek or Latin texts into abrasive political messages in the vernacular. 

The friendship between Bracciolini and Girolamo Strozzi had already been cemented through a 

series of publications: Strozzi had assisted Jacopo with the publication of the vernacular 

translation of Poggio’s Historiae.523 Strozzi also commissioned the publication of Cristoforo 

Landino’s vernacular version of Pliny’s Naturalis historia, printed in Venice in 1476 by Nicolas 

Jenson.524 The success of Jenson’s publication, which brought Landino fifty florins, suggests that 

Jacopo Bracciolini also earned a respectable sum from the printed, vernacular edition of his 

                                                
519 The vernacular translation is probably by Jacopo Bracciolini himself. See Fubini and Caroti, ed., Poggio 
Bracciolini nel VI centenario, p. 56. 
520 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 61.41, fol. 107v. 
521 Bausi, ‘“Paternae artis haeres’”, pp. 177–83. 
522 ‘farti ogni dì più intendere qualche cosa nuova’ (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 61.41, 
fol. 107v). 
523 Published in Venice, in 1476, by French printer Jacques Le Rouge. 
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father’s Historiae. The friendship between Bracciolini and Strozzi did not simply provide 

economic gains, but also strengthened political alliances by producing strongly polemical 

translations into the Florentine vernacular. The fact that an excerpt from Bracciolini’s translation 

was copied in a sixteenth-century miscellany attests to the impact of Bracciolini’s gift to his 

friend: clearly, the anti-Medicean connotation of Bracciolini’s translation held interest and 

currency beyond the two friends.  

 

This example of a dedicatory letter being copied by a later hand is not uncommon in the 

Quattrocento. Several Quattrocento copies of Bruni’s Latin translations also reproduce the letter 

dedicating his Latin version of St Basil’s Oratio ad iuvenes (1400) to his master and friend 

Coluccio Salutati. Similarly, Bruni’s version of Xenophon’s De tyranno is addressed to another 

friend, Niccolò Niccoli. These translations are dedicated to friends of a similar or higher 

intellectual calibre, and copies of these dedications magnify and extend these public statements 

of political and cultural allegiance past their named dedicatee. The social and cultural forms of 

capital created by these textual gifts were reactivated every time further copies were made.  

 

Sometimes translators directly addressed their named friend and a broad readership. For instance, 

a beautifully illuminated codex held in the University library of Valencia contains a copy of 

Bartolomeo Fonzio’s vernacular version of Phalaris, epistulae (c. 1471). In his preface, Fonzio 

mentions the names of all the agents involved in the production and reception of this Greek text: 

the pseudo-author of the Greek letters; the Latin translator Francesco Accolti; the dedicatee of 

the Latin version (Malatesta Novello, Lord of Cesena); Fonzio himself as the vernacular 

translator, and the dedicatee of the vernacular translation, Francesco Baroncini. Public display of 

                                                                                                                                                       
524 Bausi, ‘“Paternae Artis Haeres’”, p. 175. 
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friendship is the declared motive behind Fonzio’s vernacular translation of Phalaris’s letters: 

Fonzio addresses his dedicatee-friend as the only fitting receiver of his ‘primi frutti’ (‘first 

fruits’).525 He also explains that these letters are useful for the Florentine community, 

underscoring the broader utility and appeal of the translation.526 Little is known about the 

dedicatee, except that he was certainly well connected with the Florentine circle of influential 

humanists.527 The letters attributed to the sixth century BCE Sicilian tyrant Phalaris circulated 

widely throughout the Renaissance.528 Translated into Latin by Francesco Accolti, this work was 

copied and printed repeatedly into the sixteenth century and seventeenth centuries. In the Latin 

preface, also translated by Fonzio, Accolti explains that the success of this text lies in the 

historical witness and reliability of the letters.529 Fonzio’s preface promoted the social and 

cultural bond between himself and Baroncini further than the Florentine circles, and was 

premised upon disseminating the scholarly rewards of this collaboration. 

 

Public demonstrations of friendship connected translators, dedicatees, and readers across the 

Italian peninsula. In the following instance, public manifestation of friendship by means of 

vernacular translations linked leading humanists with social humanists. Giovanni Cocchi-

Donati—who exchanged texts as gifts of mutual appreciation with Ficino, and belonged to the 

Florentine Platonic Academy—produced two Latin orations and a vernacular version of Bruni’s 

                                                
525 Valencia, Biblioteca d’Humanitats, Universitat de Valencia, ms. 761, fol. 1v. I have also consulted Florence, 
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. VII 1414, fol. 2r. 
526 ‘conoscendo quanta hutilità et frutto della facultà, della copia, della elegantia, delle gravi e spesse sententie delle 
pistole de Fallari a’ nostri huomini perverrebbe’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. VII 1414, fol. 2r). 
527 On Baroncini see Polcri, ‘Una sconosciuta corrispondenza’, pp. 47–49. 
528 See, for instance, Valencia, Biblioteca d’Humanitats, Universitat de Valencia, ms. 761. This is a beautifully 
illuminated copy made for the Cardinal Giovanni of Aragon. 
529 ‘Ma le sue ’pistole molto meglio dimostrano la testimonanze della conditione et de’ costumi suoi. Ma devi 
credere alle sue lettere. Io certamente tra tutti e’ modi di scrivere non istimo esserne niuno più vero che ’lle ’pistole’ 
(Valencia, Biblioteca d’Humanitats, Universitat de Valencia, ms. 761, fol. 3r). 
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translation of St Basil’s Oratio ad iuvenes.530 The vernacular version is dedicated to Giovanni di 

Pierfrancesco Sernigi, a member of one of Florence’s least influential families; almost nothing is 

known of him.531 In the preface, the translator calls Sernigi a ‘sweet friend’, and the translation is 

declared a public demonstration of their friendship.532 Like Fonzio in his dedication to Baroncini, 

Cocchi-Donati uses a figure of speech that constructs the translator as ‘student’ in relation to the 

‘teacher’ of the dedicatee. Cocchi Donati describes his translation as the first fruit of his studies 

and, he goes on to explain, he could only send this initial effort to a friend who cares equally 

about his own and his best friend’s interest.533 This statement echoes Aristotle’s understanding of 

perfect friendship, whereby reciprocity and usefulness cement the virtue of good people. True 

friends, concludes Cocchi-Donati, do not need many words, and so his preface ends and the 

translation of Bruni’s text begins. Few words are needed between friends, but the public display 

of friendship and the culture of the gift are clear strategies for the dissemination of humanistic 

texts and ideas beyond the cultural and political elites. 

 

Seeking and Giving Political Support 

In some cases, public statements of amity exposed requests for support. This type of exchange 

more directly entailed the gifting of cultural capital in exchange for financial or social capital. In 

1470, Domenico di Cristoforo da Brisighella dedicated his vernacular translation of the fourth 

                                                
530 His oration on the eucharist is in Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXXV 211; Florence, 
Biblioteca Riccardiana, 2204, and Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Ginori Conti 113. See Dizionario 
Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Cocchi Donati, Antonio’. 
531 See Maxson, ‘“This Sort of Men”’, p. 264. 
532 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXXIX 89, fol. 1r–v: ‘compare suavissimo [...] et perché 
l’amicitia nostra sia sempre a tutti notissima’. 
533 ‘a chi non altrimenti del mio che del suo commodo s’è sempre rallegrato’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Centrale, Magl. XXXIX 89, fol. 1v). 
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book of Poggio Bracciolini’s De varietate fortunae to Carlo Guasconi.534 This fourth book 

contains Niccolò de Conti’s account of his travels to India, which must have held particular 

interest for a member of the mercantile elite of Florence like Guasconi.535 Several versions of 

this narrative circulated independently, as Brisighella himself informs Guasconi in the preface: 

he had just found a little book called De mirabilibus mundi and decided to translate it for him, 

given Carlo’s strong interest in lessons worth remembering.536 Brisighella hopes that this work 

will satisfy the dedicatee’s interest in pleasurable, varied, and unusual things.537 This gift also 

allowed Brisighella to repay Guasconi for support he had previously received from his 

‘amicissimo’ (‘great friend’); the ‘piccol dono’ (smallness of the gift) is indicated as inversely 

proportional to the magnitude of their friendship. At work in Brighisella’s preface is a 

schoolmaster probably requesting financial support by presenting a token of appreciation, which 

could also offer readerly relief from the dedicatee’s business duties.538 In a sense, Brisighella’s 

preface proposes that the financial support he acknowledges is compounded by anticipation of 

Guasconi’s intellectual pleasure in reading the De varietate fortunae in the vernacular.  

 

Composed in 1448, Bracciolini’s text discusses the conflict between fortune and virtue, and 

endorses the anti-Medicean view of Florence under Cosimo and Lorenzo de’ Medici. In the eyes 

of Poggio Bracciolini, Cosimo was a bad leader surrounded by virtuous men. Brisighella’s 

                                                
534 Bausi, ‘“Paternae artis haeres’”, p. 128. There was a long-standing friendship between the Bracciolini and 
Guasconi families. Brisighella was closely connected to Poggio: in 1454, he acquired a copy of Priscianus directly 
from Poggio. Niccolò and Bonaccio Guasconi were at the Council of Constance with Poggio (1414–18). Poggio 
chose Bonaccio as the protagonist for his third Facetia. 
535 On Niccolò de Conti and his travels to India see Guéret-Laferté, De l’Inde. 
536 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXIV 163, fol. 1r: ‘Perché io sono certo prestantissimo et 
humanissimo Carlo che la lectione di molte cose et maxime di quelle che sono degne di memoria ti suole 
sommamente delectare. Pertanto essendomi in questi giorni passati venuto alle mani un certo librecto, il quale 
compuose il nostro messer Poggio Fiorentino De mirabilibus mundi’. 
537 ‘cose piacevole, varie et quasi inaudite’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXIV 163, fol. 1r). 
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preface also includes an indication of allegiance to the anti-Medicean party, to which the 

Guasconi family belonged. Carlo’s family was excluded from public and private offices after the 

1434 return of Cosimo de’ Medici.539 This was not the case for Brisighella, who until the 1460s 

had strong links with pro-Medicean families: in 1454 he was asked to copy Varro’s De lingua 

latina for Piero di Cosimo Medici.540 Nonetheless, it seems that at some point in the 1460s 

Brisighella joined the ranks of the anti-Mediceans and, as a result, sided with the Guasconi 

family.  

 

The anti-Medicean agenda is reinforced by another vernacular translation in the same codex: this 

is Jacopo Bracciolini’s vernacular version of Bartolomeo Facio’s De origine belli inter Gallos et 

Britannos. The translation is also dedicated to Guasconi, suggesting that this codex is the 

dedication copy assembled by Jacopo Bracciolini in collaboration with Brisighella for their 

common friend Guasconi.541 In this second translation, Bracciolini calibrates the criticism 

against the Medici by pointing his finger at Lorenzo’s advisers: 

che gli è meglio e più fa populi havere cattivo signore e gli amici sua e chi lo 
governa buoni, che havere un buon principe e’ consigliatori sua cattivi; però 
che un cattivo può essere correcto da molti buoni, ma molti di trista vita non 
possano essere superati da uno, per buono che sia.542 

[It is better and more productive for societies to have a bad leader with virtuous 
counsellors than to have a good prince and bad advisers. A bad leader can 
always be corrected by many good men but many bad men cannot be overcome 
by one, no matter how good he is]. 

                                                                                                                                                       
538 ‘AD MAGNIFICUM AC PRESTANIS (SIC) INGENII VIRUM CAROLUM GUASCONIUM […] di latino 
sermone in vulgare idioma traducto a te per satisfactione in parte di mio debito in verso tua benignità a me 
amicissimo mandarlo’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magl. XXIV 163, fol. 1r). 
539 Bausi, ‘“Paternae artis haeres’”, p. 123. 
540 Bausi, ‘“Paternae artis haeres’”, pp. 124–25. 
541 Bausi, ‘“Paternae artis haeres”’, pp. 124–25. 
542 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXIV 163, fol. 41v. 
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Bracciolini adapted this aphorism from the Historia Augusta, and this assertion here connects 

strongly with Brisighella’s reference, in his preface, to the dedicatee’s ‘prestanti et egregie virtù’ 

[‘egregious and notable virtues’].543 Such an intertertextual connection highlights the aim of this 

composite codex: to affirm a political allegiance between the translators and the dedicatee, while 

probably also seeking financial support.  

 

By leveraging their reputation and influence, leading humanists of Quattrocento Italy fashioned 

themselves as guardians and supporters of their dedicatees. In his translation of the Officio della 

beata vergine dedicated to Maddalena Torelli (countess of Guastalla, and neé Del Carretto), Gian 

Mario Filelfo offered his assistance to improve the dedicatee’s uncertain political role.544 After 

the death of her husband, Maddalena Torelli fell under the control of Galezzo Maria Sforza, 

while also facing bitter opposition from her son Guido.545 The son of Francesco Filelfo, who was 

one of the most litigious humanists of the Quattrocento, Gian Mario led a tumultuous life like his 

father, and moved between courts and rulers following a series of scandals.546 Around 1449, 

Gian Mario Filelfo married Maria Del Carretto and tied his own career to her family. This 

allegiance was perhaps made too clear in his partisan history of the war between Finale Ligure 

and Genova. In his opening letter of dedication, Filelfo castigates the Fregoso family and Genoa, 

who were the enemies of the Del Carretto, whereas Maddalena Torelli and her family are praised 

unreservedly: she controls most of Liguria, and has prevailed over the Genoese by curbing their 

                                                
543 Albanese and Bessi, All’origine, p. 86. 
544 I have used two copies of this work: Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ashb. 1053, and Milan, 
Biblioteca Trivulziana, 909. 
545 See Lubkin, A Renaissance Court, p. 10. 
546 Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Filelfo, Giovanni Mario’. 
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arrogance so that they will gain nothing from their opposition.547 Her virtue, beauty, illustrious 

lineage and uniqueness prompted Filelfo to dedicate to her his translation of the Officio della 

beata vergine from Latin into verse, and into vernacular language.548 The lavish miniatures in the 

Laurenziana manuscript suggest that this was the presentation copy.  

 

Through the fifteenth-century sumptuous copies of the Office of the Virgin and Book of Hours 

were extremely popular among the nobility of the Italian peninsula: Gian Galeazzo Sforza 

himself commissioned a beautiful copy from Cristoforo de Predis around 1471.549 Further 

examples are the Book of Hours made for Isabella of Clermont (Queen of Naples between 

1458‒65), and the one for Lorenzo de’ Medici’s daughters Lucrezia, Luisa, and Maddalena 

(dated 1485‒88).550 Most famously, in around 1490 Bartolomeo Sanvito made a Book of Hours 

(which included the Office of the Virgin) for Isabella d’Este.551 The production of a richly 

decorated religious manuscript for Maddalena Torelli was certainly aimed at increasing her 

symbolic capital by equalling her to other prominent women leaders of her time. Filelfo’s 

dedication of the ‘Officio della beata vergine’ is, however, the only case I am familiar with in 

which the translator makes himself known to the dedicatee.552 In the preface, the obvious 

religious theme of the text is secondary to the political issues that Filelfo sets out: the conflict 

                                                
547 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ashb. 1053, fol. 2r–v: ‘Tu Carretina in alta monarchia / Sei signoril 
per padre alta marchesa / Gran parte di Liguria in tua balia / La cui casa hebbe in una extrema contesa / Coi genovesi 
et vinse il lor orgoglio / Si ch’ebbon nullo honor di loro impresa’. 
548 ‘Ridutta in rimma a nostra vulgar pianta’ (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ashb. 1053, fol. 2v). 
549 The so-called Libro d’ore Borromeo, Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, S. P. 42. 
550 The Book of Hours is in Houghton Library, Harvard, Cambridge, Mass, ms. W. 328. On the Office of the Virgin 
and Book of Hours see Panizza’s lectures delivered at the British Library in 2012 
(www.bl.uk/podcasts/panizzilectures2012.pdf). 
551 Houghton Library, Harvard, Cambridge, Mass, ms. Typ. 213. 
552 Cristina Dondi’s forthcoming book Printed Books of Hours from 15th-Century Italy: The Transmission of the 
Texts, the Circulation of the Books (Florence: Olschki) will perhaps point to some examples. I am grateful to the 
anonymous reader for pointing this forthcoming work to me. 
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with the Genoese, the promotion of the unsteady rule of the Countess of Guastalla, and the 

political destiny that the translator himself shares with the dedicatee.553  

 

The symbolic capital offered by Filelfo did not prevent him from seeking recognition and 

prestige for himself through his work. His familial and political closeness to Maddalena Torelli 

permitted him to advance his own cause: in the title he presents himself as Professor, Knight and 

Poet Laureate (‘Doctore / Cavaliere et Poeta Laureato’).554 The cultural and social forms of 

capital represented by this vernacular translation are mutual to the translator and dedicatee: both 

sought the attentions of the Sforza court. Francesco Sforza had witnessed Gian Mario Filelfo’s 

skills as orator when the latter dictated poems and compositions simultaneously to thirty-two 

scribes. In 1458, Filelfo also worked as tutor for Francesco’s children, hence his influence with 

the court of Milan presumably had some traction in the delicate case of the Countess of 

Guastalla.555  

 

Such a doubly binding relationship between the translator and the dedicatee was common in the 

Quattrocento. Prefacing vernacular translation of St Jerome’s Salterio abreviato, dedicated to 

Clarice Orsini, wife of Lorenzo il Magnifico, Marsilio Ficino recognises his connection with the 

illustrious couple, while also informing Orsini that he had also translated an oration by St 

Augustine (from the Soliloquia). Ficino encourages Orsini to share this text with her mother-in-

law, Lucrezia Tornabuoni, such that the Medici family might steer away from adversities, and 

                                                
553 See Leverotti, ed., Carteggio degli oratori mantovani, V, pp. 127 and 239. 
554 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ashb. 1053, fol. 2r. Ludovico of Savoy crowned him as laureate poet, 
‘cavaliere aurato’ and ‘ducalis consiliarius’ in circa 1454. 
555 Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, ‘Filelfo, Mario’. 
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attain celestial glory.556 As with Gian Mario Filelfo’s translation, Ficino offers cultural capital to 

the dedicatee while reinforcing his symbolic capital—his allegiance to the Medici. Orsini had no 

taste for humanistic texts, and preferred religious texts in the vernacular.557 For this reason, 

Vespasiano da Bisticci offered her a version of St Jerome’s letter on the death of St Paula as a 

means to amplify her interest—and his connection with Lorenzo il Magnifico. In his preface, da 

Bisticci reasons (in a convoluted fashion) that because of her husband’s love for her, his own gift 

to Orsini was, in effect, a gift to Lorenzo.558 In other words, the love between the Medici couple 

is a facet of their instrumental friendship with da Bisticci.  

 

Guido da Gonzaga, protonotary of the monastery of Polirone during 1420‒59, dedicated a 

vernacular version of Jacopo da Varazze’s Storia de Sancto Clemente (from his Legenda aurea) 

to the daughter of Gianfrancesco Gonzaga and Paola Malatesta, ‘Cicillia illustrissima’.559 Guido 

da Gonzaga acted as official orator for Gianfrancesco Gonzaga, and thus would have known 

‘Cicillia’ before she became a nun (after 1444).560 In the preface the translator remarks that ‘de 

cosa temporale per me non saria a te condecente’ [‘an earthly gift is not appropriate for you’].561 

Here the gift to a woman is framed with reference to its usefulness for the broader community. 

The translator did not turn this text into the vernacular because ‘Cicillia’ does not understand 

                                                
556 I have consulted Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, 341. The preface is at fols 217r–18v. See also Ficino, 
Supplementum Ficianianum, II, pp. 185–87. On Ficino and his vernacular translations see Tanturli, ‘Marsilio Ficino 
e il volgare’ and Polcri, ‘Una sconosciuta corrispondenza’. 
557 Tomas, The Medici Women, p. 86. 
558 Vespasiano da Bisticci, Il libro delle lodi, pp. xliv–xlvi. 
559 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Acquisti e doni 758, fol. 1r. ‘Cicillia’ is most likely the daughter of 
Gianfrancesco Gonzaga (Lord of Mantua between 1407–44), and Paola Malatesta: she studied with Vittorino da 
Feltre and went into monastic life in the monastery of St Paola, where she died in 1451. 
560 Baroncini, ‘Un caso di agiografia umanistica’, p. 249. 
561 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Acquisti e doni 758. fol. 1r. 
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Latin, but rather so that the story would be shared by both Latin and vernacular audiences.562 His 

ambition to deliver the exemplary lives of St Clemens and his mother Mathilda to a wide 

vernacular readership is coupled with praise of his close relative, ‘Cicillia’. The translator’s 

rewriting and dramatisation of Jacopo da Varazze’s narrative reveals his own literary ambition, 

and witnesses his search for symbolic capital within the Mantuan court and lay and religious 

confraternities, especially in local Benedictine monasteries.563  

 

The following case points to friendship between social humanists enhancing one another’s social 

capital by means of hagiography. Alessandro da Verrazzano dedicated to Francesco Girolami a 

vernacular version of life of St Zenobius written by Lorenzo of Amalfi in the eleventh century.564 

The Girolami family was particularly attached to the life and deeds of St Zenobius, as it claimed 

a genealogical relationship to the saint. This connection brought several privileges to the family 

overall, and gave its members a significant degree of visibility within the city of Florence. The 

Girolami family’s link with the fifth-century bishop of Florence became particularly important in 

the fifteenth century with recognition of story of St Zenobius as a means for reconciliation 

between the eastern and western Churches. The relics of St Zenobius were transferred from the 

church of Santa Reparata to Santa Maria del Fiore during the Council of Florence in 1439. This 

ceremony celebrated the Greek man who was sent by St Damasus to Constantinople to preach to 

the Arians, as indicated in an account of St Zenobius written by the Aretine Giovanni Tortelli 

between 1439 and 1443.565 The grand event of 1439 prompted seven Tuscan authors to write 

                                                
562 ‘non perché io non sapia che in ti sia tanta sufficientia di licteratura […] perché ella sia più comune ad ogni hom 
o non literato om literato’ (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Acquisti e doni 758. fol. 1r–v). 
563 Baroncini, ‘Un caso di agiografia umanistica’, pp. 249–55. Copies of this vernacular translation were held in the 
libraries of Cardinal Domenico Grimani (1461–1523), the Sforza family, and the monastery of Montello. 
564 The translation was completed by Alessandro on 25 May 1477. See Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 
Magliab. VII 1140, fol. 3r. 
565 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. XXXVIII, 134. 
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about Zenobius between 1439 and the end of the century. A French translation of Tortelli’s work 

was also produced in 1482.566 Three of these accounts were dedicated to members of the 

Girolami family, which explains why da Verrazzano was certain that the life was well known to 

Francesco Girolami.567  

 

Alessandro da Verrazzano was a member of a prominent Florentine lineage. He was also a 

successful scribe: during the years 1478‒85 he copied several manuscripts for Cardinal Giovanni 

of Aragon including, for instance, Lorenzo Valla’s Latin translation of Herodotus from the 1474 

editio princeps.568 Da Verrazzano’s work as scribe and social humanist was not his main 

occupation, since he was a banker.569 He must have decided to produce this translation for his 

friend and peer Francesco Girolami in his spare time and on his own initiative. Francesco was 

the son of Zenobi Girolami: he worked as Florentine gonfaloniere of justice in 1486 and, in 

1502, as an ambassador at the court of Pope Julius II.570 The vernacular hagiography presented to 

Francesco Girolami can be considered, therefore, the result of a partnership between two friends 

with common interests. The translator wrote his work with a broader Florentine readership in 

mind: the ‘Lauda’ that introduces the life of St Zenobius is most likely composed by da 

Verrazzano himself, and addresses the youngsters of his city: ‘O voi che siete in giovinile etate, / 

prendete exemplo in lui’ (‘Young men and women, follow the example of St Zenobius’).571 In 

the context of this manuscript, then, the life of St Zenobius serves as confirmation of the prestige 

                                                
566 Nardi, ‘Un volgarizzamento’, pp. 149–52. 
567 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Magliab. VII 1140, fol. 5r: ‘havendola tu per altri tempi et in altro modo 
veduta’. 
568 Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Lat. 5711. de La Mare, Albinia. The Florentine Scribes, pp. 266–67. 
Alessandro also copied the letter by the editor of the printed text, Battista Brognolo, containing a eulogy of the print 
industry. 
569 de La Mare, ‘The Florentine Scribes’, p. 267. 
570 Nardi, ‘Un volgarizzamento’, pp. 146–47. On Girolami’s claim to descend from the Saint see Cornelison, ‘A 
French King’. 
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of the Girolami family, and as a guide to good citizenship for the young generations of 

Florentines. The intersection between translation, friendship, and political and cultural influence 

is well apparent.  

 

Self promotion on the part of the translator, and cultural and symbolic forms of capital are the 

‘goods’ exchanged in these vernacular transactions, in which friends are more or less on an equal 

social and cultural footing.572 What was the rhetoric of friendship if the relationship between 

translator and dedicatee was patently unequal? The following example involves a translator 

offering cultural capital to his ruler through the figure of Eleonora of Aragon, Duchess of Ferrara 

and wife of Ercole I of Ferrara. In the preface, the translator also invokes other parties close to 

the Duchess, namely the Duke of Ferrara himself, and Eleonora’s maids. The relationship 

between the translator and his rulers is not presented as feudal: the translator draws here an 

intimate and familial portrait, in which he seeks recognition in exchange for an authoritative 

resolution to a courtly dispute that, the translator writes, had preoccupied the duchess and her 

maids. Carlo di San Giorgio (or Polismagna) is the name of the translator, who had been a 

miniaturist, translator, copyist, librarian, and astrologer at the Este court since the 1450s.573 

Polismagna dedicated his vernacular version of Buonaccorso da Montemagno’s De nobilitate 

(1428) to the Duchess of Ferrara.574 The translator’s preface introduces the theme of the Latin 

text by drawing a colourful portrait of the Este court. In Ferrara it was customary to offer a string 

of garlic to women who had just given birth: unfortunately, Polismagna does not have a 

                                                                                                                                                       
571 Nardi, ‘Un volgarizzamento’, p. 162. 
572 Another example is Sabbadino degli Arienti’s translation of Battista Spagnoli’s Storia del tempio di Loreto, 
dedicated to Ginevra Sforza, wife of Giovanni Bentivoglio in 1489. 
573 On Polismagna see Bertoni, ‘Notizie sugli amanuensi’, pp. 38–40, and Cappelli, ‘Congiura contro il duca’, 
pp. 373 and 501–02. 
574 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. Q. 929. 
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vegetable patch to be able to honour that custom, so he searched through his literary garden and 

found a salad.575 He therefore decided to present to the duchess a dispute between two ancient 

Roman senators, Cornelius Scipio and Gaius Flaminius, about the nature of nobility. He was 

prompted to present this text after hearing a number of Eleonora’s ‘citelle’ (‘maids’) boasting 

that their families were nobler or wealthier than the others.576  

 

It is not immediately clear that the translator intentionally concealed the identity of the Latin 

author: Polismagna describes him vaguely as ‘an extremely knowledgeable man’ writing ‘this 

beautiful and elegant material’.577 Yet the concealment is made surprising by the fact that 

Bonaccorso da Montemagno’s Latin treatise concerning nobility—originally dedicated to Guido 

da Montefeltro—circulated widely in the Quattrocento.578 After confessing to have done his best 

to translate the text into vernacular despite being ‘pocho perito et grosso’ [‘little expert and 

sophisticated’], and in spite of his ‘rustic’ vocabulary, Polismagna reveals ‘Karlo’ as his first 

name, and presents himself as servant.579 The translator closes the preface by counting on the 

duchess’s judgement in this disputed definition of nobility so that everyone, including her maids, 

will understand what nobility really is. The preface could not end, however, without a reference 

to the Duke of Ferrara, ‘tuo amantissimo sposo’ (‘your loving husband’), and master. Hence 

Polismagna’s dedication to Eleonora of Aragon can be read with reference to the broader context 

                                                
575 ‘Io che non ho orto da tale dono […] ho tanto cercato per il mio orto ch’io glie ho atrovato una insalata’ 
(Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. Q. 929, fol. 1r–v). 
576 ‘tenendossi cadauna de esse per essere o di grande parentado et di gente richa’ (Modena, Biblioteca Estense, 
alpha. Q. 929, fol. 1v). 
577 ‘Essendo scripta questa bella et elegante materia da uno doctissimo huomo’ (Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. 
Q. 929, fol. 1v). 
578 Baldassarri, ‘Amplificazioni retoriche’, pp. 28–29, n. 16. Most of the Latin copies that have survived to this day 
attribute the work to Bonaccorso, whereas in thirteen cases Leonardo Bruni is presented as the author, and Poggio 
Bracciolini in four cases. Two further vernacular versions are known to us: one is attributed to Giovanni Aurispa, 
the other is anonymous. Giulio Bertoni thought that the Latin text translated by Polismagna was Bruni’s: Bertoni, 
‘Notizie sugli amanuensi’, p. 38, and Bertoni, L’Orlando Furioso e la rinascenza, p. 210. 
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of the career of an intellectual and courtier who assisted with translations, library administration, 

and scribal production. Such roles in courtly households came with financial rewards and 

protection.580 The preface and translation by Polismagna depict a translator referencing both 

amicitia and a feudal bond to offer a beneficial exchange of capital, while recognising the 

obligation of mutual service. In this sense, Polismagna’s tie with his dedicatee and court brings 

into play medieval notions of unequal friendship: being at once a servant and friend is a mark of 

the socially and culturally levelling power of friendship.581 

 

Gifts of Collaboration 

Sometimes vernacular texts were presented to friends as fruits or results of collaboration. The 

circle of scholarly friends around Ficino produced several original scholarly works, many in the 

vernacular. Ficino’s friends were influenced by Ficino’s understanding of friendship, which was 

based on his reading of Plato’s works with commentary by Proclus, and by Aristotelian, 

Ciceronian, and Augustian works on the subject.582 One of these works is Tommaso Benci’s 

1463 translation of Ficino’s own Latin version of by Hermes Trismesgistus’s Pimander.583 The 

vernacular translator dedicated his work to Francesco di Neroni di Nigi. A relative of this 

individual, Lottieri Neroni, was close friends with Ficino, as were members of the Benci family, 

which helps to explain Benci’s choice of text and dedicatees. Francesco di Neroni di Nigi and his 

brother Dietisalvi took part in the failed Pitti coup, and were forced into exile by the Medici; 

                                                                                                                                                       
579 Modena, Biblioteca Estense, alpha. Q.929, fol. 2r. 
580 In 1469 Borso did not hesitate to assist Polismagna at a time when he was facing financial adversity. Bertoni, 
‘Notizie sugli amanuensi’, p. 40. 
581 In the words of the early Trecento author of the letter to Cangrande della Scala, Lord of Verona (generally 
attributed to Dante): ‘It is is clear then, as I said above, viz. that I am your servant and friend, is in no way 
presumptuous’ (from James Marchand’s translation, published at 
http://faculty.georgetown.edu/jod/cangrande.english.html (accessed 12 March 2014). 
582 Tarabocchia, ‘L’amicizia nell’Epistolario di Marsilio Ficino’. 
583 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 27.09. See Tanturli, ‘I Benci copisti’, pp. 197–98 and 232–33. 
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therefore in 1484 Benci changed the dedication of this translation, and addressed the work to 

Zanobi di Zanobi Bartolini.584 In the first preface, Benci announces to di Nigi that their common 

friend Ficino had asked him to turn the text into the Florentine vernacular: 

ma lui [Ficino] da maggiore studi occupato et non di meno sanza invidia 
disideroso di compiacere a quelli m’impuose non come a’ più docto ma come 
persona a cui elli per sua benignità forse maggiore affectione portava che io 
dovessi farla in vulgare.585 

[Ficino] being occupied with loftier studies, and without any trace of 
competitiveness, wished to please his friends, and so he compelled me to 
translate the work into the vernacular not as a more illustrious man would 
request of a lesser scholar, but as a benevolent person asking a much loved 
friend. 

This preface offers a snapshot of the daily life of a social humanist divided between commercial 

and literary endeavours. The younger of the Benci brothers feels inadequate to the task (‘pocho a 

tali chose usato’) and confesses to being busy with his business, which does not agree with 

scholarly activities (‘essendo etiamdio occupato del mio exercitio molto alli studii contrario’). 

Nevertheless, he agrees to embark on this task after a boost of confidence from Ficino, and 

having been reminded of the knowledge that he would please his friends. The translator 

expresses his concern about the lower status (‘riputatione’) of the vernacular language, but is 

convinced that this is counterbalanced by the illustriousness of the person to whom the text is 

addressed. Translations can never render adequately the lexicon, proverbs, and idiomatic 

expressions of the original language.586 This statement on the propriety of languages—with no 

distinction between Latin, Greek, and the vernaculars—is akin to Bruni’s statement in the Vite di 

Dante e di Petrarca concerning the perfection of all languages.587  

                                                
584 Tanturli, ‘I Benci copisti’, p. 234, n. 1. 
585 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 27.09, fol. 1r. See also Ficino, Supplementum, I, pp. 99–100. 
586 ‘ciascheduna lingua abbia vocaboli, proverbi et modi di parlare, la propietà de’ quali non bene né interamente si 
possa nelle traductioni observare’ (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 27.09, fol. 1v). 
587 Rizzi, ‘Leonardo Bruni and the Shimmering Facets’, pp. 246–47. See also Chapter Four above. 
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As with other examples discussed in the foregoing chapters of this book, translators often 

directed their work to a friend or ruler, but addressed also a wider readership. The immediacy of 

the social circle to which the translation is addressed, and the consideration for a broader 

community of readers who were able to benefit from the vernacularisation of lofty philosophical 

and theological concepts. The capacity to finally translate ancient knowledge into an intelligible 

and eloquent vernacular represents the most significant achievement of Quattrocento translators. 

Such is the case of the unnamed translator of Ficino’s De furore divino (written soon after 1457): 

the translator addresses his work to ‘volgari lectori’, and to some friends and family members 

(‘domestici’) whose names are, like his own, omitted. This omission might well reflect the 

proximity and immediacy of the social circle for which the work was made.588 The paratext then 

warmly addresses a specific and unnamed friend: ‘avendo proposto la presente epistola in 

toscano tradurre, m’occorse alla memoria l’amicizia vostra degnissima a cui questa operetta 

s’addrizzi’ [‘having decided to turn this work into Tuscan, I thought of addressing it to you, 

whose friendship I treasure’].589 The success of Quattrocento translation, adds the unnamed 

translator, is that ‘gli oscurissimi parlari di Platone […] sono stati dichiarati et quasi posti in 

piano’ [‘the obscure language used by Plato […] has now been explicated and smoothened’].590 

Differently from Benci’s translation, this translator offered his work as a brief gift to personal 

friends, and simultaneously for a broader community of non-Latinate readers. 

 

                                                
588 The preface is published in Ficino, Supplementum, I, pp. 68–69. See also Gentile, ‘In margine all’espistola’, and 
Polcri, ‘Una sconociuta corrispondenza’. It has been suggested that the translator is Girolamo Pasqualini: notary for 
the Signoria in 1475, he translated Bruni’s De temporibus suis (1464), and was certainly close to Ficino, Manetti, 
and the Florentine humanists of his time. Polcri, ‘Una sconociuta corrispondenza’, p. 50. 
589 Ficino, Supplementum, I, p. 69. 
590 Ficino, Supplementum, I, p. 69. 
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In 1468, Ficino himself translated Dante’s Monarchia, which he describes as Platonic in spirit.591 

This translation is dedicated to close friends and allies of the Medici family: Bernardo del Nero, 

and Antonio di Tuccio Manetti. The dedicatees had a strong interest in Dante’s work. In 1456 del 

Nero had already copied an anonymous translation of the Monarchia, and Manetti was a 

prominent Dante scholar.592 Addressing the preface to his friends, Ficino underscores friendship 

as the motivation for this translation, and asserts his dependence on his friends before the text is 

divulged to a broader readership:  

Marsilio vostro, dilettissimi miei Bernardo del Nero et Antonio di Tuccio 
Manetti, da voi exortato, di lingua latina in toscana tradocto a voi diriza. 
L’antiqua nostra amicitia et disputatione di simile cose intra noi frequentata 
richiede che prima con voi questa tradutione comunichi, et voi agli altri dipoi, 
se vi pare, ne faciate parte.593 

[My dearest friends, you have encouraged me to translate this work into the 
Tuscan tongue and so I am addressing it to you. Our long-standing friendship 
and common interest in similar intellectual endeavours requires me to send this 
translation to you first and then to others, but only after your approval]. 

As we have seen with Benci and his translation of Pimander, friends were asked to approve and, 

as necessary, improve the text, ideally before it was circulated beyond the collegiate social circle 

that they shared. Even if a translation was often the initiative of an individual humanist, the text 

in question could only be accessed by the vernacular translator through a network of fellow 

humanists, political allies and readers. Latin and vernacular translators of the Quattrocento were 

vividly aware of needing to depend on one another.  

 

                                                
591 Tanturli, ‘I Benci copisti’, p. 240. 
592 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II. III. 210.  
593 Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 44.36, fol. 1r. A year later, Ficino produced his Commentarium 
in convivium Platonis de amore, and shortly afterwards a vernacular version of this text dedicated, once again, to 
Manetti and del Nero—see Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 76.73. 
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Whether presenting themselves to their dedicatees as friends or servants, Quattrocento vernacular 

translators used the paratext to inflect or promote their connection with their dedicatees. They 

used vernacular translation to make their personal or formal association with rulers, political 

allies, and friends resonate before the broadest audience.  
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Conclusion 

 

In the final decade of the Trecento, Antonio Loschi’s 1392 acclaimed a ‘new era’ for vernacular 

translators. In almost the same historical moment, Franco Sacchetti wrote his three hundred 

novellas (Trecentonovelle): one of these depicts a wealthy Florentine citizen reading Titolivo, a 

vernacular version of the fourth book of Livy’s Ad urbe condita. The story satirises the readers of 

Trecento volgarizzamenti, and underscores the perception that fourteenth-century translations 

into vernacular were made for ignorant audiences. According to Sacchetti’s novella, Trecento 

vernacular translations were supposedly produced by ‘rough scholars’ attempting to interpret the 

work of ancient or medieval authors for non-Latinate readers.594 Loschi’s preface and Sacchetti’s 

novella offer two diametrically opposed appraisals of the reach and quality of vernacular 

translation at the end of the Trecento. Looking forward, Loschi heralds a ‘new era’ of vernacular 

scribal culture for the learned and discerning, whereas, looking back, Sacchetti emphasises a 

crisis surrounding Trecento volgarizzamenti, associating them with lesser scholars and the 

unlettered.  

 

The two opposing views put forward by Loschi and Sacchetti caution against defining the 

Trecento and the Quattrocento by contrast. It is more accurate to describe the relationships 

between vernacular translations of the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries in terms of 

continued intensity of production.  

 

                                                
594 Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy, p. 32. 
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One important aspect of Quattrocento literary culture revealed by this study is that vernacular 

translation did not cease with the rise of what is commonly described as the studia humanitatis 

and its influence. The other important aspect of fifteenth-century literary culture revealed by this 

study is that early Quattrocento translations from Greek into Latin—and the strong interest in 

these translations from rulers, the urban aristocracy, mercantile communities, and social 

humanists—did not halt, but spurred the concurrent production of ‘new’ vernacular versions. 

These ‘new’ versions tended to be updated translations of freshly produced Latin renderings of 

classical texts. 

 

Despite Loschi’s enthusiasm, Quattrocento humanists were cautious in their embrace of 

vernacular translation. As Trecento vernacular translators frequently called attention to their 

modesty and lack of skills, Quattrocento humanists likewise often prefaced their translations 

with self-deprecatory remarks on their work with the vernacular. Several Trecento 

volgarizzamenti circulated anonymously, and there is justification for reason to assume that this 

anonymity was in great measure a choice on the translator’s part.595 In the preface, the late 

fourteenth-century anonymous translator of Avengnia Dio—a fourteenth-century vernacular 

version of the pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica ad Herennium—describes himself as a ‘minor scribe 

and scholar […] whose name will go unmentioned so as not to anger or envy anyone’.596 

Downplaying his abilities as scribe and scholar, the anonymous translator adds that his work will 

at least assist readers in accessing Cicero’s work. Cicero is the author and commander, while he 

                                                
595 For instance, Boccaccio’s version of Valerius Maximus: see Casella, Tra Boccaccio e Petrarca, and Dionisotti, 
Geografia e storia, pp. 138–39. 
596 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.I.68, fol. 7r: ‘Scriptore e minimo scolaiuolo […] il chui nome si tacie 
per non esser d’alchuno livore et invidia’. The composition date of the Avengnia Dio is uncertain, but at least two of 
the nine remaining copies belong to the second half of the fourteenth-century. See Speroni, ‘Intorno al testo di un 
volgarizzamento’, pp. 26–30. 
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is merely the ‘scriptor’ (‘scribe’) and ‘manovale operatore’ (‘labourer’). Before this vernacular 

translation, the ‘vulgar’ readers would become lost in the Ciceronian text because of its ‘schurità 

d’esso libro et per lo stile litterale d’esso’ [‘unintelligible Latin style’].597 Thus the anonymous 

translator invites Trecento readers to take full advantage of the translation, even if the translator’s 

own work is flawed.598 They will take heed of this book, and consume it as avidly as one would 

eat coarse bread. Indeed, the translator acknowledges that this version of Cicero is a coarse meal 

for the indigent reader who cannot enjoy the splendid feast of classical style. At the same time, 

however, the translator’s role is presented as ‘compositore’ of the translation.599 This term is akin 

to Bonaventure’s late thirteenth-century definition of compilator in his medieval taxonomy of 

authorship: the compilator assembled the text of other writers into one, whereas the scriptor was 

merely a scribe; the commentator created his own work by explicating the work of an author.600 

In his first-person statement, this Trecento translator blurred writing tasks and claimed more than 

one role for himself.  

 

Such a mixture of ambivalent and self-effacing statements from vernacular translators continued 

to appear at the beginning of the Quattrocento. It is well known that Pier Candido Decembrio did 

not wish to be remembered for his vernacular translations: the inscription on his tomb reinforced 

this self-conscious choice.601 Similarly, Francesco Filelfo feigned embarrassment about the 

                                                
597 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.I.68, fol. 7r. 
598 ‘Et poniamo che per la mia insufficientia et poca industria’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.I.68, 
fol. 7v). 
599 ‘In questo chapitolo il conpositore dell’opera [the word ‘libro’ is squeezed between the compound preposition 
and noun] fa prolagho d’essa opera’ (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, II.I.68, fol. 7r). 
600 Ascoli, Dante and the Making, p. 81. 
601 Decembrio’s tomb is in the Basilica of Sant’Ambrogio, Milan, and is inscribed as follows: ‘P. CANDIDVS 
VIGLEVANENSI MILES PHILIPPI MARIE DVCIS SECRETARIVS SVBINDE MEDIOLANESIUM 
LIBERTATI PREFVIT PARIQVE MODO SVB NICOLAO PAPA QUINTVO ET ALPHONSO ARAGONVM 
REGE MERVUIT OPERVMQVE ASE EDITORVM LIBROS SVPRA CXXVII VVLGARIBUS EXCEPTIS 
POSTERITATI MEMORIEQVE RELIQVIT’. 
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success of his vernacular writings, as revealed in a 1443 letter to his friend Giovanni Toscanella. 

And in Florence, Angelo Poliziano preferred to exclude his vernacular letters from the epistolary 

collection he created for posterity.602 Despite this reluctance, from the late Trecento humanists 

did not eschew writing in the vernacular: instead, they challenged themselves to produce 

eloquent, elegant, and topical translations in both Latin and vernacular.  

 

The substantial number of Quattrocento vernacular translations presented in this study cannot be 

ignored or underplayed. While investing their creative energies and talents in projects of 

vernacular translation, Quattrocento translators also refined their self-presentational strategies to 

strengthen their claims as significant agents of cultural and symbolic forms of capital. 

Quattrocento translators did not wish to be considered grammarians merely practicing their 

linguistic skills by means of translation. Instead, they presented themselves as creative and 

authoritative traductores of Greek and Latin texts.  

 

The increased confidence of fifteenth-century translators was significantly boosted by their 

greater mastery and appreciation of classical Latin. Additional confidence was also justified by 

the relative success of the studia humanitatis—the influential educational programme promoted 

by early Quattrocento humanists such as Guarino Guarini.603 Formal education played an 

important part in fostering confidence among translators to turn classical Latin into vernacular. 

Like their Trecento predecessors, Quattrocento pre-university pupils glossed or translated their 

Latin textbooks and reading material into vernacular. Such translation exercises were therefore 

                                                
602 On Poliziano’s choice to exclude his vernacular letters, which was common among humanists, see Bausi, 
‘Appunti sulle lettere volgari’. 
603 On Guarini as ‘the greatest teacher in a century of teachers’ see Grafton and Jardine, From Humanism to the 
Humanities, pp. 1‒28; the quotation is from p. 1. 
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an essential practice for the educational and cultural experiences of Quattrocento writers and 

readers. Indeed, with reference to intellectual practice, translation was probably the strongest 

element of continuity between the Trecento and Quattrocento. As set forth in Chapter Four, 

translators could choose to produce either a grammatical translation—the first step in the 

understanding of a text—or a rhetorical rendering of the source text. Grammaticus (expert of 

language) and traductor (creative and eloquent interpreter of Greek and Latin sources) are the 

two most common self-perceived roles referenced by Quattrocento translators. Their choice 

underpinned the contemporary educational professions: the grammatici taught predominantly 

language and its structure, whereas auctoristi lectured and commented on literature and 

philosophy.604 Quattrocento humanists frequently wore both hats, but the translators discussed in 

this volume often preferred to be seen as authoritative and collaborative by their peer 

intellectuals, and their readers. 

 

The distinction between the grammarian and the authoritative translator was formulated most 

eloquently by Leonardo Bruni. Within the realm of textual translation, the most significant 

change from Trecento to Quattrocento lay in the ways translators fashioned themselves. They no 

longer presented themselves as inadequate, humble, and ill-equipped for the task of remedying 

ignorance among their readers. Instead, they were likely to introduce themselves as reliable, 

authoritative, and eloquent—even when they also described the vernacular language as an 

insurmountable obstacle to rendering the elegance of Latin.  

 

Intensified emphasis on collaboration was a pivotal strategy for Quattrocento vernacular 

translators’ presentation and promotion of their work. Quattrocento translators aimed to convince 

                                                
604 See Black, Humanism and Education, pp. 30–33. 
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readers of the value of their translational projects, while requesting the dedicatees’ influence to 

‘improve’ their translations. Unlike their Trecento predecessors, Quattrocento translators valued 

and flattered their dedicatees as opposed to insult them.605 In presenting their vernacular efforts 

they recognised their readers’ contribution to the production and reception of their work. Both 

Trecento and Quattrocento translators shared the same concerns about the instability of 

vernacular languages, but the fifteenth-century humanists offered their vernacular translations as 

integral to their production and circulation of classical Latin ideas, culture, and language. 

  

As a result, most of the humanists’ first-person statements discussed throughout this book did not 

put forward an entrenched view of Latin as the exclusive medium for scholarship. To be sure, 

there are some notable exceptions: Lorenzo Valla’s Elegantiae linguae latinae (mid 1440s), for 

instance, offered for some twentieth-century scholars ‘an inalienable linguistic basis’ for the 

‘high culture of western Europe’.606 Valla’s Elegantiae is underpinned by the idea that classical 

Latin was a historical language—a language to be studied and used as an immutable model by 

fifteenth-century writers and readers. Most importantly, Valla sought to restore classical Latin to 

a perfection that would further enhance its universality. This cultural and linguistic programme 

was clearly followed by several humanists of Valla’s time. However, the prefaces by vernacular 

translators examined in this study indicate that the perceived ‘perfection’ and universality of 

classical Latin did not preclude its translation into Italian vernaculars. Indeed, Quattrocento 

humanists took every opportunity to praise the eloquence of classical Latin. Yet they also 

fundamentally agreed on the commensurability of languages, and rejected the linguistic 

                                                
605 See, for instance, Boccaccio’s dedication of his translation of Livy’s Decades to the Lord of Ravenna Ostagio da 
Polenta (Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy, p. 23), in which the translator affirms that the world is 
upside-down and the rulers have become the ruled, and vice versa. 
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determinism that several twenty-first century scholars seem to have adopted uncritically.607 The 

‘discovery’ of first-century CE Latin was undoubtedly a major development in Western culture, 

but the translators examined here demonstrate that Latin was not always perceived as the most 

appropriate medium through which to share literary knowledge beyond the privileged realms of 

the court, the academy, and intellectual friendship.608 To make their scholarship topical to 

rulers—who had the potential to reward them with economic and social benefits—and to wider 

readerships, humanists needed to respond to the bilingual political and intellectual situation of 

their time, across the Italian peninsula.609 From the early years of the Quattrocento, the 

vernacular was theorised an essential medium for translators to communicate their enthusiasm 

for Latin eloquence and knowledge.  

  

The Quattrocento literary culture emerging from the foregoing chapters defies any fixed 

demarcation between Latin and vernacular, and invites us to reconsider the ways in which 

fifteenth-century writers and readers engaged with ancient culture. It has been recently suggested 

that Quattrocento humanists did not eschew scholasticism, or reject it outright.610 If humanists 

such as Lorenzo Valla promoted classical Latin as a perfect language—fundamentally because of 

its history—scholastics such as Paul of Venice (1369‒1429) defined languages as a human 

creation with ‘recurrent logical constants’, which allowed their users to express universal 

knowledge.  

                                                                                                                                                       
606 Moss, Renaissance Truth and the Latin Language Turn, p. 36. On Valla’s Elegantiae see also Nauta, ‘Linguistic 
Relativity’, and Rizzo, Ricerche sul latino umanistico, p. 106. 
607 See Perreiah, Renaissance Truths, pp. 41–42. 
608 On the complementarity of ‘humanism’ and universities in the fifteenth century see Hankins, Humanism and 
Platonism, p. 181. 
609 Bloemendal, Bilingual Europe Latin and Vernacular, p. 2: ‘there is a growing awareness that Latin and the 
vernacular did not take turns representing an old and new Europe, but rather coexisted for centuries, in overlapping 
and mutually influential communities’. 
610 Perreiah, Renaissance Truths, pp. 167–68. 
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Quattrocento vernacular translators articulated their contribution to a universal understanding 

and appreciation of the textual heritage of the ancient world. They connected their vernacular 

translations to the newly translated Latin versions of Greek histories and treatises, and correlated 

these texts with the interests of their dedicatees. Translators presented their work as a syncretic 

and collaborative process that promised benefits to all parties involved: the translator himself, the 

dedicatee, and the readers of their time.  

 

Collaboration did not prevent competition. The renewal of classical heritage that characterised 

fifteenth-century Italy spurred a robust competition between humanists. When presenting his 

vernacular translation of Procopius’s De bello gothico to Duke Ercole I d’Este, Niccolò 

Leoniceno (1428‒1524)—nephew of Antonio Loschi—laments the fact that other translators 

before him had only rendered excerpts from Procopius’s history.611 Leoniceno adds that these 

‘authors’ deliberately effaced the authorship of these passages because they ‘wished to self-

attribute the creation of this history by not mentioning the name of Procopius’. For this reason, 

Leoniceno’s predecessors, he says, were forced to ‘resecarla e redurla a nova forma’ [‘reduce the 

narrative and turn it into a new form’].612 Leoniceno’s preface is most likely alluding to the 

heated exchange between Bruni and Biondo Flavio: the latter had accused Bruni of plagiarising 

Procopius in his 1441 De bello Italico.613 Yet Leoniceno seems to deliberately omit mention of 

Bruni’s Latin version, and Ludovico Petroni’s 1456 vernacular rendering (dedicated to Galeazzo 

Maria Sforza): almost certainly he wished to convince his potential employer Ercole I that he 

                                                
611 Mugnai Carrara, La biblioteca. Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 272 inf., fol. 1r: ‘molte volte habi lecte 
succintamente in altri auctori moderni alcuni’. 
612 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 272 inf., fol. 1r–v. 
613 See Ianziti, Writing History in Renaissance Italy, p. 278. 
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was the first to translate Procopius from Greek into the vernacular.614 No scholar has yet 

examined Leoniceno’s translation to determine whether he used Bruni’s De bello Italico or 

Petroni’s version. Petroni makes a very similar argument in the preface to his translation. He also 

points out that only excerpts of Procopius’s history had been ‘treated’ by previous scholars.615 

Contrary to Leoniceno’s claim, Petroni acknowledges the Latin version by Bruni, but remarks 

that Bruni does not follow the Greek text closely.616 Even so, Petroni preferred to translate rather 

than producing a new text: ‘Nondimeno, per non parere di fare nova opra solamente usarò 

l’offitio dell’interprete poyché così desidera la tua sublimità’ [‘Nevertheless, I will follow the 

task of the translator because this is what you asked of me’].617 Both Petroni and Leoniceno offer 

a self-serving assessment of contemporary Latin translators, in which every humanist strove to 

present their Latin and vernacular translations as the most accurate, enjoyable, and topical.618  

 

If competition was intense, Quattrocento vernacular translators also built on the work and 

prestige of more influential humanists to enhance the topicality of classical sources. Around 1487 

Joan Marco Cinico (1430‒1503) dedicated his version of De la clementia de li ri e de la 

obedienzia de li subditi made to King Ferrante I of Naples.619 Given that Ferrante had just tamed 

the rebellion of nobles and feudatories (1485‒86), the themes of subservience and royal 

                                                
614 On Petroni see Azzara and Bonnini, La guerra dei Goti. I have used Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 
Chig. M.VI.133., fols 1r–119r.  
615 ‘Et perché questa ystoria da molti è stata tractata sotto brevità’ (Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chig. 
M.VI.133. fol. 1r). 
616 ‘Quantunqua in alcuni luoghi para non observi l’ordine delle cose facte’ (Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, Chig. M.VI.133. fol. 1v). 
617 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chig. M.VI.133. fol. 1r. 
618 ‘intenderai diffusamente le bataglie facte fra’ Goti e Romani [...] Hora la vedrai [Procopius’s History] in 
Procopio instesso’ (Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 272 inf., fol. 1r–v). 
619 Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Chig. L VII 269. This is a vernacular translation of a chapter from 
Valerius Maximus’s Facta et dicta memorabilia, a detail Cinico does not explicitly mention. 
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clemency were particularly significant.620 Cinico’s translation is both a compendium and 

explication of passages from Valerius Maximus and other recent and contemporary authors. In 

this case, the translator relied on the prestige of ancient sources and humanists such as Petrarca 

to highlight the esteem of his advice. Cinico translated essential views on leadership from 

ancient and early modern authors for the benefit of his ruler: the translator invites King Ferrante 

to learn from the advice and also learn some Latin in the process: sections of the Latin text are 

reproduced in the original language, and are followed by a vernacular exposition. Bilingual texts 

were, as we have seen, not uncommon additions to the library at the court of Naples. The 

examples taken from Maximus’s work are actualised by Cinico’s translation, and his final advice 

to the king is to ‘usare clementia che severità’ [‘use clemency more than violence’].621 The 

translator supersedes the ancient author by setting out shrewd advice to his ruler.  

 

Quattrocento humanists used vernacular translation to recalibrate the relationship between the 

ancient culture and the ‘new’ Latin translations of their time, and expand the influence of Latin 

culture. This expansion increased further and more visibly with the establishment and growth of 

the print industry, and the development of the professional ‘conditions of authorship’ that were 

made possible by print technology.622  

 

                                                
620 Bentley, Politics and Culture in Renaissance Naples, pp. 30–33. See also Boschetto, Una nuova lettera, pp. 20–
24. 
621 BAV, Chig. L VII 269, fol. 60v. 
622 Carlson, ‘Chaucer, Humanism and Printing’. 
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